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           RevengeRevenge passes passes
                

EE
BERRONBERRON WASWAS BORNBORN ININ 2002 2002 WHENWHEN

Wizards of the Coast launchedWizards of the Coast launched

a worldwide search for a newa worldwide search for a new

campaign setting. I imagined acampaign setting. I imagined a

world of swashbuckling adventureworld of swashbuckling adventure

and dark fantasy, a place where magic formedand dark fantasy, a place where magic formed

the foundation of civilization. Over the course ofthe foundation of civilization. Over the course of

the next year I worked with a team of the next year I worked with a team of amazingamazing

              

that core idea, and the end result was thethat core idea, and the end result was the  
   In the years that followed, a In the years that followed, a

host of authors, designers, and dungeon mastershost of authors, designers, and dungeon masters

across the world have continued to expand andacross the world have continued to expand and

explore this setting.explore this setting.

                

DDUNGEONSUNGEONS & D & DRAGONSRAGONS, providing an overview, providing an overview

of the core themes of the setting and the of the core themes of the setting and the rules torules to

connect them to current campaigns. It exploresconnect them to current campaigns. It explores

the continent of Khorvaire and the great city ofthe continent of Khorvaire and the great city of

Sharn.Sharn.     provides ideas andprovides ideas and

hooks for compelling adventures, as well as anhooks for compelling adventures, as well as an

appendix with a list of sources you can use toappendix with a list of sources you can use to

learn more about the setting.learn more about the setting.

Bear in mind: this book presentsBear in mind: this book presents  vision vision

of Eberron. This is the world I run at my ownof Eberron. This is the world I run at my own

table, and the way that I’ve converted its ideastable, and the way that I’ve converted its ideas

                  

is presented for playtesting and to spark youris presented for playtesting and to spark your

imagination. The game mechanics are in draftimagination. The game mechanics are in draft

              

              

                

D&D Adventurers League events. If Wizards ofD&D Adventurers League events. If Wizards of

                

                

appear in a D&D book. Beyond that: Eberronappear in a D&D book. Beyond that: Eberron

isis   world as much as it is mine. I world as much as it is mine. I hope thathope that

this book provides you withthis book provides you with

inspiration, but don’tinspiration, but don’t

be limited by mybe limited by my

ideas or decisions.ideas or decisions.

Think of thisThink of this

as somethingas something

 you can you can

build upon,build upon,

not a codex ofnot a codex of

absolute law.absolute law.

WelcomeWelcome

to Eberron:to Eberron:

let’s explore!let’s explore!
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WW
HATHAT ISIS E EBERRONBERRON? I? ITT’’SS A A WORLDWORLD

bound by a golden ringbound by a golden ring

and surrounded by twelveand surrounded by twelve

moons. It’s the intersection ofmoons. It’s the intersection of

thirteen planes of existence,thirteen planes of existence,

which shift in and out of which shift in and out of alignment. It’s a placealignment. It’s a place

where magic has been harnessed as a tool—usedwhere magic has been harnessed as a tool—used

to build cities, to sail ships through to build cities, to sail ships through the skies, tothe skies, to

create both wonders and weapons.create both wonders and weapons.

Eberron embraces swashbuckling action andEberron embraces swashbuckling action and

pulp adventure and adds a layer of neo-noirpulp adventure and adds a layer of neo-noir

intrigue. Stories don’t always end well and thereintrigue. Stories don’t always end well and there

isn’t a perfect answer to every problem. Theisn’t a perfect answer to every problem. The

Last War turned old Last War turned old allies into bitter enemiesallies into bitter enemies

and destroyed an entire nation, leaving terribleand destroyed an entire nation, leaving terrible

scars behind. Crime and corruption lurk in thescars behind. Crime and corruption lurk in the

great cities of Khorvaire. Hidden dragons shapegreat cities of Khorvaire. Hidden dragons shape

            

the dreams of the unwary. Human greed andthe dreams of the unwary. Human greed and

ambition may prove more dangerous than anyambition may prove more dangerous than any

devil or demon. But through this darkness, theredevil or demon. But through this darkness, there

are opportunities for a group are opportunities for a group of bold adventurersof bold adventurers

                

This chapter explores these core themesThis chapter explores these core themes

                  

characters you create in Eberron. Here’s a quickcharacters you create in Eberron. Here’s a quick

overview of what lies ahead.overview of what lies ahead.

••  A Magical World A Magical World.. From warforged From warforged

and airships to the mighty dragonmarkedand airships to the mighty dragonmarked

houses, magic is a part of the world houses, magic is a part of the world and itsand its

stories.stories.

•• Pulp Adventure.Pulp Adventure. Whether you’re Whether you’re

leaping from an airship or battling demonsleaping from an airship or battling demons

in forgotten ruins, Eberron encouragesin forgotten ruins, Eberron encourages

cinematic action and swashbuckling cinematic action and swashbuckling 

adventure.adventure.

•• Neo-Noir Intrigue.Neo-Noir Intrigue. Eberron is a world Eberron is a world

            

and villain is easily blurred, and even theand villain is easily blurred, and even the

champions of the light may have thingschampions of the light may have things

they regret.they regret.

•• The Last War.The Last War. Eberron has just emerged Eberron has just emerged

from a century-long civil war, and the scarsfrom a century-long civil war, and the scars

              

              

shape your story?shape your story?

•• The Mourning.The Mourning. This mystical cataclysm This mystical cataclysm

destroyed an entire nation and created adestroyed an entire nation and created a

deadly wasteland in the heart of Khorvaire.deadly wasteland in the heart of Khorvaire.

The Mourning brought the war to an end,The Mourning brought the war to an end,

but it is a mystery and a threat that loomsbut it is a mystery and a threat that looms

large over Eberron.large over Eberron.

••  Ancient Myst Ancient Mysteries.eries. Powerful artifacts Powerful artifacts

are hidden in the ruined cities of are hidden in the ruined cities of giants.giants.

Dragons and demons scheme in theDragons and demons scheme in the

shadows, unraveling a prophecy that couldshadows, unraveling a prophecy that could

shape the future. These ancient mysteriesshape the future. These ancient mysteries

can be a source of fantastic adventures andcan be a source of fantastic adventures and

terrible danger.terrible danger.

•• If it exists in D&D, it has a place inIf it exists in D&D, it has a place in
Eberron…Eberron… But it may not be the place But it may not be the place

 you’re used to. you’re used to.

These elements are all part of Eberron, butThese elements are all part of Eberron, but

 you don’t have to use all of them in every story. you don’t have to use all of them in every story.

As you go through this chapter, decide whichAs you go through this chapter, decide which

                  

want to tell.want to tell.
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A MA MAGICALAGICAL W WORLDORLD
The creation myths say that magic is theThe creation myths say that magic is the

            

from the golden ring in the from the golden ring in the sky. Whether thissky. Whether this

is truth or mere myth, magic pervades theis truth or mere myth, magic pervades the

world.world.

Magic as a Tool.Magic as a Tool. In Eberron, arcaneIn Eberron, arcane

magic is a form of science. The spells andmagic is a form of science. The spells and

            

developed and honed over centuries, anddeveloped and honed over centuries, and

those principles have been incorporated intothose principles have been incorporated into

daily life. Magic is used for entertainment,daily life. Magic is used for entertainment,

transportation, communication, warfare, andtransportation, communication, warfare, and

much more. While magic is widespread, theremuch more. While magic is widespread, there

are limits to is power. You are limits to is power. You can book passagecan book passage

on an airship or get an illon an airship or get an illness cured byness cured by lesserlesser
restorationrestoration, but resurrection, teleportation, and, but resurrection, teleportation, and

                

are rare and remarkable; most common magicare rare and remarkable; most common magic

is performed by a working class of magewrights,is performed by a working class of magewrights,

professional spellcasters who master a smallprofessional spellcasters who master a small

handful of rituals or cantrips. The magicalhandful of rituals or cantrips. The magical

services available in Khorvaire are dservices available in Khorvaire are discussediscussed

in more detail in chapter 2, in more detail in chapter 2, along with thealong with the

availability of magic items.availability of magic items.

Dragonmarked Dynasties.Dragonmarked Dynasties. The magicalThe magical

economy is dominated by a handful economy is dominated by a handful of powerfulof powerful

families and the guilds they maintain. These arefamilies and the guilds they maintain. These are

the dragonmarked houses, barons of industrythe dragonmarked houses, barons of industry

              

These dynastic houses derive their powerThese dynastic houses derive their power

from their dragonmarks: arcane sigils thatfrom their dragonmarks: arcane sigils that

are passed down through their bloodlines. are passed down through their bloodlines. AA

dragonmark grants limited but useful magicaldragonmark grants limited but useful magical

abilities, and over the course of abilities, and over the course of centuries thecenturies the

houses have used these powers to establishhouses have used these powers to establish

powerful monopolies. House Jorasco dominatespowerful monopolies. House Jorasco dominates

the medical trade with its Mark the medical trade with its Mark of Healing,of Healing,

while only someone with House Lyrandar’swhile only someone with House Lyrandar’s

Mark of Storms can pilot an airship. Chapter 3Mark of Storms can pilot an airship. Chapter 3

provides more details about dragonmarks andprovides more details about dragonmarks and

the dragonmarked houses, along with rules forthe dragonmarked houses, along with rules for

creating dragonmarked characters.creating dragonmarked characters.

  

Here are a few examples of how magic isHere are a few examples of how magic is
integrated into everyday life in Khorvaire.integrated into everyday life in Khorvaire.

TheThe lightning rail lightning rail uses bound elementalsuses bound elementals
to drive a train of carriages along a path ofto drive a train of carriages along a path of
conductor stones. The rail links most majorconductor stones. The rail links most major
cities and is a simple way to travel longcities and is a simple way to travel long
distances.distances.

AnAn elemental airshipelemental airship          
elemental, bound into a ring that holdselemental, bound into a ring that holds
the ship aloft and provides the ship aloft and provides motive force.motive force.
The airship is a recent innovation that isThe airship is a recent innovation that is
transforming the business of transportation.transforming the business of transportation.

Everbright lanternsEverbright lanterns useuse   
              
never goes out, but metal shutters allow anever goes out, but metal shutters allow a
lantern to be dimmed or shut down.lantern to be dimmed or shut down.

Speaking stonesSpeaking stones allow communicationallow communication
between distant communities. A shortbetween distant communities. A short
message can be sent from one stone tomessage can be sent from one stone to
another, functionally similar to a telegraph.another, functionally similar to a telegraph.

WarforgedWarforged are sentient humanoidare sentient humanoid
golems. Developed during the Last War,golems. Developed during the Last War,
warforged were created as weapons. Thewarforged were created as weapons. The
Treaty of Thronehold forbid the creation ofTreaty of Thronehold forbid the creation of
new warforged, while granting freedom tonew warforged, while granting freedom to
the golems that survived the war. Rules the golems that survived the war. Rules forfor
making warforged characters can be found inmaking warforged characters can be found in
chapter 3.chapter 3.
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PPULPULP A ADVENTUREDVENTURE
Eberron is a world Eberron is a world of swashbuckling adventureof swashbuckling adventure

            

developing an adventure in the world or adeveloping an adventure in the world or a

player preparing to explore it, here are a fewplayer preparing to explore it, here are a few

things to consider.things to consider.

Exotic Exotic Locations.Locations. Lightning rails, airships,Lightning rails, airships,

and other forms of transportation can facilitateand other forms of transportation can facilitate

travel to exotic locations. Adventures couldtravel to exotic locations. Adventures could

take you to the colossal ruins left behind by thetake you to the colossal ruins left behind by the

giants of Xen’drik, the warped landscape of thegiants of Xen’drik, the warped landscape of the

Mournland, or the dark demiplanes within theMournland, or the dark demiplanes within the

underworld of Khyber. Even if you prefer to stayunderworld of Khyber. Even if you prefer to stay

                  

              

tunnels that lie beneath it.tunnels that lie beneath it.

 What Are the St What Are the Stakes?akes? What’s better than What’s better than

a battle on the deck of an airship? a battle on the deck of an airship? A battle onA battle on

the deck of an airshipthe deck of an airship        Look Look

for ways to raise the stakes of a scene, so playersfor ways to raise the stakes of a scene, so players

feel that every decision matters. This could befeel that every decision matters. This could be

driven by the consequences of failure: throughdriven by the consequences of failure: through

 your actions, you’re protecting your friends, your your actions, you’re protecting your friends, your

house, or your nation. It could be about time:house, or your nation. It could be about time: 

                  
   Such things can even be incidental. Such things can even be incidental.

                    

                      
            

Player Characters Are Remarkable.Player Characters Are Remarkable.

Eberron is a world in need Eberron is a world in need of heroes. Lingeringof heroes. Lingering

tensions of war remain. From the fanatics oftensions of war remain. From the fanatics of

the Emerald Claw and the mad cults of thethe Emerald Claw and the mad cults of the

          

          

                

them. In Eberron, the gods are distant andthem. In Eberron, the gods are distant and

don’t directly intervene. The Silver Flame is adon’t directly intervene. The Silver Flame is a

divine force of light, but it divine force of light, but it can only act throughcan only act through

mortal champions. The few powerful benevolentmortal champions. The few powerful benevolent

NPCs have limitations: the Keeper of the FlameNPCs have limitations: the Keeper of the Flame

loses her powers if she leaves her citadel. Theloses her powers if she leaves her citadel. The

                

the powerful people in the setting are drthe powerful people in the setting are driven byiven by
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there’s no one else to deal with the problem: thethere’s no one else to deal with the problem: the

fate of the city is in your fate of the city is in your hands.hands.

This is something to consider in developingThis is something to consider in developing

 your character and choosing your background. your character and choosing your background.

If you take the soldier background, you can beIf you take the soldier background, you can be

more than just a grunt. What did more than just a grunt. What did youyou dodo duringduring

the Last War? What was your greatest triumphthe Last War? What was your greatest triumph

or most tragic defeat? If you’re a spy, or most tragic defeat? If you’re a spy, are you aare you a

prized agent or did you break loose from yourprized agent or did you break loose from your

organization after they pushed you too far? Don’torganization after they pushed you too far? Don’t

 just think of your character as a set of numbers: just think of your character as a set of numbers:

even at 1st level, you’re remarkable.even at 1st level, you’re remarkable.

Hero Points.Hero Points. The heroes of pulp adventure The heroes of pulp adventure

are often able to overcome seemingly impossibleare often able to overcome seemingly impossible

                  

optional hero points rule from chapter 9 of theoptional hero points rule from chapter 9 of the

       This is This is optional optional ; hero points; hero points

change the balance of the game and give playerchange the balance of the game and give player

characters an opportunity to turn certain failurecharacters an opportunity to turn certain failure

into success. It’s a way to make heroes feelinto success. It’s a way to make heroes feel

largely than life, but it’s not a good match forlargely than life, but it’s not a good match for

every story.every story.

Remarkable Villains.Remarkable Villains. One reason the worldOne reason the world

needs heroes is because it already has villains. Itneeds heroes is because it already has villains. It

may be a long time before you’re ready to facemay be a long time before you’re ready to face

the archlich Erandis Vol in battle. But part ofthe archlich Erandis Vol in battle. But part of

                

 villains who are closely matched with the villains who are closely matched with the

heroes—rivals who advance in power as you do.heroes—rivals who advance in power as you do.

One way to create a compelling villain is for One way to create a compelling villain is for thethe

DM and players develop the villain’s backstoryDM and players develop the villain’s backstory

together. As a DM, you might ask a player:together. As a DM, you might ask a player: 
                      
                  

Likewise, even when a pulp villain appears toLikewise, even when a pulp villain appears to

die, they can have their own remarkable escapesdie, they can have their own remarkable escapes

from death. Perhaps Halas had a ring that castfrom death. Perhaps Halas had a ring that cast

an illusion of his death while an illusion of his death while actually stabilizingactually stabilizing

him, or casthim, or cast     when he leapt from thatwhen he leapt from that

tower in Sharn. Here as well, tower in Sharn. Here as well, as a DM you couldas a DM you could

engage the players:engage the players:          
     you you            

This isn’t something every group will enjoy,This isn’t something every group will enjoy,

and you never want players to feel as though theyand you never want players to feel as though they

can’t succeed. But for some groups, this sort ofcan’t succeed. But for some groups, this sort of

collaboration can produce a compelling story andcollaboration can produce a compelling story and

a sense of investment in the world.a sense of investment in the world.

  

  

                    
                
                
              

                
                
              
      

Combat can feel very mechanical.Combat can feel very mechanical.     
                   One One
way for the DM to encourage way for the DM to encourage more cinematicmore cinematic
action is to present a list action is to present a list ofof EnvironmentalEnvironmental
Elements.Elements. In a tavern, this list could  In a tavern, this list could includeinclude
Chandelier, Plate Glass Window, RoaringChandelier, Plate Glass Window, Roaring
Fireplace, Tray of Drinks, Drunk Patron.Fireplace, Tray of Drinks, Drunk Patron. IfIf
                
bebe Pile of Gold Coins, Scattered Bones,Pile of Gold Coins, Scattered Bones,
Rotting Tapestry, Moss-Covered Statue.Rotting Tapestry, Moss-Covered Statue.
Each turn, a player can work one of theseEach turn, a player can work one of these
elements into their description of their action.elements into their description of their action.
The primary purpose of this is The primary purpose of this is to give playersto give players
ideas; interesting details to use while describingideas; interesting details to use while describing
their actions. But if a player their actions. But if a player comes up with acomes up with a
particularly clever way to use an eleparticularly clever way to use an element, thement, the
DM could grant advantage on a DM could grant advantage on a check or attackcheck or attack
                
cross a room full of enemies and cross a room full of enemies and wants to swingwants to swing
                
make a simple Dexterity (Acrobatics) check tomake a simple Dexterity (Acrobatics) check to
avoid opportunity attacks, essentially getting aavoid opportunity attacks, essentially getting a
free Disengage action.free Disengage action.

Environmental elements are alwaysEnvironmental elements are always
optional and largely cosmetic. As a optional and largely cosmetic. As a DM, youDM, you
                    
element. But presenting a list can help playerselement. But presenting a list can help players
think of the location as more than just squaresthink of the location as more than just squares
on a map and challenge them to add moreon a map and challenge them to add more
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NNEOEO-N-NOIROIR I INTRIGUENTRIGUE
While Eberron embraces the swashbucklingWhile Eberron embraces the swashbuckling

action of pulp adventure, it also draws inspirationaction of pulp adventure, it also draws inspiration

            

world where stories don’t always end well, world where stories don’t always end well, wherewhere

there isn’t a perfect solution for every problem.there isn’t a perfect solution for every problem.

In developing characters or stories in Eberron,In developing characters or stories in Eberron,

consider the following concepts.consider the following concepts.

Shades of Gray.Shades of Gray. In Eberron, it’s not alwaysIn Eberron, it’s not always

easy to separate the heroes from the villains.easy to separate the heroes from the villains.

Good people can do terrible things, while cruelGood people can do terrible things, while cruel

or heartless people may be serving the greateror heartless people may be serving the greater

good. An inquisitor may torturegood. An inquisitor may torture

innocents in a quest to root oinnocents in a quest to root out a cultut a cult

of the Dragon Below; but if she’sof the Dragon Below; but if she’s

stopped, the cult will survive andstopped, the cult will survive and

            

a human settlement; but the settlersa human settlement; but the settlers

have built their village on land sacred to have built their village on land sacred to thethe

orcs and may be disrupting wards that holdorcs and may be disrupting wards that hold

                

weapon in an ancient tomb; but this artifact isweapon in an ancient tomb; but this artifact is

the sword of an ancient hobgoblin general, andthe sword of an ancient hobgoblin general, and

his descendants want it back. There are ways tohis descendants want it back. There are ways to

resolve these problems, but the answers aren’tresolve these problems, but the answers aren’t

always simple or obvious.always simple or obvious.

There can certainly be times when decisionsThere can certainly be times when decisions

are straightforward. If the Emerald Claw is aboutare straightforward. If the Emerald Claw is about

to detonate a necrotic resonator that will kill to detonate a necrotic resonator that will kill halfhalf

of Sharn, they need to be stopped. of Sharn, they need to be stopped. But a goodBut a good

Eberron story challenges you to think about yourEberron story challenges you to think about your

actions, and the simplest solution may not be theactions, and the simplest solution may not be the

best one.best one.

Human Motives.Human Motives.         

              

 vast majority of people are driven by simple vast majority of people are driven by simple

motives: Greed. Fear. Pride. Ambition. Onemotives: Greed. Fear. Pride. Ambition. One

person just wants to get some gold in theirperson just wants to get some gold in their

pocket. Another wants to impress theirpocket. Another wants to impress their

paramour. A leader forcing the Fiveparamour. A leader forcing the Five

Nations into war is driven bothNations into war is driven both

by fear of their neighbors and theby fear of their neighbors and the

sincere belief that Khorvaire wouldsincere belief that Khorvaire would

          

There are ancient and primordial forces atThere are ancient and primordial forces at

work in Eberron. But there are also misguidedwork in Eberron. But there are also misguided

patriots, religious extremists, and dragonmarkedpatriots, religious extremists, and dragonmarked

houses looking to wring a few more pieces ofhouses looking to wring a few more pieces of

gold out of Khorvaire. There are spies whogold out of Khorvaire. There are spies who

will do anything to protect their nations andwill do anything to protect their nations and

petty criminals trying to build empires. There’spetty criminals trying to build empires. There’s

                

 vile villains, but there’s a lot of middle ground in vile villains, but there’s a lot of middle ground in

between.between.
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Everyone Has Regrets.Everyone Has Regrets. Player characters Player characters

are remarkable people, but that doesn’t meanare remarkable people, but that doesn’t mean

they’re perfect. 5E already encourages you tothey’re perfect. 5E already encourages you to

              

                

              

 you might consider a few additional aspects: Do you might consider a few additional aspects: Do

 you have a debt you need to repay and, if so, do you have a debt you need to repay and, if so, do

 you need to resolve this in a week or in a year? you need to resolve this in a week or in a year?

Did you make a tragic mistake, and if so, is itDid you make a tragic mistake, and if so, is it

something you can ever undo? The Regrets tablesomething you can ever undo? The Regrets table

provides a few examples of missteps that mightprovides a few examples of missteps that might

haunt you.haunt you.

The Balance of Pulp and Noir.The Balance of Pulp and Noir. As a As a

setting, Eberron works with both pulp and noirsetting, Eberron works with both pulp and noir

themes. This is a spectrum: on one end you havethemes. This is a spectrum: on one end you have

over-the-top swashbuckling adventure—battlingover-the-top swashbuckling adventure—battling

incarnations of evil on the deck of a incarnations of evil on the deck of a burningburning

airship! On the other end you have gritty hard-airship! On the other end you have gritty hard-

boiled action in the alleys of Sharn, boiled action in the alleys of Sharn, a brutallya brutally

human scenario where there’s no easy choices.human scenario where there’s no easy choices.

The most interesting path often lies between theThe most interesting path often lies between the

two extremes, but don’t be afraid to focus two extremes, but don’t be afraid to focus on oneon one

end of the spectrum if that’s what suits your story.end of the spectrum if that’s what suits your story.

  

1d101d10     

11 WWhhiille e yyoou u wweerre e sseerrvviinng g iin n tthhe e LLaasstt

War, you were forced to abandonWar, you were forced to abandon

an injured comrade. You don’t knowan injured comrade. You don’t know

if they survived.if they survived.

22 YYoou u ppllaacceed d yyoouur r ffaaiitth h aannd d yyoouurr

fortune in the hands of a lover whofortune in the hands of a lover who

betrayed you. You don’t know if youbetrayed you. You don’t know if you

can ever trust anyone again.can ever trust anyone again.

33           

          

        

4 4 Someone Someone put put their their trust trust in in you you andand

you betrayed them for personalyou betrayed them for personal

gain. You may regret it now, butgain. You may regret it now, but

you can never repair the damageyou can never repair the damage

you’ve done.you’ve done.

55 YYoou u ssqquuaannddeerreed d yyoouur r ffaammiilly’y’ss

fortune and brought shame andfortune and brought shame and

ruin to your household.ruin to your household.

66         

              

soldier). While you were servingsoldier). While you were serving

your country, you did unforgivableyour country, you did unforgivable

things.things.

7 7 YYou ou abandoned abandoned your your family family toto

pursue a life of adventure. Yourpursue a life of adventure. Your

village was destroyed in the war andvillage was destroyed in the war and

you don’t know if they survived.you don’t know if they survived.

8 8 YYou ou made made a a bargain bargain with with anan

        

regret.regret.

9 9 YYou ou made made a a promise promise to to a a child child or or aa

lover that you failed to keep.lover that you failed to keep.

1010       

      

        

    

rage), but you don’t know if rage), but you don’t know if therethere
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1d1d10 10 DDebebtt

11           

Last War, and now you’re beingLast War, and now you’re being

blackmailed by someone who hasblackmailed by someone who has

          

            

22 YYouou’’vve ge got ot a ga gaambmblilinng pg prrooblblemem. I. If yf youou

can’t repay Daask (see chapter 6),can’t repay Daask (see chapter 6),

you’re going to be playing tag with ayou’re going to be playing tag with a

cockatrice.cockatrice.

33 YYoou ou owwn an an un unnccoommmmoon mn maaggic ic iitteemm,,

but you had to sell it to a but you had to sell it to a pawn shop.pawn shop.

If you can’t reclaim it within theIf you can’t reclaim it within the

        

4 4 YYou ou were were making making a a delivedelivery ry on on behalfbehalf

of the Boromar Clan (see of the Boromar Clan (see chapter 6)chapter 6)

and you lost the merchandise.and you lost the merchandise.

55 SSomomeoeone ne kknnowows s tthe he wwheherreaeabbououts ts ofof

a sibling or loved a sibling or loved one you thought lostone you thought lost

          

is going to cost you.is going to cost you.

66           

can’t be cured by mundane means.can’t be cured by mundane means.

If you can’t get aIf you can’t get a   

soon, you’re going to start showingsoon, you’re going to start showing

symptoms.symptoms.

7 7 YYour our family family lost lost everythieverything ng in in the the LastLast

War. 200 gp would get them a stake inWar. 200 gp would get them a stake in

a new (farm/inn/stagecoach).a new (farm/inn/stagecoach).

88 YYoouu’’vve ge goot a t a pprriicce oe on yn yoouur hr heeaadd..

          

          

out for bounty hunters.out for bounty hunters.

9 9 YYou’ve ou’ve got got an an opportuniopportunity ty to to join join anan

        

only got one month to raise theonly got one month to raise the

membership dues.membership dues.

1010 RRololl al aggaiain. n. It’It’s ns not ot yoyour ur dedebtbt: i: it’t’ss

you’re lover’s problem. Can you solveyou’re lover’s problem. Can you solve

the problem before they have to facethe problem before they have to face

the the consequencesconsequences??

WWHYHY D DOO Y YOUOU N NEEDEED

200 G200 GOLDOLD P PIECESIECES??
                

personality, something that plays an ongoing rolepersonality, something that plays an ongoing role

in your story. But perhaps you have a problemin your story. But perhaps you have a problem

that needs to be resolvedthat needs to be resolved    

This is entirely optional: As a This is entirely optional: As a player, youplayer, you

could choose to roll or select an option from thecould choose to roll or select an option from the

Debts table.Debts table.

Why would you possibly want to take on aWhy would you possibly want to take on a

debt? It’s a way to add depth to debt? It’s a way to add depth to your characteryour character

and to provide a compelling, immediate motiveand to provide a compelling, immediate motive

for adventuring—you’re not just out to get rich,for adventuring—you’re not just out to get rich,

 you you need need                 

It’s also an opportunity to establish somethingIt’s also an opportunity to establish something

that can be part of your character movingthat can be part of your character moving

forward. If you’re trying to forward. If you’re trying to reclaim a magic itemreclaim a magic item

from a pawn shop, it lets you from a pawn shop, it lets you establish that yourestablish that your

charactercharacter  that magic item—which could be that magic item—which could be

an heirloom, something you created, a gift from aan heirloom, something you created, a gift from a

mentor—you’ve just temporarily lost it. If you’rementor—you’ve just temporarily lost it. If you’re

trying to raise money to join a secret society,trying to raise money to join a secret society,

it establishes that your membership in thisit establishes that your membership in this

organization may be a part of the story later on.organization may be a part of the story later on.

Establishing a debt requires collaboration andEstablishing a debt requires collaboration and

approval by both player and DM. Work togetherapproval by both player and DM. Work together

to develop the details: who is blackmailing you?to develop the details: who is blackmailing you?

What’s this secret society? What’s the What’s this secret society? What’s the storystory

behind the magic item you’ve pawned, and whatbehind the magic item you’ve pawned, and what

sort of item is it? As a player, sort of item is it? As a player, you present ideasyou present ideas
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TTHEHE L LASTAST W WARAR
For hundreds of years the continent of For hundreds of years the continent of KhorvaireKhorvaire

was united under the Kingdom of Galifar. Thiswas united under the Kingdom of Galifar. This

came to an end with the death of came to an end with the death of King Jarot inKing Jarot in

                

the succession spiraled into outright war betweenthe succession spiraled into outright war between

the Five Nations.the Five Nations.

The Last War was a bitter struggle that foreverThe Last War was a bitter struggle that forever

changed the shape of Khorvaire. It was achanged the shape of Khorvaire. It was a

century marked by shifting alliances, with yearscentury marked by shifting alliances, with years

of stalemate interspersed with periods of intenseof stalemate interspersed with periods of intense

              

the land and the people, but there the land and the people, but there was worsewas worse

to come. On Olarune 20, to come. On Olarune 20, 994 YK the nation994 YK the nation

of Cyre was consumed in a magical cataclysmof Cyre was consumed in a magical cataclysm

now known as the Mourning. The cause of now known as the Mourning. The cause of thethe

Mourning remains unknown, and many fear thatMourning remains unknown, and many fear that

it was a consequence of the extensive use of warit was a consequence of the extensive use of war

magic. Shock and fear brought the nations to themagic. Shock and fear brought the nations to the

negotiating table, and the Last War came to annegotiating table, and the Last War came to an

end in 996 YK with the Treaty of Thronehold.end in 996 YK with the Treaty of Thronehold.

While many celebrated the end of the war,While many celebrated the end of the war,

          

No one won the war, and deep No one won the war, and deep scars remain.scars remain.

War-torn villages and towns are still rebuilding.War-torn villages and towns are still rebuilding.

Once fertile farmlands are scorched and ruined.Once fertile farmlands are scorched and ruined.

There are refugees in every major city. AndThere are refugees in every major city. And

even though people optimistically refer to it aseven though people optimistically refer to it as
      , most believe that it’s only a matter, most believe that it’s only a matter

of time until it begins anew. The mystery ofof time until it begins anew. The mystery of

the Mourning is the only thing holding the Mourning is the only thing holding thethe

warmongers at bay. If the secret of the Mourningwarmongers at bay. If the secret of the Mourning

can be uncovered—if it can be proven that thecan be uncovered—if it can be proven that the

Mourning couldn’t happen again, or if its Mourning couldn’t happen again, or if its powerpower

could be harnessed as a weapon—the Last Warcould be harnessed as a weapon—the Last War

could begin again. As such, the nations remain incould begin again. As such, the nations remain in

a cold war as each makes preparations and seeksa cold war as each makes preparations and seeks
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MMILITARYILITARY B BACKGROUNDSACKGROUNDS
The current year is 998 YK. The Last War lastedThe current year is 998 YK. The Last War lasted

for over a century and only came to an end twofor over a century and only came to an end two

 years ago. As a player character in Eberron, you years ago. As a player character in Eberron, you

possess remarkable skills. Did you take part inpossess remarkable skills. Did you take part in

the Last War, and if so, in what capacity? If youthe Last War, and if so, in what capacity? If you

fought, which nation did you serve? Were youfought, which nation did you serve? Were you

honorably discharged, or did you abandon yourhonorably discharged, or did you abandon your

cause? If you didn’t take part in the cause? If you didn’t take part in the war, whywar, why

                

The following table provides ideas about howThe following table provides ideas about how

              

Last War. Feel free to change the suggestedLast War. Feel free to change the suggested

backgrounds. While charlatan is an obviousbackgrounds. While charlatan is an obvious

background for a spy, you could easily adaptbackground for a spy, you could easily adapt

criminal or urchin to the same role.criminal or urchin to the same role.

  

1d101d10   

11 YYou ou wewere re a ca comommomon sn sololdidierer, f, facaciningg

the enemy on the front lines of thethe enemy on the front lines of the

interminable war. (Soldier)interminable war. (Soldier)

22 YYou ou seservrved ed on on ththe oe opepen sn seaeas, s, whwhetetheherr

              

or a smuggler. (Sailor)or a smuggler. (Sailor)

33 YYou ou cocommmmanandeded td troroopops as and nd leled sd sololdidiererss

            

or are you haunted by your failures?or are you haunted by your failures?

(Soldier or noble)(Soldier or noble)

44 YYou ou wewere re a sa spypy, g, gatatheheriring ng inintetelllligigenencece

              

            

back in? (Charlatan)back in? (Charlatan)

5 5 YYou ou were were tasked tasked with with maintaininmaintainingg

morale and raising the spirits of morale and raising the spirits of youryour

soldiers. soldiers. (Enterta(Entertainer)iner)

6 6 YYou ou provided provided spirituaspiritual l support support to to youryour

troops. Were you always devout, or didtroops. Were you always devout, or did

            

(Acolyte)(Acolyte)

7 7 YYou ou used used your your remarkable remarkable knowledge knowledge asas

part of a military think tank… or perhapspart of a military think tank… or perhaps

you provided arcane support on theyou provided arcane support on the

  

88             

taking advantage of the war to line yourtaking advantage of the war to line your

pockepockets. (Criminal ts. (Criminal or charlatan)or charlatan)

99             

took to protect the innocent have madetook to protect the innocent have made

you a local legend. you a local legend. (Folk hero)(Folk hero)

1010           

        

service. Are you haunted by this, or doservice. Are you haunted by this, or do

      

      

                  
War.War.

Dragonmarked Power.Dragonmarked Power. The dragonmarkedThe dragonmarked
houses sold their services to all sides andhouses sold their services to all sides and
            
Five Nations are divided and dependentFive Nations are divided and dependent
              
questionable if any one nation can impose itsquestionable if any one nation can impose its
will upon them.will upon them.

Karrnathi Undead.Karrnathi Undead. When a series ofWhen a series of
famines and plagues crippled the nation offamines and plagues crippled the nation of
Karrnath, it embraced the Blood of Vol andKarrnath, it embraced the Blood of Vol and
introduced undead into its armies. The religionintroduced undead into its armies. The religion
was largely abandoned towards the end of thewas largely abandoned towards the end of the
                
crypts, but some are still in use.crypts, but some are still in use.

Magical Innovation.Magical Innovation. Over the course of aOver the course of a
century of war, the nations and century of war, the nations and dragonmarkeddragonmarked
houses developed new spells and tools for usehouses developed new spells and tools for use
in the war. Airships and warforged are recentin the war. Airships and warforged are recent
developments, and the wandslinger traditiondevelopments, and the wandslinger tradition
emerged from the war.emerged from the war.

The Mourning.The Mourning. This magical cataclysmThis magical cataclysm
destroyed Cyre and brought the war to an end.destroyed Cyre and brought the war to an end.
Cyre is a vast, unrecoverable wasteland andCyre is a vast, unrecoverable wasteland and
those Cyrans who survived the disaster arethose Cyrans who survived the disaster are
scattered across Khorvaire.scattered across Khorvaire.

New Nations.New Nations. Before the Last War, GalifarBefore the Last War, Galifar
laid claim to all of Khorvaire. A host of newlaid claim to all of Khorvaire. A host of new
states emerged over the course of the states emerged over the course of the war.war.
These include the goblin nation of Darguun,These include the goblin nation of Darguun,
the elf kingdom of Valenar, the druids of thethe elf kingdom of Valenar, the druids of the
Eldeen Reaches, the monsters of Droaam,Eldeen Reaches, the monsters of Droaam,
and more.and more.
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TTHEHE M MOURNINGOURNING
The nation of Cyre was once the heart of The nation of Cyre was once the heart of thethe

united kingdom of Galifar. The Last War tookunited kingdom of Galifar. The Last War took

a heavy toll on Cyre and its citizens, serving asa heavy toll on Cyre and its citizens, serving as

the battleground where all of the Five Nationsthe battleground where all of the Five Nations

crossed swords. But no one was prepared for crossed swords. But no one was prepared for thethe

disaster that struck in 994 YK.disaster that struck in 994 YK.

Accounts of the Mourning vary. Some say thatAccounts of the Mourning vary. Some say that

              

Saerun Road. Others say that the dead-graySaerun Road. Others say that the dead-gray

mists began in the capital city of Metrol andmists began in the capital city of Metrol and

spread out from there. What is known spread out from there. What is known for certainfor certain

is that within the space of one day the is that within the space of one day the nationnation

of Cyre had been engulfed in a wall of Cyre had been engulfed in a wall of mist,of mist,

and that anything caught within the mists wasand that anything caught within the mists was

          

were killed on the day of Mourning. Those whowere killed on the day of Mourning. Those who

            

territory, those living on the borders territory, those living on the borders who werewho were

                

who were able to escape the interior who were able to escape the interior throughthrough

magical means. On Olarune 20, 994 YK, themagical means. On Olarune 20, 994 YK, the

nation of Cyre ceased to exist.nation of Cyre ceased to exist.

The Mourning threw Khorvaire into a stateThe Mourning threw Khorvaire into a state

of shock. Who could unleash such power? Wasof shock. Who could unleash such power? Was

this a weapon, and if so, when would thosethis a weapon, and if so, when would those

responsible issues their demands? Were itsresponsible issues their demands? Were its

borders stable, or could they expand at anyborders stable, or could they expand at any

moment? What was to be done with the Cyranmoment? What was to be done with the Cyran

refugees surging into every adjacent nation?refugees surging into every adjacent nation?

Fear of the Mourning brought the Five NationsFear of the Mourning brought the Five Nations

to the negotiating table, and in 996 to the negotiating table, and in 996 YK theYK the

Treaty of Thronehold ended the Last War. ButTreaty of Thronehold ended the Last War. But

all of those questions remain unanswered. Noall of those questions remain unanswered. No

one knows the cause of the Mourning or one knows the cause of the Mourning or whetherwhether

it could suddenly expand anew. Breland openedit could suddenly expand anew. Breland opened

its borders to refugees, and Prince Oargev servesits borders to refugees, and Prince Oargev serves

as de facto ruler in the territoras de facto ruler in the territory now calledy now calledNewNew
Cyre.Cyre. Despite its grand name, New Cyre is little Despite its grand name, New Cyre is little

more than a vast refugee camp. Other refugeesmore than a vast refugee camp. Other refugees

are scattered across Khorvaire; some are treatedare scattered across Khorvaire; some are treated

with pity, others with suspicion or anger. Andwith pity, others with suspicion or anger. And

fear of the Mourning hangs like a shadow acrossfear of the Mourning hangs like a shadow across

Khorvaire.Khorvaire.               
  

TTHEHE M MOURNLANDOURNLAND
A wall of dead-grey mist surrounds the remnantsA wall of dead-grey mist surrounds the remnants

of Cyre. Beyond the mists lies a land twistedof Cyre. Beyond the mists lies a land twisted

by magic, a wound that will not heal. The landby magic, a wound that will not heal. The land

is blasted and strangely transformed. In someis blasted and strangely transformed. In some

places the ground has fused into jagged glass. Inplaces the ground has fused into jagged glass. In

others, it is cracked and burned. Broken bodies ofothers, it is cracked and burned. Broken bodies of

soldiers from various sides litter the landscape— soldiers from various sides litter the landscape— 

soldiers whose dead bodies refuse to decompose.soldiers whose dead bodies refuse to decompose.

The Mournland is a vast open grave.The Mournland is a vast open grave.

In the Mournland, the wounds of war neverIn the Mournland, the wounds of war never

            

mutate into even more foul and horriblemutate into even more foul and horrible

            

the land, magical storms that never dissipate.the land, magical storms that never dissipate.

Stories speak of living spells—war magic that hasStories speak of living spells—war magic that has

            

cloudkills that endlessly search for new victims.cloudkills that endlessly search for new victims.

              

The only thing that’s predictable about theThe only thing that’s predictable about the

Mournland is that nothing is predictable; anyMournland is that nothing is predictable; any

sort of monster or horror could be found withinsort of monster or horror could be found within

its borders. And yet, it also holds the wealthits borders. And yet, it also holds the wealth

and treasures of an entire nation, along withand treasures of an entire nation, along with

the secrets of House Cannith and everythingthe secrets of House Cannith and everything

else that was left behind. It’s dangerous. It’selse that was left behind. It’s dangerous. It’s

mysterious. But it’s also a dungeon the size ofmysterious. But it’s also a dungeon the size of

a nation, with opportunities for those bravea nation, with opportunities for those brave

enough to enter the mists.enough to enter the mists.

TTHEHE M MOURNINGOURNING ANDAND Y YOUOU
The Mourning transformed Khorvaire. ShockThe Mourning transformed Khorvaire. Shock

and fear brought an end to the Last War. Iand fear brought an end to the Last War. Inn

making an Eberron character, think about themaking an Eberron character, think about the

impact it had on you. If impact it had on you. If you’re from Cyre, whatyou’re from Cyre, what

did you lose in the Mourning? Family? Friends?did you lose in the Mourning? Family? Friends?

Are there heirlooms or treasures lost in Are there heirlooms or treasures lost in the miststhe mists

that you’re determined to regain, or loved that you’re determined to regain, or loved onesones

 you hope to someday see again? Do you feel you hope to someday see again? Do you feel

loyalty to your nation and hope to see it restored,loyalty to your nation and hope to see it restored,

or have you burned Cyre out of or have you burned Cyre out of your heart?your heart?

Even if you’re not from Cyre, the Even if you’re not from Cyre, the MourningMourning

may have had a profound impact on you. Aremay have had a profound impact on you. Are

 you afraid that the Mourning could expand, you afraid that the Mourning could expand,

or do you prefer not to dwell on such things?or do you prefer not to dwell on such things?
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If you’re religious, did the shocking tragedy ofIf you’re religious, did the shocking tragedy of

the Mourning cause you to question your the Mourning cause you to question your faith,faith,

                    

              

              

its mysteries yourself? Do you see it solely as aits mysteries yourself? Do you see it solely as a

tragedy, or do you hope that this awesome powertragedy, or do you hope that this awesome power

could somehow be harnessed and controlled?could somehow be harnessed and controlled?

Beyond this, player characters are rBeyond this, player characters are remarkableemarkable

people. Perhaps you were caught in thepeople. Perhaps you were caught in the

            

            

•• AAs  s  aa barbarianbarbarian you could have been a you could have been a

simple peasant caught in the Mourning.simple peasant caught in the Mourning.

Everyone else in your community was killed,Everyone else in your community was killed,

but their spirits were bound to you. Yourbut their spirits were bound to you. Your

barbarian rage represents you channeling barbarian rage represents you channeling 

these vengeful ghosts. Is there a way to laythese vengeful ghosts. Is there a way to lay

              

business they want you to resolve?business they want you to resolve?

•• AAs  s  aa sorcerersorcerer your arcane powers could be your arcane powers could be

the result of your exposure to the Mourning.the result of your exposure to the Mourning.

Were you physically transformed as well,Were you physically transformed as well,

or are your powers the only manifestationor are your powers the only manifestation

of the Mourning? Are you comfortableof the Mourning? Are you comfortable

using your abilities, or are you afraid thatusing your abilities, or are you afraid that

 you may be  you may be increasing increasing the power of the power of thethe

Mourning with each spell you cast?Mourning with each spell you cast?

•• AAs  s  aa warlock warlock your patron could be your patron could be

interested in the Mourning and drive youinterested in the Mourning and drive you

to learn more about it. Your patron couldto learn more about it. Your patron could

even be part of the Mourning—whethereven be part of the Mourning—whether

a collective of spirits killed on the Day of a collective of spirits killed on the Day of 

Mourning, or even a dark and enigmaticMourning, or even a dark and enigmatic

power that might have been responsible forpower that might have been responsible for

this tragedy. If you take the latter approach,this tragedy. If you take the latter approach,

do you feel that by using your warlock do you feel that by using your warlock 

powers you are serving the Mourning?powers you are serving the Mourning?

Or could it be that you’re Or could it be that you’re siphoning yoursiphoning your

powers from it and believe that you arepowers from it and believe that you are

actually weakening it with your actions?actually weakening it with your actions?

•• As As a ma memembeber of r of an an ununususuaual rl racace, e, yoyou cu cououldld

say that you are actually a creation of thesay that you are actually a creation of the

Mourning. Perhaps your tortle wasMourning. Perhaps your tortle was   
 transformed on the day of Mourning.transformed on the day of Mourning.

              

dark power of the Mourning instead of dark power of the Mourning instead of byby

an infernal power.an infernal power.
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WWHATHAT C CAUSEDAUSED THETHE M MOURNINGOURNING??
                

cause of the Mourning. As a DM in Eberron, wecause of the Mourning. As a DM in Eberron, we

wantwant               

or if you prefer, to or if you prefer, to leave it as a mystery thatleave it as a mystery that

will never be solved. With that said, people will never be solved. With that said, people inin

Eberron itself have many theories about theEberron itself have many theories about the

cause of the Mourning; it’s up to you to decide ifcause of the Mourning; it’s up to you to decide if

any of them are correct.any of them are correct.

•• ThThe Me Mouournrnining wg was as ththe re resesulult ot of a f a cecentnturyury

of extensive use of war magic. If the nationsof extensive use of war magic. If the nations

continue to use these magics, the Mourning continue to use these magics, the Mourning 

will expand.will expand.

•• ThThe de draragogonmnmararkeked Hd Housouse Ce Cananninith th mamadede

a fortune selling magical weapons to alla fortune selling magical weapons to all

sides during the Last War. The Mourning sides during the Last War. The Mourning 

was the result of research gone horriblywas the result of research gone horribly

awry. The secrets can be found in aawry. The secrets can be found in a

Cannith research facility within theCannith research facility within the

Mournland. If this knowledge couldMournland. If this knowledge could

          

produce a terrifying weapon.produce a terrifying weapon.

•• ThThe Moe Moururnining wng was tas trigriggegerered by td by the rhe releleaeasese

of an ancient demon overlord trappedof an ancient demon overlord trapped

                

lurking in the Mournland and building itslurking in the Mournland and building its

power, but soon it will be ready to act.power, but soon it will be ready to act.

As a DM, the question you need to ask isAs a DM, the question you need to ask is

whether youwhether you  the mystery of the Mourningthe mystery of the Mourning

to be solved, and what the consequences wouldto be solved, and what the consequences would

be. Right now, fear of the Mourning be. Right now, fear of the Mourning holds warholds war

                  

longer a threat—or if one nation manages tolonger a threat—or if one nation manages to

harness its power—the war could begin again.harness its power—the war could begin again.
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AANCIENTNCIENT M MYSTERIESYSTERIES
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Modern civilization is built on the Modern civilization is built on the bones of thebones of the

past, and these ancient mysteries may past, and these ancient mysteries may have ahave a

dreadful impact on the future. Many of dreadful impact on the future. Many of thethe

modern cities of Khorvaire are built on themodern cities of Khorvaire are built on the

foundations of ancient goblin cities and fortresses,foundations of ancient goblin cities and fortresses,

and these may still hold aberrant threats fromand these may still hold aberrant threats from

the war that destroyed their civilization. Olderthe war that destroyed their civilization. Older

still are the ruins once inhabited by rstill are the ruins once inhabited by rakshasaakshasa

              

and other treasures far beyond the capabilitiesand other treasures far beyond the capabilities

                  

past than treasures waiting to be found. Storiespast than treasures waiting to be found. Stories

                

cold war in the shadows. These tales speak ofcold war in the shadows. These tales speak of

aa Draconic ProphecyDraconic Prophecy    

that grant the power to shape the future. Hiddthat grant the power to shape the future. Hiddenen

          

                

Prophecy, and player characters may be pawnsProphecy, and player characters may be pawns

in this great game. As one of the heroes in this great game. As one of the heroes of theof the

age, you surely have a role in the Draconicage, you surely have a role in the Draconic

Prophecy. Will you be a tool of one of theseProphecy. Will you be a tool of one of these

ancient forces, or will you master the game andancient forces, or will you master the game and

determine your own destiny?determine your own destiny?

DDARKARK F FORCESORCES
Dragons and demons are just a few of theDragons and demons are just a few of the

dangerous forces at work in the world.dangerous forces at work in the world. TheThe
daelkyrdaelkyr came to Eberron from the Plane came to Eberron from the Plane

of Madness. They came with armies ofof Madness. They came with armies of

        

and bolstered by beholders. They shatteredand bolstered by beholders. They shattered

civilizations and spread horrors across Khorvaire.civilizations and spread horrors across Khorvaire.

The daelkyr were ultimately bound in KhyberThe daelkyr were ultimately bound in Khyber

by druidic magic. They linger in the darkness— by druidic magic. They linger in the darkness— 

the Lord of Eyes, the Prince of Slithe Lord of Eyes, the Prince of Slime, Dyrrnme, Dyrrn

the Corruptor—creating new aberrations andthe Corruptor—creating new aberrations and

waiting for the day they can unleash their fullwaiting for the day they can unleash their full

power on the world above.power on the world above.

While the daelkyr themselves can’t return toWhile the daelkyr themselves can’t return to

the surface, their minions can. This leads tothe surface, their minions can. This leads to thethe
Cults of the Dragon Below Cults of the Dragon Below , mad mortals who, mad mortals who

            

A cult of the Dragon Below can spring upA cult of the Dragon Below can spring up

anywhere, as a seed of madness takes root in aanywhere, as a seed of madness takes root in a

          

As if dragons and demons aren’t troubleAs if dragons and demons aren’t trouble

              

mortal dreams. According to these tales,mortal dreams. According to these tales, thethe
Dreaming DarkDreaming Dark is an alliance of nightmare is an alliance of nightmare

                

feed on mortal fear and manipulate throughfeed on mortal fear and manipulate through

dreams. Some stories say the dreams. Some stories say the Dreaming Dark canDreaming Dark can

possess people through their dreams, while otherspossess people through their dreams, while others

claim they have psychic agents hidden claim they have psychic agents hidden acrossacross

Khorvaire.Khorvaire.

Beyond the enigmatic daelkyr and theBeyond the enigmatic daelkyr and the

Dreaming Dark, other threats have arisen inDreaming Dark, other threats have arisen in

the past century, spinning out of the strife of the past century, spinning out of the strife of thethe

Last War.Last War. The Lord of BladesThe Lord of Blades is a warforged is a warforged

            

seeks vengeance against the humans whoseeks vengeance against the humans who

created his people as weapons for their war.created his people as weapons for their war. TheThe
 Aurum Aurum is a cabal drawn from the wealthy elite is a cabal drawn from the wealthy elite

who seek to turn gold into greater power.who seek to turn gold into greater power. TheThe
Emerald Claw Emerald Claw  was an elite military unit that was an elite military unit that

served Karrnath during the Last War. Disavowedserved Karrnath during the Last War. Disavowed

by their king, the Emerald Claw engages inby their king, the Emerald Claw engages in

guerrilla strikes across Khorvaire, and includesguerrilla strikes across Khorvaire, and includes

necromancers, vampires, and undead bound tonecromancers, vampires, and undead bound to

their service. Some say the Emerald Claw servetheir service. Some say the Emerald Claw serve

an ancient lich known as the Queen of Death,an ancient lich known as the Queen of Death,

that their true goal is to place her on the thronethat their true goal is to place her on the throne

of Karrnath and the Five Nations.of Karrnath and the Five Nations.

These are just some of the dark forces workingThese are just some of the dark forces working

in the shadows of Eberron. There are hungryin the shadows of Eberron. There are hungry

lycanthropes, clever doppelgangers, and cultslycanthropes, clever doppelgangers, and cults

devoted to the Dark Six. There are stories of adevoted to the Dark Six. There are stories of a

cabal of assassins with aberrant dragonmarkscabal of assassins with aberrant dragonmarks

and elves twisted into creatures of nightmare.and elves twisted into creatures of nightmare.

And that’s not to mention the mundane crimeAnd that’s not to mention the mundane crime

and corruption that can be found in and corruption that can be found in any majorany major

city. It’s a dangerous world—hopefully you cancity. It’s a dangerous world—hopefully you can

handle it!handle it!
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IIFF I ITT E EXISTSXISTS I INN D&D, D&D,
TTHEREHERE’’SS A P A PLACELACE FORFOR I ITT ININ
EEBERRONBERRON
                    

Eberron draws on the core elements ofEberron draws on the core elements of    ..
It’s a world of wizards and It’s a world of wizards and rogues, a settingrogues, a setting

              

otyugh? Orcs? Goblins? Paladins? They’re allotyugh? Orcs? Goblins? Paladins? They’re all

there. Eberron draws on the same basic elementsthere. Eberron draws on the same basic elements

as other settings, but it often diverges from theas other settings, but it often diverges from the

traditional archetypes assigned to those things. Atraditional archetypes assigned to those things. A

few factors here:few factors here:

     Mortal creatures Mortal creatures

are shaped by their culture and personalare shaped by their culture and personal

circumstances. An orc is just as likely to be lawfulcircumstances. An orc is just as likely to be lawful

good as chaotic evil, depending on their personalgood as chaotic evil, depending on their personal

              

 you can’t make automatic assumptions about you can’t make automatic assumptions about

any of them. In part this is any of them. In part this is because of Eberron’sbecause of Eberron’s

distant gods. Orcs aren’t driven by Gruumsh’sdistant gods. Orcs aren’t driven by Gruumsh’s

fury, and the gnolls aren’t tied to Yeenoghu.fury, and the gnolls aren’t tied to Yeenoghu.

The exceptions to this rule are creatures whoseThe exceptions to this rule are creatures whose

identities are shaped by magic. Fiends andidentities are shaped by magic. Fiends and

celestials embody pure ideals of good and evil;celestials embody pure ideals of good and evil;

lycanthropes are driven by a curse.lycanthropes are driven by a curse.

Monsters aren’t always villains, andMonsters aren’t always villains, and
the villains aren’t always monsters.the villains aren’t always monsters. Many Many

of the gnolls of Droaam are more of the gnolls of Droaam are more honorablehonorable

than the human mercenaries of House Deneith.than the human mercenaries of House Deneith.

In Karrnath and Aerenal, undead are used asIn Karrnath and Aerenal, undead are used as

tools. You certainlytools. You certainly        

              

 you’re just as likely to cross swords with a cruel you’re just as likely to cross swords with a cruel

  

There’s aThere’s a place place for everything in for everything in
Eberron… but it may not be a Eberron… but it may not be a prominentprominent
place.place. Kenku aren’t mentioned in any of the Kenku aren’t mentioned in any of the

canon sourcebooks of Eberron. There’s manycanon sourcebooks of Eberron. There’s many

ways to add kenku into Eberron, but that doesn’tways to add kenku into Eberron, but that doesn’t

mean that there needs to be a kenku nationmean that there needs to be a kenku nation

              

in history; it may be that a dozen kenku werein history; it may be that a dozen kenku were

thrown out of the Faerie Court thrown out of the Faerie Court of Thelanis andof Thelanis and

these are all the kenku in the world. these are all the kenku in the world. So justSo just

because it’s possible to put anything you want inbecause it’s possible to put anything you want in

the world, don’t assume that the streets of Sharnthe world, don’t assume that the streets of Sharn

                

ever been suggested.ever been suggested.

Chapter 3 provides advice on adding new racesChapter 3 provides advice on adding new races

to Eberron. Here’s a few other ways that youto Eberron. Here’s a few other ways that you

can add something into Eberron with minimalcan add something into Eberron with minimal

impact on the setting.impact on the setting.

•• It cIt comomes es frfrom tom the he vavast ast and lnd larargegelyly

unexplored continent of Xen’drik.unexplored continent of Xen’drik.

•• It It wawas cs crereatated ed or or cacausused ed by by ththee

Mourning—the mystical cataclysm thatMourning—the mystical cataclysm that

destroyed Cyre—and has only been arounddestroyed Cyre—and has only been around

for four years.for four years.

•• ItIt’s a ’s a proproduduct oct of thf the une undederworworlrld of d of KhKhybyberer,,

the source of many aberrations andthe source of many aberrations and

monsters.monsters.

•• ItIt’s t’s the he reresusult olt of ref rececent ent expxpererimimenents ts byby

one of the dragonmarked houses or a madone of the dragonmarked houses or a mad



•• It cIt comomes es frofrom onm one of e of ththe ple plananes es anand sld slipippepedd

into the world during a recent into the world during a recent convergence.convergence.

Not everythingNot everything hashas to exist in Eberron. to exist in Eberron.

                

But it’s also possible to say that somethingBut it’s also possible to say that something 

exist in Eberron. For example, if you wanted toexist in Eberron. For example, if you wanted to

use Gruumsh in Eberron, you could re-imagineuse Gruumsh in Eberron, you could re-imagine

                  

age. You could decide that he’s the classicage. You could decide that he’s the classic

Gruumsh, who has recently found his way toGruumsh, who has recently found his way to

Eberron from the core cosmology. But the DMEberron from the core cosmology. But the DM

can always saycan always say               
    

This comes to a critical point.This comes to a critical point. Nothing is setNothing is set
in stone.in stone. Like every sourcebook that’s come Like every sourcebook that’s come

before it, this book is intended to be a source ofbefore it, this book is intended to be a source of

inspiration: use what inspires you, but always feelinspiration: use what inspires you, but always feel

empowered to change the world to better suit theempowered to change the world to better suit the

story you want to tell. There’s a placestory you want to tell. There’s a place in Eberronin Eberron

                  

to you whether to make use of it.to you whether to make use of it.
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EEBERRONBERRON ANDAND THETHE M MULTIVERSEULTIVERSE
Eberron has always been a part of the multiverse.Eberron has always been a part of the multiverse.

Eberron is surrounded by its thirteen planes.Eberron is surrounded by its thirteen planes.

These planes play an important role in theThese planes play an important role in the

            

in and out of alignment with Eberron. in and out of alignment with Eberron. But theBut the

Astral and Ethereal Planes surround and enfoldAstral and Ethereal Planes surround and enfold

Eberron, and if someone ventures into the DeepEberron, and if someone ventures into the Deep

Ethereal it’s possible to pass beyond Eberron’sEthereal it’s possible to pass beyond Eberron’s

closed system and step into the Great Wheel orclosed system and step into the Great Wheel or

the World Tree.the World Tree.

As a DM, it’s up to you to decide whether suchAs a DM, it’s up to you to decide whether such

                

whether threats from other settings will makewhether threats from other settings will make

their way into Eberron. Most people consider thetheir way into Eberron. Most people consider the

tale of the Progenitor Dragons to be a fable: atale of the Progenitor Dragons to be a fable: a

myth to explain the underworld and the myth to explain the underworld and the goldengolden

ring in the sky. But what if it’s true? ring in the sky. But what if it’s true? What ifWhat if

three divine beings joined together to buildthree divine beings joined together to build

a new creation in the depths of the Ethereal?a new creation in the depths of the Ethereal?

Elves, orcs, dragons; all of these could have beenElves, orcs, dragons; all of these could have been

created in the image of the creatures of the created in the image of the creatures of the GreatGreat

Wheel but given a chance to develop beyondWheel but given a chance to develop beyond

the reach of Lolth and Gruumsh. The Ring ofthe reach of Lolth and Gruumsh. The Ring of

Siberys could in fact be aSiberys could in fact be a   : a defense that has: a defense that has

            

If you’re not interested in connecting EberronIf you’re not interested in connecting Eberron

to other settings, then that shield is still intact.to other settings, then that shield is still intact.

But if you do want to incorporate elements fromBut if you do want to incorporate elements from

other realms, this shield is starting to fail. Perhapsother realms, this shield is starting to fail. Perhaps

House Cannith will build a House Cannith will build a planar gateway andplanar gateway and

accidentalaccidentally bring the ly bring the Blood War into Blood War into Eberron.Eberron.

Maybe Tiamat has only just discovered EberronMaybe Tiamat has only just discovered Eberron

and is slowly corrupting its dragons. Ultimately,and is slowly corrupting its dragons. Ultimately,

it’s up to you. You can avoid any contact betweenit’s up to you. You can avoid any contact between

Eberron and other settings. You can exploreEberron and other settings. You can explore

the idea of that contact being recent and newthe idea of that contact being recent and new

(perhaps linked to the Mourning, either as cause(perhaps linked to the Mourning, either as cause

                  

has always been travel between these realms,has always been travel between these realms,

adjusting things to incorporate these ideas.adjusting things to incorporate these ideas.

If you choose to explore the idea that contactIf you choose to explore the idea that contact

between settings is recent and limited, considerbetween settings is recent and limited, consider

what that might mean for everyone involved. Inwhat that might mean for everyone involved. In

the Great Wheel Asmodeus is an ancient threat,the Great Wheel Asmodeus is an ancient threat,

              

great deal of lore to be digreat deal of lore to be discovered. If Asmodeusscovered. If Asmodeus

has just discovered Eberron, the sages knowhas just discovered Eberron, the sages know

nothing about him. He has no power nothing about him. He has no power base tobase to

work with and will have to recruit new followers.work with and will have to recruit new followers.

And you might see unusual alliances formingAnd you might see unusual alliances forming

              

 join forces to drive out the outsider. As with join forces to drive out the outsider. As with

everything else, Eberron provides an opportunityeverything else, Eberron provides an opportunity

to explore existing things in a new way.to explore existing things in a new way.

      

A few things to bear in mind as you step intoA few things to bear in mind as you step into
Eberron…Eberron…
DragonsDragons have a civilization humanityhave a civilization humanity

knows almost nothing about. Shapeshiftedknows almost nothing about. Shapeshifted
dragons may be secretly manipulating humandragons may be secretly manipulating human
civilization.civilization.
ElvesElves are split into two cultures. Theare split into two cultures. The

reclusive Aereni are gifted wizards ruled byreclusive Aereni are gifted wizards ruled by
their undying ancestors. The Valenar elvestheir undying ancestors. The Valenar elves
are ruthless warriors who strive to are ruthless warriors who strive to be avatarsbe avatars
of ancient heroes. Other elves live amongof ancient heroes. Other elves live among
humanity and have adopted its humanity and have adopted its customs.customs.
GnomesGnomes are schemers and scholarsare schemers and scholars

who maintain order through intrigue andwho maintain order through intrigue and
assassination.assassination.
GoblinsGoblins once had a mighty empire, andonce had a mighty empire, and

a tradition based on honor and martiala tradition based on honor and martial
discipline. Their civilization was crusheddiscipline. Their civilization was crushed
by the daelkyr and their land was stolen byby the daelkyr and their land was stolen by
            
have good reason to loathe the people of thehave good reason to loathe the people of the
Five Nations.Five Nations.
 can be found as merchants andcan be found as merchants and

          
dinosaur-riding rangers and barbarians.dinosaur-riding rangers and barbarians.
OrcsOrcs are a proud and primal people. Whileare a proud and primal people. While

              
            
            
from aberrations… while others have fallenfrom aberrations… while others have fallen
prey to the madness of the daelkyr.prey to the madness of the daelkyr.
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CHAPTER 2: WELCOMECHAPTER 2: WELCOME

TO KHORVAIRETO KHORVAIRE

              
            
          
          
          
              
            
                
              

                    
              

              
            
            
                  
                
    

 —Lyrian Das,  —Lyrian Das, Morgrave HMorgrave Historianistorian

XX
ENEN’’DRIKDRIK ISIS A A LANDLAND OFOF RUINSRUINS ANDAND

mysteries. The dragons ofmysteries. The dragons of

Argonnessen have no love forArgonnessen have no love for

lesser creatures. The psychiclesser creatures. The psychic

tyrants of Sarlona maintain stricttyrants of Sarlona maintain strict

control over their borders and their people. So,control over their borders and their people. So,

most player characters begin their adventures onmost player characters begin their adventures on

the continent of Khorvaire. While humans makethe continent of Khorvaire. While humans make

up the majority of the population in the civilizedup the majority of the population in the civilized

nations of Khorvaire, the continent is home anations of Khorvaire, the continent is home a

wide range of peoples and cultures. Once largelywide range of peoples and cultures. Once largely

            

Khorvaire is split into many nations—some old,Khorvaire is split into many nations—some old,

others newborn from the crucible of war.others newborn from the crucible of war.

This chapter provides an overview of theThis chapter provides an overview of the

nations of Khorvaire, along with a glimpse ofnations of Khorvaire, along with a glimpse of

common life, magic, religion, and the world— common life, magic, religion, and the world— 

and planes—that lie beyond it.and planes—that lie beyond it.
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NNATIONSATIONS OFOF E EBERRONBERRON
This section provides an overview of the nationsThis section provides an overview of the nations

of Khorvaire. The focus is on what you need toof Khorvaire. The focus is on what you need to

know to create characters and NPCs from theseknow to create characters and NPCs from these

places. If you want more details on the culture,places. If you want more details on the culture,

history, and geography of the nations, you canhistory, and geography of the nations, you can

                

forward, here’s a few useful things to bear in mind.forward, here’s a few useful things to bear in mind.

The Five Nations.The Five Nations. Aundair, Breland, Cyre,Aundair, Breland, Cyre,

Karrnath and Thrane are collectively referredKarrnath and Thrane are collectively referred

to as the Five Nations. These nations formed theto as the Five Nations. These nations formed the

heart of the Kingdom of Galifar, and while eachheart of the Kingdom of Galifar, and while each

has a unique cultural identity they are built has a unique cultural identity they are built onon

this shared foundation. Families are spread acrossthis shared foundation. Families are spread across

the Five Nations; the rulers of the Five Nationsthe Five Nations; the rulers of the Five Nations

are tied to the Wynarns, the royal bloodline ofare tied to the Wynarns, the royal bloodline of

          

has more in common with a Thrane than they dohas more in common with a Thrane than they do

with a Zil gnome or a Lhazaar pirate.with a Zil gnome or a Lhazaar pirate.

Aside from Cyre—which was destroyed in theAside from Cyre—which was destroyed in the

Last War—the Five Nations remain the Last War—the Five Nations remain the largestlargest

and most powerful countries in Khorvaire.and most powerful countries in Khorvaire.

The Treaty of ThroneholdThe Treaty of Thronehold   

the Last War. The treaty recognized the followingthe Last War. The treaty recognized the following

nations as sovereign states: Aundair, Breland,nations as sovereign states: Aundair, Breland,

Darguun, the Eldeen Reaches, Karrnath, theDarguun, the Eldeen Reaches, Karrnath, the

Lhazaar PrincipalitLhazaar Principalities, the Mror ies, the Mror Holds, Q’barra,Holds, Q’barra,

the Talenta Plains, Thrane, Valenar, and Zilargo.the Talenta Plains, Thrane, Valenar, and Zilargo.

These nations abide by a common set of lawsThese nations abide by a common set of laws

and maintain diplomatic relations. The Demonand maintain diplomatic relations. The Demon

Wastes and Shadow Marches are regions thatWastes and Shadow Marches are regions that

            

declared itself to be a nation but has yet to bedeclared itself to be a nation but has yet to be

recognized by the others.recognized by the others.

Getting AroundGetting Around. The Five Nations are. The Five Nations are

connected by an excellent system of roads, andconnected by an excellent system of roads, and

travelers can always make their way by horsetravelers can always make their way by horse

or coach. Major cities are tied together by theor coach. Major cities are tied together by the

lightning rail of House Orien, which allows lightning rail of House Orien, which allows youyou

to avoid the perils—and tedium—of the roads.to avoid the perils—and tedium—of the roads.

If speed is an issue, you can book passage on aIf speed is an issue, you can book passage on a

Lyrandar airship. This is the fastest way to travel,Lyrandar airship. This is the fastest way to travel,

but also the most expensive. Refer to the “Magicbut also the most expensive. Refer to the “Magic

in Khorvaire” section for more travel options.in Khorvaire” section for more travel options.
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AAUNDAIRUNDAIR
Capital:Capital: FairhavenFairhaven

Noted forNoted for Arcane magic, cheese, education,Arcane magic, cheese, education,

fashion, grains, winefashion, grains, wine

Aundair is a realm of grand cities surroundedAundair is a realm of grand cities surrounded

by fertile farmlands. Its legendary founder wasby fertile farmlands. Its legendary founder was

devoted to the acquisition of knowledge anddevoted to the acquisition of knowledge and

              

              

study in Khorvaire. Magic is a part of daily lifestudy in Khorvaire. Magic is a part of daily life

throughout the Five Nations, but it is especiallythroughout the Five Nations, but it is especially

common in Aundair; the nation produces morecommon in Aundair; the nation produces more

magewrights and wandslingers than any other.magewrights and wandslingers than any other.

From the nobles in the towers of Fairhaven toFrom the nobles in the towers of Fairhaven to

the common folk working the vast vineyards ofthe common folk working the vast vineyards of

Bluevine, Aundairians value wit and wisdom.Bluevine, Aundairians value wit and wisdom.

            

          

The Sovereign Host is the dominant faith ofThe Sovereign Host is the dominant faith of

Aundair, with a particular devotion to Aureon.Aundair, with a particular devotion to Aureon.

However, the Silver Flame also has a deeplyHowever, the Silver Flame also has a deeply

devoted following—some might say overzealousdevoted following—some might say overzealous

or extreme.or extreme.

Aundair is ruled by Queen Aurala ir’Wynarn.Aundair is ruled by Queen Aurala ir’Wynarn.

Aurala is a just ruler, but she has neverAurala is a just ruler, but she has never

abandoned the dream of a Galifar reunitedabandoned the dream of a Galifar reunited

under her rule. While Aundair is a small nation,under her rule. While Aundair is a small nation,

its arcane superiority allowed it to hold its ownits arcane superiority allowed it to hold its own

during the Last War. Many believe Auraladuring the Last War. Many believe Aurala

is pressing Arcanix to develop battle magicis pressing Arcanix to develop battle magic

that will ensure Aundair’s victory in whateverthat will ensure Aundair’s victory in whatever

    

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT A AUNDAIRUNDAIR
••               

for mystical research. Bear in mind thatfor mystical research. Bear in mind that

many of its sages specialize in ritual magicmany of its sages specialize in ritual magic

              

level wizards.level wizards.

•• ArcArcanane me magagic ic is is titied ed ininto to mamany ny asaspepectctss

of Aundairian life—more so than otherof Aundairian life—more so than other

nations. There’s a cleansing stone innations. There’s a cleansing stone in

every village, and you might encounterevery village, and you might encounter

          

TheThe Knights ArcaneKnights Arcane are an elite unitare an elite unit

of eldritch knights, and theof eldritch knights, and the Royal EyesRoyal Eyes
of Aundairof Aundair are spies that specialize inare spies that specialize in

divination magic.divination magic.

•• HoHoususe Le Lyryranandadar ir is bs basased ed on on ththe ie islslanandd

of Stormhome, and House Orien hasof Stormhome, and House Orien has

its ancestral seat in the city of Passage.its ancestral seat in the city of Passage.

Aundair is also home to Baron JorlAundair is also home to Baron Jorlannaanna

d’Cannith of the House of Making.d’Cannith of the House of Making.

•• SoSome me AuAundndaiairirian an nonoblbles es arare be bouound nd byby

arcane pacts handed down through thearcane pacts handed down through the

generations. Only remarkable heirs— generations. Only remarkable heirs— 

such as player characters—develop thesuch as player characters—develop the

full powers of a warlock. Most such linesfull powers of a warlock. Most such lines

are tied to archfey, but you could exploreare tied to archfey, but you could explore

other paths.other paths.

AAUNDAIRIANUNDAIRIAN C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Regardless of your Intelligence score, if you’re anRegardless of your Intelligence score, if you’re an

Aundairian you’re sure you’re the smartest personAundairian you’re sure you’re the smartest person

in the room. in the room. Consider the following things.Consider the following things.

 Arcane Talent. Arcane Talent. If you’re not going to playIf you’re not going to play

a magical class, consider being a high elf or aa magical class, consider being a high elf or a

 variant human with the Magic Initiate feat. variant human with the Magic Initiate feat.

            

as a wandslinger or pick up a few practicalas a wandslinger or pick up a few practical

tools ( tools (            ), every ), every

Aundairian should know a little magic.Aundairian should know a little magic.

Magic Beats MundaneMagic Beats Mundane. Why use your hand. Why use your hand

when you could usewhen you could use     ? Who still uses a? Who still uses a

bow when you could use a wand? “bow when you could use a wand? “  
                
                

Show Some Style.Show Some Style. Don’t settle for commonDon’t settle for common

clothes and a squalid meal when you could wearclothes and a squalid meal when you could wear

   and drink the best wine. If  and drink the best wine. If you’reyou’re

              

of crude strength. And never miss an opportunityof crude strength. And never miss an opportunity

for a clever quip.for a clever quip.
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BBRELANDRELAND
Capital:Capital: WroatWroat

Noted forNoted for Industry, manufactured goods,Industry, manufactured goods,

metalwork, processed ore; organized crime,metalwork, processed ore; organized crime,

subterfugesubterfuge

In the wake of the Last War, Breland is oneIn the wake of the Last War, Breland is one

of the most powerful nations in Khorvaire.of the most powerful nations in Khorvaire.

Possessing a large population and abundantPossessing a large population and abundant

resources, Breland leads the Five Nations inresources, Breland leads the Five Nations in

industry.industry.

The Brelish are known for their pragmatismThe Brelish are known for their pragmatism

and independence. They lack the discipline ofand independence. They lack the discipline of

Karrns or the faith of the Thranes, but theyKarrns or the faith of the Thranes, but they

            

to problems. The Brelish also have a talentto problems. The Brelish also have a talent

for intrigue and subterfuge. The King’s Darkfor intrigue and subterfuge. The King’s Dark

            

agencies in Khorvaire, rivaled only by Houseagencies in Khorvaire, rivaled only by House

Phiarlan and the Trust of Zilargo. The dark sidePhiarlan and the Trust of Zilargo. The dark side

of all of these things is a strong streak of cynicism,of all of these things is a strong streak of cynicism,

            

in Brelish cities and churches. The Sovereignin Brelish cities and churches. The Sovereign

Host is the dominant religion of Breland, butHost is the dominant religion of Breland, but

in general the Brelish aren’t as devout as theirin general the Brelish aren’t as devout as their

cousins in other nations.cousins in other nations.

King Boranel ir’WynarnKing Boranel ir’Wynarn of Breland rules inof Breland rules in

conjunction with an elected parliament. Boranelconjunction with an elected parliament. Boranel

is a popular leader celebrated for his exploitsis a popular leader celebrated for his exploits

during the Last War. But his children have yetduring the Last War. But his children have yet

to prove themselves, and there is a growingto prove themselves, and there is a growing

movement that advocates abandoning royal rulemovement that advocates abandoning royal rule

when Boranel passes.when Boranel passes.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT B BRELANDRELAND
•• ThThe ge grereat at cicity ty of of ShShararn in is ts the he lalargrgesestt

metropolis in Khorvaire. The City of metropolis in Khorvaire. The City of 

Towers is almost a nation in its own Towers is almost a nation in its own rightright

and is a hub for commerce and intrigue.and is a hub for commerce and intrigue.

Chapter 6 provides more information onChapter 6 provides more information on

Sharn.Sharn.

•• ThThe Be Borooromamar Cr Clalan in is ts the he oldoldesest at and nd momostst

powerful criminal organization in Breland.powerful criminal organization in Breland.

          

ties to the Talenta Plains. Other notableties to the Talenta Plains. Other notable

criminal organizations include the monsterscriminal organizations include the monsters

of Daask and House Tarkanan, an of Daask and House Tarkanan, an alliancealliance

of assassins and thieves with aberrantof assassins and thieves with aberrant

dragonmarks.dragonmarks.

•• BrBrelelanand’d’s mas majojor cir citities es arare ee espspececiaiallllyy

cosmopolitan. Due to its proximity tocosmopolitan. Due to its proximity to

Droaam, its cities include more monsters— Droaam, its cities include more monsters— 

ogres, orcs, goblins, and even sahuagin,ogres, orcs, goblins, and even sahuagin,

harpies, and gargoyles—then are seenharpies, and gargoyles—then are seen

elsewhere in the Five Nations.elsewhere in the Five Nations.

•• BrBrelelanand had has acs acceceptpted med morore Cye Cyraran ren refufugegeeses

than any other nation. The largest refugeethan any other nation. The largest refugee

camp, New Cyre, has a population of overcamp, New Cyre, has a population of over

four thousand and is being converted intofour thousand and is being converted into

a town. Prince Oargev of Cyre considersa town. Prince Oargev of Cyre considers

              

the mayor of this town.the mayor of this town.

BBRELISHRELISH C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
As you develop a Brelish character or NPC,As you develop a Brelish character or NPC,

consider the following.consider the following.

Slightly Shady.Slightly Shady. Many Brelish have a looseMany Brelish have a loose

relationship with the law. Even if you’re a hero,relationship with the law. Even if you’re a hero,

 you may have a few questionable connections you may have a few questionable connections

or friends in low places. Backgrounds such asor friends in low places. Backgrounds such as

              

this, regardless of your class. You could also be this, regardless of your class. You could also be aa

folk hero who’s challenged the laws to protect thefolk hero who’s challenged the laws to protect the

innocent, or an entertainer who’s played in everyinnocent, or an entertainer who’s played in every

dive in Sharn.dive in Sharn.

Innovative and Independent.Innovative and Independent. Find yourFind your

own path in the world; don’t simply follow. Asown path in the world; don’t simply follow. As

a cleric you might challenge your church anda cleric you might challenge your church and

follow your own divine revelations. As an arcanefollow your own divine revelations. As an arcane

caster you could search for new techniques or tocaster you could search for new techniques or to

unravel forgotten secrets.unravel forgotten secrets.

Practical.Practical. Whether it’s about fashion, food, orWhether it’s about fashion, food, or

conversation, the Brelish tend to be practical andconversation, the Brelish tend to be practical and

pragmatic. Why spend a fortune on a fancy mealpragmatic. Why spend a fortune on a fancy meal

when a simple one will do? when a simple one will do? You’ll use whateverYou’ll use whatever

tool gets the job done, and you tool gets the job done, and you don’t see a needdon’t see a need
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CCYREYRE (T (THEHE M MOURNLANDOURNLAND))
Capital:Capital: Metrol (destroyed)Metrol (destroyed)

Noted forNoted for         

philosophy; creativity, versatilityphilosophy; creativity, versatility

Destroyed at the end of the Last War, Cyre nowDestroyed at the end of the Last War, Cyre now

only exists in the hearts of the refugees scatteredonly exists in the hearts of the refugees scattered

across Khorvaire.across Khorvaire.

Before the war, Cyre was the seat of the kingsBefore the war, Cyre was the seat of the kings

and queens of Galifar. The wealth of the kingdomand queens of Galifar. The wealth of the kingdom

                

commerce and culture. By tradition, Cyre’scommerce and culture. By tradition, Cyre’s

Princess Mishann had the rightful claim to thePrincess Mishann had the rightful claim to the

throne of Galifar. While Cyrans take pride throne of Galifar. While Cyrans take pride thatthat

they alone were in the right in the Last War, theythey alone were in the right in the Last War, they

unquestionably lost more to the war than anyunquestionably lost more to the war than any

other nation. As a Cyran, you stand on the moralother nation. As a Cyran, you stand on the moral

              

Cyrans like to say that their culture representsCyrans like to say that their culture represents

                

to say, a little bit of everything. Cyrans valueto say, a little bit of everything. Cyrans value

diversity and versatility, both in talents anddiversity and versatility, both in talents and

thought. Cyre couldn’t match Karrnath inthought. Cyre couldn’t match Karrnath in

martial discipline or Aundair in the martial discipline or Aundair in the arcanearcane

arts, but as a nation it was characterized by thearts, but as a nation it was characterized by the

      

While the Sovereign Host was the dominantWhile the Sovereign Host was the dominant

                

following. Many survivors have questioned theirfollowing. Many survivors have questioned their

faith in the wake of the Mourning, faith in the wake of the Mourning, but somebut some

believe that this is a divine trial and a time believe that this is a divine trial and a time whenwhen

faith is needed more than ever.faith is needed more than ever.

Queen Dannel ir’Wynarn was in Metrol onQueen Dannel ir’Wynarn was in Metrol on

the Day of Mourning and is presumed to the Day of Mourning and is presumed to bebe

dead. Her son Prince Oargev ir’Wynarn holdsdead. Her son Prince Oargev ir’Wynarn holds

court in New Cyre, a massive refugee camp setcourt in New Cyre, a massive refugee camp set

up in Breland. Some refugees support Oargevup in Breland. Some refugees support Oargev

and the dream of a restored Cyre, while and the dream of a restored Cyre, while othersothers

prefer to focus on the future prefer to focus on the future instead of trying toinstead of trying to

reclaim the past. As a Cyran you should decidereclaim the past. As a Cyran you should decide

whether you hold tight to your national identity,whether you hold tight to your national identity,

or whether consider yourself to be an adventureror whether consider yourself to be an adventurer

without a nation.without a nation.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT C CYREYRE
•• CyCyre re wawas s ththe ae ancncesestrtral al seseat at of of ththee

dragonmarked House Cannith, the housedragonmarked House Cannith, the house

of Making. The house maintained arcaneof Making. The house maintained arcane

workshops across Cyre. Who knows whatworkshops across Cyre. Who knows what

treasures wait in Cannith vaults for thosetreasures wait in Cannith vaults for those

who brave the dangers of the Mournland?who brave the dangers of the Mournland?

•• StStoriories es sasay cy commommununititieies of s of wawarforforgrged led livivee

in the Mournland, including the insurgentin the Mournland, including the insurgent

called the Lord of Blades.called the Lord of Blades.

••           

Cyran fashions involved bright colorsCyran fashions involved bright colors

andand  . Some have made a. Some have made a

point of continuing this custom. Otherspoint of continuing this custom. Others

wear clothing cut in the Cyran style, butwear clothing cut in the Cyran style, but

entirely in black; this is generally known asentirely in black; this is generally known as

“Mourning wear.”“Mourning wear.”

CCYRANYRAN C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
When creating a character from Cyre, considerWhen creating a character from Cyre, consider

the following.the following.

 What Have You Lost What Have You Lost?? Did you lose wealthDid you lose wealth

or status? Did you have family or loved ones loor status? Did you have family or loved ones lostst

in the Mourning? Did you lose something youin the Mourning? Did you lose something you

could one day recover from the Mournland— could one day recover from the Mournland— 

arcane research, an heirloom artifact? Considerarcane research, an heirloom artifact? Consider

the impact this has on your background. As athe impact this has on your background. As a

Cyran noble or soldier, your estates have beenCyran noble or soldier, your estates have been

lost and your army scattered; but you still havelost and your army scattered; but you still have

the respect of your comrades or peers.the respect of your comrades or peers.

 What Do You Hold  What Do You Hold Onto?Onto? Do you have aDo you have a

trinket that embodies Cyre for you? Is your trinket that embodies Cyre for you? Is your wandwand

or weapon an heirloom of or weapon an heirloom of your family? As anyour family? As an

entertainer or guild artisan, are you preserving aentertainer or guild artisan, are you preserving a

particular Cyran tradition?particular Cyran tradition?

 What Drives You What Drives You?? Are you determinedAre you determined

to solve the mystery of the Mourning? Doto solve the mystery of the Mourning? Do

 you want to help other refugees? Or are you you want to help other refugees? Or are you

only concerned with your personal survival? Isonly concerned with your personal survival? Is

there something you want to recover from thethere something you want to recover from the

Mournland, or would you prefer to never set footMournland, or would you prefer to never set foot

in it again? Do you hold a grudge against thein it again? Do you hold a grudge against the

nations that fought against Cyre in the war, ornations that fought against Cyre in the war, or

are you only concerned with the future?are you only concerned with the future?
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DDARGUUNARGUUN
Capital:Capital: Rhukaan DraalRhukaan Draal

Noted forNoted for Goblinoid mercenariesGoblinoid mercenaries

Goblins and their kin have always been partGoblins and their kin have always been part

of Khorvaire. Their ancient empire spreadof Khorvaire. Their ancient empire spread

across the lands now held by the Five Nations,across the lands now held by the Five Nations,

and many human cities are built on goblinand many human cities are built on goblin

foundations. This empire collapsed into savagery,foundations. This empire collapsed into savagery,

and when humanity arrived, goblins were drivenand when humanity arrived, goblins were driven

from their ancestral lands or enslaved. Galifarfrom their ancestral lands or enslaved. Galifar

ended the practice of slavery. But goblins haveended the practice of slavery. But goblins have

long been a disenfranchised people, living inlong been a disenfranchised people, living in

the shadows of the Five Nations or in wild the shadows of the Five Nations or in wild landslands

shunned by humans.shunned by humans.

The land that’s now Darguun was once partThe land that’s now Darguun was once part

of Cyre. The hobgoblin clans known as theof Cyre. The hobgoblin clans known as the

Ghaal’dar were based in the Seawall Mountains,Ghaal’dar were based in the Seawall Mountains,

but during the Last War the demand forbut during the Last War the demand for

mercenaries drew an ever-increasing number ofmercenaries drew an ever-increasing number of

                  

Breland. Late in the war a brilliant hobgoblinBreland. Late in the war a brilliant hobgoblin

named Haruuc recognized that the goblinsnamed Haruuc recognized that the goblins

had become the dominant power in the had become the dominant power in the region.region.

Uniting the Ghaal’dar under his banner, HaruucUniting the Ghaal’dar under his banner, Haruuc

seized the territory he was supposed to protect.seized the territory he was supposed to protect.

The Five Nations were unprepared, and BrelandThe Five Nations were unprepared, and Breland

quickly negotiated an alliance with Haruuc toquickly negotiated an alliance with Haruuc to

secure the border. Cyre fought the goblins untilsecure the border. Cyre fought the goblins until

the Day of Mourning, but when the Treaty ofthe Day of Mourning, but when the Treaty of

Thronehold was forged the majority of delegatesThronehold was forged the majority of delegates

chose to recognize the new nation of Darguun tochose to recognize the new nation of Darguun to

ensure peace.ensure peace.

Darguun is a young and volatile nation.Darguun is a young and volatile nation.

It is ruled by the hobgoblin Lhesh HaruucIt is ruled by the hobgoblin Lhesh Haruuc

Sharaat’koSharaat’kor. Haruuc r. Haruuc remains a brilliantremains a brilliant

strategist and tactician, but many wonder ifstrategist and tactician, but many wonder if

he can maintain the web of alliances that holdhe can maintain the web of alliances that hold

the Ghaal’dar together, and whether he or histhe Ghaal’dar together, and whether he or his

people will be content to abide by the people will be content to abide by the terms of theterms of the

treaty. And there are stories of other goblins stilltreaty. And there are stories of other goblins still

hidden in the mountains—the enigmatic “Heirshidden in the mountains—the enigmatic “Heirs

of Dhakaan,” who could pose a threat both to theof Dhakaan,” who could pose a threat both to the

goblins and Khorvaire itself.goblins and Khorvaire itself.

Traditionally, the Ghaal’dar worshipped aTraditionally, the Ghaal’dar worshipped a

form of the Dark Six. House Deneith introducedform of the Dark Six. House Deneith introduced

the Sovereign Host to the region, and somethe Sovereign Host to the region, and some

goblins have embraced this faith, especially Dolgoblins have embraced this faith, especially Dol

Dorn, Dol Arrah, and Balinor.Dorn, Dol Arrah, and Balinor.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT D DARGUUNARGUUN
•• RhRhukukaaaan Dn Draraal al is is ththe le larargegest st cicity ty inin

Darguun. As the goblins have littleDarguun. As the goblins have little

interest in the laws of the Five Nations,interest in the laws of the Five Nations,

Rhukaan Draal is a haven for fugitives andRhukaan Draal is a haven for fugitives and

smugglers.smugglers.

•• HoHoususe De Deneneieith th hahas a s a ststrorong ng prpresesenence ce inin

Darguun. While no one will employ goblinDarguun. While no one will employ goblin

armies in the wake of Haruuc’s betrayal,armies in the wake of Haruuc’s betrayal,

smaller units of goblin mercenaries aresmaller units of goblin mercenaries are

 valued for their ferocity and skills. valued for their ferocity and skills.

DDARGUULARGUUL C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Darguun is a logical point of origin for goblin,Darguun is a logical point of origin for goblin,

hobgoblin, or bugbear characters. When creatinghobgoblin, or bugbear characters. When creating

a Ghaal’dar character from Darguun, considera Ghaal’dar character from Darguun, consider

the following.the following.

Constant Struggle.Constant Struggle. Among the Ghaal’dar,Among the Ghaal’dar,

 you ar you are conse constantly tantly forced forced to provto prove your e your strengstrengthth

and skill or to cede dominance to others.and skill or to cede dominance to others.

Ghaal’dar rarely kill in a casual battle; you mayGhaal’dar rarely kill in a casual battle; you may

                    

Loyal to Your Clan.Loyal to Your Clan. While you may challengeWhile you may challenge

 your pe your peers in ers in times times of peaof peace, whce, when bladen blades ares aree

drawn you stand by your clan—or those alliesdrawn you stand by your clan—or those allies

 you ha you have bonve bonded witded with—untih—until deatl death. Noth. Note thate that

the Ghaal’dar are an alliance of clans: this loyaltythe Ghaal’dar are an alliance of clans: this loyalty

doesn’t extend to warriors ofdoesn’t extend to warriors of    clans. clans.

Muut and Atcha.Muut and Atcha. Your ancestors once forgedYour ancestors once forged

an empire even greater than Galifar. Perhapsan empire even greater than Galifar. Perhaps

 you believe that your people can reclaim this lost you believe that your people can reclaim this lost

glory. The Dhakaani were renowned for theirglory. The Dhakaani were renowned for their

martial skill, but also for their discipline.martial skill, but also for their discipline.  

roughly translates to “duty”—your duty to yourroughly translates to “duty”—your duty to your

empire, your clan, your commander. Muut empire, your clan, your commander. Muut isis

expected; if you have no muut, you have no expected; if you have no muut, you have no placeplace

in battle.in battle.   is closer to “honor”; it is youris closer to “honor”; it is your

 personal personal honor, gained by doing virtuous deedshonor, gained by doing virtuous deeds

that go beyond the expectations of muut.that go beyond the expectations of muut.
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TTHEHE D DEMONEMON W WASTESASTES
Capital:Capital: NoneNone

Noted forNoted for Fiends, pestilence, violenceFiends, pestilence, violence

Rivers of lava cut across plains of black sandRivers of lava cut across plains of black sand

and volcanic glass. The only vegetation you canand volcanic glass. The only vegetation you can

see is blood-red moss and a thick layer of see is blood-red moss and a thick layer of slime,slime,

and that appears to be moving. A jagged rockand that appears to be moving. A jagged rock

                

or perhaps that’s just your imagination.or perhaps that’s just your imagination.

This is the Demon Wastes. Tens of thousandsThis is the Demon Wastes. Tens of thousands

              

was the seat of power of some of was the seat of power of some of the mightiestthe mightiest

          

demons. These foul spirits were bound long ago,demons. These foul spirits were bound long ago,

but their power still lingers in but their power still lingers in this place. Vilethis place. Vile

creatures continue to crawl up from the depths ofcreatures continue to crawl up from the depths of

Khyber. And there are a handful of primordialKhyber. And there are a handful of primordial

              

              

A mountain range known as the LabyrinthA mountain range known as the Labyrinth

separates the Demon Wastes from the Eldeenseparates the Demon Wastes from the Eldeen

Reaches. Due to ancient warding magic, anyReaches. Due to ancient warding magic, any

foul thing that wishes to leave must pass throughfoul thing that wishes to leave must pass through

the Labyrinth. These passes are guarded by thethe Labyrinth. These passes are guarded by the

Ghaash’kala, tribes of orcs sworn to contain theGhaash’kala, tribes of orcs sworn to contain the

evils of the Waste. The Ghaash’kala worship aevils of the Waste. The Ghaash’kala worship a

 version of the Silver Flame that they call version of the Silver Flame that they call  
; they consider the people of the Five; they consider the people of the Five

Nations to be soft and naive.Nations to be soft and naive.

The Carrion TribesThe Carrion Tribes are savage barbariansare savage barbarians

who dwell in the Wastes. Each tribe is devotedwho dwell in the Wastes. Each tribe is devoted

                

endless battles against the Ghaash’kala and theendless battles against the Ghaash’kala and the

other Carrion Tribes. These people are mostlyother Carrion Tribes. These people are mostly

humans, but there are corrupted orcs, half-orcs,humans, but there are corrupted orcs, half-orcs,

                

other races represented. The Carrion Tribes areother races represented. The Carrion Tribes are

savage and cruel, and know almost nothing aboutsavage and cruel, and know almost nothing about

the world beyond the Labyrinth.the world beyond the Labyrinth.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS

AABOUTBOUT T THEHE W WASTESASTES
•• StStororieies tes tell oll of thf the loe lost cst citity of Ay of Ashshtatakakalala, a, a

            

The libraries of Ashtakala contain arcaneThe libraries of Ashtakala contain arcane

secrets and details about the Draconicsecrets and details about the Draconic

Prophecy and its vaults hold untoldProphecy and its vaults hold untold

treasures.treasures.

•• ThThe De Dememon on WaWaststes es cocontntaiain pn porortatals ls toto

    

within Khyber. These are similar to thewithin Khyber. These are similar to the

layers of the Abyss in the core cosmology,layers of the Abyss in the core cosmology,

unearthly realms populated by demons.unearthly realms populated by demons.

The Ghaash’kala raid these demiplanes toThe Ghaash’kala raid these demiplanes to

get the supplies they need to survive.get the supplies they need to survive.

CCHARACTERSHARACTERS FROMFROM THETHE W WASTESASTES
If you’re from the Demon Wastes, you likely fallIf you’re from the Demon Wastes, you likely fall

into one of two categories.into one of two categories.

Ghaash’kalaGhaash’kala. You’ve been raised in one of. You’ve been raised in one of

the harshest lands in Eberron and spent yourthe harshest lands in Eberron and spent your

                

post? Have you had a vision from Kalok Shash?post? Have you had a vision from Kalok Shash?

Are you pursuing a rogue demon? Have youAre you pursuing a rogue demon? Have you

been given a quest by the leader of your been given a quest by the leader of your tribe?tribe?

Most of the Ghaash’kala are orcs or half-orcs.Most of the Ghaash’kala are orcs or half-orcs.

They’re deeply devoted to their faith and mightThey’re deeply devoted to their faith and might

be paladins (Vengeance or Devotion), clericsbe paladins (Vengeance or Devotion), clerics

(Life, Light, or War) or Zealot barbarians.(Life, Light, or War) or Zealot barbarians.

Hermit and outlander are logical backgrounds:Hermit and outlander are logical backgrounds:

 you know little about the ways of civilization, but you know little about the ways of civilization, but

 you have have insights and the sk you have have insights and the skills to survive inills to survive in

the harshest environments.the harshest environments.

Carrion Tribes.Carrion Tribes. Why have you left theWhy have you left the

Wastes? Have you turned your back on the vileWastes? Have you turned your back on the vile

traditions of your demon-worshipping clan?traditions of your demon-worshipping clan?

                  

Overlords—but sworn to hunt down and destroyOverlords—but sworn to hunt down and destroy

the servants of athe servants of a      

a more immediate threat to Khorvaire? Eithera more immediate threat to Khorvaire? Either

way, you are a stranger in a strange land: away, you are a stranger in a strange land: a

savage used to a constant battle for survival in asavage used to a constant battle for survival in a

world shaped by demons.world shaped by demons.
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DDROAAMROAAM
Capital:Capital: The Great Crag The Great Crag 

Noted forNoted for Monstrous mercenaries, byeshk Monstrous mercenaries, byeshk 

Droaam is a nation of monsters. It is rDroaam is a nation of monsters. It is ruled byuled by

the Daughters of Sora Kell. Each of these threethe Daughters of Sora Kell. Each of these three

hags is a legend in her own right, hags is a legend in her own right, the subjects ofthe subjects of

tales used to frighten children. Eleven years agotales used to frighten children. Eleven years ago

they laid claim to the lands west of the they laid claim to the lands west of the GraywallGraywall

Mountains and founded the nation of Droaam.Mountains and founded the nation of Droaam.

While these barren lands were claimed byWhile these barren lands were claimed by

Breland, Galifar had never tamed this wildBreland, Galifar had never tamed this wild

region. It had long been a haven for host ofregion. It had long been a haven for host of

creatures. creatures. Gnolls, orcs, and Gnolls, orcs, and goblins are the goblins are the mostmost

common, but ogres, trolls, harpies, minotaurs,common, but ogres, trolls, harpies, minotaurs,

      

and many more dwell in this region. and many more dwell in this region. In the pastIn the past

these creatures fought one another more oftenthese creatures fought one another more often

than they raided human settlements. Underthan they raided human settlements. Under

the leadership of the Daughters of Sora Kell,the leadership of the Daughters of Sora Kell,

              

Daughters use an army of ogres and war trollsDaughters use an army of ogres and war trolls

to maintain order. To date, the oto maintain order. To date, the other nations ofther nations of

Khorvaire have refused to recognize Droaam,Khorvaire have refused to recognize Droaam,

and it was not part of the Treaty of Thronehold.and it was not part of the Treaty of Thronehold.

Most people believe that it can’t last—that evenMost people believe that it can’t last—that even

the Daughters can’t hold this disparate alliancethe Daughters can’t hold this disparate alliance

together—but currently it is stronger than ever.together—but currently it is stronger than ever.

Droaam works closely with House Droaam works closely with House Tharashk,Tharashk,

selling the services of monstrous soldiers andselling the services of monstrous soldiers and

laborers and bysehk ore, a form of metal withlaborers and bysehk ore, a form of metal with

magical properties. Beyond that, it is a frontiermagical properties. Beyond that, it is a frontier

nation that is still expanding. As Droaamnation that is still expanding. As Droaam

isn’t bound by the Treaty of Thronehold, it’sisn’t bound by the Treaty of Thronehold, it’s

become a haven for war criminals and deserters,become a haven for war criminals and deserters,

along with other criminals and mages pursuingalong with other criminals and mages pursuing

forbidden paths of magic.forbidden paths of magic.

Many of the monsters that make up DroaamMany of the monsters that make up Droaam

have their own unique subcultures. Most worshiphave their own unique subcultures. Most worship

the Dark Six, but there are other religiousthe Dark Six, but there are other religious

traditions as well.traditions as well.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT D DROAAMROAAM
•• ThThe ce citity oy of Gf Graraywywalall lil lies es on on ththe be borordederr

between Droaam and Breland. The second-between Droaam and Breland. The second-

largest city in Droaam, it is a center forlargest city in Droaam, it is a center for

trade, a haven for Brelish criminals, andtrade, a haven for Brelish criminals, and

a place where monsters and humans cana place where monsters and humans can

meet on largely neutral ground.meet on largely neutral ground.

••             

on the western shore of Droaam. It is on the western shore of Droaam. It is thethe

        

with arcane traditions developed over thewith arcane traditions developed over the

course of thousands of years.course of thousands of years.

•• DrDroaoaam uam useses ths the sue supepernarnatuturaral abl abililititieies of s of 

its citizens as tools, just as the Five Nationsits citizens as tools, just as the Five Nations

use arcane magic. The Daughters of Sorause arcane magic. The Daughters of Sora

Kell keep their people fed with troll sausageKell keep their people fed with troll sausage

and use harpy’s song to quell brawls. Think and use harpy’s song to quell brawls. Think 

about how a monster’s natural powersabout how a monster’s natural powers

could be put to practical use.could be put to practical use.

DDROAAMITEROAAMITE C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
        

and other monstrous species all have a placeand other monstrous species all have a place

in Droaam. Consider these when making ain Droaam. Consider these when making a

Droaamite character.Droaamite character.

         The people ofThe people of

Droaam aren’t just humans with horns or greenDroaam aren’t just humans with horns or green

skin. Think about the strengths of your peopleskin. Think about the strengths of your people

            

both physically and culturally.both physically and culturally.

 Are You Proud? Are You Proud? Many citizens of DroaamMany citizens of Droaam

are proud of their nation. Yoare proud of their nation. You know that the restu know that the rest

of Khorvaire considers you to be a “monster”. Inof Khorvaire considers you to be a “monster”. In

Droaam, you are going to prove to them that Droaam, you are going to prove to them that youyou

and your kind are capable of things humanityand your kind are capable of things humanity

can’t even imagine. Or you might ignore this bigcan’t even imagine. Or you might ignore this big

picture and be driven solely by your picture and be driven solely by your personalpersonal

desires or the goals of your family or desires or the goals of your family or warlord.warlord.

Backgrounds.Backgrounds. The creatures of Droaam areThe creatures of Droaam are

 very diverse. A Droaamite kobold might be an very diverse. A Droaamite kobold might be an

urchin rogue. A minotaur could be a outlanderurchin rogue. A minotaur could be a outlander

barbarian with little knowledge of the outsidebarbarian with little knowledge of the outside

                

well versed in history and arcana.well versed in history and arcana.
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TTHEHE E ELDEENLDEEN R REACHESEACHES
Capital:Capital: The GreenheartThe Greenheart

Noted forNoted for Agriculture, animal husbandry,Agriculture, animal husbandry,

druidic magicdruidic magic

A stretch of fertile farmlands borders a vast,A stretch of fertile farmlands borders a vast,

              

tribes of shifters and circles of druids and rangerstribes of shifters and circles of druids and rangers

roam the woods. These are the Eldeen Reaches.roam the woods. These are the Eldeen Reaches.

Druids and shifters have dwelt in the ToweringDruids and shifters have dwelt in the Towering

Woods for thousands of years, but the easternWoods for thousands of years, but the eastern

farmlands of the Reaches were part of Aundairfarmlands of the Reaches were part of Aundair

until the Last War. The lords of until the Last War. The lords of AundairAundair

            

ignoring banditry and other problems facedignoring banditry and other problems faced

by the farmers of the east. The Wardens of theby the farmers of the east. The Wardens of the

Wood—largest of the druid sects—came to theWood—largest of the druid sects—came to the

aid of these farmers. Fifty years ago, the people ofaid of these farmers. Fifty years ago, the people of

eastern Aundair seceded and formed the Eldeeneastern Aundair seceded and formed the Eldeen

Reaches. The Reaches were recognized as aReaches. The Reaches were recognized as a

nation by the Treaty of Thronehold, but manynation by the Treaty of Thronehold, but many

fear Aundair will try to rfear Aundair will try to reclaim the region.eclaim the region.

Druidic magic is a central part of life in Druidic magic is a central part of life in thethe

Eldeen Reaches. Most of its people seek toEldeen Reaches. Most of its people seek to

live in harmony with the natural world, live in harmony with the natural world, andand

communities have a druidic advisor who helpscommunities have a druidic advisor who helps

with planning and planting. The Toweringwith planning and planting. The Towering

Woods are also home to tribes of shifters, whoWoods are also home to tribes of shifters, who

maintain a nomadic existence. The Wardens ofmaintain a nomadic existence. The Wardens of

the Wood maintain order and settle disputes,the Wood maintain order and settle disputes,

and the Great Druid Oalian—anand the Great Druid Oalian—an 

greatpine—is the spiritual leader of the Reaches.greatpine—is the spiritual leader of the Reaches.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS

AABOUTBOUT T THEHE R REACHESEACHES
•• ThThe fe fey ey hahave ve a sa strtronong pg preresesencnce ie in tn thehe

Towering Woods. The region with theTowering Woods. The region with the

strongest ties to the Faerie Court is calledstrongest ties to the Faerie Court is called

The Twilight Demesne.The Twilight Demesne.

•• TThhe e  GGllooaammiinng g  is a region with strong tiesis a region with strong ties

to Mabar. It’s charged with negative energyto Mabar. It’s charged with negative energy

        

•• VaVarnrna is a is ththe lae largrgesest ct citity in y in ththe Re Reaeachcheses

and the seat of the dragonmarked Houseand the seat of the dragonmarked House

Vadalis.Vadalis.

EELDEENLDEEN C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Druidic traditions are important to the people ofDruidic traditions are important to the people of

the Eldeen Reaches. Even if you’re not a druid,the Eldeen Reaches. Even if you’re not a druid,

                    

 variant human, you could take the Magic Initiate variant human, you could take the Magic Initiate

feat to learn a little druidic magic.feat to learn a little druidic magic.

Most of these traditions work with the druidicMost of these traditions work with the druidic

Circles of Land, Moon and Shepherd; BeastCircles of Land, Moon and Shepherd; Beast

Totem barbarians; clerics with the NatureTotem barbarians; clerics with the Nature

domain; or rangers with the Hunter or domain; or rangers with the Hunter or BeastBeast

Master archetypes. Other classes or archetypesMaster archetypes. Other classes or archetypes

especially suited to a path are called out below.especially suited to a path are called out below.

TheThe Wardens of the W Wardens of the Woodood seek to maintainseek to maintain

the balance between nature and civilization,the balance between nature and civilization,

protecting each from the other.protecting each from the other.

The GreensingersThe Greensingers see the magic of the feysee the magic of the fey

as a part of nature. They honor the as a part of nature. They honor the archfey thatarchfey that

                  

harmony with other fey creatures. Bards andharmony with other fey creatures. Bards and

archfey warlocks are often found among thearchfey warlocks are often found among the

Greensingers, and the Circles of Dreams worksGreensingers, and the Circles of Dreams works

well for Greensinger druids.well for Greensinger druids.

The GatekeepersThe Gatekeepers protect the natural worldprotect the natural world

from unnatural threats, such as aberrations andfrom unnatural threats, such as aberrations and

            

the daelkyr in Khyber. Horizon Walker rangersthe daelkyr in Khyber. Horizon Walker rangers

            

The AshboundThe Ashbound are champions of the naturalare champions of the natural

              

of them consider arcane and even divine magicof them consider arcane and even divine magic

to be such a threat. Ashbound sometimes attackto be such a threat. Ashbound sometimes attack

the holdings of dragonmarked houses and seek tothe holdings of dragonmarked houses and seek to

release bound elementals. Barbarians are oftenrelease bound elementals. Barbarians are often

found among the Ashbound, and Berserker andfound among the Ashbound, and Berserker and

Storm Herald are logical paths.Storm Herald are logical paths.

The Children of WinterThe Children of Winter believe that deathbelieve that death

is a natural part of life. This leads them tois a natural part of life. This leads them to

                

the weak and strengthen survivors. Extremiststhe weak and strengthen survivors. Extremists

have spread plagues, especially in large cities.have spread plagues, especially in large cities.

Warlocks and Gloom Stalker rangers can be aWarlocks and Gloom Stalker rangers can be a
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KKARRNATHARRNATH
Capital:Capital: KorthKorth

Noted forNoted for Ale, dairy, glass, livestock, lumber,Ale, dairy, glass, livestock, lumber,

paper, textiles; undead, martial disciplinepaper, textiles; undead, martial discipline

The people of Karrnath are stoic and grim.The people of Karrnath are stoic and grim.

Karrnath is a nation of storms and long winters,Karrnath is a nation of storms and long winters,

and Karrns are accustomed to enduring hardshipand Karrns are accustomed to enduring hardship

without complaint.without complaint.

First and foremost, Karnath is known forFirst and foremost, Karnath is known for

its military tradition. Strength, strategy, andits military tradition. Strength, strategy, and

discipline are the core values of Karrnath.discipline are the core values of Karrnath.

              

the Five Nations, they lack the magical supportthe Five Nations, they lack the magical support

of Aundair or Thrane, which evened the oddsof Aundair or Thrane, which evened the odds

during the Last War. Nonetheless, Karrns areduring the Last War. Nonetheless, Karrns are

proud of their martial history, proud of their martial history, and most areand most are

convinced that they would have eventually wonconvinced that they would have eventually won

the Last War.the Last War.

            

shortages and plagues early in the Last War. Thisshortages and plagues early in the Last War. This

caused the kcaused the king to embrace ing to embrace the Blood of the Blood of Vol Vol asas

the national religion. The priests of this faiththe national religion. The priests of this faith

bolstered Karrnath’s forces with undead. Thebolstered Karrnath’s forces with undead. The

current King, Kaius ir’Wynarn III, broke tiescurrent King, Kaius ir’Wynarn III, broke ties

with the Blood of Vol and with the Blood of Vol and has stopped creatinghas stopped creating

              

number of skeletons and zombies in service.number of skeletons and zombies in service.

Many Karrns still follow the faith of the Blood ofMany Karrns still follow the faith of the Blood of

Vol and approve of the use of Vol and approve of the use of undead, but justundead, but just

as many feel that this disgraces Karrnath’s proudas many feel that this disgraces Karrnath’s proud

          

themselves might have been responsible for thethemselves might have been responsible for the

famines and plagues.famines and plagues.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT

KKARRNATHARRNATH
•• ReRekkkkenenmamark rk AcAcadadememy iy is ts the he prepremimierer

military institute in Khorvaire; prior to themilitary institute in Khorvaire; prior to the

              

Rekkenmark.Rekkenmark.

•• ThThe Soe Soveverereigign Hon Host hst has ras regegaiainened itd its pls placacee

as the dominant religion of Karrnath, butas the dominant religion of Karrnath, but

there is still a strong following for there is still a strong following for the Bloodthe Blood

of Vol. Atur, the so-called “City of Night”,of Vol. Atur, the so-called “City of Night”,

is the faith’s stronghold in Karrnath.is the faith’s stronghold in Karrnath.

•• ThThe Ne Nigighthtwowood iod is a ms a masassisive fve fororesest wit with ath a

close tie to the Plane of Mabar. Monstersclose tie to the Plane of Mabar. Monsters

and undead sometimes slip out of theand undead sometimes slip out of the

Nightwood to threaten the surrounding Nightwood to threaten the surrounding 

regions.regions.

•• ThThe le lawaws os of Kf Kararrnrnatath ah are re haharsrsheher tr thahann

those of the other Five Nations, closer to athose of the other Five Nations, closer to a

state of martial law.state of martial law.

•• KiKing ng KaKaiuius Is III iII is a s a ststronrong pg proropoponenent nt of of 

peace, but many of the local warlords arepeace, but many of the local warlords are

certain Karrnath could and should unitecertain Karrnath could and should unite

Galifar, and there are whispers of a coup.Galifar, and there are whispers of a coup.

KKARRNATHIARRNATHI C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Karrns are somber folk, and generally disapproveKarrns are somber folk, and generally disapprove

of extravagance or excessive shows of emotion.of extravagance or excessive shows of emotion.

As you develop a Karrnathi character or NPC,As you develop a Karrnathi character or NPC,

consider the following.consider the following.

Military Service.Military Service. Karrns have a strong Karrns have a strong

tradition of military service, and soldier or sailortradition of military service, and soldier or sailor

are appropriate backgrounds for any character.are appropriate backgrounds for any character.

The laws of Karrnath are harsh, and criminalsThe laws of Karrnath are harsh, and criminals

              

Martial Adept feat is a way to give a character aMartial Adept feat is a way to give a character a

strong sense of military experience.strong sense of military experience.

Martial Tradition.Martial Tradition. Karrnathi traditionKarrnathi tradition

emphasizes teamwork, focus, and force. emphasizes teamwork, focus, and force. HeavyHeavy

armor and weapons are prefered. Battlemastersarmor and weapons are prefered. Battlemasters

and Champions are both sound archetypes forand Champions are both sound archetypes for

          

Evokers or Necromancers. Heavy Armor Evokers or Necromancers. Heavy Armor Master,Master,

Sentinel, and Tough are all logical feats forSentinel, and Tough are all logical feats for

Karrnathi warriors; Polearm Master or ShieldKarrnathi warriors; Polearm Master or Shield

Master are also appropriate, depending onMaster are also appropriate, depending on

personal preference.personal preference.

The Dead.The Dead. Undead soldiers have served inUndead soldiers have served in

Karrnath’s armies for decades. How do you feelKarrnath’s armies for decades. How do you feel

about the undead? Are you a follower of theabout the undead? Are you a follower of the

Blood of Vol who considers the undBlood of Vol who considers the undead to be aead to be a

practical tool? Do you have a relative or friendpractical tool? Do you have a relative or friend

currently serving? Or do you despise the Blood ocurrently serving? Or do you despise the Blood off

Vol and the use of necromancy?Vol and the use of necromancy?
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TTHEHE L LHAZAARHAZAAR P PRINCIPALITIESRINCIPALITIES
Capital:Capital: RegalportRegalport

Noted forNoted for       

piratespirates

This loose confederacy of pirate lords, merchantThis loose confederacy of pirate lords, merchant

princes, and sea barons holds the northeasternprinces, and sea barons holds the northeastern

coastline of Khorvaire and the many islandscoastline of Khorvaire and the many islands

scattered across it. While they were recognized asscattered across it. While they were recognized as

an allied nation under the Treaty of Thronehold,an allied nation under the Treaty of Thronehold,

the Principalities are a loose alliance. Each islandthe Principalities are a loose alliance. Each island

domain has its own traditions, values, and goals— domain has its own traditions, values, and goals— 

and each has a long list of vendettas and feudsand each has a long list of vendettas and feuds

with other princes. Beyond this, anyone who canwith other princes. Beyond this, anyone who can

win the support of enough ships and people canwin the support of enough ships and people can

claim a principality; if you claim a principality; if you want to establish yourwant to establish your

own tiny kingdom, this is the place to do own tiny kingdom, this is the place to do it.it.

              

During the Last War, they served all nations asDuring the Last War, they served all nations as

privateers and engaged in piracy on the side.privateers and engaged in piracy on the side.

With the end of the Last War they’ve largelyWith the end of the Last War they’ve largely

returned to the merchant trade, but there returned to the merchant trade, but there are stillare still

pirates on the open seas.pirates on the open seas.

The Lhazaars value their independence. ThisThe Lhazaars value their independence. This

is a place where anyone can rise to captain ais a place where anyone can rise to captain a

ship or even seize a principality. Leadershipship or even seize a principality. Leadership

is something earned, not given. High Princeis something earned, not given. High Prince

Ryger ir’WynarnRyger ir’Wynarn of Regalport seeks to forgeof Regalport seeks to forge

              

                    

        

which he gave himself the title of “High Prince.”which he gave himself the title of “High Prince.”

But so far, the other princes have rejected hisBut so far, the other princes have rejected his

proposals for a greater union.proposals for a greater union.

There are principalities devoted to the BloodThere are principalities devoted to the Blood

of Vol and a few that favor the Sovereign Host.of Vol and a few that favor the Sovereign Host.

Beyond this, the Lhazaar show little enthusiasmBeyond this, the Lhazaar show little enthusiasm

for religion, though many will curse for religion, though many will curse the Devourerthe Devourer

when a storm comes.when a storm comes.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT L LHAZAARHAZAAR
•• ThThe Lhe Lhazazaaaar Prir Princncipipalalititieies has have thve the lae largrgesestt

changeling population in Khorvaire. Manychangeling population in Khorvaire. Many

of these are concentrated in the Grayof these are concentrated in the Gray

Tide, a domain founded by changelings.Tide, a domain founded by changelings.

However, changelings are found across theHowever, changelings are found across the

Principalities and the Lhazaar are Principalities and the Lhazaar are generallygenerally

used to them.used to them.

•• ThThe Wie Wind Wnd Whihispspererer per prinrincicipapalility ity incncluludedess

a number of half-elves with the Mark of a number of half-elves with the Mark of 

Storm—excoriates and foundlings withStorm—excoriates and foundlings with

no tie to House Lyrandar. The Windno tie to House Lyrandar. The Wind

Whisperers want to obtain airships, by anyWhisperers want to obtain airships, by any

means necessary.means necessary.

•• DrDreaeadhdholold id is as an inn infafamomous us isislaland nd priprisosonn

maintained by House Kundarak. Said tomaintained by House Kundarak. Said to

be inescapable, Kundarak houses bothbe inescapable, Kundarak houses both

infamous criminals and mystical threats.infamous criminals and mystical threats.

LLHAZAARHAZAAR C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
As you develop a Lhazaar character or NPC,As you develop a Lhazaar character or NPC,

consider the following.consider the following.

Seafarers and Swashbucklers.Seafarers and Swashbucklers. MostMost

Lhazaar spend more time at sea than they doLhazaar spend more time at sea than they do

on land. Sailor is an appropriate backgroundon land. Sailor is an appropriate background

for any Lhazaar, but you can also ask your DMfor any Lhazaar, but you can also ask your DM

                

        

people with little concern for the law, sopeople with little concern for the law, so

charlatan, criminal, entertainer, and folk herocharlatan, criminal, entertainer, and folk hero

are all strong backgrounds.are all strong backgrounds.

Local Customs.Local Customs. Each principality is unique.Each principality is unique.

Each has its own martial traditions, fashions,Each has its own martial traditions, fashions,

              

 your principality. Your dwarf barbarian could your principality. Your dwarf barbarian could

be one of the savage Cloudreavers. Your dashingbe one of the savage Cloudreavers. Your dashing

swashbuckler rogue could be a colorful Windswashbuckler rogue could be a colorful Wind

Whisperer. The Bloodsail elves have a strongWhisperer. The Bloodsail elves have a strong

            

 your elf wizard. There are many principalities, your elf wizard. There are many principalities,

and you can always work with your DM toand you can always work with your DM to

          

Big Dreams.Big Dreams. Whatever their circumstances,Whatever their circumstances,

the people of the Principalities are always lookingthe people of the Principalities are always looking

                    

forgotten treasure hoard? To command yourforgotten treasure hoard? To command your

own ship? To take your place as a prince? own ship? To take your place as a prince? ThinkThink

big, and chase your dreams.big, and chase your dreams.
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TTHEHE M MRORROR H HOLDSOLDS
Capital:Capital: Krona Peak Krona Peak 

Noted forNoted for Dwarves, banking, mining (preciousDwarves, banking, mining (precious

and nonprecious metals), metalworkand nonprecious metals), metalwork

Long ago, the Mror Lords were forced to swearLong ago, the Mror Lords were forced to swear

fealty to Karrnath and Galifar. In the early daysfealty to Karrnath and Galifar. In the early days

of the Last War, they declared their independenceof the Last War, they declared their independence

and the sovereignty of the Mror Holds. Thatand the sovereignty of the Mror Holds. That

declaration was less than a century ago and thatdeclaration was less than a century ago and that

makes it fresh in the mind of many dwarves. Themakes it fresh in the mind of many dwarves. The

Mror are proud of the wealth of their nation andMror are proud of the wealth of their nation and

the talents of their smiths, of the skills of theirthe talents of their smiths, of the skills of their

warriors and the strength of their impregnablewarriors and the strength of their impregnable

fortresses. The Mror star is rising.fortresses. The Mror star is rising.

            

dwarves were locked in endless feuds. Overdwarves were locked in endless feuds. Over

the centuries, they turned their energies tothe centuries, they turned their energies to

harnessing the astonishing natural resourcesharnessing the astonishing natural resources

of their mountain home. The dwarves wereof their mountain home. The dwarves were

reborn as merchant princes. And along the wayreborn as merchant princes. And along the way

they made a remarkable discovery: ruins of anthey made a remarkable discovery: ruins of an

ancient dwarven empire. This forgotten realmancient dwarven empire. This forgotten realm

was destroyed by the daelkyr and its vast hallswas destroyed by the daelkyr and its vast halls

are held by aberrations and other dark things.are held by aberrations and other dark things.

Nonetheless, these ruins are another source ofNonetheless, these ruins are another source of

pride for the Mror. pride for the Mror. They’re heirs of a mightyThey’re heirs of a mighty

empire that may one day rise again.empire that may one day rise again.

The Mror Holds are a loose confederation.The Mror Holds are a loose confederation.

Twelve noble clans each govern a hold and haveTwelve noble clans each govern a hold and have

a representative on the Iron Council, whicha representative on the Iron Council, which

            

nation. Each hold includes a number of nation. Each hold includes a number of lesserlesser

clans, who owe fealty to the noble lclans, who owe fealty to the noble l ine.ine.

The Sovereign Host is the dominant faith ofThe Sovereign Host is the dominant faith of

the Mror Holds. Kol Korran is the most belovedthe Mror Holds. Kol Korran is the most beloved

of the Sovereigns, but Onatar, Olladra, Boldrei,of the Sovereigns, but Onatar, Olladra, Boldrei,

and Dol Dorn are also revered.and Dol Dorn are also revered.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT THETHE

HHOLDSOLDS
•• ThThe Me Mroror Hr Hololds ds hahave ve dedeep ep rereseservrves es of of 

gold, silver, and other rare and preciousgold, silver, and other rare and precious

metals, along with iron and other ores.metals, along with iron and other ores.

•• ThThe Ire Irononroroot Mot Mouountntaiains hns havave loe long bng beeeenn

home to the Jhorash’tar, a clan of orcs.home to the Jhorash’tar, a clan of orcs.

The Jhorash’tar have been slowly drivenThe Jhorash’tar have been slowly driven

into the least hospitable regions of theinto the least hospitable regions of the

mountains. A few of the clans are seeking mountains. A few of the clans are seeking 

to incorporate the Jhorash’tar into Mrorto incorporate the Jhorash’tar into Mror

society, while others wish to drive them outsociety, while others wish to drive them out

once and for all.once and for all.

•• ThTherere use used ted to be o be a ta thihirterteenenth rth royoyal cal clalan.n.

Four hundred year ago, the dwarves of Four hundred year ago, the dwarves of 

Noldrunhold were wiped out; no one knowsNoldrunhold were wiped out; no one knows

if this was the work of the Jhorif this was the work of the Jhorash’tar, aash’tar, a

rival clan, or some force from below therival clan, or some force from below the

mountains. Other clans have tried to claimmountains. Other clans have tried to claim

the Noldrun lands, but this has always metthe Noldrun lands, but this has always met

with disaster.with disaster.

MMRORROR C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
As you develop a Mror character or As you develop a Mror character or NPC,NPC,

consider the following.consider the following.

Clan Focus.Clan Focus. Is your clan known forIs your clan known for

mercantile power or martial skill? Are you amercantile power or martial skill? Are you a

noble—even if you’re a few steps removed fromnoble—even if you’re a few steps removed from

true power? Or are you a true power? Or are you a simple guild artisansimple guild artisan

or soldier? Most Mror have embraced modernor soldier? Most Mror have embraced modern

martial techniques, but there are a few minormartial techniques, but there are a few minor

clans that still cling to the barbarian traditions ofclans that still cling to the barbarian traditions of

the past.the past.

Holding onto the Past.Holding onto the Past. Do you treasure theDo you treasure the

legends of the ancient dwarf empire? As a Mrorlegends of the ancient dwarf empire? As a Mror

              

reclaim the lost techniques of the past. And howreclaim the lost techniques of the past. And how

do you feel about the Five Nations? Do you stilldo you feel about the Five Nations? Do you still

                

ancestors, or do you feel pity for this brokenancestors, or do you feel pity for this broken

kingdom?kingdom?

Pride in Pride in PossessionsPossessions.. From the wealthiestFrom the wealthiest

clan lord to the simplest miner, the clan lord to the simplest miner, the Mror takeMror take

great pride in their possessions. Quality is moregreat pride in their possessions. Quality is more

important than appearance, and you are alsoimportant than appearance, and you are also

interested in the history of the things you carry;interested in the history of the things you carry;

                  

the battles it has seen and the warriors who havethe battles it has seen and the warriors who have

wielded it before you.wielded it before you.
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Q’Q’BARRABARRA
Capital:Capital: NewthroneNewthrone

Noted forNoted for Eberron dragonshards, rare herbsEberron dragonshards, rare herbs

Q’barra is a young nation on the edge ofQ’barra is a young nation on the edge of

          

danger and opportunity. During the golden agedanger and opportunity. During the golden age

of Galifar, no human ever bothered to cross theof Galifar, no human ever bothered to cross the

Endworld Mountains to explore the vast jungleEndworld Mountains to explore the vast jungle

                  

settlers came to Q’barra in search of a new homesettlers came to Q’barra in search of a new home

far from the war. As this settlement expanded,far from the war. As this settlement expanded,

the settlers discovered massive deposits ofthe settlers discovered massive deposits of

Eberron dragonshards. Over the last decade,Eberron dragonshards. Over the last decade,

a wave of prospectors, wandslingers, refugees,a wave of prospectors, wandslingers, refugees,

and fortune-seekers have descended on Q’barra,and fortune-seekers have descended on Q’barra,

along with brigands, deserters from the war, andalong with brigands, deserters from the war, and

all manner of criminals and opportunists.all manner of criminals and opportunists.

There’s one small complication: Q’barraThere’s one small complication: Q’barra

is home to a number of ancient civilizationsis home to a number of ancient civilizations

humans know nothing about: the lizardfolk ofhumans know nothing about: the lizardfolk of

the Cold Sun Federation, the dragonborn ofthe Cold Sun Federation, the dragonborn of

Ka’rhashan, and the confederacy of the PoisonKa’rhashan, and the confederacy of the Poison

Dusk. Most settlers know very little aboutDusk. Most settlers know very little about

these cultures, and collectively refer to them asthese cultures, and collectively refer to them as

“scales.” King Sebastes ir’Kesslan“scales.” King Sebastes ir’Kesslan of Newthroneof Newthrone

has established a treaty with the Cold Sunhas established a treaty with the Cold Sun

Federation, but communication has always beenFederation, but communication has always been

          

break the terms of the treaty. There have been abreak the terms of the treaty. There have been a

number of clashes with the scales and many herenumber of clashes with the scales and many here

                

Q’barra is split into three main regions. NewQ’barra is split into three main regions. New

GalifarGalifar is the original colony; it has a feudalis the original colony; it has a feudal

structure and holds to the laws of the Fivestructure and holds to the laws of the Five

Nations. Its capital city of Newthrone is theNations. Its capital city of Newthrone is the

largest city largest city and port in Qand port in Q’barra. ’barra. To the north,To the north,

HopeHope is a collection of small mining towns. is a collection of small mining towns. InIn

Hope, the law goes only as far as the peoplHope, the law goes only as far as the peoplee

willing to enforce it. And willing to enforce it. And beyond these humanbeyond these human

regions lie the unexplored lands of the regions lie the unexplored lands of the scales.scales.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT Q’ Q’BARRABARRA
•• ThTherere ae are rre ruinuins in s in Q’Q’babarrrra tia tied ted to tho the Ae Agege

of Demons. So far the settlers know littleof Demons. So far the settlers know little

of the history of this region, but of the history of this region, but the Poisonthe Poison

          

•• HoHoususe Te Thahararashshk hk has as a sa strtrong ong prepresesencnce ine in

both Hope and New Galifar. Tharashk both Hope and New Galifar. Tharashk 

is the primary buyer of Eberronis the primary buyer of Eberron

dragonshards, and also runs its own large-dragonshards, and also runs its own large-

scale mining operations.scale mining operations.

Q’Q’BARRANBARRAN C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Q’barra is home to the settlers and prospectorsQ’barra is home to the settlers and prospectors

from the west—mostly humans but includingfrom the west—mostly humans but including

members of all races found in the members of all races found in the Five Nations.Five Nations.

It’s also a possible origin for dragonborn It’s also a possible origin for dragonborn andand

lizardfolk characters.lizardfolk characters.

Settlers.Settlers. Q’barra is an excellent place toQ’barra is an excellent place to

explore some of the traditional archetypes of theexplore some of the traditional archetypes of the

classic Western. As a paladin, you could be aclassic Western. As a paladin, you could be a

              

mining village. Your cleric could be the mining village. Your cleric could be the towntown

preacher. As a sorcerer or bard with a criminalpreacher. As a sorcerer or bard with a criminal

background, you could be a dashing wandslingerbackground, you could be a dashing wandslinger

looking for trouble and gold. looking for trouble and gold. Q’barra can be aQ’barra can be a

land of opportunity for newly freed warforgedland of opportunity for newly freed warforged

and Cyran refugees in search of a new home.and Cyran refugees in search of a new home.

Lizardfolk.Lizardfolk. The lizardfolk have a primitiveThe lizardfolk have a primitive

culture that blends druidic traditions with theculture that blends druidic traditions with the

beliefs of the Silver Flame. You may have beenbeliefs of the Silver Flame. You may have been

sent to study the softskins—to learn aboutsent to study the softskins—to learn about

them and potentially serve as an envoy for yourthem and potentially serve as an envoy for your

people. Alternatively, you could be following apeople. Alternatively, you could be following a

personal vision.personal vision.

Dragonborn.Dragonborn. The dragonborn live amid theThe dragonborn live amid the

remnants of ancient glory. They have a proudremnants of ancient glory. They have a proud

martial tradition, and a number of dragonbornmartial tradition, and a number of dragonborn

have ventured west in search of worthyhave ventured west in search of worthy

challenges. If you follow this path, you mightchallenges. If you follow this path, you might

have served as a mercenary in the Last War.have served as a mercenary in the Last War.
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TTHEHE S SHADOWHADOW M MARCHESARCHES
Capital:Capital:   

Noted forNoted for Eberron dragonshards, herbsEberron dragonshards, herbs

When most people think of the ShadowWhen most people think of the Shadow

Marches, they imagine a fetid backwater whereMarches, they imagine a fetid backwater where

illiterate humans mingle with orcs and other foulilliterate humans mingle with orcs and other foul

creatures, practicing strange rites by the light ofcreatures, practicing strange rites by the light of

              

inaccurate. The Shadow Marches are a desolateinaccurate. The Shadow Marches are a desolate

land of swamps and moors. The homeland of land of swamps and moors. The homeland of thethe

                

            

and aberrations in the swamps, and sowed seedsand aberrations in the swamps, and sowed seeds

of madness that linger to this day. There areof madness that linger to this day. There are

indeed moonlit rituals in the Marches: some toindeed moonlit rituals in the Marches: some to

honor the daelkyr, others to maintain the wardshonor the daelkyr, others to maintain the wards

that keep them trapped in Khyber. Humansthat keep them trapped in Khyber. Humans

              

a war in the distant land of Sarloa war in the distant land of Sarlona. Over timena. Over time

the two cultures merged, forming the Marches asthe two cultures merged, forming the Marches as

they exist today.they exist today.

The Marches had little contact with Galifar orThe Marches had little contact with Galifar or

the east until a few hundred years ago, when athe east until a few hundred years ago, when a

House Sivis expedition made two discoveries: theHouse Sivis expedition made two discoveries: the

region contained valuable dragonshards, and aregion contained valuable dragonshards, and a

number of clans had manifested the Dragonmarknumber of clans had manifested the Dragonmark

of Finding. This led to the foundation of Houseof Finding. This led to the foundation of House

Tharashk, as these clans joined together toTharashk, as these clans joined together to

master the economic potential of their mark andmaster the economic potential of their mark and

leverage their mineral wealth.leverage their mineral wealth.

The Shadow Marches aren’t a nation. No oneThe Shadow Marches aren’t a nation. No one

 voice speaks for the clans and tribes, and most voice speaks for the clans and tribes, and most

of the tribes have no interest in dealing withof the tribes have no interest in dealing with

outsiders. House Tharashk is the largest factionoutsiders. House Tharashk is the largest faction

in the region, and their city of Zarash’ak is thein the region, and their city of Zarash’ak is the

center for commerce.center for commerce.

House Tharashk is the main point of contactHouse Tharashk is the main point of contact

between the Shadow Marches and the outsidebetween the Shadow Marches and the outside

world. Tharashk aside, it remains a collectionworld. Tharashk aside, it remains a collection

of tribes and cultists following their ancientof tribes and cultists following their ancient

traditions in the shadows of the swamps.traditions in the shadows of the swamps.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS

AABOUTBOUT T THEHE M MARCHESARCHES
•• ThThe Gae Gatetekekeepepererss arare a dre a druiuididic trc tradadititioionn

that began in the Shadow Marches. Thethat began in the Shadow Marches. The

defeated the daelkyr in the past, anddefeated the daelkyr in the past, and

they are sworn to protect Eberron fromthey are sworn to protect Eberron from

unnatural and extraplanar threats.unnatural and extraplanar threats.

•• ThThe Ce Culults ts of of ththe De Draragogon Bn Belelow ow arare we wildildlyly

diverse, and often driven by madness.diverse, and often driven by madness.

Many worship daelkyr or have ties toMany worship daelkyr or have ties to

aberrations.aberrations.

MMARCHERARCHER C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
As a character from the Shadow Marches,As a character from the Shadow Marches,

 you could choose to carry the Mark of Finding you could choose to carry the Mark of Finding

regardless of whether you have ties to Houseregardless of whether you have ties to House

Tharashk.Tharashk.

As a Marcher, a critical question is whetherAs a Marcher, a critical question is whether

 you have ties to one of the orc tribes or the you have ties to one of the orc tribes or the

integrated clans.integrated clans.

The ClansThe Clans blend the traditions of human and blend the traditions of human and

orc, building towns and working with orc, building towns and working with steel. Theysteel. They

still rely on still rely on skilled hunters, and they have theirskilled hunters, and they have their

own unique traditions of art and music. Rangers,own unique traditions of art and music. Rangers,

rogues, and bards all have a place in the clans,rogues, and bards all have a place in the clans,

and there are gatekeeper druids among them.and there are gatekeeper druids among them.

Some in the clans worship a limited form of theSome in the clans worship a limited form of the

Sovereign Host focused on Balinor, Boldrei, andSovereign Host focused on Balinor, Boldrei, and

Arawai; this is a sound path for a Nature cleric.Arawai; this is a sound path for a Nature cleric.

The TribesThe Tribes maintain traditions thatmaintain traditions that

predate humanity. They’re nomadic hunter-predate humanity. They’re nomadic hunter-

gatherers, and don’t work metals; they makegatherers, and don’t work metals; they make

their tools from stone, hide, wood, and bone.their tools from stone, hide, wood, and bone.

Tribal Marchers are mostly orcs, but thereTribal Marchers are mostly orcs, but there

are a few humans and half-orcs among them.are a few humans and half-orcs among them.

            

hunters with a close bond to the natural world;hunters with a close bond to the natural world;

barbarians, druids, and rangers all have a placebarbarians, druids, and rangers all have a place

here. Outlander and hermit are both appropriatehere. Outlander and hermit are both appropriate

backgrounds for a tribal Marcher.backgrounds for a tribal Marcher.
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TTHEHE T TALENTAALENTA P PLAINSLAINS
Capital:Capital: GatherholdGatherhold

Noted forNoted for     

                

life than the people of the life than the people of the Five Nations. TheyFive Nations. They

have no cities, no industrialized magic. Buthave no cities, no industrialized magic. But

            

domesticated the dinosaurs of the plains, and usedomesticated the dinosaurs of the plains, and use

these creatures as mounts, livestock, and beasts ofthese creatures as mounts, livestock, and beasts of

burden. There is a sacred bond between a burden. There is a sacred bond between a hunterhunter

and their mount, and few people and their mount, and few people are prepared toare prepared to

              

clawfoot raptor.clawfoot raptor.

Talenta religion is based around reverence forTalenta religion is based around reverence for

spirits, both departed ancestors and the spiritsspirits, both departed ancestors and the spirits

of the natural world. Each nomadic tribe hasof the natural world. Each nomadic tribe has

aa  —a chieftain who guides and protects the —a chieftain who guides and protects the

tribe—but it is the shamans who consult thetribe—but it is the shamans who consult the

spirits and choose the paths of migration.spirits and choose the paths of migration.

In the past the tribes have stood alone, butIn the past the tribes have stood alone, but

            

together under Lathon Halpumtogether under Lathon Halpum to defend theirto defend their

land, and it is Halpum who won recognition forland, and it is Halpum who won recognition for

the Plains as one of the Thronehold the Plains as one of the Thronehold nations. Thenations. The

Plains have only been considered a nation forPlains have only been considered a nation for

two years, and it’s still unclear what this means;two years, and it’s still unclear what this means;

              

the Plains and the outside world.the Plains and the outside world.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS

AABOUTBOUT THETHE P PLAINSLAINS
•• GaGaththererhohold ld is is onone oe of tf the he ononly ly cicitities es inin

the Talenta Plains. All tribes come tothe Talenta Plains. All tribes come to

Gatherhold to trade, hold councils, andGatherhold to trade, hold councils, and

settle disputes. House Ghallanda maintainssettle disputes. House Ghallanda maintains

Gatherhold, but it is understood thatGatherhold, but it is understood that

Gatherhold belongs to the people, not theGatherhold belongs to the people, not the

houses.houses.

•• HouHouse se GhGhalallalandnda aa and nd HoHoususe Je Joraorascscoo

both began in the Talenta Plains and stillboth began in the Talenta Plains and still

maintain connections to their ancestralmaintain connections to their ancestral

homeland. The dragonmarked bloodlineshomeland. The dragonmarked bloodlines

are spread throughout the tribes, and youare spread throughout the tribes, and you

            

Plains who doesn’t work for the houses.Plains who doesn’t work for the houses.

•• StStororieies sps speaeak of ak of ancncieient rnt ruinuins ths that dat datate bae back ck 

                    

graveyard holding the bones of dragons.graveyard holding the bones of dragons.

TTALENTANALENTAN C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
              

quirks and other things relevant to charactersquirks and other things relevant to characters

from the Plains. Also consider the following.from the Plains. Also consider the following.

 Wild Warrior Wild Warriors and Tricksts and Tricksters.ers. You wereYou were

born in the wild, and your wits and your weaponsborn in the wild, and your wits and your weapons

helped you survive. Talenta warriors are oftenhelped you survive. Talenta warriors are often

barbarians or rangers, relying on speed and skill.barbarians or rangers, relying on speed and skill.

However, cunning and charisma are equallyHowever, cunning and charisma are equally

important, and bards and rogues certainly haveimportant, and bards and rogues certainly have

a place on the plains. Outlander is a loa place on the plains. Outlander is a logicalgical

background, but you could easily be a bold background, but you could easily be a bold folkfolk

hero, a dashing entertainer, or a clever charlatan.hero, a dashing entertainer, or a clever charlatan.

You could even be an urchin who You could even be an urchin who was strandedwas stranded

in a great city at a young age and adapted toin a great city at a young age and adapted to

hunting in this stone jungle.hunting in this stone jungle.

Surrounded by Spirits.Surrounded by Spirits.      

ghosts of ancestors; these are all part of theghosts of ancestors; these are all part of the

spirit world, and they’re all around you. Do youspirit world, and they’re all around you. Do you

believe that the spirits guide your actions? Dobelieve that the spirits guide your actions? Do

 you show respect to the spirits of a location? you show respect to the spirits of a location?

Talentan shamans tend to be Shepherd or MoonTalentan shamans tend to be Shepherd or Moon

druids, often assuming the form of dinosaurs.druids, often assuming the form of dinosaurs.

              

spirits by playing an Archfey warlock, Naturespirits by playing an Archfey warlock, Nature

cleric, Oath of the Ancients paladin, or a Beastcleric, Oath of the Ancients paladin, or a Beast

Totem or Ancestral Guardian barbarian. HermitTotem or Ancestral Guardian barbarian. Hermit

and Outlander are sound backgrounds, butand Outlander are sound backgrounds, but

 you could be an acolyte or a sage who consults you could be an acolyte or a sage who consults

with spirits instead of reading books. Warriorswith spirits instead of reading books. Warriors

and shamans alike often wear masks in order toand shamans alike often wear masks in order to

present a particular face to the spirit world.present a particular face to the spirit world.

Dinosaurs.Dinosaurs.         

              

additional information on this—and statistics foradditional information on this—and statistics for

a clawfoot raptor—in chapter 3.a clawfoot raptor—in chapter 3.
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TTHRANEHRANE
Capital:Capital: FlamekeepFlamekeep

Noted forNoted for           

crafts, wool, textiles, fruit, livestock crafts, wool, textiles, fruit, livestock 

The modern Church of the Silver Flame wasThe modern Church of the Silver Flame was

founded in Thrane, and most of founded in Thrane, and most of the people of thethe people of the

nation are devout followers of this faith. Duringnation are devout followers of this faith. During

the Last War, the people of Thrane chose to setthe Last War, the people of Thrane chose to set

aside the rule of the monarch and to embraceaside the rule of the monarch and to embrace

the leadership of the Church. For the the leadership of the Church. For the last seventylast seventy

 years Thrane has been a theocracy. The he years Thrane has been a theocracy. The head ofad of

the state is 11-year-old Jaela Daeran, the divinethe state is 11-year-old Jaela Daeran, the divine

selected Keeper of the Flame; however, Jaelaselected Keeper of the Flame; however, Jaela

looks to the Council of Cardinals to perform thelooks to the Council of Cardinals to perform the

practical work of running the nation.practical work of running the nation.

The primary purpose of the Silver Flame isThe primary purpose of the Silver Flame is

to defend the innocent from supernatural evil.to defend the innocent from supernatural evil.

The faith has always had a militant aspect,The faith has always had a militant aspect,

with battalions of templars and peasant militiaswith battalions of templars and peasant militias

prepared to face undead, lycanthropes, or otherprepared to face undead, lycanthropes, or other

monstrous threats. But compassion and charitymonstrous threats. But compassion and charity

are core values of the church, and the are core values of the church, and the templarstemplars

are tasked to defendare tasked to defend allall innocents. Even duringinnocents. Even during

                    

a Brelish village, Thrane templars would ally witha Brelish village, Thrane templars would ally with

the locals to bring an end to the locals to bring an end to the threat. With thatthe threat. With that

said, this is thesaid, this is the ideal ideal . There are zealous Thranes. There are zealous Thranes

who believe the Church is destined to reunitewho believe the Church is destined to reunite

Galifar under the Silver Flame, and corruptGalifar under the Silver Flame, and corrupt

priests interested only in power and wealth.priests interested only in power and wealth.

Not all priests are divine spellcasters, and theNot all priests are divine spellcasters, and the

typical templar is a mundane warrior; however,typical templar is a mundane warrior; however,

due to the deep faith of due to the deep faith of its people, Thrane hasits people, Thrane has

more clerics, paladins, and divine spellcastersmore clerics, paladins, and divine spellcasters

than any other nation in Khorvaire.than any other nation in Khorvaire.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT T THRANEHRANE
•• FlFlamamekekeeeep is p is ththe cae capipitatal of Tl of Thrhranane ane and thd thee

seat of the Silver Flame. The Keeper of theseat of the Silver Flame. The Keeper of the

Flame dwells in the great Cathedral of theFlame dwells in the great Cathedral of the

              

            

bind the demon Bel Shalor.bind the demon Bel Shalor.

•• FaFaitith is h is a paa part ort of daf dailily liy life ife in Thn Thraranene, an, andd

divine adepts provide many importantdivine adepts provide many important

services. However, arcane magic is still aservices. However, arcane magic is still a

part of life in Thrane. The streets are litpart of life in Thrane. The streets are lit

with everbright lanterns, and there arewith everbright lanterns, and there are

magewrights and even wizards, just not asmagewrights and even wizards, just not as

many as in other nations.many as in other nations.

•• ThThe fe feueudadal syl syststem oem of nof nobibilility rty rememaiains ins inn

place; it’s simply that ultimate authorityplace; it’s simply that ultimate authority

rests in the hands of the church. Queenrests in the hands of the church. Queen

Diani ir’Wynarn is the “blood regent,”Diani ir’Wynarn is the “blood regent,”

serving as a symbolic advisor to the Keeperserving as a symbolic advisor to the Keeper

of the Flame. There is a small fraction of of the Flame. There is a small fraction of 

the population who would like to the population who would like to see thesee the

traditional monarchy restored to power.traditional monarchy restored to power.

TTHRANEHRANE C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
As you develop a Thrane character or NPC,As you develop a Thrane character or NPC,

consider the following.consider the following.

The Impact of Faith.The Impact of Faith. Are you a follower ofAre you a follower of

the Silver Flame? Faith doesn’t require divinethe Silver Flame? Faith doesn’t require divine

                  

to the Flame, you could gain a few to the Flame, you could gain a few divine spellsdivine spells

by taking the Magic Initiate feat. Archery is aby taking the Magic Initiate feat. Archery is a

devotional practice of the Silver Flame, so asdevotional practice of the Silver Flame, so as

a martial Thrane you might focus on archery-a martial Thrane you might focus on archery-

related combat styles and spells or take therelated combat styles and spells or take the

Sharpshooter feat. Any Thrane could take theSharpshooter feat. Any Thrane could take the

            

to the church, or the soldier background basedto the church, or the soldier background based

on service with the templars.on service with the templars.

Church or Crown?Church or Crown? Do you fully support theDo you fully support the

theocracy? Or would you like to see Queen Dianitheocracy? Or would you like to see Queen Diani

restored to the throne? There are many peoplerestored to the throne? There are many people

of faith who believe that miring the church inof faith who believe that miring the church in

politics distracts it from its true mission andpolitics distracts it from its true mission and

invites corruption.invites corruption.

Dealing with Darkness.Dealing with Darkness. The Shadow inThe Shadow in

the Flame can tempt even the most virtuousthe Flame can tempt even the most virtuous

soul. How do you react when you soul. How do you react when you encounterencounter

corruption and greed? Are you a compassionatecorruption and greed? Are you a compassionate

person who seeks to lead people to the person who seeks to lead people to the light, orlight, or

a zealot determined to crush all darkness? Howa zealot determined to crush all darkness? How

will you react when you encounter monsters— will you react when you encounter monsters— 

minotaurs, ogres, gnolls—in a civilized setting?minotaurs, ogres, gnolls—in a civilized setting?
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VVALENARALENAR
Capital:Capital: Taer ValaestasTaer Valaestas

Noted forNoted for Elves, mercenaries, horsesElves, mercenaries, horses

In the midst of the Last War, an army of warriorIn the midst of the Last War, an army of warrior

elves seized this region from Cyre, invoking aelves seized this region from Cyre, invoking a

claim to the land from long before humanity’sclaim to the land from long before humanity’s

arrival on the continent. The elves of Valenar arearrival on the continent. The elves of Valenar are

utterly devoted to the arts of war. Their cavalryutterly devoted to the arts of war. Their cavalry

has no equal in Khorvaire, and they combine ahas no equal in Khorvaire, and they combine a

talent for magic with stealth and swordplay. Cyretalent for magic with stealth and swordplay. Cyre

employed the Valenar as mercenaries and wasemployed the Valenar as mercenaries and was

entirely unprepared for betrayal. When Cyre wasentirely unprepared for betrayal. When Cyre was

destroyed in the Mourning, no one destroyed in the Mourning, no one wanted towanted to

challenge the Valenar; in the interests of peace,challenge the Valenar; in the interests of peace,

this elf kingdom was recognized by the Treaty ofthis elf kingdom was recognized by the Treaty of

Thronehold.Thronehold.

The elves are already pushing the limits ofThe elves are already pushing the limits of

the treaty. The Valenar constantly search forthe treaty. The Valenar constantly search for

worthy challenges. While some venture into theworthy challenges. While some venture into the

Mournland or the untamed jungles of Mournland or the untamed jungles of Q’barra,Q’barra,

Valenar warbands have launched raids intoValenar warbands have launched raids into

Darguun and even Karrnath. While High KingDarguun and even Karrnath. While High King

Shaeras VadalliaShaeras Vadallia has promised to rein in hishas promised to rein in his

warriors, some believe that the elves will continuewarriors, some believe that the elves will continue

            

               

Darguun or Karrnath to declare war.Darguun or Karrnath to declare war.

Valenar is a feudal kingdom. The elves areValenar is a feudal kingdom. The elves are

warrior princes, but they spend little warrior princes, but they spend little time attime at

rest. They operate in small units calledrest. They operate in small units called ,,

and those that aren’t patrolling the kingdomand those that aren’t patrolling the kingdom

are abroad seeking adventure. Most of the civicare abroad seeking adventure. Most of the civic

administration is handled by half-elves. Someadministration is handled by half-elves. Some

of these are the children of Valenar elves, butof these are the children of Valenar elves, but

most are immigrants who’ve come from the Fivemost are immigrants who’ve come from the Five

Nations in search of opportunity. Below this Nations in search of opportunity. Below this areare

the natives. Once vassals of Cyre, now they’rethe natives. Once vassals of Cyre, now they’re

 vassals  vassals of Valenar. of Valenar. Some hated Some hated the Cyranthe Cyrans ands and

welcome the elves. Others despise their newwelcome the elves. Others despise their new

leaders and are plotting against them. But lifeleaders and are plotting against them. But life

hasn’t changed much for the commoners, andhasn’t changed much for the commoners, and

most don’t actually care who wears the crown.most don’t actually care who wears the crown.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT V VALENARALENAR
•• ThThe de draragogonmnmararkeked Hd Hououse se LyLyrarandndar ar hahass

helped the elves build the infrastructurehelped the elves build the infrastructure

of their kingdom. The half-elves have noof their kingdom. The half-elves have no

homeland, and some believe that the half-homeland, and some believe that the half-

elves of Lyrandar hopes to make Valenar aelves of Lyrandar hopes to make Valenar a

haven for their people.haven for their people.

•• ThThe ae ancncesestotors rs of of ththe ee elvlves es foufoughght tt thehe

ancient goblins for control of this regionancient goblins for control of this region

many thousands of years ago. Relics of many thousands of years ago. Relics of 

that struggle can still be found scatteredthat struggle can still be found scattered

across Valenar and the Blade Desert: ruins,across Valenar and the Blade Desert: ruins,

        

slipped out of alignment with time.slipped out of alignment with time.

VVALENARALENAR C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
The elf section of chapter 3 provides additionalThe elf section of chapter 3 provides additional

information about creating Valenar elves.information about creating Valenar elves.

Whatever kind of character you’re creating,Whatever kind of character you’re creating,

consider the following.consider the following.

Martial Role.Martial Role. Valenar has always beenValenar has always been

on a war footing. As an elf, on a war footing. As an elf, consider your roleconsider your role

in a warband. Are you a simple soldier? Anin a warband. Are you a simple soldier? An

outlander scout? An acolyte devoted to the elvenoutlander scout? An acolyte devoted to the elven

ancestors, or a sage familiar both with Valenarancestors, or a sage familiar both with Valenar

history and the lore of potential enemies? As ahistory and the lore of potential enemies? As a

half-elf you might be an entertainer, a sailor, orhalf-elf you might be an entertainer, a sailor, or

                

or a charlatan seeking seeking intrigue andor a charlatan seeking seeking intrigue and

opportunities. As one of the vassals, you could beopportunities. As one of the vassals, you could be

a guild artisan working for the elves, an urchina guild artisan working for the elves, an urchin

born in Taer Valaestas, or even a folk heroborn in Taer Valaestas, or even a folk hero

          

Dreams.Dreams. What is it you hope to achieve asWhat is it you hope to achieve as

an adventurer? Have you left Valenar behind,an adventurer? Have you left Valenar behind,

or are your aspirations tied to the kingdom?or are your aspirations tied to the kingdom?

As a As a half-elf with Vahalf-elf with Valenar blood, do you lenar blood, do you wantwant

to be recognized as a true Valenar—granted ato be recognized as a true Valenar—granted a

bond to a patron ancestor, a place in bond to a patron ancestor, a place in a warband,a warband,

and a chaand a chance at immortality? nce at immortality? Or are you Or are you moremore

interested in building a homeland for your owninterested in building a homeland for your own

people? As a native, do you want to people? As a native, do you want to work withwork with

the elves or do you want to the elves or do you want to drive them out—anddrive them out—and

if so, who do you want if so, who do you want to replace them?to replace them?
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ZZILARGOILARGO
Capital:Capital: Korranberg Korranberg 

Noted forNoted for Gnomes, alchemy, education,Gnomes, alchemy, education,

elemental binding, entertainment, precious stoneselemental binding, entertainment, precious stones

Zilargo is the homeland of the gnomes, andZilargo is the homeland of the gnomes, and

                  

streets are bright and clean. The universities andstreets are bright and clean. The universities and

            

seems happy and helpful, and crime is all butseems happy and helpful, and crime is all but

                

of intrigue and blackmail that are often invisibleof intrigue and blackmail that are often invisible

to human eyes. And below that lies The Trust,to human eyes. And below that lies The Trust,

a ruthless secret police force that eliminates anya ruthless secret police force that eliminates any

threat to society.threat to society.

Zilargo isn’t a tyranny. Each major city has aZilargo isn’t a tyranny. Each major city has a

democratically elected ruling council and a seatdemocratically elected ruling council and a seat

on the Triumvirate that governs the nation; theon the Triumvirate that governs the nation; the

Trust reports to the Triumvirate. The Zil gnomesTrust reports to the Triumvirate. The Zil gnomes

built this system, and they are quite happy withbuilt this system, and they are quite happy with

it. Their streets are safe, and as long as you playit. Their streets are safe, and as long as you play

by the rules of the game, the Trust won’by the rules of the game, the Trust won’t targett target

              

preemptive assassination to be terrifying, but thepreemptive assassination to be terrifying, but the

Zil actually trust the Trust.Zil actually trust the Trust.

Every Zil gnome is in a web of intrigues. ThisEvery Zil gnome is in a web of intrigues. This

is condoned by the Trust, as long as no laws areis condoned by the Trust, as long as no laws are

broken and the state itself isn’t threatened. It’sbroken and the state itself isn’t threatened. It’s

              

gnome out of a jewel mine—as long as this isgnome out of a jewel mine—as long as this is

accomplished through cunning, negotiation, oraccomplished through cunning, negotiation, or

deception rather than violence or outright theft,deception rather than violence or outright theft,

and as long as the mine stays in Zil hands. Theand as long as the mine stays in Zil hands. The

same applies to adventurers planning same applies to adventurers planning schemesschemes

in Zilargo: violence will get one targeted by thein Zilargo: violence will get one targeted by the

Trust, butTrust, but  is perfectly acceptable.is perfectly acceptable.

The Trust itself is a network of spies andThe Trust itself is a network of spies and

assassins. Most agents of the Trust assassins. Most agents of the Trust simply passsimply pass

information through dead drops; some estimateinformation through dead drops; some estimate

that a third of the nation works that a third of the nation works for the Trustfor the Trust

              

threat, it acts preemptively. If a problem can bethreat, it acts preemptively. If a problem can be

solved without violence—by sharing a piece ofsolved without violence—by sharing a piece of

information, or a whispered warning sent viainformation, or a whispered warning sent via

 —that’s what they’ll do. But the Trust —that’s what they’ll do. But the Trust

won’t hesitate to eliminate a threat, whether withwon’t hesitate to eliminate a threat, whether with

poison, spell, or a blade. Typically, a target willpoison, spell, or a blade. Typically, a target will

never even see the agent that kills them.never even see the agent that kills them.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING T THINGSHINGS A ABOUTBOUT Z ZILARGOILARGO
•• ThThe Lie Librbrarary of Ky of Korrorrananbeberg irg is cos consnsididerered ted too

              

of Khorvaire.of Khorvaire.

•• ThThe Ke Kororraranbnbererg Cg Chrhrononicicle ile is ths the lee leadadining g 

source of news in the Five Nations, andsource of news in the Five Nations, and

gnome chroniclers travel across Khorvairegnome chroniclers travel across Khorvaire

in search of stories.in search of stories.

•• ThThe me majajor cor cititieies of s of ZiZilalargrgo hao have tve tememplepless

and shrines dedicated to every religion.and shrines dedicated to every religion.

Most Zil explore a few faiths before settling Most Zil explore a few faiths before settling 

on one; others practice multiple religions.on one; others practice multiple religions.

ZZILIL C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
As you develop a Zil character, consider theAs you develop a Zil character, consider the

following things, along with the suggestions in thefollowing things, along with the suggestions in the

Gnome section in chapter 3.Gnome section in chapter 3.

Family Ties.Family Ties. In a nation shaped by intrigue,In a nation shaped by intrigue,

                  

and for the Zil, that’s family. Unless you’re anand for the Zil, that’s family. Unless you’re an

orphan, discuss your family with your DM.orphan, discuss your family with your DM.

What’s their business? Who’s your favoriteWhat’s their business? Who’s your favorite

relative? Are you currently involved in any familyrelative? Are you currently involved in any family

schemes? Family members may call on you forschemes? Family members may call on you for

help over the course of your help over the course of your adventurers, butadventurers, but

they can also be a resource for you.they can also be a resource for you.

Knowledge and Power.Knowledge and Power. The Zil prizeThe Zil prize

knowledge above all else. Sage is a suitableknowledge above all else. Sage is a suitable

background for any Zil; charlatan and spy arebackground for any Zil; charlatan and spy are

            

Classes that specialize in melee combat are rareClasses that specialize in melee combat are rare

among the Zil. Rogues, bards, wizards, andamong the Zil. Rogues, bards, wizards, and

          

One unusual option is to play a One unusual option is to play a warlock whosewarlock whose

pact is with the Trust itself. You receive yourpact is with the Trust itself. You receive your

orders telepathically. Your class abilities canorders telepathically. Your class abilities can

            

the magical equivalent of super-spy the magical equivalent of super-spy gadgets!gadgets!
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EEVERYDAYVERYDAY L LIFEIFE
There are details you don’t need to know, There are details you don’t need to know, butbut

that you mightthat you might  to know. When somethingto know. When something

costs 1 CP, you can just say “costs 1 CP, you can just say “one copper pieceone copper piece” but” but

do the people of Khorvaire have a name fordo the people of Khorvaire have a name for

their coins? Is there a convention for namingtheir coins? Is there a convention for naming

characters? Thischaracters? This    is an overview.is an overview.

If you want more information on a particularIf you want more information on a particular

subject, refer to the sources in the Appendix.subject, refer to the sources in the Appendix.

But for now, here are a But for now, here are a few useful facts aboutfew useful facts about

everyday life in Khorvaire.everyday life in Khorvaire.

TTHEHE C CALENDARALENDAR OFOF G GALIFARALIFAR
The Galifar calendar tracks the years since theThe Galifar calendar tracks the years since the

Kingdom of Galifar was founded, using theKingdom of Galifar was founded, using the

abbreviation YK. The week is divided into sevenabbreviation YK. The week is divided into seven

days, with four weeks to a month and twelvedays, with four weeks to a month and twelve

months to a year. Despite the fall of Galifar, themonths to a year. Despite the fall of Galifar, the

nations of Khorvaire still use this calendar.nations of Khorvaire still use this calendar.

The seven days of the week, in order, are Sul,The seven days of the week, in order, are Sul,

Mol, Zol, Wir, Zor, Far, Sar.Mol, Zol, Wir, Zor, Far, Sar.

The twelve months are named after the twelveThe twelve months are named after the twelve

moons that orbit the world:moons that orbit the world:

1.1. ZaZararantntyr yr (mi(mid-d-wiwintnterer))

2.2. OlOlararunune (e (lalate te wiwintnterer))

3.3. ThThererenendodor (er (eararly sly spripringng))

4.4. EyEyre (re (mimid-d-spspriringng))

5.5. DrDravavagago (o (lalate te spsprinring)g)

6.6. NyNymm (mm (eaearlrly suy summmmerer))

7.7. LhLhararvivion on (mi(mid-d-susummmmerer))

8.8. BaBarrarrakakas (s (lalate te susummmmerer))

9.9. RhRhaaaan n (e(eararly ly auaututumnmn))

10.10. SypherSypheros (mid-os (mid-autumautumn)n)

11.11. Aryth Aryth (late (late autumautumn)n)

12.12. Vult (Vult (early early wintewinter)r)

King Jarot ir’Wyrnarn died on Therendor 12,King Jarot ir’Wyrnarn died on Therendor 12,

894 YK. The Day of Mourning occurred 894 YK. The Day of Mourning occurred almostalmost

exactly a century later, on Olarune 20 994 YK.exactly a century later, on Olarune 20 994 YK.

By default, a new Eberron campaign begins onBy default, a new Eberron campaign begins on

Zarantyr 1, 998 YK.Zarantyr 1, 998 YK.

TTHEHE C CURRENCYURRENCY OFOF G GALIFARALIFAR
Merchants and nobles often useMerchants and nobles often use letters ofletters of

credit credit  to handle large transactions, drawing on to handle large transactions, drawing on

the reserves of the dwarvish banks of the Mrorthe reserves of the dwarvish banks of the Mror

Holds. But most day-to-day transactions useHolds. But most day-to-day transactions use

coins of precious metal. With the collapse of coins of precious metal. With the collapse of thethe

Kingdom of Galifar, each of the Five NationsKingdom of Galifar, each of the Five Nations

began to mint its own currency, along withbegan to mint its own currency, along with

the Mror bankers. However, while the designsthe Mror bankers. However, while the designs

imprinted on these coins vary based on theimprinted on these coins vary based on the

source, each of these forces has continued to usesource, each of these forces has continued to use

the same metals, weights, and denominations the same metals, weights, and denominations setset

forth in the days of Galifar, maintaining a simpleforth in the days of Galifar, maintaining a simple

standard for commerce across Khorvaire.standard for commerce across Khorvaire.

•• TThhee crowncrown (CP) is made from copper and (CP) is made from copper and

traditionally depicts the crown of Galifartraditionally depicts the crown of Galifar

on one face. The crown is the loweston one face. The crown is the lowest

denomination of coin minted under the ruledenomination of coin minted under the rule

of Galifar, which spawned the saying “Inof Galifar, which spawned the saying “In

Galifar, even the beggars have crowns.”Galifar, even the beggars have crowns.”

•• TThhee sovereignsovereign (SP) is made from silver, (SP) is made from silver,

and bears the face of a living or rand bears the face of a living or recentecent

ruler. An unskilled laborer can expect toruler. An unskilled laborer can expect to

earn a sovereign for a day’s work.earn a sovereign for a day’s work.

•• TThhee galifargalifar (GP) is made from gold. It (GP) is made from gold. It

bears the image of Galifar I, the founder of bears the image of Galifar I, the founder of 

the old kingdom.the old kingdom.

•• TThhee platinumplatinum dragondragon (PP) bears the (PP) bears the

image of one of the dragons of legend.image of one of the dragons of legend.

With a value of one hundred sovereigns,With a value of one hundred sovereigns,

these coins are used only by the wealthiestthese coins are used only by the wealthiest

citizens of Khorvaire, and the averagecitizens of Khorvaire, and the average

peasant may never see such a coin.peasant may never see such a coin.

There are a number of other coins There are a number of other coins in circulation,in circulation,

such as the double crown of Breland or such as the double crown of Breland or thethe

                  

sovereigns. Still, all of the major nations makesovereigns. Still, all of the major nations make

use of the four basic coins described above.use of the four basic coins described above.
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LLANGUAGESANGUAGES ININ E EBERRONBERRON
In Eberron, languages are tied to culture andIn Eberron, languages are tied to culture and

geography as opposed to biology. A dwarf raisedgeography as opposed to biology. A dwarf raised

in Breland might not actually know Dwarvish,in Breland might not actually know Dwarvish,

while the language of the giants is closely tiedwhile the language of the giants is closely tied

to the distant land of Xen’drik. The folloto the distant land of Xen’drik. The followingwing

optional rules are a way to explore this aspect ofoptional rules are a way to explore this aspect of

the setting.the setting.

OOPTIONALPTIONAL R RULEULE: C: COMMONOMMON L LANGUAGESANGUAGES

Common is the language of the Five Nations.Common is the language of the Five Nations.

The Mror dwarves speak Dwarvish and theThe Mror dwarves speak Dwarvish and the

Aereni elves speak Elvish, but they knowAereni elves speak Elvish, but they know

Common as the language of trade.Common as the language of trade.

In Eberron, there are a number of otherIn Eberron, there are a number of other

              

or cultures. The DM may change the languagesor cultures. The DM may change the languages

                

GiantGiant is the common tongue of Xen’drik. Itis the common tongue of Xen’drik. It

is rarely encountered on Khorvaire. Monsters inis rarely encountered on Khorvaire. Monsters in

Khorvaire usually speak Goblin.Khorvaire usually speak Goblin.

GoblinGoblin is the common tongue of Darguun,is the common tongue of Darguun,

Droaam, and the Shadow Marches, along withDroaam, and the Shadow Marches, along with

most “monstrous” creatures in Khorvaire. It wasmost “monstrous” creatures in Khorvaire. It was

the language of the goblin empire that dominatedthe language of the goblin empire that dominated

the continent before humanity arrived. Orcishthe continent before humanity arrived. Orcish is ais a

dead language; it may be encountered in ancientdead language; it may be encountered in ancient

inscriptionsinscriptions, but , but modern orcs speak Goblin.modern orcs speak Goblin.

InfernalInfernal is spoken by spirits that embodyis spoken by spirits that embody

              

common language. Infernal is sometimes calledcommon language. Infernal is sometimes called

“Khyber’s speech,” while Celestial is “the “Khyber’s speech,” while Celestial is “the tonguetongue

of Siberys.”of Siberys.”

RiedranRiedran is the common tongue of theis the common tongue of the

continent of Sarlona.continent of Sarlona. QuoriQuori is spoken by theis spoken by the

kalashtar, spirits native to Dal Quor, and thekalashtar, spirits native to Dal Quor, and the

Inspired lords of Riedra.Inspired lords of Riedra.

OOPTIONALPTIONAL R RULEULE: S: SWAPPINGWAPPING R RACIALACIAL L LANGUAGESANGUAGES

This optional rule allows you to This optional rule allows you to exchange aexchange a

              

standard language. Your DM must approve thestandard language. Your DM must approve the

                  

character with no ties to the culture of their race.character with no ties to the culture of their race.

                  

                

            

NNAMESAMES ININ THETHE F FIVEIVE N NATIONSATIONS
Naming conventions vary by nation. The ZilNaming conventions vary by nation. The Zil

gnomes always use three names—a given name,gnomes always use three names—a given name,

a family name, and a clan name. Warforgeda family name, and a clan name. Warforged

often use a single name. Within the Five Nations,often use a single name. Within the Five Nations,

most citizens have a given name followed by amost citizens have a given name followed by a

surname. This surname is either a family namesurname. This surname is either a family name

or related to an occupation or region of origin.or related to an occupation or region of origin.

SoSo   ,,       and and TellanTellan
               

the common folk of the Five Nations.the common folk of the Five Nations.

The noble families of Galifar—along withThe noble families of Galifar—along with

those granted land and titles by one of thethose granted land and titles by one of the

              

ir’ir’ to their surname. So the nameto their surname. So the name    

tells you that this individual is a landed noble.tells you that this individual is a landed noble.

The Wynarns were the royal line of Galifar,The Wynarns were the royal line of Galifar,

and the current rulers of Aundair, Breland, andand the current rulers of Aundair, Breland, and

Karrnath are all heirs of the Wynarn bloodline.Karrnath are all heirs of the Wynarn bloodline.

Thus, Queen Aurala of Aundair isThus, Queen Aurala of Aundair is  


       d’d’, used by, used by

any heir of a dragonmarked house who any heir of a dragonmarked house who hashas

manifested a dragonmark. Somanifested a dragonmark. So    

is a member of House is a member of House Cannith who hasCannith who has

manifested the Mark of Making.manifested the Mark of Making.
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MAGIC IN KHORVAIREMAGIC IN KHORVAIRE
Your airship soars through the skies,Your airship soars through the skies,

approaching the mile-high towers of Sharn. Youapproaching the mile-high towers of Sharn. You

disembark, walking down a street lit bydisembark, walking down a street lit by 
lanternslanterns, and make your way to your favorite, and make your way to your favorite

          

usesuses             

of exotic beverages. A Phiarlan bard entertainsof exotic beverages. A Phiarlan bard entertains

the crowd with song and a dazzling display ofthe crowd with song and a dazzling display of

illusions. An argument between two veteransillusions. An argument between two veterans

escalates into violence: the Brelish toughescalates into violence: the Brelish tough

produces a knife, but the Aundairian duelistproduces a knife, but the Aundairian duelist

already has a wand in her hand.already has a wand in her hand.

Magic is a part of life in Khorvaire. ArcaneMagic is a part of life in Khorvaire. Arcane

magic is a form of science, and the Five magic is a form of science, and the Five NationsNations

are built on this foundation. Magewrights areare built on this foundation. Magewrights are

professional spellcasters who use rituals andprofessional spellcasters who use rituals and

cantrips to provide a host of services. Thecantrips to provide a host of services. The

dragonmarked houses provide magical servicesdragonmarked houses provide magical services

that are beyond the powers of a commonthat are beyond the powers of a common

magewright. And manifest zonesmagewright. And manifest zones   

locations where the energies of the planes bleedlocations where the energies of the planes bleed

            

can’t be replicated elsewhere, such as the colossalcan’t be replicated elsewhere, such as the colossal

towers of Sharn.towers of Sharn.

WWIDEIDE M MAGICAGIC, N, NOTOT H HIGHIGH M MAGICAGIC
While magic is widespread, theWhile magic is widespread, the scopescope of magic isof magic is

limitedlimited Low-level spells are a part of everyday Low-level spells are a part of everyday

life, but high-level magic remains remarkable.life, but high-level magic remains remarkable.

Common Magic.Common Magic. Cantrips and 1stCantrips and 1st

level spells are commonplace. Magewrights,level spells are commonplace. Magewrights,

wandslingers, and dragonmarked heirs can allwandslingers, and dragonmarked heirs can all

              

the impact of this magic as part of everydaythe impact of this magic as part of everyday

life. Common magic items can be found in life. Common magic items can be found in anyany

community and purchased in any major city,community and purchased in any major city,

              

enclave that deals in what you’re looking for.enclave that deals in what you’re looking for.

Common magic items generally range in priceCommon magic items generally range in price

from 50–100 gp.from 50–100 gp.

Uncommon Magic.Uncommon Magic. There are magewrightsThere are magewrights

and dragonmarked heirs who can cast 2ndand dragonmarked heirs who can cast 2nd

and 3rd level spells, and such services can beand 3rd level spells, and such services can be

            

withwith arcane locksarcane locks on their doors, but that’s a sign on their doors, but that’s a sign ofof

a wealthy owner. The same is true of uncommona wealthy owner. The same is true of uncommon

magic items. It’s possible to purchase these inmagic items. It’s possible to purchase these in

a major city, but selection and quantity will bea major city, but selection and quantity will be

limited; in a smaller town, they’ll be more limitedlimited; in a smaller town, they’ll be more limited

still. Uncommon magic items typically coststill. Uncommon magic items typically cost

between 100–500 gp, though costs can be higherbetween 100–500 gp, though costs can be higher

based on scarcity.based on scarcity.

Rare magic.Rare magic. Spells of 4th through 5th levelSpells of 4th through 5th level

are beyond the reach of most people. People areare beyond the reach of most people. People are

familiar with the concept of spells likefamiliar with the concept of spells like teleportationteleportation

oror raise dead raise dead , but few people have ever seen either, but few people have ever seen either

of these things actually performed. Only theof these things actually performed. Only the

most remarkable magewrights have access tomost remarkable magewrights have access to

such magic, so these services usually come fromsuch magic, so these services usually come from

      

with Greater Dragonmarks and dragonshardwith Greater Dragonmarks and dragonshard

focus items.focus items.

In theory,In theory, rare magic items can be purchased,rare magic items can be purchased,

with prices ranging anywhere from 2,000 gp– with prices ranging anywhere from 2,000 gp– 

20,000 gp. In practice, these things are20,000 gp. In practice, these things are rarerare. A. A

rare magic item might be the prize of a collectionrare magic item might be the prize of a collection

in a Sharn emporium, or in a Sharn emporium, or the showpiece ofthe showpiece of

a House Cannith forgehold. It’s more likelya House Cannith forgehold. It’s more likely

that such items will be acquired as rewards forthat such items will be acquired as rewards for

working with a powerful organization thanworking with a powerful organization than

simply found for purchase in a store. simply found for purchase in a store. Of course,Of course,

should you have a ridiculous sum of gold burningshould you have a ridiculous sum of gold burning

a hole in your purse, you a hole in your purse, you might be able tomight be able to

commission House Cannith to create a rare itemcommission House Cannith to create a rare item

            

 Very Rare  Very Rare andand Legendary Magic.Legendary Magic. SpellsSpells

                  

legends and folktales. The few people known tolegends and folktales. The few people known to

wield this sort of power wield this sort of power are themselves legends:are themselves legends:

Mordain the Fleshweaver, the Keeper of theMordain the Fleshweaver, the Keeper of the

Silver Flame, the Daughters of Sora Kell. IfSilver Flame, the Daughters of Sora Kell. If

encountered in the Five Nations, such magicencountered in the Five Nations, such magic

will likely be tied to anwill likely be tied to an    or aor a

manifest zone.manifest zone.

Legendary magic items are generally the workLegendary magic items are generally the work

of dragons or demons, or relics found in the ruinsof dragons or demons, or relics found in the ruins

of Xen’drik. Very rare magic items could be tiedof Xen’drik. Very rare magic items could be tied

to similar sources, or they might be masterworksto similar sources, or they might be masterworks

of the elves of Aerenal or Valenar heirlooms. It’sof the elves of Aerenal or Valenar heirlooms. It’s

unlikely that such a treasure would ever be sold.unlikely that such a treasure would ever be sold.
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MMAGEWRIGHTSAGEWRIGHTS
In Khorvaire, magic is a tool that’s incorporatedIn Khorvaire, magic is a tool that’s incorporated

into many jobs. There are entirely magicalinto many jobs. There are entirely magical

careers, such as the medium or the oracle. Butcareers, such as the medium or the oracle. But

much of the time, mundane skill and magic aremuch of the time, mundane skill and magic are

combined together. A lamplighter can work withcombined together. A lamplighter can work with

mundane lanterns, but also learnsmundane lanterns, but also learns   

to create and maintain theto create and maintain the    thatthat

                  

with a cantrip.with a cantrip.

A magewright knows one to four cantrips orA magewright knows one to four cantrips or

spells. Magewrights don’t use spell slots. Cantripsspells. Magewrights don’t use spell slots. Cantrips

can be used casually, but their spells are usuallycan be used casually, but their spells are usually

cast as rituals—even if the spell doesn’t normallycast as rituals—even if the spell doesn’t normally

have the ritual tag. When converting a spellhave the ritual tag. When converting a spell

to a magewright ritual, it can have a castingto a magewright ritual, it can have a casting

time of up to one hour. It’s also common fortime of up to one hour. It’s also common for

a magewright’s ritual to have an additionala magewright’s ritual to have an additional

component cost in dragonshards, the fuel ofcomponent cost in dragonshards, the fuel of

the magical economy. A typical cost would bethe magical economy. A typical cost would be

25 gp for a 1st level ritual, 25 gp for a 1st level ritual, 50 gp for a 2nd 50 gp for a 2nd levellevel

ritual, doubled for each subsequent level; but thisritual, doubled for each subsequent level; but this

is only a basic guideline. The point is that theis only a basic guideline. The point is that the

limitations on a magewright are time and money.limitations on a magewright are time and money.

A locksmith can cast more than oneA locksmith can cast more than one arcane lockarcane lock

in a day; but it takes an hour and in a day; but it takes an hour and 50 gp for each50 gp for each

lock they want to create.lock they want to create.

While the common spell list is a starting pointWhile the common spell list is a starting point

for magewright spells, you can modify these spellsfor magewright spells, you can modify these spells

                  

quite versatile.quite versatile.   can heat or chillcan heat or chill

                

lamplighter and the chef may knowlamplighter and the chef may know  ,,

but the chef’s version may only work onbut the chef’s version may only work on

food, while the lamplighter can only light orfood, while the lamplighter can only light or

              

ofof  that helps project their voice butthat helps project their voice but

              

often know a version ofoften know a version of   that only helpsthat only helps

with their particular art. This could also resultwith their particular art. This could also result

in a magewright having a spell that’s superior toin a magewright having a spell that’s superior to

                

focus. An oracle’s version offocus. An oracle’s version of  might be ablemight be able

to predict outcomes up to a week in advance,to predict outcomes up to a week in advance,

as it’s hard to make a business out of predictingas it’s hard to make a business out of predicting

events that occur in the next 30 minutes.events that occur in the next 30 minutes.

In dealing with a magewright, think about theIn dealing with a magewright, think about the

form their magic takes. A locksmith can performform their magic takes. A locksmith can perform

knockknock as a ritual. But they don’t just snap theiras a ritual. But they don’t just snap their

                  

tracing patterns around the lock they’re dealingtracing patterns around the lock they’re dealing

with while murmuring incantations. An oraclewith while murmuring incantations. An oracle

might work with cards or dice, or study charts ofmight work with cards or dice, or study charts of

planar conjunctions. The magewright performsplanar conjunctions. The magewright performs

magic as both a job and a science.magic as both a job and a science.

Here are some examples of magewrights andHere are some examples of magewrights and

the services they provide. Not every healer canthe services they provide. Not every healer can

castcast    and not every oracle can castand not every oracle can cast

 —these are general guidelines. —these are general guidelines.

•• Chef Chef ..   (food only),(food only),      
drinkdrink (ritual),(ritual),     (ritual, food only).(ritual, food only).

Familiar with cook’s tools.Familiar with cook’s tools.

•• Healer.Healer.       

herbalism kits.herbalism kits.           
diseasedisease (ritual),(ritual), lesser restorationlesser restoration (1-hour ritual,(1-hour ritual,

50 gp component cost).50 gp component cost).

•• Launderer.Launderer.    ; both; both

    

•• Lamplighter.Lamplighter.       (1-hour(1-hour

ritual, 50 gp component cost); uses tinker’sritual, 50 gp component cost); uses tinker’s

tools to create and repair lanterns.tools to create and repair lanterns.

•• Locksmith.Locksmith. Arcane lock Arcane lock (1-hour ritual, 50(1-hour ritual, 50

gp component cost)gp component cost)     (ritual, 50 gp(ritual, 50 gp

        

tools and tinker’s tools.tools and tinker’s tools.

•• Medium.Medium.        (ritual, 100 gp (ritual, 100 gp

component cost). Some mediums use acomponent cost). Some mediums use a

form ofform of    to conjure an image to conjure an image

of the deceased. A medium might beof the deceased. A medium might be

            

with grief—or in Deception.with grief—or in Deception.

•• Oracle.Oracle.   (ritual, 50 gp cost);(ritual, 50 gp cost); 

(1-hour ritual, 200 gp cost).(1-hour ritual, 200 gp cost).

The termThe term        

arcane spellcaster. In religious communities (sucharcane spellcaster. In religious communities (such

              

casters performing these same functions. Such acasters performing these same functions. Such a

divine caster is called an adept. Divine magic isdivine caster is called an adept. Divine magic is

a gift instead of a science, and adepts typicallya gift instead of a science, and adepts typically

work on behalf of their faith work on behalf of their faith rather than sellingrather than selling

their services.their services.
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WWANDSLINGERSANDSLINGERS
The Last War saw a dramatic increase in theThe Last War saw a dramatic increase in the

                

                

the war continued cantrip specialists could bethe war continued cantrip specialists could be

found in the armies of most nations. Due to thefound in the armies of most nations. Due to the

considerable training required to master magic,considerable training required to master magic,

this has remained an elite specialty. The commonthis has remained an elite specialty. The common

soldier wields a spear or crossbow but soldier wields a spear or crossbow but it’s notit’s not

unusual to see a warrior with a sword on one hipunusual to see a warrior with a sword on one hip

and a wand on the other. Within the army, suchand a wand on the other. Within the army, such

a soldier is referred to as an arcaneer.a soldier is referred to as an arcaneer.

On the streets, they are called wandslingers.On the streets, they are called wandslingers.

              

castcast      cantripscantrips   typically drawn fromtypically drawn from

the sorcerer or wizard spell list. A commonthe sorcerer or wizard spell list. A common

wandslinger also knows a single 1st-level spell,wandslinger also knows a single 1st-level spell,

which they can cast once per long rest. Anwhich they can cast once per long rest. An

exceptional wandslinger may know up up toexceptional wandslinger may know up up to

three spells of up to 3rd level. A wandslinger’sthree spells of up to 3rd level. A wandslinger’s

spells and cantrips are almost always combatspells and cantrips are almost always combat

                
         oror 

The critical limitation of the wandslinger is aThe critical limitation of the wandslinger is a

dependence on an arcane focus. A wandslingerdependence on an arcane focus. A wandslinger

must have an arcane focus—a wand, rod,must have an arcane focus—a wand, rod,

            

          

 various cantrips, such as a wand for various cantrips, such as a wand for     andand

a rod fora rod for   , but wandslingers can use, but wandslingers can use

any arcane focus they get their hands on. As aany arcane focus they get their hands on. As a

result, arcane focuses are regarded as weaponsresult, arcane focuses are regarded as weapons

throughout Khorvaire.throughout Khorvaire.

If you’ve got a wand tucked into your belt,If you’ve got a wand tucked into your belt,

people may assume you know how to use it.people may assume you know how to use it.

PPLAYINGLAYING A W A WANDSLINGERANDSLINGER

            
perform arcane magic could be considered aperform arcane magic could be considered a
wandslinger, and any character could acquirewandslinger, and any character could acquire
              
InitiateInitiate feat. As such, whether your character isfeat. As such, whether your character is
a wandslinger is really a a wandslinger is really a question of style.question of style.

•• DiDid yd you sou sererve ive in tn the he LasLast Wt Warar? I? If sf so, wo, whoho
                
your magical skills as part of your magical skills as part of your militaryyour military
training?training?

•• Do Do yoyou pu pririmamaririly ly viview ew yoyour ur mamagigic ac as as a
weapon, or do you hate being forced intoweapon, or do you hate being forced into
combat? Do you have a diverse range ofcombat? Do you have a diverse range of
spells, or is your magic largely orientedspells, or is your magic largely oriented
around combat?around combat?

•• A pA plalayeyer cr chahararactcter er is is nenevever rr reqequiuirered td too
use an arcane focus when casting a spell.use an arcane focus when casting a spell.
            
comfortable with a focus in your hand.comfortable with a focus in your hand.
Casting a spell without a Casting a spell without a focus takesfocus takes
        
            
consider when describing your actions.consider when describing your actions.

As long as your DM approves, you couldAs long as your DM approves, you could
 justify the abilities of an arcane  justify the abilities of an arcane class asclass as
being derived from wandslinger training asbeing derived from wandslinger training as
              
a sorcerer or warlock, you could say that youra sorcerer or warlock, you could say that your
choice of Sorcerous Origin or Otherworldlychoice of Sorcerous Origin or Otherworldly
        
            
function; it means that instead of making function; it means that instead of making a pacta pact
              
to an elite order of arcaniers that share theseto an elite order of arcaniers that share these
abilities. Instead of dealing with the demands ofabilities. Instead of dealing with the demands of
a patron, you might receive a patron, you might receive requests from yourrequests from your
former commander or your comrades from former commander or your comrades from thethe
                
tell with your character. Are you an impetuoustell with your character. Are you an impetuous
                
provocation? A former soldier trained to useprovocation? A former soldier trained to use
magic as a weapon? Or an arcane scholar whomagic as a weapon? Or an arcane scholar who
despises hotheaded wandslingers who knowdespises hotheaded wandslingers who know
nothing about the science of magic?nothing about the science of magic?

IdentifyinIdentifying your g your character as a character as a wandslingerwandslinger
            
offers a wider selection of arcane focus itemsoffers a wider selection of arcane focus items
that can add color that can add color to your character.to your character.
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TTHEHE M MAGICALAGICAL E ECONOMYCONOMY
With this general understanding of the sort ofWith this general understanding of the sort of

magic that’s found in the world, here’s a magic that’s found in the world, here’s a closercloser

              

CCOMMUNICATIONOMMUNICATION
The Couriers’ Guild of House Orien runs aThe Couriers’ Guild of House Orien runs a

standard postal service, delivering messages bystandard postal service, delivering messages by

horse and lightning rail. Sending a letter to ahorse and lightning rail. Sending a letter to a

central station in a major city costs a few coppercentral station in a major city costs a few copper

pieces. A direct delivery within a city could pieces. A direct delivery within a city could runrun

up to 5 sp. Sending a large or unusual package— up to 5 sp. Sending a large or unusual package— 

or a rushed delivery—costs considerably more.or a rushed delivery—costs considerably more.

Should you need to send a message moreShould you need to send a message more

quickly, you’ll turn to the message stations ofquickly, you’ll turn to the message stations of

House Sivis. The basic tool is theHouse Sivis. The basic tool is the   ,,
which allows a dragonmarked operator to send awhich allows a dragonmarked operator to send a

short message to any othershort message to any other   . Sending. Sending

a message through the stones costs 1 gp fora message through the stones costs 1 gp for

                

minute for every ten miles between the stationminute for every ten miles between the station

and the destination. The gnomes at the receivingand the destination. The gnomes at the receiving

station will transcribe the message; for an extrastation will transcribe the message; for an extra

gold piece, they’ll have a courier deliver igold piece, they’ll have a courier deliver it tot to

the intended recipient. Most large communitiesthe intended recipient. Most large communities

will have a message station, but small villages orwill have a message station, but small villages or

frontier towns may not.frontier towns may not.

TheThe    network is the backbone ofnetwork is the backbone of

communication, but if it’s not fast enough, therecommunication, but if it’s not fast enough, there

is one more option. A Sivis enclaveis one more option. A Sivis enclave  have ahave a

heir who can performheir who can perform   , which can send a, which can send a

message instantly to any Sivis station—and evenmessage instantly to any Sivis station—and even

allow a response, if the recipient is prallow a response, if the recipient is present andesent and

waiting at the target station. If available, thiswaiting at the target station. If available, this

service generally costs 200 gp.service generally costs 200 gp.

EENTERTAINMENTNTERTAINMENT
While true bards are uncommon, magewrightWhile true bards are uncommon, magewright

entertainers learn to weave magic into theirentertainers learn to weave magic into their

performances. Illusion is a common tool, usedperformances. Illusion is a common tool, used

both to enhance a mundane performance orboth to enhance a mundane performance or

as an art form in its own right. A gymnasticas an art form in its own right. A gymnastic

performance might incorporateperformance might incorporate   oror      ..
        cantrip—boomingcantrip—booming

          

a boon for any actor. In a boon for any actor. In general, think of waysgeneral, think of ways

            

into a performance.into a performance.

The Dragonmarked Houses of ShadowThe Dragonmarked Houses of Shadow

dominate the entertainment industry. Housedominate the entertainment industry. House

Phiarlan operates west of the Mournland, whilePhiarlan operates west of the Mournland, while

House Thuranni is based in Karrnath and theHouse Thuranni is based in Karrnath and the

Lhazaar Principalities. Each house has its ownLhazaar Principalities. Each house has its own

theatres, companies, and star performers, buttheatres, companies, and star performers, but

 you don’t need a dragonmark to get into show you don’t need a dragonmark to get into show

business; the houses train and license all mannerbusiness; the houses train and license all manner

of artists and entertainers.of artists and entertainers.

FFASHIONASHION
When it comes to fashion, the most commonWhen it comes to fashion, the most common

manifestation of magic ismanifestation of magic is  : clothing: clothing

imbued with illusion. This can involve concreteimbued with illusion. This can involve concrete

images, such as a cloak lined with glittering starsimages, such as a cloak lined with glittering stars

                  

might even be able to adjust the intensity ofmight even be able to adjust the intensity of

              

expensive)expensive)   could even produce the could even produce the

            

              

slowly shifting colors or a shimmering glow,slowly shifting colors or a shimmering glow,

for example.for example.  can cost anywherecan cost anywhere

                  

stylish, but certainly a sign of wealth. Zilargo andstylish, but certainly a sign of wealth. Zilargo and

Aundair are the primary sources ofAundair are the primary sources of  ,,

and competition between designers has grown inand competition between designers has grown in

recent years.recent years.

MMEDICINEEDICINE
            

dominated the business of healing. Most largedominated the business of healing. Most large

communities have a Jorasco healing house, andcommunities have a Jorasco healing house, and

even smaller communities often have a loneeven smaller communities often have a lone

 Jorasco healer. The basic services provided by Jorasco healer. The basic services provided by

 Jorasco involve use of the Medicine skill and Jorasco involve use of the Medicine skill and

herbal remedies. The next tier of treatment isherbal remedies. The next tier of treatment is

lesser restorationlesser restoration        

disease for those willing to pay the price.disease for those willing to pay the price. 
restorationrestoration is possible if the house has an heir withis possible if the house has an heir with

the Greater Mark of Healing, though this giftthe Greater Mark of Healing, though this gift
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can only be used once per day. House Jorasco iscan only be used once per day. House Jorasco is

also the primary source of healing potions; thealso the primary source of healing potions; the

quantity and quality available will depend on thequantity and quality available will depend on the

size of the healing house.size of the healing house.

House Jorasco demands payment before itHouse Jorasco demands payment before it

renders any service. The Church of the Silverrenders any service. The Church of the Silver

Flame and priests of Boldrei often maintainFlame and priests of Boldrei often maintain

charitable clinics, but most of these facilities onlycharitable clinics, but most of these facilities only

provide mundane healing.provide mundane healing.

Resurrection is possible in Eberron, but it’sResurrection is possible in Eberron, but it’s

rare. House Jorasco has a handful ofrare. House Jorasco has a handful of altarsaltars
  , and someone with the Greater, and someone with the Greater

Dragonmark of Healing and 5,000 gp worthDragonmark of Healing and 5,000 gp worth

of dragonshards can use one of theseof dragonshards can use one of these altarsaltars toto

performperform raise dead raise dead . Beyond this, there’s a few. Beyond this, there’s a few

divine healers with the power to raise the dead.divine healers with the power to raise the dead.

But no one uses this power lightly. RegardlessBut no one uses this power lightly. Regardless

of the method used, it’s hard to pull someoneof the method used, it’s hard to pull someone

              

with each day that passes after death. Openingwith each day that passes after death. Opening

a channel to Dolurrh can potentially result in aa channel to Dolurrh can potentially result in a

malevolent spirit taking possession of the body;malevolent spirit taking possession of the body;

in a general release of hostile ghosts; or even ain a general release of hostile ghosts; or even a

marut inevitable manifesting and attacking themarut inevitable manifesting and attacking the

spellcaster. All of which means that resurrectionspellcaster. All of which means that resurrection

is possibleis possible for player characters and exceptionalfor player characters and exceptional

NPCs, but it’s not a reliable service for theNPCs, but it’s not a reliable service for the

general public. Most of the time, when someonegeneral public. Most of the time, when someone

dies, they stay dead.dies, they stay dead.

TTRANSPORTATIONRANSPORTATION
All the standard modes of transportation can beAll the standard modes of transportation can be

found in Khorvaire. People use boats, barges,found in Khorvaire. People use boats, barges,

horses, coaches, and more. If something moveshorses, coaches, and more. If something moves

over land it’s likely run or licensed by Houseover land it’s likely run or licensed by House

Orien. If it moves along the water or throughOrien. If it moves along the water or through

the air, it’s likely connected to House Lyrandar.the air, it’s likely connected to House Lyrandar.

Both houses license independent agents, so theBoth houses license independent agents, so the

captain of a mundane galleon won’t necessarilycaptain of a mundane galleon won’t necessarily

be a Lyrandar heir, but the Lyrandar seal onbe a Lyrandar heir, but the Lyrandar seal on

a licensed ship assures you of the quality of thea licensed ship assures you of the quality of the

 vessel and its crew. Eberron also features some vessel and its crew. Eberron also features some

unique modes of transport.unique modes of transport.
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Elemental galleonsElemental galleons use bound wateruse bound water

elementals to increase the speed of the vessel.elementals to increase the speed of the vessel.

These have long been the mainstay of HouseThese have long been the mainstay of House

Lyrandar; an elemental galleon can maintainLyrandar; an elemental galleon can maintain

a speed of 20 miles per a speed of 20 miles per hour, more than twicehour, more than twice

the speed of a mundane ship of similar the speed of a mundane ship of similar size. Thesize. The

cost of such travel is likewise twice the cost of cost of such travel is likewise twice the cost of aa

normal journey.normal journey.

The lightning railThe lightning rail of House Orien is theof House Orien is the

gold standard for overland travel within the gold standard for overland travel within the FiveFive

Nations. An elemental engine pulls a train ofNations. An elemental engine pulls a train of

linked coaches over a path of linked coaches over a path of conductor stones,conductor stones,

maintaining a speed of 30 miles per hour. Themaintaining a speed of 30 miles per hour. The

rail links most of the major cities of rail links most of the major cities of the Fivethe Five

Nations, though the destruction of Cyre has madeNations, though the destruction of Cyre has made

travel between eastern and western Khorvairetravel between eastern and western Khorvaire

more challenging. A journey on more challenging. A journey on the lightning railthe lightning rail

generally costs twice as much as an inn stay of thegenerally costs twice as much as an inn stay of the

same duration, with quality ranging between thesame duration, with quality ranging between the

modest coaches shared by most travelers (1 gp/modest coaches shared by most travelers (1 gp/

day) and the wealthy luxury coaches (4 gp/day).day) and the wealthy luxury coaches (4 gp/day).

          

try to stow away on a cargo car, but Orien guardstry to stow away on a cargo car, but Orien guards

discourage such behavior.discourage such behavior.

Elemental airshipsElemental airships are the pride of Houseare the pride of House

              

propel a vessel through the sky. Airships travelpropel a vessel through the sky. Airships travel

between 20 to 40 miles per hour and have thebetween 20 to 40 miles per hour and have the

advantage of being able to cross any terrain.advantage of being able to cross any terrain.

Airships have only been in service for eight years,Airships have only been in service for eight years,

and as a result many cities don’t yet have theand as a result many cities don’t yet have the

facilities required for docking or maintaining anfacilities required for docking or maintaining an

airship. However, airships are quickly becomingairship. However, airships are quickly becoming

the prefered method of travel for those who canthe prefered method of travel for those who can

            

times as much as an inn stay of the same qualitytimes as much as an inn stay of the same quality

and duration.and duration.

TeleportationTeleportation is the swiftest form of travel,is the swiftest form of travel,

but also the most limited. An Orien but also the most limited. An Orien heir withheir with

the Greater Mark of the Greater Mark of Passage can castPassage can cast teleportationteleportation
circlecircle once per day; most major Orien enclavesonce per day; most major Orien enclaves

have permanent circles and can be used ashave permanent circles and can be used as

destinations. When this service is available, itdestinations. When this service is available, it

generally costs 1,000 gp.generally costs 1,000 gp.

All of these forms of advanced travel requireAll of these forms of advanced travel require

someone with the appropriate dragonmark— someone with the appropriate dragonmark— 

the Mark of Storm for the Mark of Storm for elemental galleons andelemental galleons and

airships, or the Mark of Passage for the lightningairships, or the Mark of Passage for the lightning

rail—to control the vessel. While it may berail—to control the vessel. While it may be

possible to develop an airship that doesn’t requirepossible to develop an airship that doesn’t require

a Lyrandar pilot, the Dragonmarked Houses area Lyrandar pilot, the Dragonmarked Houses are

quite protective of their monopolies.quite protective of their monopolies.

WWARFAREARFARE
              

House Cannith produces a wide range of siegeHouse Cannith produces a wide range of siege

equipment and mystical weapons and madeequipment and mystical weapons and made

a number of breakthroughs during the Lasta number of breakthroughs during the Last

War. MassiveWar. Massive             

Semi-sentient warforged titans scatter squadsSemi-sentient warforged titans scatter squads

of infantry. Kundarak sappers spreadof infantry. Kundarak sappers spread    
 to deny a region to an enemy. Wands andto deny a region to an enemy. Wands and

rods haven’t replaced the swords or bows, butrods haven’t replaced the swords or bows, but

elite arcaneers are becoming more common.elite arcaneers are becoming more common.

The armies of Aundair specialize in The armies of Aundair specialize in the usethe use

of magic and have the greatest numbers ofof magic and have the greatest numbers of

wandslingers. Karrnath has long been wandslingers. Karrnath has long been knownknown

for its military discipline, but for its military discipline, but also becamealso became

infamous for its widespread use of infamous for its widespread use of undeadundead

soldiers. Thranesoldiers. Thrane is renowned for its peasantis renowned for its peasant

archers and use of divine magic, thanks to archers and use of divine magic, thanks to itsits

              

Flame. CyreFlame. Cyre relied heavily on mercenaryrelied heavily on mercenary

services—including the Valenar elves and theservices—including the Valenar elves and the

          

number of warforged troops. Finally, Brelandnumber of warforged troops. Finally, Breland

had the best intelligence and industry of thehad the best intelligence and industry of the

nations; it was also noted for nations; it was also noted for the use of Zilthe use of Zil

elemental weapons and for itselemental weapons and for its    ..

CCREATINGREATING M MAGICAGIC I ITEMSTEMS
House Cannith has an enclave devoted solelyHouse Cannith has an enclave devoted solely

to wand production. This facility is equippedto wand production. This facility is equipped

with tools that amplify the Mark of Makingwith tools that amplify the Mark of Making

and channel planar energies; the artisans alsoand channel planar energies; the artisans also

have access to a vast array of exotic woods andhave access to a vast array of exotic woods and

materials. You can also create a wand, but you’rematerials. You can also create a wand, but you’re

starting from scratch and creating the tools youstarting from scratch and creating the tools you

need. Essentially, when House Cannith createsneed. Essentially, when House Cannith creates

magic items, it’s using factories; while yourmagic items, it’s using factories; while your

              

in the garage. You can create magic items, andin the garage. You can create magic items, and
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 you can potentially create items that House you can potentially create items that House

CannithCannith              

more time and gold than it takes for more time and gold than it takes for them. Here’sthem. Here’s

an overview of the process.an overview of the process.

The Schema.The Schema.           

magic item is to acquire amagic item is to acquire a  for it. This is thefor it. This is the

equivalent of a recipe or a blueprequivalent of a recipe or a blueprint; it explainsint; it explains

the process and components required to createthe process and components required to create

the item. If you can obtain a schema—fromthe item. If you can obtain a schema—from

House Cannith, the mystical library of Arcanix,House Cannith, the mystical library of Arcanix,

            

 you’re ready to move on. Otherwise, you can you’re ready to move on. Otherwise, you can

createcreate a schema, but this takes time and skill.a schema, but this takes time and skill.

An arcane spellcaster uses Arcana to createAn arcane spellcaster uses Arcana to create

schema. A divine caster uses Religion, whileschema. A divine caster uses Religion, while

a druid or ranger relies on a druid or ranger relies on Nature. You mustNature. You must

          

bonus plus your ability score bonus—in orderbonus plus your ability score bonus—in order

to develop a schema. You must maintain theto develop a schema. You must maintain the

minimum skill bonus for the duration of yourminimum skill bonus for the duration of your

                

for a few minutes won’t help you.for a few minutes won’t help you.

    

          

CCoommmmoonn 3  3  ddaayyss ++22

UUnnccoommmmoonn 11 ++44

RRaarree 33 ++66

VVeerry  y  RRaarree 88 ++88

LLeeggeennddaarryy 1166 ++1100

This ability to develop a schema representsThis ability to develop a schema represents

remarkable talent. It could take House Cannithremarkable talent. It could take House Cannith

 years or decades to develop a particular schema; years or decades to develop a particular schema;

the fact that you can accomplish this in weeksthe fact that you can accomplish this in weeks

            

innovators. However, it is always up to theinnovators. However, it is always up to the

DM to decide if you can create a particularDM to decide if you can create a particular

schema. The DM can always choose to exclude aschema. The DM can always choose to exclude a

particular magic item from a campaign.particular magic item from a campaign.

Rare Components.Rare Components. Any magic item requiresAny magic item requires

specialized materials—Eberron dragonshards,specialized materials—Eberron dragonshards,

rare woods or metals, exotic herbs or otherrare woods or metals, exotic herbs or other

substances. While exotic, these things cansubstances. While exotic, these things can

be purchased or obtained in any major be purchased or obtained in any major city.city.

But creating a magic item from scratch oftenBut creating a magic item from scratch often

requires rarer components that can’t simplyrequires rarer components that can’t simply

              

Thelanis, a feather from a couatl, or the Thelanis, a feather from a couatl, or the scalescale

of a dragon. More often than not, of a dragon. More often than not, such this willsuch this will

require an adventure. You may not have to killrequire an adventure. You may not have to kill

something to obtain what you need, but you’llsomething to obtain what you need, but you’ll

surely have to overcome a challenge. The Magicsurely have to overcome a challenge. The Magic

            

challenge could be.challenge could be.

    

            

CCoommmmoonn 11––33

UUnnccoommmmoonn 44––88

RRaarree 99––1122

VVeerry  y  RRaarree 1133––1188

LLeeggeennddaarryy 1199++

              

when you’re not looking for one. You couldwhen you’re not looking for one. You could

discover an exotic Khyber crystal in the ruins ofdiscover an exotic Khyber crystal in the ruins of

            

 yield suggestions as to what items c yield suggestions as to what items could be madeould be made

with the component; for example, that Khyberwith the component; for example, that Khyber

shard could be used to create anshard could be used to create an      or or

  ..

Creation.Creation. Once you have your schema andOnce you have your schema and

any rare components, you’re ready to begin. Theany rare components, you’re ready to begin. The

DM can assign skills or tools that are requiredDM can assign skills or tools that are required

for this act of creation, so that it for this act of creation, so that it requires bothrequires both

              

pay the basic costs of materials and servicespay the basic costs of materials and services

required to make the item. And you must spend arequired to make the item. And you must spend a

              

                

          

        

CCoommmmoonn 11 550  0  ggpp

UUnnccoommmmoonn 22 22000  0  ggpp

RRaarree 1100 22,,00000  0  ggpp

VVeerry  y  RRaarree 2255 2200,,00000  0  ggpp

LLeeggeennddaarryy 2200 110000,,00000  0  ggpp

** HalveHalved for a consd for a consumable umable itemitem
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The Magic Item Crafting Time and Cost tableThe Magic Item Crafting Time and Cost table

provides a basic framework, but various factorsprovides a basic framework, but various factors

could reduce time or cost. Eberron dragonshardscould reduce time or cost. Eberron dragonshards

                

A remarkable dragonshard could reduce theA remarkable dragonshard could reduce the

cost of creating an item by 10 percent. A planarcost of creating an item by 10 percent. A planar

convergence could reduce the time or costconvergence could reduce the time or cost

                  

that plane. Ultimately, this is a story, and therethat plane. Ultimately, this is a story, and there

are exceptions to every rule.are exceptions to every rule.

Complications.Complications. These rules for magic itemThese rules for magic item

creation are derived from the system presentedcreation are derived from the system presented

inin                

the idea that the creation of a magic item is the idea that the creation of a magic item is aa

complex procedure and that complications cancomplex procedure and that complications can

arise. If you use this rule, there’s a arise. If you use this rule, there’s a 10 percent10 percent

chance of a complication arising for everychance of a complication arising for every

            

     presents a number of possiblepresents a number of possible

complications. Here are few tied to Eberron.complications. Here are few tied to Eberron.

  

d6d6     

11 A DA Drraaggoonnmmaarrkkeed Hd Hoouusse te taakkees as ann

interest in your work. Do theyinterest in your work. Do they

view you as a threat, or are theyview you as a threat, or are they

impressed by your techniques? Doimpressed by your techniques? Do

they want to buy the item, and whatthey want to buy the item, and what

will happen if you refuse?will happen if you refuse?

22 A A mmiisshhaap p ccrreeaattees s a a tteemmppoorraarryy

manifest zone.manifest zone.

33           

rare component.rare component.

44           

interferes with your work; you mustinterferes with your work; you must

wait for the wait for the current planar alignmentcurrent planar alignment

to change.to change.

55           

one of the one of the conspiracconspiracies of ies of Eberron—Eberron—

such as the Chamber, the Aurum, thesuch as the Chamber, the Aurum, the

Emerald Claw, or the Lords of Dust.Emerald Claw, or the Lords of Dust.

66       
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Religion plays an important role in Eberron.Religion plays an important role in Eberron.

While gods don’t physically manifest as theyWhile gods don’t physically manifest as they

do in other settings, people of faith do in other settings, people of faith believe thatbelieve that

divine forces play a role in everyday life. Beyonddivine forces play a role in everyday life. Beyond

this, shared beliefs help to unite communities andthis, shared beliefs help to unite communities and

          

Appendix B of theAppendix B of the     providesprovides

concrete details about the primary religions ofconcrete details about the primary religions of

Eberron, including holy symbols and domains.Eberron, including holy symbols and domains.

This section provides a more direct look at whatThis section provides a more direct look at what

                    

devotion through your actions.devotion through your actions.

In creating a devout character, it can In creating a devout character, it can bebe

useful to think about the source useful to think about the source of your faith.of your faith.

Were you brought up in your religion, or didWere you brought up in your religion, or did

 you com you come to it e to it later ilater in life? n life? Are you Are you primariprimarilyly

devoted to the principles of devoted to the principles of your religion,your religion,

or have you had a or have you had a personal, transcendentalpersonal, transcendental

experience? Do you believe that you have aexperience? Do you believe that you have a

                

for your purpose to be revealed?for your purpose to be revealed?

  

While theWhile the    provides aprovides a
          
paladin oaths or archetypes from otherpaladin oaths or archetypes from other
sources. As new options are alwayssources. As new options are always
            
absolute list, and beyond that this absolute list, and beyond that this isis
            
Oath of Devotion is a logical archetype forOath of Devotion is a logical archetype for
a paladin of the Silver Flame, but a zealousa paladin of the Silver Flame, but a zealous
          
could easily take an Oath of Vengeance.could easily take an Oath of Vengeance.
Likewise, the Forge domain should be anLikewise, the Forge domain should be an
option for priests of Onatar or the Traveler.option for priests of Onatar or the Traveler.
Consider your beliefs and your story andConsider your beliefs and your story and
choose an archetype that works with both.choose an archetype that works with both.
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TTHEHE C CHURCHHURCH OFOF THETHE S SILVERILVER F FLAMELAME
•• ThThe Sie Silvlver Fer Flalame ime is fos forcrce of e of lilighght hot holdldining g 

foul demons at bay. Those who seek tofoul demons at bay. Those who seek to

defend the innocent from evil may draw ondefend the innocent from evil may draw on

the power of the Flame.the power of the Flame.

••             

magic. Every mortal soul can be guidedmagic. Every mortal soul can be guided

to the light. Inspire and guide others to the light. Inspire and guide others toto

 virtuous behavior; force is a last resort. virtuous behavior; force is a last resort.

•• LiListsten en to to ththe Ve Voioice ce of of ththe Fe Flalame me bubutt

beware the deceiving whispers of thebeware the deceiving whispers of the

Shadow in the Flame.Shadow in the Flame.

The Church of the Silver Flame has a disciplinedThe Church of the Silver Flame has a disciplined

hierarchy with a martial aspect. Friars andhierarchy with a martial aspect. Friars and

ministers seek to guide people to the light, whileministers seek to guide people to the light, while

templars defend them from evil.templars defend them from evil.

Eberron is a place where supernatural evil is aEberron is a place where supernatural evil is a

 very real threat. Demons possess the innocen very real threat. Demons possess the innocent.t.

Vampires lurk in the shadows. Aberrations canVampires lurk in the shadows. Aberrations can

emerge from Khyber at any time. Zealots mayemerge from Khyber at any time. Zealots may

go too far in the purgo too far in the pursuit of evil and priests maysuit of evil and priests may

be more concerned with mundane power thanbe more concerned with mundane power than

faith. But the majority of those who folfaith. But the majority of those who follow thelow the

Silver Flame stay true to its principles. They seekSilver Flame stay true to its principles. They seek

to lead virtuous lives, to protect the to lead virtuous lives, to protect the weak, and toweak, and to

guide the wicked to the light.guide the wicked to the light.

The Church is based in Thrane but itsThe Church is based in Thrane but its

followers are spread across Eberron.followers are spread across Eberron.

It’s up to you whether you supportIt’s up to you whether you support

the theocracy of Thrane orthe theocracy of Thrane or

whether you feel that it’s awhether you feel that it’s a

mistake to draw the Churchmistake to draw the Church

into politics. A number ofinto politics. A number of

 variant sects worshi variant sects worship thep the

Silver Flame; you can alwaysSilver Flame; you can always

      

Archery is a devotionalArchery is a devotional

practice of the Silverpractice of the Silver

Flame, used both as aFlame, used both as a

means of meditation andmeans of meditation and

a martial art.a martial art.

TTHEHE S SOVEREIGNOVEREIGN H HOSTOST
•• ThThe Se Sovoverereieigngns as are wre witith us h us at at alall til timemes.s.

Onatar stands at every forge and Dol DornOnatar stands at every forge and Dol Dorn

is with you whenever blades are drawn.is with you whenever blades are drawn.

•• ThThe Se Sovoverereieigngns ss shahape pe ththe we worlorld. d. ThTheyey

              

learn to listen.learn to listen.

•• HoHononor ear each Sch Sovoverereieign ign in itn its pls placace ane and tid timeme..

If you hear one voice clearly, embrace theirIf you hear one voice clearly, embrace their

path and embody their values.path and embody their values.

As a follower of the Sovereign Host, you believeAs a follower of the Sovereign Host, you believe

that the hand of the Sovereigns can be seen inthat the hand of the Sovereigns can be seen in

all things. What others take to be intuition orall things. What others take to be intuition or

instinct, you see as the voice of the Sovereignsinstinct, you see as the voice of the Sovereigns

          

proof: the fact that there is a bountiful proof: the fact that there is a bountiful harvest isharvest is

proof enough of Arawai’s benevolence.proof enough of Arawai’s benevolence.

The Sovereign Host has a looser structure thanThe Sovereign Host has a looser structure than

the Church of the Silver Flame. Many variationsthe Church of the Silver Flame. Many variations

and subsects of the faith exist. Many temples areand subsects of the faith exist. Many temples are

only loosely aligned—in a small village, a skilledonly loosely aligned—in a small village, a skilled

smith might double as the priest because peoplesmith might double as the priest because people

believe he’s close to Onatar. A midwife might bebelieve he’s close to Onatar. A midwife might be

seen as speaking for Arawai and Boldrei.seen as speaking for Arawai and Boldrei.

You may feel a particular connection to oYou may feel a particular connection to onene

Sovereign and, as a divine spellcaster, this couldSovereign and, as a divine spellcaster, this could

drive your choice of domain or drive your choice of domain or oath. But as aoath. But as a

 vassal (the common term for a follower of the vassal (the common term for a follower of the

Host), you are expected toHost), you are expected to

respect and honor all ofrespect and honor all of

the Sovereigns.the Sovereigns.
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TTHEHE D DARKARK S SIXIX
The Dark Six and the Sovereign Host areThe Dark Six and the Sovereign Host are

opposite sides of the same coin. If you believe itopposite sides of the same coin. If you believe it

one you inherently believe in the other; one you inherently believe in the other; the onlythe only

question is whether you fear or reverequestion is whether you fear or revere the Darkthe Dark

Six. The principles of the faith are the Six. The principles of the faith are the same:same:

 just like the Sovereigns, the Six are with us at all just like the Sovereigns, the Six are with us at all

times. They shape the world and speak to thosetimes. They shape the world and speak to those

who will listen.who will listen.

In general, the Sovereigns represent valuesIn general, the Sovereigns represent values

tied to civilization: Law, community, trade,tied to civilization: Law, community, trade,

industry, agriculture, honor in war. The Darkindustry, agriculture, honor in war. The Dark

Six embody dangerous concepts: Death, chaosSix embody dangerous concepts: Death, chaos

and change, the destructive powers of nature,and change, the destructive powers of nature,

treachery in battle, dark magic and monsters,treachery in battle, dark magic and monsters,

passion and madness. Those who worship thepassion and madness. Those who worship the

Sovereigns fear these things; those who revereSovereigns fear these things; those who revere

the Six embrace them and don’t consider themthe Six embrace them and don’t consider them

to be evil. If you’re a barbarian, it’s the Furyto be evil. If you’re a barbarian, it’s the Fury

who unleashes your rage. If you’re an assassin,who unleashes your rage. If you’re an assassin,

 you walk the path  you walk the path of the Mockery of the Mockery as opposed toas opposed to

that of Dol Arrah.that of Dol Arrah.

The creatures of Droaam generally revere theThe creatures of Droaam generally revere the

Dark Six. Humanity sees the Shadow as a villainDark Six. Humanity sees the Shadow as a villain

who gave the harpy her voice and the medusawho gave the harpy her voice and the medusa

her gaze; to the harpy and the medusa, thisher gaze; to the harpy and the medusa, this

makes the Shadow a hero.makes the Shadow a hero.

TTHEHE B BLOODLOOD OFOF V VOLOL
•• EaEach ch onone oe of uf us hs has as a sa spapark rk of of didivivininityty

within our blood and our spirit. Find thatwithin our blood and our spirit. Find that

power within.power within.

•• DeDeatath is h is ththe ee endnd, Do, Dolulurrh rrh is ois oblblivivioion, an, andnd

if the gods exist they are cruel. Stand withif the gods exist they are cruel. Stand with

those you care for; all we have is this lifethose you care for; all we have is this life

and each other.and each other.

Because of its association with Because of its association with necromancy andnecromancy and

the undead, many people believe that the Bloodthe undead, many people believe that the Blood

of Vol embraces death and that its of Vol embraces death and that its followersfollowers

wish to become undead. Neither of wish to become undead. Neither of these thingsthese things

are true. The Seekers of the are true. The Seekers of the Divinity WithinDivinity Within

(as the faithful call themselves) don’t(as the faithful call themselves) don’t  thethe

undead; they believe that once someone hasundead; they believe that once someone has

died you might as well put the corpse to use.died you might as well put the corpse to use.

But the spark of divinity is tied to both bloodBut the spark of divinity is tied to both blood

and soul, and the Seekers believe that theand soul, and the Seekers believe that the

undead can never fully harness its power. Theundead can never fully harness its power. The

 vampires  vampires and mummand mummies of ies of the Bloothe Blood of Vd of Volol

              

to guide and protect the to guide and protect the living. They’re martyrs,living. They’re martyrs,

not something to envy.not something to envy.

Public opinion of the Blood of Vol is oftenPublic opinion of the Blood of Vol is often

colored by the actions of the Order of thecolored by the actions of the Order of the

Emerald Claw. This extremist sect serves a lichEmerald Claw. This extremist sect serves a lich

known as the Queen of Death, and employsknown as the Queen of Death, and employs

undead and necromancy in acts of terror. Mostundead and necromancy in acts of terror. Most

Seekers have no love for the Emerald Claw andSeekers have no love for the Emerald Claw and

don’t support its actions.don’t support its actions.
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TTHEHE P PATHATH OFOF L LIGHTIGHT
••                   

the path that leads to the light.the path that leads to the light.

•• AcAct wt witith ch comompapassssioion an and nd cocoururagage. e. EaEachch

noble act is a step on the path.noble act is a step on the path.

•• HonHone ye youour br bodody ay and nd yoyour ur mimindnd. Y. You ou araree

the tool you will use to the tool you will use to change reality.change reality.

The Path of Light is the faith of the kalashtar andThe Path of Light is the faith of the kalashtar and

has few followers in Khorvaire. A Lightspeakerhas few followers in Khorvaire. A Lightspeaker

seeks toseeks to    —in the bi —in the big picture byg picture by

ushering in an age of light, while on the smallushering in an age of light, while on the small

          

performing good works.performing good works.

While compassion is important, there are thoseWhile compassion is important, there are those

among the followers of the Path of among the followers of the Path of Light whoLight who

believe in taking surgical action to eliminatebelieve in taking surgical action to eliminate

sources of evil. Where followers of sources of evil. Where followers of the Silverthe Silver

Flame believe that all mortals can be brought toFlame believe that all mortals can be brought to

the Flame, some who follow the Path the Flame, some who follow the Path of Lightof Light

believe that it’s more expedient to eliminate anbelieve that it’s more expedient to eliminate an

                      

next incarnation.next incarnation.

TTHEHE U UNDYINGNDYING C COURTOURT
•• OuOur gr grereatatesest ct chahampmpionions as and nd sasageges ws willill

never be lost to us. Their wisdom never be lost to us. Their wisdom guides us,guides us,

and their power protects us all.and their power protects us all.

•• HoHononor our our par pastst. Re. Respspecect out our trr tradadititioionsns..

Perfect your skills and you may earn yourPerfect your skills and you may earn your

place among the Deathless.place among the Deathless.

•• DeDeststroy roy ththosose foe foul cul crereatatureures ths that cat chahannnnelel

the power of Mabar, for they consume the power of Mabar, for they consume thethe

essence of our world.essence of our world.

The elves of Aerenal refuse to allow theirThe elves of Aerenal refuse to allow their

greatest souls to be lost to Dolurrh. Usinggreatest souls to be lost to Dolurrh. Using

powerful magic, they raise these championspowerful magic, they raise these champions

asas , a form, a form

of undead imbuedof undead imbued

with positive energy.with positive energy.

The Undying CourtThe Undying Court

is a council of theis a council of the

deathless, ancientdeathless, ancient

elves who have guidedelves who have guided

their descendantstheir descendants

for twenty thousandfor twenty thousand

 years. As individ years. As individuals, auals, a

deathless councilor isdeathless councilor is

no more powerful thanno more powerful than

a traditional lich. Buta traditional lich. But

working in concert, the Undying Court createsworking in concert, the Undying Court creates

a pool of energy that empowers their divinea pool of energy that empowers their divine

spellcasters.spellcasters.

Of all of these religions, the Undying CourtOf all of these religions, the Undying Court

is the most grounded in reality. You is the most grounded in reality. You can go tocan go to

Shae Mordai and seek an audience with theShae Mordai and seek an audience with the

Court. As a follower of the Court. As a follower of the Undying Court,Undying Court,

consider why you are so far from consider why you are so far from home. Werehome. Were

 you sent from Aerenal with a mission? Is it for you sent from Aerenal with a mission? Is it for

the Court as a whole or are the Court as a whole or are you acting as anyou acting as an

            

ancestor? Followers of the Undying Court despiseancestor? Followers of the Undying Court despise

negatively charged undead, so without a concretenegatively charged undead, so without a concrete

mission, one should seek to destroy the undeadmission, one should seek to destroy the undead

and the necromancers who rouse them.and the necromancers who rouse them.
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CCULTSULTS OFOF THETHE D DRAGONRAGON B BELOWELOW
•• ThTherere is a e is a papararadisdise wie withthin tin the whe worlorld, a vd, a valalee

bathed in the light of the Inner bathed in the light of the Inner Sun. EarnSun. Earn

 your passage with the blood of worthy foes. your passage with the blood of worthy foes.

•• Our Our exiexistestence nce is is a ca chryhrysalsalis is stastate, te, prepprepariaring ng 

us for transcendent immortality within theus for transcendent immortality within the

bowels of the Gibbering Mouther.bowels of the Gibbering Mouther.

•• ThThe Le Lord ord of of EyEyes es sesees es alall sl sececreretsts. H. Hisis

gaze elevates the worthy and slays thegaze elevates the worthy and slays the

unbeliever. Drive all doubt from your heartunbeliever. Drive all doubt from your heart

and you will see reality through new eyes.and you will see reality through new eyes.

The Cults of the Dragon Below are wildlyThe Cults of the Dragon Below are wildly

diverse. The tenets above describe the beliefsdiverse. The tenets above describe the beliefs

of threeof three  cults, and the image of the holycults, and the image of the holy

symbol is one common example—a piece ofsymbol is one common example—a piece of

 volcanic glass—not  volcanic glass—not something shared by something shared by allall

cults. There are warlocks who draw power fromcults. There are warlocks who draw power from

demon overlords and daelkyr cultists who servedemon overlords and daelkyr cultists who serve

            

driven by deep convictions that others see asdriven by deep convictions that others see as

madness. Outsiders use the term “Cult of themadness. Outsiders use the term “Cult of the

Dragon Below” as a blanket term to describeDragon Below” as a blanket term to describe

all of these things, but the cultists themselvesall of these things, but the cultists themselves

don’t use this name or see themselves as partdon’t use this name or see themselves as part

of a greater whole. New cults can spring upof a greater whole. New cults can spring up

anywhere at any time, as a seed of madness takesanywhere at any time, as a seed of madness takes

root and spreads.root and spreads.

If your character is part of a cult, work with theIf your character is part of a cult, work with the

              

the size and scope of your cult. Does your faiththe size and scope of your cult. Does your faith

have wide support across the Shadow Marches?have wide support across the Shadow Marches?

Or are you and your family the Or are you and your family the only people whoonly people who

share your particular beliefs?share your particular beliefs?

DDISTANTISTANT L LANDSANDS
ThisThis    focuses on the continent of focuses on the continent of

Khorvaire and the city of Sharn. But KhorvaireKhorvaire and the city of Sharn. But Khorvaire

is only one continent of many, and in timeis only one continent of many, and in time

adventurers may wish to explore distant lands.adventurers may wish to explore distant lands.

Here is an overview of the other regions ofHere is an overview of the other regions of

Eberron. If you wish to know more, refer to theEberron. If you wish to know more, refer to the

sources presented in the appendix.sources presented in the appendix.

AAERENALERENAL
      

•• CoConsnsulult at an en elvlven en ararchchmamage ge whwho’s o’s bebeenen

dead for twenty thousand years.dead for twenty thousand years.

•• BatBattle tle sinsinistister er forforces ces thathat ht have ave cracrawlewled id intonto

Eberron from a realm of eternal night.Eberron from a realm of eternal night.

•• LeLeararn sn sececrerets ts of aof arcrcanane mae magigic unc unknknowown onn on

Khorvaire.Khorvaire.

The massive island of Aerenal is the ancientThe massive island of Aerenal is the ancient

kingdom of the elves. Its jungles are a sourcekingdom of the elves. Its jungles are a source

of strange and valuable lumbers: the soarwoodof strange and valuable lumbers: the soarwood

used for the hulls of airships, tough used for the hulls of airships, tough bronzewood,bronzewood,

even trees that remain alive after being felled.even trees that remain alive after being felled.

Beyond this, the island is close to the planes ofBeyond this, the island is close to the planes of

            

life and death to become blurred. life and death to become blurred. This can beThis can be

dangerous, with dark forces creeping in from thedangerous, with dark forces creeping in from the

plane known as the Endless Night. But it’s alsoplane known as the Endless Night. But it’s also

allowed the elves to perform feats of necromancyallowed the elves to perform feats of necromancy

unmatched in Eberron. Among the Aereni elves,unmatched in Eberron. Among the Aereni elves,

the honored dead walk among the living. Heroesthe honored dead walk among the living. Heroes

who died in glorious battle return who died in glorious battle return to serve theto serve the

Sibling Kings. And in the depths of Shae Mordai,Sibling Kings. And in the depths of Shae Mordai,

the deathless lords of the Undying Court studythe deathless lords of the Undying Court study

the shifting balance of the planes and the path ofthe shifting balance of the planes and the path of

the Draconic Prophecy.the Draconic Prophecy.

While necromancy is a pillar of AereniWhile necromancy is a pillar of Aereni

society, it isn’t the dark force you’re used to.society, it isn’t the dark force you’re used to.

The deathless undead of Aerenal are sustainedThe deathless undead of Aerenal are sustained

byby   energy—the light of Irian and theenergy—the light of Irian and the

devotion freely given by their descendants. Thedevotion freely given by their descendants. The

elves of Aerenal despise necromancy that drawselves of Aerenal despise necromancy that draws

on the negative energy of Mabar, and agents ofon the negative energy of Mabar, and agents of

the Undying Court are charged to seek out andthe Undying Court are charged to seek out and

destroy vampires, liches, and other such undead.destroy vampires, liches, and other such undead.
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Aereni civilization is over twenty thousandAereni civilization is over twenty thousand

 years old. T years old. They’ve wahey’ve watched natitched nations of goblinsons of goblins

and humans rise and fall, secure in their islandand humans rise and fall, secure in their island

sanctuary. The Aereni possess many secrets andsanctuary. The Aereni possess many secrets and

powers the Five Nations have yet to discover.powers the Five Nations have yet to discover.

But the elves are more interested in practicingBut the elves are more interested in practicing

and perfecting these ancient traditions than inand perfecting these ancient traditions than in

innovation and discovery. An Aereni wizardinnovation and discovery. An Aereni wizard

            

of a single spell’s incantation. For now humanityof a single spell’s incantation. For now humanity

can’t match the power of the elves. If that balancecan’t match the power of the elves. If that balance

begins to change, will Aerenal take action?begins to change, will Aerenal take action?

AARGONNESSENRGONNESSEN
In Argonnessen, you could...In Argonnessen, you could...

•• ClClasash wih with tth tribribes oes of drf dragagonon-w-worsorshihippipping ng 

barbarians.barbarians.

•• ExExplplorore ae an an ancncieient nt cicity ty of of dradragogonsns..

•• DiDiscscovover mer migighthty ary artitifafactcts ans and epd epic sic spepellslls..

Argonnessen is home to the oldest civilizationArgonnessen is home to the oldest civilization

on Eberron. The dragons wield epic magic, andon Eberron. The dragons wield epic magic, and

their homeland is shielded against divination andtheir homeland is shielded against divination and

teleportation. Tribes of barbarians roam Serenteleportation. Tribes of barbarians roam Seren

Islands and the coastlines of Argonnessen; theseIslands and the coastlines of Argonnessen; these

include members of almost every humanoidinclude members of almost every humanoid

race, perhaps collected by dragons in ages past.race, perhaps collected by dragons in ages past.

These Seren barbarians worship the dragonsThese Seren barbarians worship the dragons

and protect the coasts from invaders. To date,and protect the coasts from invaders. To date,

no one from the Five Nations has ever venturedno one from the Five Nations has ever ventured

into the interior of the continent and returned tointo the interior of the continent and returned to

speak of it.speak of it.
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No one knows just how many dragons thereNo one knows just how many dragons there

are in Argonnessen, but people tell stories ofare in Argonnessen, but people tell stories of

              

of fallen civilizations, of prisons holding boundof fallen civilizations, of prisons holding bound

demons, of cities made from diamond anddemons, of cities made from diamond and

adamantine. Is there any truth to these tales, or isadamantine. Is there any truth to these tales, or is

it all myth?it all myth?

EEVERICEVERICE ANDAND T THEHE F FROSTFELLROSTFELL
In Everice or the Frostfell, you might...In Everice or the Frostfell, you might...

•• DiDiscscovover aer an ann ancicienent cit civivililizazatition hon hiddiddenen

beneath the ice.beneath the ice.

•• SeSeararch fch for tor the she survurvivivorors of a ls of a losost ext expepeditditionion..

•• FiFind tnd the she souourcrce of e of a ma mysysteteririous ous mymyststicicalal

signal.signal.

The poles of Eberron are almost as mysteriousThe poles of Eberron are almost as mysterious

as Argonnessen. Some dwarves believe thatas Argonnessen. Some dwarves believe that

their ancestors originally came to Khorvairetheir ancestors originally came to Khorvaire

from the Frostfell, but there’s been no from the Frostfell, but there’s been no contactcontact

with Frostfell dwarves in modern times. Legendswith Frostfell dwarves in modern times. Legends

            

terrifying monsters in these arctic lands.terrifying monsters in these arctic lands.

SSARLONAARLONA
In Sarlona, you could...In Sarlona, you could...

••         

psychic overlords.psychic overlords.

•• DeDefefend nd an an anancicienent t momoununtatainin

monastery.monastery.

•• DiDisasablble a e a monmonoliolith th usused ed to to cocontntrolrol

the dreams of a city.the dreams of a city.

Tens of thousands of years ago, theTens of thousands of years ago, the

 vast conti vast continent of Sarlonnent of Sarlona was thea was the

cradle of human civilization. Threecradle of human civilization. Three

          

colonists set forth from Sarlona,colonists set forth from Sarlona,

setting in motion the events thatsetting in motion the events that

would shape modern-day Khorvaire.would shape modern-day Khorvaire.

Once Sarlona was home to overOnce Sarlona was home to over

a dozen distinct kingdoms, buta dozen distinct kingdoms, but

today only two established nationstoday only two established nations

remain: the mighty empire of Riedra and theremain: the mighty empire of Riedra and the

mountain sanctuary of Adar. Riedra is ruled bymountain sanctuary of Adar. Riedra is ruled by

the Inspiredthe Inspired, humans tied to extraplanar spirits, humans tied to extraplanar spirits

and imbued with psychic powers. Adar is theand imbued with psychic powers. Adar is the

homeland of the Kalashtar. Riedra maintains anhomeland of the Kalashtar. Riedra maintains an

endless siege of Adar, and both nations have littleendless siege of Adar, and both nations have little

contact with Khorvaire.contact with Khorvaire.

XXENEN’’DRIKDRIK
In Xen’drik, you could...In Xen’drik, you could...

•• SeSeek tek to deo deststroy roy anancicienent myt myststicical wal weaeapoponsns

before they fall into the hands of villains.before they fall into the hands of villains.

•• BaBattttle sle savavagage gie gianants its in thn the rue ruinins of ts of theheirir

ancient cities.ancient cities.

•• MaMatctch wh witits s wiwith th cucunnnnining dg drorow iw in tn thehe

depths of a primordial jungle.depths of a primordial jungle.
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One idea suggested in this chapter is thatOne idea suggested in this chapter is that
explorers can discover mystical secrets inexplorers can discover mystical secrets in
distant lands. But what does thatdistant lands. But what does that 
How do you give the Aereni elves or giantsHow do you give the Aereni elves or giants
              

Spells and magic items are Spells and magic items are constantlyconstantly
being introduced in new sourcebooks andbeing introduced in new sourcebooks and
online content. One option is for a DM to limitonline content. One option is for a DM to limit
access to some or all of access to some or all of this new material. Ifthis new material. If
a player wants to use a spell froma player wants to use a spell from 
      , they have to, they have to  it.it.
When a character has an opportunity to learnWhen a character has an opportunity to learn
new magic—whether by studying with anew magic—whether by studying with a
member of the Undying Court or reading themember of the Undying Court or reading the
          
DM can allow them to exchange DM can allow them to exchange an existingan existing
spell for a new spell.spell for a new spell.

This applies to arcane magic as well asThis applies to arcane magic as well as
divine. The Silver Flame is worshippeddivine. The Silver Flame is worshipped
in many different ways around the in many different ways around the world,world,
and the giants had their own form of theand the giants had their own form of the
Sovereign Host; while exploring an ancientSovereign Host; while exploring an ancient
temple, a cleric could learn netemple, a cleric could learn new ways tow ways to
invoke the power of the divine.invoke the power of the divine.

In the distant past, Xen’drik was home to theIn the distant past, Xen’drik was home to the

civilizations of the giants. Now it is a place ofcivilizations of the giants. Now it is a place of

mysteries and ruins. The giants were destroyedmysteries and ruins. The giants were destroyed

by the dragons of Argonnessen, and the epicby the dragons of Argonnessen, and the epic

magics unleashed in that battle warped the land.magics unleashed in that battle warped the land.

Space and time are unreliable in Xen’drik. ButSpace and time are unreliable in Xen’drik. But

it is a land that holds untold it is a land that holds untold treasures, and thetreasures, and the

richest source of rare Siberys dragonshards. Inrichest source of rare Siberys dragonshards. In

addition to savage giants, Xen’drik is home toaddition to savage giants, Xen’drik is home to

the enigmatic drow and many other races andthe enigmatic drow and many other races and

creatures never seen in Khorvaire.creatures never seen in Khorvaire.

The port city of StormreachThe port city of Stormreach serves as theserves as the

            

maintain colonies within Xen’drik, though themaintain colonies within Xen’drik, though the

end of the Last War has created a new interest inend of the Last War has created a new interest in

exploration.exploration.

EEBERRONBERRON: A: ABOVEBOVE ANDAND B BEYONDEYOND
While planar travel is uncommon, it can help While planar travel is uncommon, it can help toto

have an understanding of Eberron’s cosmologyhave an understanding of Eberron’s cosmology

                

 your story. your story.

TTHEHE M MATERIALATERIAL P PLANELANE
Eberron is the heart of the material plane. IEberron is the heart of the material plane. Itt

is surrounded by the Ring of Siberys, a is surrounded by the Ring of Siberys, a bandband

of golden dragonshards. Beyond this, twelveof golden dragonshards. Beyond this, twelve

moons orbit the world. To date, no creature frommoons orbit the world. To date, no creature from

Eberron has ever explored the moons. None canEberron has ever explored the moons. None can

say whether they are lifeless rocks or thrivingsay whether they are lifeless rocks or thriving

worlds in their own right. Soworlds in their own right. Some sages believe thatme sages believe that

the moons are actually connected to the planes,the moons are actually connected to the planes,

or that they might even be physical extensions ofor that they might even be physical extensions of

the planes, but this remains a mystery.the planes, but this remains a mystery.

To date, no other planets have been discoveredTo date, no other planets have been discovered

within Eberron’s material plane. However,within Eberron’s material plane. However,

the underworld of Khyber contains a host ofthe underworld of Khyber contains a host of

demiplanes: tiny pockets of reality that existdemiplanes: tiny pockets of reality that exist

within the underworld. As such, venturing belowwithin the underworld. As such, venturing below

the surface of Eberron can lead you to the surface of Eberron can lead you to a networka network

                

right passage, it can take you to fantastic andright passage, it can take you to fantastic and

          

and other children of Khyber. This is one and other children of Khyber. This is one wayway

to adapt material fromto adapt material from        andand

         to Eberron. There to Eberron. There

may be realms of demons and devils deep withinmay be realms of demons and devils deep within

                

Siberys and the Silver Flame.Siberys and the Silver Flame.

TTHEHE P PLANESLANES OFOF E EBERRONBERRON
The material plane is enfolded by thirteenThe material plane is enfolded by thirteen

planes of existence. Many of these have aspectsplanes of existence. Many of these have aspects

of both outer and inner planes. All of the planesof both outer and inner planes. All of the planes

overlap with Eberron in some way, and theyoverlap with Eberron in some way, and they

            

            

often depict the planes as orbiting Eberron,often depict the planes as orbiting Eberron,

though this purely a metaphor for their shiftingthough this purely a metaphor for their shifting
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especially strong it is said to be coterminous.especially strong it is said to be coterminous.

                

These states can be important for epic rituals,These states can be important for epic rituals,

the creation of eldritch machines or interactionthe creation of eldritch machines or interaction

with extraplanar entities. There are also manifestwith extraplanar entities. There are also manifest

zones: places in the material plane where thezones: places in the material plane where the

barriers are thin and where some aspects of abarriers are thin and where some aspects of a

plane can bleed through. Ghosts may linger in aplane can bleed through. Ghosts may linger in a

manifest zone to Dolurrh, while a manifest zonemanifest zone to Dolurrh, while a manifest zone

tied to Lamannia might have wild vegetationtied to Lamannia might have wild vegetation

and enhance druidic magic.and enhance druidic magic.

Daanvi: The Perfect OrderDaanvi: The Perfect Order. Daanvi. Daanvi

embodies the ideas of law and order, civilizationembodies the ideas of law and order, civilization

                

            

endless archives holding every law ever imagined.endless archives holding every law ever imagined.

Dal Quor: The Region of Dreams.Dal Quor: The Region of Dreams. WithWith

a few exceptions (such as a few exceptions (such as elves, kalashtar, andelves, kalashtar, and

warforged), mortal creatures touch Dal Quorwarforged), mortal creatures touch Dal Quor

when they dream. The outer fringes of the planewhen they dream. The outer fringes of the plane

are morphic and shaped by the memories andare morphic and shaped by the memories and

experiences of dreamers. There is a dark core atexperiences of dreamers. There is a dark core at

the heart of the plane, shaped by the nightmarethe heart of the plane, shaped by the nightmare

force known as the Dreaming Dark. For reasonsforce known as the Dreaming Dark. For reasons

unknown to the general populace, Dal Quor isunknown to the general populace, Dal Quor is

always remote and only touched in dreams.always remote and only touched in dreams.

Dolurrh: The Realm of the Dolurrh: The Realm of the Dead.Dead. WhenWhen

a mortal soul dies, it is drawn a mortal soul dies, it is drawn to Dolurrh. It is ato Dolurrh. It is a

              

memories are leached out of the trapped spiritsmemories are leached out of the trapped spirits

until only a husk remains. While this seems bleak,until only a husk remains. While this seems bleak,

most religions maintain that Dolurrh isn’t themost religions maintain that Dolurrh isn’t the

end; it is a gateway to whatever lies beyond. Suchend; it is a gateway to whatever lies beyond. Such
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faiths assert that what appears to be dissolution isfaiths assert that what appears to be dissolution is

the natural process of the soul moving to the natural process of the soul moving to a highera higher

plane of existence that mortals can never touch:plane of existence that mortals can never touch:

 joining with the Sovereigns, merging with the joining with the Sovereigns, merging with the

Silver Flame, or simply rejoining the cycle of lifeSilver Flame, or simply rejoining the cycle of life

in a new form. Nonetheless, Dolurrh is a in a new form. Nonetheless, Dolurrh is a gloomygloomy

                

When Dolurrh is remote it is When Dolurrh is remote it is impossible toimpossible to

resurrect the dead. When it’s coterminous ghostsresurrect the dead. When it’s coterminous ghosts

become more common. Resurrection spells arebecome more common. Resurrection spells are

easier to perform, but carry the risk of bringingeasier to perform, but carry the risk of bringing

back unwanted spirits.back unwanted spirits.

Fernia: The Sea of Fire.Fernia: The Sea of Fire. This planeThis plane

              

and theand the ideaidea                 

force that holds darkness at bay, as a destructiveforce that holds darkness at bay, as a destructive

power and force for change. It power and force for change. It is home to allis home to all

              

          

Irian: The Eternal Dawn.Irian: The Eternal Dawn. A plane of lightA plane of light

and hope, Irian is the source oand hope, Irian is the source of positive energy inf positive energy in

Eberron.Eberron.

Kythri: The Churning Chaos.Kythri: The Churning Chaos. The planeThe plane

of chaos and change, Kythri is a morphic realmof chaos and change, Kythri is a morphic realm

    

Lamannia: The Twilight Forest.Lamannia: The Twilight Forest. WhileWhile

it is called a “Forest”, Lamannia embodiesit is called a “Forest”, Lamannia embodies

primordial nature, and contains every possibleprimordial nature, and contains every possible

natural environment. It is home to massivenatural environment. It is home to massive

beasts, lycanthropes, elementals, and other beasts, lycanthropes, elementals, and other thingsthings

          

Mabar: The Endless Mabar: The Endless Night.Night. Mabar is theMabar is the

darkness that hungers to consume light and life.darkness that hungers to consume light and life.

It is the source of negative energy in Eberron,It is the source of negative energy in Eberron,

and largely serves the same role as the Shadowfelland largely serves the same role as the Shadowfell

in the core cosmology.in the core cosmology.

Risia: The Plain of Ice.Risia: The Plain of Ice. The counterpart ofThe counterpart of

Fernia, Risia embodies water, winter, and all theFernia, Risia embodies water, winter, and all the

ideas that can be embodied by them.ideas that can be embodied by them.

Shavarath: The Shavarath: The Battleground.Battleground. This is theThis is the

                    

              

have fought in Shavarath since the dawn of time,have fought in Shavarath since the dawn of time,

              

balance of good and evil across all reality.balance of good and evil across all reality.

Syrania: The Azure Sky.Syrania: The Azure Sky. Crystal spiresCrystal spires

                

communities stretch across clouds. This iscommunities stretch across clouds. This is

                

in times of peace. This includes commerce;in times of peace. This includes commerce;

the Immeasurable Market of Syrania drawsthe Immeasurable Market of Syrania draws

merchants and travelers from across reality.merchants and travelers from across reality.

Thelanis: The Faerie Court.Thelanis: The Faerie Court. Similar toSimilar to

the Feywild of the core the Feywild of the core cosmology, Thelanis iscosmology, Thelanis is

the plane of stories and the home of the fey. Itthe plane of stories and the home of the fey. It

is one of the is one of the easiest planes to reach, and manyeasiest planes to reach, and many

tales begin with a hero unintentionally crossingtales begin with a hero unintentionally crossing

into Thelanis.into Thelanis.

Xoriat: The Realm of Xoriat: The Realm of Madness.Madness. Xoriat isXoriat is

alienalien, the plane of things that are fundamentally, the plane of things that are fundamentally

unnatural. It challenges ideas of what is possible.unnatural. It challenges ideas of what is possible.

Some can look upon Xoriat and see it as a placeSome can look upon Xoriat and see it as a place

of revelations; but most mortals who come toof revelations; but most mortals who come to

close to Xoriat fall prey to madness. Xoriat isclose to Xoriat fall prey to madness. Xoriat is

the source of many aberrations, along with thethe source of many aberrations, along with the

terrifying daelkyr.terrifying daelkyr.

AASTRALSTRAL ANDAND E ETHEREALTHEREAL
The planes of Eberron are bound together inThe planes of Eberron are bound together in

their own cosmology. But the astral and etherealtheir own cosmology. But the astral and ethereal

planes surround and enfold them, functioningplanes surround and enfold them, functioning

exactly as they do in the core cosmology. Ifexactly as they do in the core cosmology. If

 you wish to facilitate contact between Eberron you wish to facilitate contact between Eberron

and other settings, passage through the and other settings, passage through the DeepDeep

Ethereal is the simplest way to accomplish it. TheEthereal is the simplest way to accomplish it. The

potential impact of contact between Eberron andpotential impact of contact between Eberron and

other realms is discussed in chapter 1.other realms is discussed in chapter 1.
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CCELESTIALSELESTIALS, G, GODSODS,, ANDAND F FIENDSIENDS
Eberron has no parallel to the gods of otherEberron has no parallel to the gods of other

settings. It’s possible that the Progenitorsettings. It’s possible that the Progenitor

Dragons were such beings, but many assumeDragons were such beings, but many assume

that the Progenitor Dragons are entirelythat the Progenitor Dragons are entirely

metaphorical. As an Eberron DM, you decidemetaphorical. As an Eberron DM, you decide

the truth of this.the truth of this.

The people of Eberron believe their The people of Eberron believe their gods aregods are

omnipresent—not bound to a single coherentomnipresent—not bound to a single coherent

form but rather present in form but rather present in all places at all times.all places at all times.

If you revere the Silver Flame, its power isIf you revere the Silver Flame, its power is

always with you. The Sovereign Onatar guidesalways with you. The Sovereign Onatar guides

the hand of every smith if they know how tothe hand of every smith if they know how to

listen for his voice, and Dol Arrah and Dollisten for his voice, and Dol Arrah and Dol

            

every soldier.every soldier.

This means religion is driven by faithThis means religion is driven by faith asas

opposed to the concrete actions of opposed to the concrete actions of deities. Thedeities. The

faithfulfaithful          

hand of the divine. They don’t hand of the divine. They don’t expect a god toexpect a god to

physically show up and solve their problems.physically show up and solve their problems.

Fiends and celestials certainly exist, however.Fiends and celestials certainly exist, however.

Some have powers rivalling deities in otherSome have powers rivalling deities in other

settings. Extraplanar immortals are settings. Extraplanar immortals are generallygenerally

invested in the own planes and have littleinvested in the own planes and have little

interest in Eberron. There are demons andinterest in Eberron. There are demons and

archons battling in Shavarath, but they’ve beenarchons battling in Shavarath, but they’ve been

          

existed and they can’t leave their posts to foolexisted and they can’t leave their posts to fool

around in Eberron. Rare exceptions occur,around in Eberron. Rare exceptions occur,

such as the Daelkyr or the Dreaming Dark, butsuch as the Daelkyr or the Dreaming Dark, but

extraplanar immortals are mostly concernedextraplanar immortals are mostly concerned

withwith  planes.planes.

As such, player characters are more likely toAs such, player characters are more likely to

encounter native immortals on Eberron: spiritsencounter native immortals on Eberron: spirits

spawned by Khyber or Siberys.spawned by Khyber or Siberys.

The OverlordsThe Overlords are the most powerful nativeare the most powerful native

            

•• Bel Shalor, the Shadow in the Flame.Bel Shalor, the Shadow in the Flame.

A spirit of corruption, Bel Shalor is saidA spirit of corruption, Bel Shalor is said

to be bound in the temple-citadel of to be bound in the temple-citadel of 

Flamekeep. It whispers to all those whoFlamekeep. It whispers to all those who

follow the Silver Flame, trying to lead themfollow the Silver Flame, trying to lead them

astray.astray.

•• Rak Tulkhesh, the Rage of Rak Tulkhesh, the Rage of War.War. TheThe

embodiment of aggression, Rak Tulkheshembodiment of aggression, Rak Tulkhesh

feeds of hatred and drives mortals to battle.feeds of hatred and drives mortals to battle.

•• Sul Khatesh, the Keeper of Sul Khatesh, the Keeper of Secrets.Secrets. A A 

spirit of forbidden knowledge, Sul Khateshspirit of forbidden knowledge, Sul Khatesh

possesses a wealth of arcane secrets andpossesses a wealth of arcane secrets and

        

inevitably lead to tragedy.inevitably lead to tragedy.

            

Eberron, one option is to make them Eberron, one option is to make them Overlords.Overlords.

For example, Tiamat could be an OverlordFor example, Tiamat could be an Overlord

embodying the pride and potential for evil withinembodying the pride and potential for evil within

dragons, while Lolth could be an Overlord whodragons, while Lolth could be an Overlord who

preys on the elves.preys on the elves.

The rakshasaThe rakshasa are the most common are the most common nativenative

              

            

devil, demon, or other devil, demon, or other evil immortal—could beevil immortal—could be

a spawned by Khyber if it suits your story. Sucha spawned by Khyber if it suits your story. Such

                  

be independent incarnations of evil unleashed onbe independent incarnations of evil unleashed on

              

by the same powers that hold the Overlords atby the same powers that hold the Overlords at

bay, and interacting with or summoning such abay, and interacting with or summoning such a

creature requires the use of magic.creature requires the use of magic.

What about native celestials? The primaryWhat about native celestials? The primary

celestials of Eberron are the couatl. However, incelestials of Eberron are the couatl. However, in

the dawn of time the vast majority of Eberron’sthe dawn of time the vast majority of Eberron’s

          

overlords. This is why Eberron needs heroes.overlords. This is why Eberron needs heroes.

The Silver Flame holds the essence of this power,The Silver Flame holds the essence of this power,

but it takes a mortal champion to wield it.but it takes a mortal champion to wield it.
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EE
BERRONBERRON CANCAN BEBE HOMEHOME TOTO ANYANY OFOF THETHE

creatures found across the multiversecreatures found across the multiverse

ofof DDUNGEONSUNGEONS & D & DRAGONSRAGONS. Humans,. Humans,

gnomes, elves, and orcs have allgnomes, elves, and orcs have all

made their marks on the continentmade their marks on the continent

of Khorvaire. However, the creatures of Eberronof Khorvaire. However, the creatures of Eberron

              

other worlds. The orcs of Eberron include druidsother worlds. The orcs of Eberron include druids

                

demons and aberrations. The Valenar elves aredemons and aberrations. The Valenar elves are

              

nomads who cross the plains on dinosaur mounts.nomads who cross the plains on dinosaur mounts.

This chapter provides an overview of theThis chapter provides an overview of the

common races and their role in the world. Itcommon races and their role in the world. It

also presents four new races that were originallyalso presents four new races that were originally

developed for the Eberron campaign setting.developed for the Eberron campaign setting.

•• ChangelingsChangelings are clever shapeshifters thatare clever shapeshifters that

can disguise themselves as members of can disguise themselves as members of 

other races. Exceptional spies and rogues,other races. Exceptional spies and rogues,

they live in the shadows of humanity.they live in the shadows of humanity.

•• KalashtarKalashtar are humans bound to spiritsare humans bound to spirits

from the plane of dreams, imbued withfrom the plane of dreams, imbued with

wisdom and telepathic talent.wisdom and telepathic talent.

•• ShiftersShifters draw on their distant lycanthropicdraw on their distant lycanthropic

heritage to manifest bestial traits for shortheritage to manifest bestial traits for short

periods of time. A diverse race shaped byperiods of time. A diverse race shaped by

the beasts within them, shifters often preferthe beasts within them, shifters often prefer

the wilds to the civilized world.the wilds to the civilized world.

••  Warforged Warforged         

                

              

purpose beyond the war.purpose beyond the war.
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CCHANGELINGSHANGELINGS
                          
                    
                    
                        
                      
                    
                    
                      
                    
                      
                    

 —Chance, change —Chance, changeling priestling priest

A changeling can shift its face and form with aA changeling can shift its face and form with a

thought. Many changelings use this gift as a formthought. Many changelings use this gift as a form

of artistic and emotional expression, but it’s anof artistic and emotional expression, but it’s an

invaluable tool for grifters, spies, and others whoinvaluable tool for grifters, spies, and others who

wish to deceive. This leads many people to treatwish to deceive. This leads many people to treat

known changelings with fear and suspicion.known changelings with fear and suspicion.

HHIDDENIDDEN P PEOPLEEOPLE
Wherever humans can be found, there areWherever humans can be found, there are

changelings; the question is whether theirchangelings; the question is whether their

presence is known.presence is known.

Changelings are born to one of three paths.Changelings are born to one of three paths.

A few are raised in stable communities whereA few are raised in stable communities where

changelings are true to their nature and dealchangelings are true to their nature and deal

openly with the people around them. Some areopenly with the people around them. Some are

              

way in the world without ever knowing anotherway in the world without ever knowing another

like themselves. Others are part of nomadiclike themselves. Others are part of nomadic

changeling clans spread across the Five changeling clans spread across the Five NationsNations

who keep their true nature hidden frowho keep their true nature hidden from them the

single-skins. Some clans maintain safe havens insingle-skins. Some clans maintain safe havens in

major cities and communities, but most prefer tomajor cities and communities, but most prefer to

wander the unpredictable path of the Traveler.wander the unpredictable path of the Traveler.

In creating a changeling adventurer, considerIn creating a changeling adventurer, consider

the character’s relationships with people aroundthe character’s relationships with people around

them. Does the character conceal their truethem. Does the character conceal their true

changeling nature? Do they embrace it? Do theychangeling nature? Do they embrace it? Do they

have connections to other changelines or are theyhave connections to other changelines or are they

alone and in search of companions?alone and in search of companions?

MMASKSASKS

ANDAND P PERSONASERSONAS
In their natural form changelings are slender andIn their natural form changelings are slender and

pale, with colorless eyes and silver-white hair.pale, with colorless eyes and silver-white hair.

A changeling can alter its physical appearanceA changeling can alter its physical appearance

with a thought. While this can be used to deceivewith a thought. While this can be used to deceive

others, it is a natural form of expression for theothers, it is a natural form of expression for the

changeling. A changeling shifts shapes the waychangeling. A changeling shifts shapes the way

others might change clothes. A casual shape—oneothers might change clothes. A casual shape—one

created on the spur of the moment, with no depthcreated on the spur of the moment, with no depth

or history—is called aor history—is called a   . A mask can be used. A mask can be used

                  

and then never used again. However, manyand then never used again. However, many

changelings develop identities that have morechangelings develop identities that have more

depth. They build an identity over time, craftingdepth. They build an identity over time, crafting

aa perso personana with a history and beliefs. This focused with a history and beliefs. This focused

identity helps a changeling pinpoint a particularidentity helps a changeling pinpoint a particular

skill or emotion. A changeling adventurer mightskill or emotion. A changeling adventurer might

have personas for many situations, includinghave personas for many situations, including

negotiation, investigation, and combat. Personasnegotiation, investigation, and combat. Personas

can be shared by multiple changelings; therecan be shared by multiple changelings; there

might be three healers in a community, butmight be three healers in a community, but
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whoever is on duty will adopt the persona ofwhoever is on duty will adopt the persona of

Tek, the kindly old medic. Personas can evenTek, the kindly old medic. Personas can even

be passed down through a family, allowing abe passed down through a family, allowing a

 younge younger chanr changeling geling to takto take adve advantagantage of ce of contactontactss

established by previous users of the persona.established by previous users of the persona.

CCHANGELINGHANGELING N NAMESAMES
              

each mask and persona and adopt new nameseach mask and persona and adopt new names

as easily as they develop new faces. The trueas easily as they develop new faces. The true

name of a changeling tends to be simple andname of a changeling tends to be simple and

monosyllabic; however, there are often accentsmonosyllabic; however, there are often accents

to a changeling’s name that are expressedto a changeling’s name that are expressed

through shapeshifting, something single-skinsthrough shapeshifting, something single-skins

will likely miss. So, two changelings might havewill likely miss. So, two changelings might have

the namethe name Jin Jin, but one is, but one is  

and one isand one is  ..
          

gender, seeing it as one characteristic to changegender, seeing it as one characteristic to change

among many others.among many others.

Changeling Names:Changeling Names: Bin, Cas, Dox, Fie,Bin, Cas, Dox, Fie,

Hars, Jin, Lam, Mas, Nix, Ot, Paik, Ruz, Sim,Hars, Jin, Lam, Mas, Nix, Ot, Paik, Ruz, Sim,

Toox, Vil, Yug.Toox, Vil, Yug.

CCHANGELINGHANGELING T TRAITSRAITS
Your changeling character has the following traits.Your changeling character has the following traits.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your CharismaYour Charisma

score increases by 2, and either your Dexterity orscore increases by 2, and either your Dexterity or

 your Intelligence increases by 1 (your choice). your Intelligence increases by 1 (your choice).

 Age. Age. Changelings mature slightly faster thanChangelings mature slightly faster than

humans but share a similar lifespan—typically ahumans but share a similar lifespan—typically a

century or less. While a changeling can shapeshiftcentury or less. While a changeling can shapeshift

                  

up to them.up to them.

 Alignment. Alignment. Changelings hate to be boundChangelings hate to be bound

in any way, and those who follow in any way, and those who follow the path ofthe path of

the Traveler believe that chaos and changethe Traveler believe that chaos and change

are important aspects of life. Most tend towardare important aspects of life. Most tend toward

pragmatic neutrality as opposed to beingpragmatic neutrality as opposed to being

concerned with lofty ideals. Despite commonconcerned with lofty ideals. Despite common

fears, few changelings embrace evil.fears, few changelings embrace evil.

Size.Size. In their natural forms, changelingsIn their natural forms, changelings

average between 5 to 6 feet in height, with average between 5 to 6 feet in height, with aa

slender build. Your size is Medium.slender build. Your size is Medium.

Speed.Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Change Appearance.Change Appearance. As an action, you canAs an action, you can

transform your appearance or revert to yourtransform your appearance or revert to your

natural form. You can’t duplicate the appearancenatural form. You can’t duplicate the appearance

of a creature you’ve never seen, and you revert toof a creature you’ve never seen, and you revert to

 your natural form if you die. your natural form if you die.

You decide what you look like, includYou decide what you look like, including youring your

height, weight, facial features, the sound of yourheight, weight, facial features, the sound of your

 voice, coloration, hair length, sex, and any other voice, coloration, hair length, sex, and any other

distinguishing characteristics. You can makedistinguishing characteristics. You can make

 yourself appear as a member of another race, yourself appear as a member of another race,

though none of your game statistics change. Youthough none of your game statistics change. You

                  

than you, and your basic shape stays the same; ifthan you, and your basic shape stays the same; if

 you’re bipedal, you can’t use this trait to become you’re bipedal, you can’t use this trait to become

quadrupedal, for instance. Your clothing andquadrupedal, for instance. Your clothing and

other equipment don’t change in appearance,other equipment don’t change in appearance,

size, or shape to match your new form, requiringsize, or shape to match your new form, requiring

                      

the most compelling disguise possible.the most compelling disguise possible.

Even to the most astute observers, your ruse isEven to the most astute observers, your ruse is

usually indiscernible. If you rouse suspicion, or ifusually indiscernible. If you rouse suspicion, or if

a wary creature suspects something is amiss, youa wary creature suspects something is amiss, you

have advantage on any Charisma (Deception)have advantage on any Charisma (Deception)

check you make to avoid detection.check you make to avoid detection.

Changeling Instincts.Changeling Instincts.     

with two of the following skills of your choice:with two of the following skills of your choice:

Deception, Intimidation, Insight, and Persuasion.Deception, Intimidation, Insight, and Persuasion.

Unsettling Visage.Unsettling Visage. When a creature you canWhen a creature you can

see makes an attack roll against you, you cansee makes an attack roll against you, you can

use your reaction to impose disadvantage on theuse your reaction to impose disadvantage on the

roll. You must use this feature before roll. You must use this feature before knowingknowing

whether the attack hits or misses.whether the attack hits or misses.

Using this trait reveals your Using this trait reveals your shapeshiftingshapeshifting

nature to any creature within 30 feet that cannature to any creature within 30 feet that can

see you. Once you use this trait, you can’t use itsee you. Once you use this trait, you can’t use it

                

 Divergent Persona. Divergent Persona.     

                

          

the name, race, gender, age, and other details.the name, race, gender, age, and other details.

While you are in the form of this persona, theWhile you are in the form of this persona, the

            

              

 Languages. Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common and two other languages of your choice.Common and two other languages of your choice.
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KKALASHTARALASHTAR
                          
                        
                        
                          
                        
                

 —Lakashtai, servant of the light —Lakashtai, servant of the light

The kalashtar are a compound race createdThe kalashtar are a compound race created

from the union of humanity and from the union of humanity and renegade spiritsrenegade spirits

from the plane of dreams—spirits called quori.from the plane of dreams—spirits called quori.

Kalashtar are often seen as wise, spiritual peopleKalashtar are often seen as wise, spiritual people

with great compassion for others. But there iswith great compassion for others. But there is

an unmistakable alien quality to the kalashtar,an unmistakable alien quality to the kalashtar,

                

otherworldly spirits.otherworldly spirits.

BBOUNDOUND TOTO S SPIRITSPIRITS
Every kalashtar has a connection to a spirit ofEvery kalashtar has a connection to a spirit of

light, shared by other members of their bloodline.light, shared by other members of their bloodline.

Kalashtar appear human, but the spiritualKalashtar appear human, but the spiritual

              

Kalashtar have symmetrical, slightly angularKalashtar have symmetrical, slightly angular

features. The eyes of a kalashtar often glow whenfeatures. The eyes of a kalashtar often glow when

it is focused on a task or feeling it is focused on a task or feeling strong emotions.strong emotions.

The kalashtar can’t directly communicateThe kalashtar can’t directly communicate

with their quori with their quori spirits. A kalashtar mightspirits. A kalashtar might

experience this relationship as a sense of instinctexperience this relationship as a sense of instinct

and inspiration, drawing on the memories ofand inspiration, drawing on the memories of

the spirit when they dream. This connectionthe spirit when they dream. This connection

grants kalashtar minor psionic abilities, as wellgrants kalashtar minor psionic abilities, as well

as protection from psychic attacks. All of theseas protection from psychic attacks. All of these

dream-spirits are virtuous, but some are warriorsdream-spirits are virtuous, but some are warriors

and others are more and others are more contemplativcontemplative. Worke. Work

together with the DM to determine the nature oftogether with the DM to determine the nature of

the linked spirit. Typically, a kalashtar knows thethe linked spirit. Typically, a kalashtar knows the

name and nature of their spirit, but for some— name and nature of their spirit, but for some— 

for instance, an orphan kalashtar raised amongfor instance, an orphan kalashtar raised among

outsiders—may know nothing of their spirit or theoutsiders—may know nothing of their spirit or the

source of their psychic gifts.source of their psychic gifts.

The bond to the spirit can cause some kalashtarThe bond to the spirit can cause some kalashtar

to display unusual quirks of behavior. You to display unusual quirks of behavior. You cancan

roll or select a trait from the following table.roll or select a trait from the following table.

  

1d101d10     

11             

feelings of your enemies.feelings of your enemies.

22 YYou ou prprefefer er ususining tg telelepepatathhy oy ovver er spspeaeakikingng

aloud.aloud.

33 YYou ou ffeeeel a l a sstrtronong dg dririvve te to po prrootetect ct ththee

innocent.innocent.

44 YYou ou aapppplly y drdreaeam m lologigic c tto o mumunndadannee



55 YYou ou ddisiscucuss ss ththiingngs os ouut lt lououd wd witith yh youourr

quori spirit.quori spirit.

66             

logic.logic.

77           

        

88             

problems whenever possible.problems whenever possible.

99 YYou ou arare de dririveven bn by a y a wawarrrrioior sr spipiririt at and nd wiwillll

        

1010 YYou ou arare oe obsbsesessesed wd witith Dh Drereamamining Dg Dararkk

conspiracies.conspiracies.

HHUNTEDUNTED BYBY N NIGHTMARESIGHTMARES
                

the dream-realm of Dal Quor to escape evil spiritsthe dream-realm of Dal Quor to escape evil spirits
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that dominate the realm. The rebel quori believethat dominate the realm. The rebel quori believe

that through meditation and devotion, they canthat through meditation and devotion, they can

change the fundamental nature of Dal Quor,change the fundamental nature of Dal Quor,

shifting the balance from darkness to light. Mostshifting the balance from darkness to light. Most

kalashtar communities focus on acts of devotionkalashtar communities focus on acts of devotion

known as the Path of Light. But the dark powersknown as the Path of Light. But the dark powers

of Dal Quor have their own plans on Eberron.of Dal Quor have their own plans on Eberron.

Through the force known as the Dreaming Dark,Through the force known as the Dreaming Dark,

these monsters manipulate the folk of Khorvaire tothese monsters manipulate the folk of Khorvaire to

eliminate kalashtar whenever possible.eliminate kalashtar whenever possible.

Many kalashtar defend themselves from theMany kalashtar defend themselves from the

Dreaming Dark by focusing on devotion to theDreaming Dark by focusing on devotion to the

Path of Light but some among the kalashtar seekPath of Light but some among the kalashtar seek

out the agents of the Dreaming Dark and opposeout the agents of the Dreaming Dark and oppose

their plans, or protect their plans, or protect the innocent howeverthe innocent however

they can. Some kalashtar grow up isolated fromthey can. Some kalashtar grow up isolated from

others, knowing nothing about Dal Quor or theothers, knowing nothing about Dal Quor or the

Dreaming Dark. Such orphans may use theirDreaming Dark. Such orphans may use their

abilities for personal gain or otherwise act againstabilities for personal gain or otherwise act against

the virtuous instincts of their quori spirits; this canthe virtuous instincts of their quori spirits; this can

            

KKALASHTARALASHTAR N NAMESAMES
                

name of the quori spirit within the kalashtar. Eachname of the quori spirit within the kalashtar. Each

spirit has a gender identity, but this might notspirit has a gender identity, but this might not

match the gender identity of the kalashtar host.match the gender identity of the kalashtar host.

A female kalashtar may have what others wouldA female kalashtar may have what others would

consider a masculine name, because she’s tied to aconsider a masculine name, because she’s tied to a

spirit with a masculine identity. Kalashtar orphansspirit with a masculine identity. Kalashtar orphans

are unlikely to know the name of their spirit andare unlikely to know the name of their spirit and

take names from another source.take names from another source.

Male Quori Names:Male Quori Names: Hareth, Khad, Kosh,Hareth, Khad, Kosh,

Melk, Tash, Ulad, VashMelk, Tash, Ulad, Vash

Female Quori Names:Female Quori Names: Ashana, Ashtai,Ashana, Ashtai,

Ishara, Nari, Tana, Tari, VakriIshara, Nari, Tana, Tari, Vakri

Kalashtar Names:Kalashtar Names: Coratash, Dalavash,Coratash, Dalavash,

Dolishara, Halakosh, Khoratari, Koratana,Dolishara, Halakosh, Khoratari, Koratana,

Lanhareth, Molavakri, Nevitash, Sorashana,Lanhareth, Molavakri, Nevitash, Sorashana,

Torashtai, Valakhad, VisharaTorashtai, Valakhad, Vishara

KKALASHTARALASHTAR T TRAITSRAITS
Your kalashtar character has the following traits.Your kalashtar character has the following traits.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom andYour Wisdom and

Charisma scores both increase by 1. In addition,Charisma scores both increase by 1. In addition,

one ability score of your choice one ability score of your choice increases by 1.increases by 1.

 Age. Age. Kalashtar develop physically at the sameKalashtar develop physically at the same

rate as humans do and have similar lifespans.rate as humans do and have similar lifespans.

 Alignment. Alignment. The noble spirit tied to aThe noble spirit tied to a

kalashtar drives it toward lawful and goodkalashtar drives it toward lawful and good

behavior. Most kalashtar combine strong self-behavior. Most kalashtar combine strong self-

discipline with compassion for all sentient beings,discipline with compassion for all sentient beings,

              

their spirit.their spirit.

Size.Size. Kalashtar are similar in build to humans,Kalashtar are similar in build to humans,

though they are typically a few inches taller.though they are typically a few inches taller.

Your size is Medium.Your size is Medium.

Speed.Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

 Dual Mind. Dual Mind. When you make a WisdomWhen you make a Wisdom

saving throw, you can use your reaction to gainsaving throw, you can use your reaction to gain

advantage on the roll. You can use this traitadvantage on the roll. You can use this trait

immediately before or after you roll, but beforeimmediately before or after you roll, but before

          

 Mental Discipline. Mental Discipline. You have resistance toYou have resistance to

psychic damage.psychic damage.

 Mind L Mind Link.ink. You can speak telepathicallyYou can speak telepathically

to any creature you can see within to any creature you can see within 60 feet60 feet

of you. You don’t of you. You don’t need to share a languageneed to share a language

with the creature for it to understand yourwith the creature for it to understand your

telepathic messages, but the creature must telepathic messages, but the creature must bebe

able to understand at least one language or able to understand at least one language or bebe

telepathic itself.telepathic itself.

As a bonus action when you’re speakingAs a bonus action when you’re speaking

telepathically to a creature, you can give thattelepathically to a creature, you can give that

creature the ability to speak telepathically tocreature the ability to speak telepathically to

 you until the start of your next turn. To use this you until the start of your next turn. To use this

ability, the creature must be within 60 feet ability, the creature must be within 60 feet of youof you

and be able to see you.and be able to see you.

 Psychic Glamour. Psychic Glamour. Choose one ofChoose one of

the following skills: Insight, Intimidation,the following skills: Insight, Intimidation,

Performance, or Persuasion. You have advantagePerformance, or Persuasion. You have advantage

on all ability checks you make with that skill.on all ability checks you make with that skill.

Severed from Dreams.Severed from Dreams. Kalashtar sleep,Kalashtar sleep,

but they don’t connect to the plane of but they don’t connect to the plane of dreamsdreams

as other creatures do. Instead, their minds drawas other creatures do. Instead, their minds draw

from the memories of their otherworldly spiritfrom the memories of their otherworldly spirit

while they sleep. As such, you are immune towhile they sleep. As such, you are immune to

              

dream, like thedream, like the  spell, but not to spells andspell, but not to spells and

               sleepsleep spell.spell.

 Languages. Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common, Quori, and one other language ofCommon, Quori, and one other language of

 your choice. your choice.
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SSHIFTERSHIFTERS
                    
                      
                
                
                
                  
                
                  
  

 —Don Bassingthwaite, —Don Bassingthwaite,

    

Shifters are sometimes called the weretouched,Shifters are sometimes called the weretouched,

as many believe that they are the descendants ofas many believe that they are the descendants of

humans and lycanthropes. They are humanoidshumans and lycanthropes. They are humanoids

with a bestial aspect; while they cannot fullywith a bestial aspect; while they cannot fully

change shape they can temporarily enhance theirchange shape they can temporarily enhance their

animalistic features—a state they call shifting.animalistic features—a state they call shifting.

Whatever their origins, shifters have evolved intoWhatever their origins, shifters have evolved into

a unique race. A shifter walks on the a unique race. A shifter walks on the knife’s edgeknife’s edge

between the wilds and the world around between the wilds and the world around them.them.

Do they embrace their primal instincts or theDo they embrace their primal instincts or the

path of civilization?path of civilization?

TTHEHE B BEASTEAST W WITHINITHIN
Early in childhood, a shifter forms a bond withEarly in childhood, a shifter forms a bond with

a beast within: a totemic force that shapes theira beast within: a totemic force that shapes their

body and mind. Some shifters believe that thesebody and mind. Some shifters believe that these

spirits are independent entities, and they mayspirits are independent entities, and they may

speak of Bear or Wolf as ancestors or guides.speak of Bear or Wolf as ancestors or guides.

Most just see the beast within as a formidableMost just see the beast within as a formidable

expression of their inner nature, something thatexpression of their inner nature, something that

emerges over time as the shifter’s personalityemerges over time as the shifter’s personality

takes shape. The beast within is a pool oftakes shape. The beast within is a pool of

            

by a shifter’s personality: a feline shifter may beby a shifter’s personality: a feline shifter may be

cool and distant, driven by predatory instincts,cool and distant, driven by predatory instincts,

while a shifter with a lupine spirit is drawn towhile a shifter with a lupine spirit is drawn to

                

embraces this beast within they physicallyembraces this beast within they physically

transform for a short time.transform for a short time.

              

subrace. Four subraces are especially common:subrace. Four subraces are especially common:

•• BeasthideBeasthide           

stoic, stubborn and thick-skinned.stoic, stubborn and thick-skinned.

•• LongtoothLongtooth shifters typically have lupineshifters typically have lupine

traits and prefer to run with a pack.traits and prefer to run with a pack.

•• SwiftstrideSwiftstride are often predatory and feline,are often predatory and feline,

but a swiftstride could also be a cunning ratbut a swiftstride could also be a cunning rat

who darts through the shadows.who darts through the shadows.

••  Wildhunt  Wildhunt shifters are born from anyshifters are born from any

creature that tracks its prey.creature that tracks its prey.

While the beast within certainly has a physicalWhile the beast within certainly has a physical

impact on a shifter, it has a spiritual andimpact on a shifter, it has a spiritual and

          

the same special ability, but if one has the aspectthe same special ability, but if one has the aspect

of the boar and the other is of the boar and the other is more like a bear,more like a bear,

              

shifter, identifying the beast within is a crucialshifter, identifying the beast within is a crucial

part of understanding the character.part of understanding the character.
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SSIMILARIMILAR ANDAND D DIVERSEIVERSE
Shifters are similar to humans in height and buildShifters are similar to humans in height and build

              

facial features have a bestial cast, with large eyes,facial features have a bestial cast, with large eyes,

              

have prominent canine teeth. They grow fur-likehave prominent canine teeth. They grow fur-like

hair on nearly every part of their hair on nearly every part of their bodies.bodies.

                

appearance as well. A swiftstride shifter mayappearance as well. A swiftstride shifter may

have catlike eyes and delicate build, while ahave catlike eyes and delicate build, while a

beasthide shifter might be a massive brute builtbeasthide shifter might be a massive brute built

like a bear. While a like a bear. While a shifter’s appearance mightshifter’s appearance might

remind an onlooker of remind an onlooker of an animal, they remainan animal, they remain

              

most feral.most feral.

TTHEHE J JOURNEYOURNEY Y YETET TOTO C COMEOME
Shifters have a strong presence in the EldeenShifters have a strong presence in the Eldeen

Reaches, and they often live among humansReaches, and they often live among humans

and can be found and can be found in rural areas acrossin rural areas across

Khorvaire. While they form powerful bondsKhorvaire. While they form powerful bonds

to friends and kin, shifters place to friends and kin, shifters place great value ongreat value on

self-reliance and freedom. It’s a shifter proverbself-reliance and freedom. It’s a shifter proverb

to “always be prepared for the to “always be prepared for the journey yet tojourney yet to

come,” and most shifters strive to be come,” and most shifters strive to be ready forready for

change or opportunity.change or opportunity.

Shifters have a natural inclination towardShifters have a natural inclination toward

classes with a primal connection. A shifterclasses with a primal connection. A shifter

barbarian draws their rage from the beast within.barbarian draws their rage from the beast within.

A shifter ranger indulges their urge to wanderA shifter ranger indulges their urge to wander

and hunt. A shifter rogue harnesses their ownand hunt. A shifter rogue harnesses their own

predatory instincts. But shifters can pursue anypredatory instincts. But shifters can pursue any

path or faith.path or faith.

SSHIFTERHIFTER N NAMESAMES
Shifters have no language of their own andShifters have no language of their own and

often live in blended communities. Their namesoften live in blended communities. Their names

typically overlap with the names of other culturestypically overlap with the names of other cultures

in their region. Many shifters prefer to in their region. Many shifters prefer to keepkeep

their personal names for their friends and utheir personal names for their friends and usese

“wandering names” with strangers. These are“wandering names” with strangers. These are

usually tied to a physical or personality trait.usually tied to a physical or personality trait.

Shifter Names:Shifter Names: Badger, Bear, Cat, Fang,Badger, Bear, Cat, Fang,

Grace, Grim, Moon, Rain, Red, Scar, Stripe,Grace, Grim, Moon, Rain, Red, Scar, Stripe,

Swift, Talon, Whiskers, Wolf.Swift, Talon, Whiskers, Wolf.

SSHIFTERHIFTER T TRAITSRAITS
Your shifter character has the following traits.Your shifter character has the following traits.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your DexterityYour Dexterity

score increases by 1.score increases by 1.

 Age. Age. Shifters are quick to mature bothShifters are quick to mature both

physically and emotionally, reaching youngphysically and emotionally, reaching young

adulthood at age 10. They rarely live to be moreadulthood at age 10. They rarely live to be more

than 70 years old.than 70 years old.

 Alignment. Alignment. Shifters tend toward neutrality,Shifters tend toward neutrality,

being more focused on survival than concepts ofbeing more focused on survival than concepts of

good and evil. A love of good and evil. A love of personal freedom canpersonal freedom can

drive shifters toward chaotic alignments.drive shifters toward chaotic alignments.

Size.Size. Shifters range from 5 to almost 7 feetShifters range from 5 to almost 7 feet

tall, depending on their subrace. Your size istall, depending on their subrace. Your size is

Medium.Medium.

Speed.Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

 Darkvision. Darkvision. You have superior vision in darkYou have superior vision in dark

and dim conditions. You can see in dand dim conditions. You can see in dim lightim light

within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light,within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light,

and in darkness as if it were dim light. and in darkness as if it were dim light. You can’tYou can’t

discern color in darkness, only shades of gray.discern color in darkness, only shades of gray.

 Keen Senses. Keen Senses.         

Perception skillPerception skill
Shifting.Shifting. As a bonus action, you can assumeAs a bonus action, you can assume

a more bestial appearance. This transformationa more bestial appearance. This transformation

lasts for 1 minute, until you die, or until youlasts for 1 minute, until you die, or until you

revert to your normal appearance as a bonusrevert to your normal appearance as a bonus

action. When you shift, you gain temporary hitaction. When you shift, you gain temporary hit

points equal to your level + your points equal to your level + your ConstitutionConstitution

            

              

 your shifter subrace, described below. your shifter subrace, described below.

Once you shift, you can’t do so again until Once you shift, you can’t do so again until youyou

          

 Languages. Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common.Common.

Subrace.Subrace. The beast within shapes each shifterThe beast within shapes each shifter

physically and mentally. Four major subracesphysically and mentally. Four major subraces

of shifter are found among the worlds of D&D:of shifter are found among the worlds of D&D:

Beasthide, Longtooth, Swiftstride, and Wildhunt.Beasthide, Longtooth, Swiftstride, and Wildhunt.

Choose one of these subraces.Choose one of these subraces.
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BBEASTHIDEEASTHIDE

Stoic and solid, a beasthide shifter drawsStoic and solid, a beasthide shifter draws

strength and stability from the beast within.strength and stability from the beast within.

Beasthide shifters are typically tied to the bearBeasthide shifters are typically tied to the bear

or the boar, but any creature known for itsor the boar, but any creature known for its

toughness could apply.toughness could apply.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your ConstitutionYour Constitution

score increases by 2.score increases by 2.

Tough.Tough.         

Athletics skill.Athletics skill.

Shifting Feature.Shifting Feature. Whenever you shift, youWhenever you shift, you

gain 1d6 additional temporary hit points, andgain 1d6 additional temporary hit points, and

while shifted, you have a +1 bonus to while shifted, you have a +1 bonus to your AC.your AC.

LLONGTOOTHONGTOOTH

            

they form deep bonds with their friends. Manythey form deep bonds with their friends. Many

longtooth shifters have canine traits that becomelongtooth shifters have canine traits that become

more pronounced as they shift, but they mightmore pronounced as they shift, but they might

instead draw on tigers, hyenas, or other predators.instead draw on tigers, hyenas, or other predators.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your Strength scoreYour Strength score

increases by 2.increases by 2.

Fierce.Fierce.         

Intimidation skill.Intimidation skill.

Shifting Feature.Shifting Feature. While shifted, you can useWhile shifted, you can use

 your elongated fangs to make an unarmed strike your elongated fangs to make an unarmed strike

as a bonus action. If you hit with your fangs, youas a bonus action. If you hit with your fangs, you

can deal piercing damage equal to 1d6 + yourcan deal piercing damage equal to 1d6 + your

          

damage normal for an unarmed strike.damage normal for an unarmed strike.

SSWIFTSTRIDEWIFTSTRIDE

Swiftstride shifters are graceful and quick.Swiftstride shifters are graceful and quick.

Typically feline in nature, swiftstrideTypically feline in nature, swiftstride

              

down physically or socially.down physically or socially.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your Dexterity andYour Dexterity and

Charisma scores increase by 1.Charisma scores increase by 1.

Graceful.Graceful.         

Acrobatics skill.Acrobatics skill.

Swift Stride.Swift Stride. Your walking speed increases byYour walking speed increases by

5 feet.5 feet.

Shifting Feature.Shifting Feature. While shifted, yourWhile shifted, your

walking speed increases by an additional 5 feet.walking speed increases by an additional 5 feet.

Additionally, you can move up to 10 Additionally, you can move up to 10 feet as afeet as a

reaction when an enemy ends its turn withinreaction when an enemy ends its turn within

5 feet of you. This movement doesn’t provoke5 feet of you. This movement doesn’t provoke

opportunity attacks.opportunity attacks.

WWILDHUNTILDHUNT

Wildhunt shifters are sharp and insightful.Wildhunt shifters are sharp and insightful.

Some are constantly alert, ever wary for possibleSome are constantly alert, ever wary for possible

threats. Others focus on their intuition, searchingthreats. Others focus on their intuition, searching

within. Wildhunt shifters are excellent hunters,within. Wildhunt shifters are excellent hunters,

and they also tend to become the spiritual leadersand they also tend to become the spiritual leaders

of shifter communities.of shifter communities.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom scoreYour Wisdom score

increases by 2.increases by 2.

 Natural Tracker. Natural Tracker.       

the Survival skill.the Survival skill.

 Mark the Scent. Mark the Scent. As a bonus action, you canAs a bonus action, you can

mark one creature you can see within 10 feet mark one creature you can see within 10 feet ofof

 you. Until the end of your next long rest, your you. Until the end of your next long rest, your

              

                  

always know the location of that creature if italways know the location of that creature if it

is within 60 feet of you. is within 60 feet of you. You can’t use this traitYou can’t use this trait

                

Shifting Feature.Shifting Feature. While shifted,While shifted,

 you have advantage on you have advantage on

Wisdom checks.Wisdom checks.
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WWARFORGEDARFORGED
                    

                      
    

                  

            

 —Keith Baker, —Keith Baker,       

                

          

automatons, but House Cannith devoted vastautomatons, but House Cannith devoted vast

resources to improving these steel soldiers.resources to improving these steel soldiers.

An unexpected breakthrough produced fullyAn unexpected breakthrough produced fully

sentient soldiers, blending organic and inorganicsentient soldiers, blending organic and inorganic

materials. Warforged are made from woodmaterials. Warforged are made from wood

and metal, but they can feel pain and emotion.and metal, but they can feel pain and emotion.

                

beyond the war. A warforged can be a beyond the war. A warforged can be a steadfaststeadfast

ally, a cold-hearted killing machine, or aally, a cold-hearted killing machine, or a

 visionary in search of purpose and meaning. visionary in search of purpose and meaning.

LLIVINGIVING S STEELTEEL ANDAND S STONETONE
Warforged are formed from a blend of organicWarforged are formed from a blend of organic

and inorganic materials. Root-like cords infusedand inorganic materials. Root-like cords infused

            

wrapped around a framework of steel, darkwoodwrapped around a framework of steel, darkwood

or stone. Armored plates form a protective outeror stone. Armored plates form a protective outer

shell and reinforce joints. All warforged shareshell and reinforce joints. All warforged share

a common facial design, with a hinged jaw anda common facial design, with a hinged jaw and

crystal eyes embedded beneath a reinforcedcrystal eyes embedded beneath a reinforced

brow ridge. A sigil is engraved into brow ridge. A sigil is engraved into the center ofthe center of

the forehead; this is unique to each warforged.the forehead; this is unique to each warforged.

Beyond these common elements of warforgedBeyond these common elements of warforged

design, the precise materials and build of adesign, the precise materials and build of a

warforged vary based on the purpose for which warforged vary based on the purpose for which itit

was designed. A juggernaut warrior is a massivewas designed. A juggernaut warrior is a massive

brute with a heavy steel frame, while a skirmisherbrute with a heavy steel frame, while a skirmisher

can be crafted from wood and light mithral tocan be crafted from wood and light mithral to

grant it lithe and elegant movement.grant it lithe and elegant movement.

While they’re formed from stone and steel,While they’re formed from stone and steel,

warforged are living humanoids. Resting, healingwarforged are living humanoids. Resting, healing

magic, and the Medicine skill all provide themagic, and the Medicine skill all provide the

    

warforged that they do to other humanoids. Awarforged that they do to other humanoids. A

warforged can focus its mind on its body as itwarforged can focus its mind on its body as it

rests, adjusting its shape and form to assume onerests, adjusting its shape and form to assume one

of a few defensive postures. A warforged whoof a few defensive postures. A warforged who

expects heavy combat might focus on durability,expects heavy combat might focus on durability,

while during a time of peace they might bewhile during a time of peace they might be

content to adopt a lighter, less aggressive form.content to adopt a lighter, less aggressive form.

WWARFORGEDARFORGED P PERSONALITYERSONALITY
                

For most of their existence, warforged had aFor most of their existence, warforged had a

          

to focus purely on that role. The Treaty ofto focus purely on that role. The Treaty of

Thronehold gave them freedom, but manyThronehold gave them freedom, but many

                

post-war world and to relate to the creatures thatpost-war world and to relate to the creatures that

created them.created them.

The typical warforged shows little emotion.The typical warforged shows little emotion.

Many warforged embrace a concrete purpose— Many warforged embrace a concrete purpose— 

protecting allies, completing a contract, orprotecting allies, completing a contract, or
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other pursuits—and devote themselves to other pursuits—and devote themselves to thisthis

task as they once did to task as they once did to war. However, therewar. However, there

are warforged who delight in are warforged who delight in exploring theirexploring their

feelings and their freedom. Most warforgedfeelings and their freedom. Most warforged

have no interest in religion, but have no interest in religion, but some embracesome embrace

faith and mysticism, seeking higher purpose andfaith and mysticism, seeking higher purpose and

deeper meaning.deeper meaning.

The typical warforged has a The typical warforged has a muscular, sexlessmuscular, sexless

body shape. Some warforged ignore the conceptbody shape. Some warforged ignore the concept

of gender entirely, while others adopt a of gender entirely, while others adopt a gendergender

identity in emulation of creatures around them.identity in emulation of creatures around them.

QQUIRKSUIRKS
                

simple ignorance of how other creatures operate,simple ignorance of how other creatures operate,

warforged often acquire an odd personality traitwarforged often acquire an odd personality trait

or two. A warforged player can choose to roll oror two. A warforged player can choose to roll or

select a trait from the Warforged Quirks table.select a trait from the Warforged Quirks table.

  

1d101d10     

11             

posed by every creature you meet.posed by every creature you meet.

22           

    

33             

consider a friend.consider a friend.

44               

aloud without realizing it.aloud without realizing it.

55             

      

66               

          

outbursts.outbursts.

77 YYou ou dodon’n’t ut undndererststanand cd cloloththining bg beyeyonond id itsts

            

wears denotes its job and wears denotes its job and status.status.

88 YYou ou arare oe obsbsesessesed d wiwith th yyouour r apappepeararanancece,,

            

99 YYou ou arare de deeeeplply cy cononcecernrned ed wiwith th ffolollolowiwingng

proper procedures and protocols.proper procedures and protocols.

1010 WWar ar is is ththe one only ly ththining tg thahat mat makkes es sesensnse te too

              

WWARFORGEDARFORGED N NAMESAMES
Warforged were assigned numerical designationsWarforged were assigned numerical designations

for use in military service. Many of themfor use in military service. Many of them

adopted nicknames, often given to them by theiradopted nicknames, often given to them by their

comrades. As free individuals, some have chosencomrades. As free individuals, some have chosen

new names as a way to express their path in life.new names as a way to express their path in life.

A few take on human names, often the name of A few take on human names, often the name of aa

fallen friend or mentor.fallen friend or mentor.

 Warforged Names Warforged Names:: Anchor, Banner,Anchor, Banner,

Bastion, Blade, Blue, Bow, Church, Crunch,Bastion, Blade, Blue, Bow, Church, Crunch,

Crystal, Dagger, Dent, Five, Glaive, Hammer,Crystal, Dagger, Dent, Five, Glaive, Hammer,

Iron, Lucky, Mace, Pants, Pierce, Red, Rusty,Iron, Lucky, Mace, Pants, Pierce, Red, Rusty,

Scout, Seven, Shield, Slash, Smith, Spike, Stone,Scout, Seven, Shield, Slash, Smith, Spike, Stone,

Temple, Vault, Wall, Wood.Temple, Vault, Wall, Wood.

WWARFORGEDARFORGED T TRAITSRAITS
Your warforged character has the following traits.Your warforged character has the following traits.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your ConstitutionYour Constitution

score increases by 1.score increases by 1.

 Age. Age. A typical warforged is between two andA typical warforged is between two and

thirty years old. The maximum lifespan of thethirty years old. The maximum lifespan of the

warforged remains a mystery; so far, warforgedwarforged remains a mystery; so far, warforged

have shown no signs of deterioration due to age.have shown no signs of deterioration due to age.

 Alignment. Alignment. Most warforged take comfort inMost warforged take comfort in

order and discipline, tending toward law andorder and discipline, tending toward law and

neutrality. But some have absorbed the moralityneutrality. But some have absorbed the morality

 — or lack thereof — of the beings with which — or lack thereof — of the beings with which

they served.they served.

Size.Size. Your size is Medium. Most warforgedYour size is Medium. Most warforged

stand between 5 and 6 1/2 feet tall. Weight andstand between 5 and 6 1/2 feet tall. Weight and

        

Speed.Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Warforged Resilience.Warforged Resilience. You were created toYou were created to

have remarkable fortitude, represented by thehave remarkable fortitude, represented by the

  

•• YoYou hu havave ae advdvanantatage ge on on sasaviving ng ththrowrowss

against being poisoned, and you haveagainst being poisoned, and you have

resistance to poison damage.resistance to poison damage.

•• YoYou au are re imimmumune ne tto do disiseaeasse.e.

•• YoYou dou don’n’t nt neeeed to d to eaeat, dt, dririnknk, or , or brebreatathehe..

••                 

                

magic can’t put you to sleep.magic can’t put you to sleep.
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Sentry’s Rest.Sentry’s Rest. When you take a long rest,When you take a long rest,

 you must sp you must spend at leasend at least six hours t six hours in an inactin an inactive,ive,

motionless state, rather than sleeping. In thismotionless state, rather than sleeping. In this

state, you appear inert, but it doesn’t render youstate, you appear inert, but it doesn’t render you

unconscious, and you can see and hear as normal.unconscious, and you can see and hear as normal.

Integrated Protection.Integrated Protection. Your body has built- Your body has built-

in defensive layers, which determine your armorin defensive layers, which determine your armor

              

but if you are using a shield, you apply its bonusbut if you are using a shield, you apply its bonus

as normal.as normal.

              

              

rest, choose one mode to adopt from therest, choose one mode to adopt from the

Integrated Protection table, provided you meetIntegrated Protection table, provided you meet

the mode’s prerequisite.the mode’s prerequisite.

 Languages. Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common.Common.

Subrace.Subrace. As a warforged, your body wasAs a warforged, your body was

              

these subraces: envoy, juggernaut, or these subraces: envoy, juggernaut, or skirmisher.skirmisher.

EENVOYNVOY

As an envoy, you were designed with As an envoy, you were designed with a certaina certain

specialized function in mind. You might specialized function in mind. You might be anbe an

assassin, a healer, or an entertainer, to nameassassin, a healer, or an entertainer, to name

a few possibilities. Envoys are the rarest ofa few possibilities. Envoys are the rarest of

the warforged subraces, and yours could be the warforged subraces, and yours could be aa

unique design.unique design.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase.     

scores of your choice increase by 1.scores of your choice increase by 1.

Specialized Design.Specialized Design. You gain one skillYou gain one skill

            

                

 your ch your choice.oice.

Integrated Tool.Integrated Tool. Choose one tool you’reChoose one tool you’re

              

              

any ability checks you make with it. You mustany ability checks you make with it. You must

have your hands free to use this integrated tool.have your hands free to use this integrated tool.

  

        

DaDarkrkwwooood d CoCorre (e (uunanarmrmoorered)d) NNononee             
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As the name implies, most warforged wereAs the name implies, most warforged were
                
majority of warforged are juggernauts ormajority of warforged are juggernauts or
skirmishers—soldiers and scouts who foughtskirmishers—soldiers and scouts who fought
under the banner of one of the Five Nations.under the banner of one of the Five Nations.
Warforged envoys, however, were designedWarforged envoys, however, were designed
to perform other functions. As an envoy to perform other functions. As an envoy youyou
                
              
an envoy character, consider the followingan envoy character, consider the following
questions: what is your purpose? How doesquestions: what is your purpose? How does
            
What form does your integrated tool What form does your integrated tool take?take?
            
          
or can you produce keys from or can you produce keys from various partsvarious parts
of your body? The following characters areof your body? The following characters are
examples of warforged with integrated tools.examples of warforged with integrated tools.

LuteLute is a bard with the entertaineris a bard with the entertainer
background; his namesake instrument foldsbackground; his namesake instrument folds
out of his left arm.out of his left arm.

Compass RoseCompass Rose is a wizard with theis a wizard with the
outlander background. A keen explorer,outlander background. A keen explorer,
            
records the paths she travels.records the paths she travels.

MasqueMasque             
charlatan background and an integratedcharlatan background and an integrated
disguise kit, she was built to blend in anddisguise kit, she was built to blend in and
assassinate. Cannith built six warforged ofassassinate. Cannith built six warforged of
her design, and Masque has vowed to hunther design, and Masque has vowed to hunt
          

In developing your integrated tool,In developing your integrated tool,
remember that you must have your handremember that you must have your handss
            
          
changeling; she has to manually adjust herchangeling; she has to manually adjust her
appearance.appearance.

JJUGGERNAUTUGGERNAUT

You’re an imposing war machine built for closeYou’re an imposing war machine built for close

combat and raw might. You tower over yourcombat and raw might. You tower over your

comrades; juggernaut warforged stand betweencomrades; juggernaut warforged stand between

6 and 7 feet in height and 6 and 7 feet in height and can weigh up to 450can weigh up to 450

pounds.pounds.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your Strength scoreYour Strength score

increases by 2.increases by 2.

Iron Fists.Iron Fists. When you make an unarmedWhen you make an unarmed

                

bludgeoning damage instead of the normalbludgeoning damage instead of the normal

damage.damage.

 Powerful Build. Powerful Build. You count as one size largerYou count as one size larger

when determining your carrying capacity and thewhen determining your carrying capacity and the

weight you can push, drag, or lift.weight you can push, drag, or lift.

SSKIRMISHERKIRMISHER

You were built to scout the You were built to scout the edges of battle andedges of battle and

outmaneuver your enemies. You are lean andoutmaneuver your enemies. You are lean and

designed for speed.designed for speed.

 Ability Score Increase. Ability Score Increase. Your DexterityYour Dexterity

score increases by 2.score increases by 2.

Swift.Swift. Your walking speed is increased by 5Your walking speed is increased by 5

feet.feet.

 Light Step. Light Step. When you are traveling aloneWhen you are traveling alone

for an extended period of time (one hour orfor an extended period of time (one hour or

more), you can move stealthily at a normal pace.more), you can move stealthily at a normal pace.

(See chapter 8 of the(See chapter 8 of the     for morefor more

information about travel pace.)information about travel pace.)
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DDWARVESWARVES
                  

          

 —Mror Prove —Mror Proverbrb

The origin of the dwarves is shrouded in The origin of the dwarves is shrouded in mystery.mystery.

Their legends say that they came to KhorvaireTheir legends say that they came to Khorvaire

from a land of endless ice; some from a land of endless ice; some believe this tobelieve this to

mean the arctic Frostfell, while others assert thatmean the arctic Frostfell, while others assert that

                

of Risia itself. Wherever they began, the dwarvesof Risia itself. Wherever they began, the dwarves

established a mighty nation beneath the surfaceestablished a mighty nation beneath the surface

of Khorvaire. Tales speak of mighty artifacts andof Khorvaire. Tales speak of mighty artifacts and

 vast treasures crafted in the deeps, and of wars vast treasures crafted in the deeps, and of wars

fought against the goblin Empire of Dhakaan.fought against the goblin Empire of Dhakaan.

No one knows where the line lies between truthNo one knows where the line lies between truth

and story. The ancestors of the modern dwarvesand story. The ancestors of the modern dwarves

were exiles from this ancient kingdom, and thewere exiles from this ancient kingdom, and the

realm below was destroyed by the daelkyr. Boldrealm below was destroyed by the daelkyr. Bold

adventurers can delve into the haunted darknessadventurers can delve into the haunted darkness

                

legacy modern dwarves have of this age of glory.legacy modern dwarves have of this age of glory.

DDWARVESWARVES OFOF THETHE F FIVEIVE N NATIONSATIONS
Dwarves are spread across Khorvaire. DwarfDwarves are spread across Khorvaire. Dwarf

soldiers and engineers were part of the armiessoldiers and engineers were part of the armies

that united the Five Nations, and dwarf masonsthat united the Five Nations, and dwarf masons

laid the foundations of the greatest cities oflaid the foundations of the greatest cities of

Galifar. While many of the dwarves of the FiveGalifar. While many of the dwarves of the Five

Nations still speak the language of their Nations still speak the language of their ancestors,ancestors,

they feel a bond to the lands othey feel a bond to the lands of their birth. Af their birth. A

Brelish dwarf feels a deep, personal connection toBrelish dwarf feels a deep, personal connection to

the towers of Sharn or the the towers of Sharn or the great walls of Wroat;great walls of Wroat;

the typical dwarf is actually more patriotic thanthe typical dwarf is actually more patriotic than

the average human of the Five Nations. Thisthe average human of the Five Nations. This

passion caused most dwarves to serve their nationpassion caused most dwarves to serve their nation

in the Last War, at least for a time; this in the Last War, at least for a time; this is theis the

general basis of dwarven weapon training. Mostgeneral basis of dwarven weapon training. Most

dwarves also have a strong bond to their families,dwarves also have a strong bond to their families,

so to a dwarf, family and nation are so to a dwarf, family and nation are two edges oftwo edges of

the same blade.the same blade.

As a dwarf of the Five Nations, consider howAs a dwarf of the Five Nations, consider how

widespread your family is and where their rootswidespread your family is and where their roots

lie. Are they soldiers? Priests or politicians?lie. Are they soldiers? Priests or politicians?

Architects or Architects or stonemasons? stonemasons? Are you Are you close toclose to

 your relatives or have you had a falling out—  your relatives or have you had a falling out— 

or potentially lost your kin in or potentially lost your kin in the Last War?the Last War?

Likewise, consider what you did in the war andLikewise, consider what you did in the war and

              

 you a soldier, and if so, how did that service end? you a soldier, and if so, how did that service end?

If not, did you serve your If not, did you serve your nation in another way,nation in another way,

or did you turn your back on it?or did you turn your back on it?

DDWARVESWARVES OFOF THETHE M MRORROR H HOLDSOLDS
The Mror Holds are discussed in chapter 2.The Mror Holds are discussed in chapter 2.

One question to consider isOne question to consider is       
  . Whether you’re an heir of . Whether you’re an heir of a noble clana noble clan

or a simple guild artisan, what has drawn youor a simple guild artisan, what has drawn you

away from your homeland? The Mror Past tableaway from your homeland? The Mror Past table

provides a few ideas.provides a few ideas.

DDWARVESWARVES ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
House Kundarak carries the Mark of Warding.House Kundarak carries the Mark of Warding.

In addition to providing all manner of security,In addition to providing all manner of security,

House Kundarak dominates the banking industry.House Kundarak dominates the banking industry.

  

1d61d6     

11                   

hand, and it’s best that you leave the hand, and it’s best that you leave the HoldsHolds

for a few decades.for a few decades.

22 YYouou’r’re in a e in a lalargrge fae famimily aly and tnd theherere’’s no rs no roooomm

for you to shine in your hold; for you to shine in your hold; you hope toyou hope to

prove yourself in the wider world.prove yourself in the wider world.

33 YYouour clr clan an hahas as arrrranangeged yd youour mr mararririagage ae andnd

your future; you’ve decided to have a fewyour future; you’ve decided to have a few

        

44             

rival. Are you seeking to rival. Are you seeking to defeat them indefeat them in

      

55 YYouou’r’re see seararchchining fg for a or a lelegegendndarary dwy dwararvevenn

          

centuries ago by a Karrnathi noble.centuries ago by a Karrnathi noble.

66 YYou ou wawant nt to to asassesembmble a le a baband nd of of chchamampipiononss

              

beneath your ancestral home.beneath your ancestral home.
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EELVESLVES
                  
                
                
                  
              
                      
              

                    
                
                  
                  
                  
        

                
                
                    
              
        

      

Elven culture began on the Elven culture began on the distant continent ofdistant continent of

Xen’drik. Tens of thousands of years ago, theXen’drik. Tens of thousands of years ago, the

elves rose up against the giants who ruled thatelves rose up against the giants who ruled that

              

settled the island nation of Aerenal. There theysettled the island nation of Aerenal. There they

split into two distinct cultures: the introspectivesplit into two distinct cultures: the introspective

Aereni and the warlike Tairnadal. WhileAereni and the warlike Tairnadal. While

neither of these cultures have much interest inneither of these cultures have much interest in

human activities, a small number of elves havehuman activities, a small number of elves have

immigrated to Khorvaire over the years and haveimmigrated to Khorvaire over the years and have

integrated with the cultures of the Five Nations.integrated with the cultures of the Five Nations.

As a whole, elves are driven by traditionAs a whole, elves are driven by tradition

and respect for the past. Where humans valueand respect for the past. Where humans value

innovation, elves strive to perfect the techniquesinnovation, elves strive to perfect the techniques

of their ancestors. With centuries to devote toof their ancestors. With centuries to devote to

their studies, the elves are masters of their chosentheir studies, the elves are masters of their chosen

crafts; at the same time, their society has changedcrafts; at the same time, their society has changed

                  

Khorvaire is constantly evolving. As an elf,Khorvaire is constantly evolving. As an elf,

consider your relationship with the past. Do youconsider your relationship with the past. Do you

 value the traditions of your ancestors? Or do you value the traditions of your ancestors? Or do you

fear that your people are too mirfear that your people are too mired in the past,ed in the past,

            

EELVESLVES OFOF A AERENALERENAL
Aerenal is ruled by the Undying Court, a councilAerenal is ruled by the Undying Court, a council

of undead elves sustained by positive energy.of undead elves sustained by positive energy.

The Undying Court wields godlike power andThe Undying Court wields godlike power and

has protected your island home for thousands ofhas protected your island home for thousands of

 years. The greatest heroes of your people join the years. The greatest heroes of your people join the

Undying Court after death; if you achieve greatUndying Court after death; if you achieve great

things in your life, you too things in your life, you too could achieve thiscould achieve this

immortality.immortality.

The Aereni are isolationists who have littleThe Aereni are isolationists who have little

interest in the world beyond their island. interest in the world beyond their island. TheThe

Five Nations are a place of chaos and war. WithFive Nations are a place of chaos and war. With

this in mind, what has caused you to leave yourthis in mind, what has caused you to leave your

island and wander the world? Are you in searchisland and wander the world? Are you in search

of a power that could earn you your place in theof a power that could earn you your place in the

Undying Court? Have you been given a quest byUndying Court? Have you been given a quest by

one of your own deathless ancestors? Or are youone of your own deathless ancestors? Or are you

an exile, banished from your homeland for an exile, banished from your homeland for somesome

crime against the Undying Court?crime against the Undying Court?

As one of the Aereni, think about As one of the Aereni, think about your history.your history.

What is your family known for, and how What is your family known for, and how can youcan you

prove yourself to be a master of these skills? Doprove yourself to be a master of these skills? Do

 you have ancestors in the Undying Court, and if you have ancestors in the Undying Court, and if

so, what’s your relationship with them? Do youso, what’s your relationship with them? Do you

                

challenge, or are you patient with them?challenge, or are you patient with them?
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The Valenar and Aereni are physically similarThe Valenar and Aereni are physically similar
but culturally distinct. Aereni are typicallybut culturally distinct. Aereni are typically
high elves, while Valenar are usually woodhigh elves, while Valenar are usually wood
elves; but both of these subraces are elves; but both of these subraces are optionsoptions
in these cultures. The Aereni place greaterin these cultures. The Aereni place greater
importance on perfecting a single skill thanimportance on perfecting a single skill than
on training with weaponry, while the Valenaron training with weaponry, while the Valenar
take pride in their skill take pride in their skill with scimitars. Thesewith scimitars. These
elves have a racial trait in place of the Elfelves have a racial trait in place of the Elf
Weapon Training trait. If your DM allowsWeapon Training trait. If your DM allows
it, your elf character can forgo Elf Weaponit, your elf character can forgo Elf Weapon
Training and instead take the elf trait basedTraining and instead take the elf trait based
on their culture:on their culture:

•• AAnn AereniAereni elf can choose one skill orelf can choose one skill or
        
is doubled for any ability check youis doubled for any ability check you
          

•• AA ValenarValenar         
scimitar, double scimitar, longbow, andscimitar, double scimitar, longbow, and
shortbow.shortbow.

EELVESLVES OFOF V VALENARALENAR
Your people are dedicated to the arts of war.Your people are dedicated to the arts of war.

Millenia ago, your ancestors fought an epicMillenia ago, your ancestors fought an epic

war against mighty giants. When they came towar against mighty giants. When they came to

Khorvaire, they battled the champions of theKhorvaire, they battled the champions of the

goblin empire. The greatest heroes of thosegoblin empire. The greatest heroes of those

struggles live on after death, known as thestruggles live on after death, known as the patron patron
ancestorsancestors. When you became an adult, one of the. When you became an adult, one of the

patron ancestors formed a bond with you. Nowpatron ancestors formed a bond with you. Now

it is your duty to follow in the footsteps of yourit is your duty to follow in the footsteps of your

patron, living your life as they lived theirs, allowingpatron, living your life as they lived theirs, allowing

this champion to live on through you. This is whythis champion to live on through you. This is why

                

            

In creating a Valenar, think about your patronIn creating a Valenar, think about your patron

            

if you’re a wizard, your ancestor was likely aif you’re a wizard, your ancestor was likely a

legendary archmage. If you’re a ranger, waslegendary archmage. If you’re a ranger, was

 your ancestor a  your ancestor a famous blademaster, famous blademaster, or aor a

stealthy hunter? Was your ancestor chivalrousstealthy hunter? Was your ancestor chivalrous

or merciless? Bold or clever? Whatever theiror merciless? Bold or clever? Whatever their

nature, it’s your duty to follow their example.nature, it’s your duty to follow their example.

Is this something you proudly embrace, or doIs this something you proudly embrace, or do

 you resist it?  you resist it? Each patron ancestor Each patron ancestor is tied tois tied to

many Valenar: do you have a particular rivalmany Valenar: do you have a particular rival

who channels the same ancestor, or one whowho channels the same ancestor, or one who

channels a rival of your ancestor?channels a rival of your ancestor?

It’s also important to think about why youIt’s also important to think about why you

are traveling with a group of player charactersare traveling with a group of player characters

instead of serving in a Valenar warband. Areinstead of serving in a Valenar warband. Are

 you driven by visions from your patron ancestor? you driven by visions from your patron ancestor?

Are you pursuing an epic quest that mirrors theirAre you pursuing an epic quest that mirrors their

legendary deeds? Do you seek vengeance for thelegendary deeds? Do you seek vengeance for the

death of a friend or ally? Or death of a friend or ally? Or have you turnedhave you turned

away from your people, either by choice oraway from your people, either by choice or

because of the actions of a rival?because of the actions of a rival?

VVALENARALENAR D DOUBLEOUBLE S SCIMITARCIMITAR

The double scimitar is the signature weapon ofThe double scimitar is the signature weapon of

                

long blade on either end. Forged with techniqueslong blade on either end. Forged with techniques

honed over tens of thousands of years, thesehoned over tens of thousands of years, these

blades are strong, sharp, and remarkably light.blades are strong, sharp, and remarkably light.

Each scimitar is a masterpiece, and as a resultEach scimitar is a masterpiece, and as a result

the double scimitar is an expensive weapon, butthe double scimitar is an expensive weapon, but

few people ever have an opportunity to purchasefew people ever have an opportunity to purchase

one. If you’re an elf, your one. If you’re an elf, your blade could have ablade could have a

long and storied history. If you’re not long and storied history. If you’re not an elf, youan elf, you

might have stolen the weapon from a fallen foemight have stolen the weapon from a fallen foe

or received it from a dying Valenar ally. Ior received it from a dying Valenar ally. If youf you

work with your DM to create the story behindwork with your DM to create the story behind
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 your double scimitar, you can start with the your double scimitar, you can start with the

weapon at 1st level in place of a weapon at 1st level in place of a martial weaponmartial weapon

normally granted by your class. However, it cannormally granted by your class. However, it can

be dangerous for a non-elf to carry a doublebe dangerous for a non-elf to carry a double

scimitar. Valenar may demand its return orscimitar. Valenar may demand its return or

challenge you to prove that you’re worthy tochallenge you to prove that you’re worthy to

wield it.wield it.

Special.Special. When you take the attack action andWhen you take the attack action and

make a two-handed attack with a double-bladedmake a two-handed attack with a double-bladed

scimitar, you can use a bonus action to make ascimitar, you can use a bonus action to make a

melee attack with the blade at the opposite endmelee attack with the blade at the opposite end

of the weapon. This attack uses the same abilityof the weapon. This attack uses the same ability

            

damage die for this attack is a d4, and it dealsdamage die for this attack is a d4, and it deals

slashing damage.slashing damage.

FFEATEAT: R: REVENANTEVENANT B BLADELADE
    

You are descended from a master of the doubleYou are descended from a master of the double

blade and their skills have passed on to you. Youblade and their skills have passed on to you. You

      

•• IncIncrereasase yoe your Dur Dexexteteritrity or Sty or Strerengngth sth scocorere

by 1, to a maximum of 20.by 1, to a maximum of 20.

•• WhWhile ile wiwieleldiding ng a da dououblble-e-blbladaded ed weweapaponon

with two hands, the weapon has thewith two hands, the weapon has the  

trait for your attacks with it, and you trait for your attacks with it, and you gaingain

+1 AC.+1 AC.

•• On On yoyour ur tuturnrn, wh, when en yoyou uu use se a ba bononus us acactitionon

to make a melee attack with the blade at theto make a melee attack with the blade at the

opposite end of the weapon, the weapon’sopposite end of the weapon, the weapon’s

damage die for this attack increases to 2d4,damage die for this attack increases to 2d4,

instead of 1d4.instead of 1d4.

EELVESLVES OFOF K KHORVAIREHORVAIRE
Throughout history, elves have occasionallyThroughout history, elves have occasionally

immigrated to Khorvaire—some by choice,immigrated to Khorvaire—some by choice,

              

in the Five Nations are high elves, along within the Five Nations are high elves, along with

renowned artisans. Wood elves are found amongrenowned artisans. Wood elves are found among

the rangers and druids of the Eldeen Reaches,the rangers and druids of the Eldeen Reaches,

though you could just as easily be a wood though you could just as easily be a wood elf whoelf who

hunts in the darkest alleys of Sharn. Subrace is ahunts in the darkest alleys of Sharn. Subrace is a

matter of aptitude as opposed to genetics, and thematter of aptitude as opposed to genetics, and the

people of Khorvaire will see you only people of Khorvaire will see you only as an elf.as an elf.

As an elf in Khorvaire, you have grown upAs an elf in Khorvaire, you have grown up

among short-lived races. You may not be asamong short-lived races. You may not be as

concerned with history and tradition as theconcerned with history and tradition as the

Aereni and Valenar; you could even live yourAereni and Valenar; you could even live your

        

                    

DDoouubbllee--bbllaaddeed  d  SScciimmiittaarr 11000  0  ggpp 22dd4  4  ssllaasshhiinngg 66llbbss SSppeecciiaall,  ,  ttwwoo--hhaannddeedd
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life entirely in the moment, with no care for yourlife entirely in the moment, with no care for your

family or your legacy. Nonetheless, you mayfamily or your legacy. Nonetheless, you may

have outlived many human friends; how doeshave outlived many human friends; how does

                

            

and if so, might you be trying and if so, might you be trying to repay a debt toto repay a debt to

that long-dead friend? Do you remember a timethat long-dead friend? Do you remember a time

                  

and if so, for which side?and if so, for which side?

TTHEHE D DROWROW OFOF E EBERRONBERRON
During the ancient war between giants ofDuring the ancient war between giants of

Xen’drik and their elf slaves, the magebreedersXen’drik and their elf slaves, the magebreeders

of the giants bound the essence of shadows intoof the giants bound the essence of shadows into

                

                  

were made to kill elves, and while thousandswere made to kill elves, and while thousands

of years have passed, a deep enmity remainsof years have passed, a deep enmity remains

between them.between them.

The drow remained on Xen’drik and wereThe drow remained on Xen’drik and were

caught in the collapse of its civilizations. Todaycaught in the collapse of its civilizations. Today

they linger in the shadows of Xen’drik andthey linger in the shadows of Xen’drik and

are all but unknown on Khorvaire. There areare all but unknown on Khorvaire. There are

three distinct drow cultures. Thethree distinct drow cultures. The Vulkoori Vulkoori

are tribal hunters who worship totem spirits,are tribal hunters who worship totem spirits,

especially the scorpion Vulkoor. They huntespecially the scorpion Vulkoor. They hunt

giants and may threaten anyone who travels ingiants and may threaten anyone who travels in

the shattered land. Thethe shattered land. The SulatarSulatar live in obsidian live in obsidian

              

                

thethe UmbragenUmbragen live in the underworld belowlive in the underworld below

Xen’drik, wielding sophisticated shadow magicsXen’drik, wielding sophisticated shadow magics

as they battle against aberrations and the daelkyr.as they battle against aberrations and the daelkyr.

Most of the people of Khorvaire have neverMost of the people of Khorvaire have never

seen a drow, and you likely know little seen a drow, and you likely know little about theabout the

Five Nations. As a drow PC, are you a VulkooriFive Nations. As a drow PC, are you a Vulkoori

hunter who somehow made your way tohunter who somehow made your way to

          

in this strange new world? Are you in this strange new world? Are you an Umbragenan Umbragen

shadow-wielder seeking powers that can helpshadow-wielder seeking powers that can help

 your people in their endless war? Or a Sulatar your people in their endless war? Or a Sulatar

            

Do you despise elves you encounter and seek outDo you despise elves you encounter and seek out

                

war between your people?war between your people?

    

              
gods you may know from other gods you may know from other settings. Insettings. In
Eberron, the Sulat Giants created the drowEberron, the Sulat Giants created the drow
              
there is a lingering enmity between drowthere is a lingering enmity between drow
                
of Lolth. Meanwhile, the elves revere theirof Lolth. Meanwhile, the elves revere their
ancestors—many of whom still linger andancestors—many of whom still linger and
guide them—as opposed to distant gods.guide them—as opposed to distant gods.

This is an opportunity to explore This is an opportunity to explore thesethese
traditional races in a new light. However, iftraditional races in a new light. However, if
you want to incorporate Corellon and Lolth,you want to incorporate Corellon and Lolth,
                
is that Eberron was created as ais that Eberron was created as a copycopy ofof
the distant realms of the multiverse, hiddenthe distant realms of the multiverse, hidden
            
it. As such, while the drow of Eberron haveit. As such, while the drow of Eberron have
no knowledge of Lolth, if she found her wayno knowledge of Lolth, if she found her way
through the Ring of Siberys and into Eberron,through the Ring of Siberys and into Eberron,
she might be able to poison their hearts andshe might be able to poison their hearts and
turn them to her service.turn them to her service.

Alternately, you could present bothAlternately, you could present both
Corellon and Lolth as legendary championsCorellon and Lolth as legendary champions
from the past. Corellon could be one of thefrom the past. Corellon could be one of the
great heroes and patron ancestors of thegreat heroes and patron ancestors of the
Valenar, or one of the leaders of the UndyingValenar, or one of the leaders of the Undying
              
commander of the drow, whose spirit lingecommander of the drow, whose spirit lingersrs
and hungers for revenge.and hungers for revenge.

              
want to tell. Do you want to preserve thewant to tell. Do you want to preserve the
unique cultures of Eberron? Incorporateunique cultures of Eberron? Incorporate
Corellon and Lolth into those culturesCorellon and Lolth into those cultures
organically? Or explore the idea of theseorganically? Or explore the idea of these
powers just discovering Eberron andpowers just discovering Eberron and
awakening hidden memories in the blood ofawakening hidden memories in the blood of
elf and drow?elf and drow?

EELVESLVES ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
The elven houses of Phiarlan and Thuranni carryThe elven houses of Phiarlan and Thuranni carry

the Mark of Shadow. They control the businessthe Mark of Shadow. They control the business

of espionage throughout Khorvaire, but theyof espionage throughout Khorvaire, but they

also operate more legitimate businesses related toalso operate more legitimate businesses related to

art and entertainment. Once they were a singleart and entertainment. Once they were a single

house, but they split during the Last War; nowhouse, but they split during the Last War; now

they are ruthless competitors in both espionagethey are ruthless competitors in both espionage

and entertainment.and entertainment.
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GGNOMESNOMES
              

 —Zil proverb —Zil proverb

Gnomes possess a love of knowledge that manyGnomes possess a love of knowledge that many

would describe as lust. Most gnomes hate physicalwould describe as lust. Most gnomes hate physical

 violence an violence and prefer to sd prefer to solve their proolve their problems withblems with

words—whethwords—whether that’s a er that’s a wizard’s word of powerwizard’s word of power

or a rogue’s careful threat. The common viewor a rogue’s careful threat. The common view

of the gnome is that of of the gnome is that of a friendly busybody,a friendly busybody,

always ready to lend a hand or share a story. Butalways ready to lend a hand or share a story. But

in fact, that cheerful gnome is often gatheringin fact, that cheerful gnome is often gathering

information that could one day be information that could one day be useful.useful.

GGNOMESNOMES OFOF Z ZILARGOILARGO
It would be an exaggeration to say that every ZilIt would be an exaggeration to say that every Zil

gnome is a ruthless schemer. But intrigue is thegnome is a ruthless schemer. But intrigue is the

favorite pastime of the Zil. As a Zil gnome, you’vefavorite pastime of the Zil. As a Zil gnome, you’ve

been taught to manipulate and deceive sincebeen taught to manipulate and deceive since

childhood. You’ve been involved in dozens ofchildhood. You’ve been involved in dozens of

schemes and feuds, and you’re likely still tied upschemes and feuds, and you’re likely still tied up

in a few of in a few of them (consult the Zil Schemes table).them (consult the Zil Schemes table).

Even if you have a good heart and noble goals,Even if you have a good heart and noble goals,

 you may s you may still prefer to utill prefer to use trickerse trickery and cunniny and cunningg

instead of relying on honesty or brute force.instead of relying on honesty or brute force.

Zil gnomes typically use the forest gnomeZil gnomes typically use the forest gnome

subrace. The natural illusionist trait is a part ofsubrace. The natural illusionist trait is a part of

daily life in Zilargo, used both for daily life in Zilargo, used both for entertainmententertainment

and for trickery. Theand for trickery. The    is a commonis a common

              

purposes of creating music. The power to speakpurposes of creating music. The power to speak

with small beastswith small beasts is likewise something oftenis likewise something often

put to practical use, and the Zil often use put to practical use, and the Zil often use smallsmall

animals as messengers or guides. While Zilanimals as messengers or guides. While Zil

        

with Deception or Persuasion, these skills arewith Deception or Persuasion, these skills are

common in Zil society; you could take thecommon in Zil society; you could take the

charlatan or criminal background as a way ofcharlatan or criminal background as a way of

      

As a player character, one question is whyAs a player character, one question is why

 you’ve left Zilargo and what ties you still have you’ve left Zilargo and what ties you still have

to it. You could be to it. You could be a sage gathering informationa sage gathering information

for the Library of Korranberg, or an for the Library of Korranberg, or an investigatorinvestigator

sending stories of your adventures back to thesending stories of your adventures back to the

Korranberg Chronicle. Family is very importantKorranberg Chronicle. Family is very important

to the Zil, and you could be pursuing the intereststo the Zil, and you could be pursuing the interests

  

1d101d10     

11 YYour four famiamily ily is wos workirking on ng on a new fa new form oorm of elef elemenmental tal binbindinding, bug, but thet they neey need Khd Khybeyber drr dragoagonshnshardards—s—

lots of them.lots of them.

22 YYou hou havave a me a mysysterteriouious cos contntact wact who sho sendends ys you mou mississionions vis via sea sendinding; ng; whewhen yon you fu follollow tow theiheirr

          

33 YYou’ou’ve acve acquiquired a pred a plot olot of lanf land in Xd in Xen’en’dridrik. Yk. You’ou’ve neve never bver been theen thereere, and i, and if yof you donu don’t vi’t visit isit it witt within ahin a

yearyear, you’ll lose , you’ll lose the claim.the claim.

44 Due tDue to an uo an unusnusual ual twitwist ost of Tf Triuriumvmvirirate ate lawlaw, yo, you shu share tare the sahe same name name wime with a nth a numbumber of oer of othether Zil r Zil andand

you’re all legally considered to be the same you’re all legally considered to be the same person.person.

55                               

66                                       

      

77 YYou’ou’ve bve been seen sellelling ing fafalse lse tretreasuasure mre mapsaps. Bu. But not now yow you’vu’ve foe found und one one thathat mit might ght be rbe realeal..

8 8 YYou’ve ou’ve acquired acquired a a controlling controlling stake stake in in a a distant distant dragonshard dragonshard mine, mine, but but the the mine mine was was abandonedabandoned

                          

99                                   

only pays out if you die only pays out if you die under unusual circumstances, and they’re encouraging you to seek under unusual circumstances, and they’re encouraging you to seek out everout ever

more dangerous adventures.more dangerous adventures.

1010                               
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the plans of a rival family. You the plans of a rival family. You could even becould even be

working for the mysterious Trust, the conspiracyworking for the mysterious Trust, the conspiracy

that maintains order in Zilargo. If you arethat maintains order in Zilargo. If you are

                

mission, but you could also be mission, but you could also be a sleeper agent— a sleeper agent— 

gathering information and allies and waiting forgathering information and allies and waiting for

the day when your skills will be the day when your skills will be put to use.put to use.

ZZILIL N NAMESAMES
Zil society is divided into major houses, each ofZil society is divided into major houses, each of

which is composed of multiple families. Eachwhich is composed of multiple families. Each

gnome has three names: their personal name,gnome has three names: their personal name,

their family name, and their house name. Fortheir family name, and their house name. For

example, Alina Lorridan Lyrris and Tallianexample, Alina Lorridan Lyrris and Tallian

            

within House Lyrris. Gnomish names are longwithin House Lyrris. Gnomish names are long

and lyrical; a Zil proverb claims “the sweetestand lyrical; a Zil proverb claims “the sweetest

song is the name of a friend.” Personal and clansong is the name of a friend.” Personal and clan

names average three syllables in length, and therenames average three syllables in length, and there

is a strong tradition of alliteration.is a strong tradition of alliteration.

Male NamesMale Names: Alian, Castar, Dorius, Elymar,: Alian, Castar, Dorius, Elymar,

Haliar, Hasal, Illian, JHaliar, Hasal, Illian, Jassian, Lassius, Sanadal,assian, Lassius, Sanadal,

Tallian, ToriusTallian, Torius

Female Names:Female Names: Alina, Cassia, Dalia, Jandia,Alina, Cassia, Dalia, Jandia,

Lysse, Myssia, Ranadala, Saralyssa, Talina,Lysse, Myssia, Ranadala, Saralyssa, Talina,

Tandria, Tassi, VassiliaTandria, Tassi, Vassilia

Family Names:Family Names: Alyre, Alysse, Canatar,Alyre, Alysse, Canatar,

Del, Dorian, Hal, Josilyn, Kan, Lin, Lorridan,Del, Dorian, Hal, Josilyn, Kan, Lin, Lorridan,

Lyrriman, Sil, Suvius, Syrralan, Talius, Til,Lyrriman, Sil, Suvius, Syrralan, Talius, Til,

TorralynTorralyn

Clan Names:Clan Names: Adredar, Clebdecher, Dalian,Adredar, Clebdecher, Dalian,

Davandi, Harlian, Hebberdesh, Korrian,Davandi, Harlian, Hebberdesh, Korrian,

Lonadar, Lyrris, Nezzelech, Santiar, TarliachLonadar, Lyrris, Nezzelech, Santiar, Tarliach

GGNOMESNOMES OFOF THETHE F FIVEIVE N NATIONSATIONS
Gnomes are found across the Five Nations, andGnomes are found across the Five Nations, and

most are well-integrated into the local cultures.most are well-integrated into the local cultures.

Gnomes are often encountered as merchants,Gnomes are often encountered as merchants,

magewrights, chroniclers, scholars, andmagewrights, chroniclers, scholars, and

scoundrels. While the gnomes of the Five Nationsscoundrels. While the gnomes of the Five Nations

aren’t as inherently devious as their Zil cousins,aren’t as inherently devious as their Zil cousins,

family is usually important to them. You mayfamily is usually important to them. You may

have a network of old favors and connections tohave a network of old favors and connections to

the community you grew up in. But you mightthe community you grew up in. But you might

                  

avoiding the intrigues your cousins adore.avoiding the intrigues your cousins adore.

GGNOMESNOMES ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
The gnomes of House Sivis carry the MarkThe gnomes of House Sivis carry the Mark

of Scribing. Members of the house are scribesof Scribing. Members of the house are scribes

and notaries, but they also maintain theand notaries, but they also maintain the

sending stones that facilitate long-distancesending stones that facilitate long-distance

communication in Khorvaire.communication in Khorvaire.

HHALFALF-E-ELVESLVES
              
                  
      

 —Nandon Tam, Khoravar activist —Nandon Tam, Khoravar activist

Half-elves are spread across Khorvaire, fromHalf-elves are spread across Khorvaire, from

the Towering Woods of the Eldeen Reachesthe Towering Woods of the Eldeen Reaches

to the slums of Sharn. New half-elves are bornto the slums of Sharn. New half-elves are born

in every generation as a result of pairingsin every generation as a result of pairings

between humans, elves, and half-elves, and between humans, elves, and half-elves, and thesethese

newborns typically cling to the cultures of theirnewborns typically cling to the cultures of their

parents. However, over the course of centuriesparents. However, over the course of centuries

half-elves have developed their own communitieshalf-elves have developed their own communities

and traditions; this sense of identity has beenand traditions; this sense of identity has been

strengthened by the rise of House Lyrandar andstrengthened by the rise of House Lyrandar and

House Medani.House Medani.

In making a half-elf character, think aboutIn making a half-elf character, think about

whether you were born into a Khoravarwhether you were born into a Khoravar

community, or if you were born to parents ofcommunity, or if you were born to parents of

              

                

 you? The elves of Aerenal have never allowed a you? The elves of Aerenal have never allowed a

half-elf into the Undying Court, and the Valenarhalf-elf into the Undying Court, and the Valenar

elves don’t consider half-elves to be capable ofelves don’t consider half-elves to be capable of

channeling a Valenar ancestral spirit.channeling a Valenar ancestral spirit.

TTHEHE K KHORAVARHORAVAR
When two half-elves conceive, the child is alwaysWhen two half-elves conceive, the child is always

a half-elf. Over the course of generations, familiesa half-elf. Over the course of generations, families

and communities of half-elves have developedand communities of half-elves have developed

their own cultural identity. Members of thesetheir own cultural identity. Members of these
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families generally dislike the term “half-elf;”families generally dislike the term “half-elf;”

they call themselvesthey call themselves KhoravarKhoravar, an Elven term, an Elven term

meaning “children of Khorvaire.”meaning “children of Khorvaire.”

Khoravar culture places a strong emphasis onKhoravar culture places a strong emphasis on

generosity and hospitality toward other Khoravar.generosity and hospitality toward other Khoravar.

You aren’t expected to put yourself in danger forYou aren’t expected to put yourself in danger for

a stranger, but when possible, half-elves do whata stranger, but when possible, half-elves do what

they can to help other Khoravar and to sharethey can to help other Khoravar and to share

information. Khoravar communities have weeklyinformation. Khoravar communities have weekly

unity dinners where local news and events areunity dinners where local news and events are

shared; if you’re playing a half-elf, a unity dinnershared; if you’re playing a half-elf, a unity dinner

is a good opportunity for you to hear about localis a good opportunity for you to hear about local

events and rumors. Of course, this is a double-events and rumors. Of course, this is a double-

edged sword; should you gain a reputation asedged sword; should you gain a reputation as

a capable adventurer, Khoravar in need maya capable adventurer, Khoravar in need may

approach you and ask for your assistance.approach you and ask for your assistance.

Khoravar speak both Common and Elven,Khoravar speak both Common and Elven,

and among themselves they often blend theseand among themselves they often blend these

two together. This pidgin makes perfect sense totwo together. This pidgin makes perfect sense to

anyone who speaks both languages, but someoneanyone who speaks both languages, but someone

who only speaks one of the two lwho only speaks one of the two languages couldanguages could

have to make an Intelligence check (DC 10) tohave to make an Intelligence check (DC 10) to

understand the full meaning of a statement.understand the full meaning of a statement.

While some Khoravar prefer to follow theirWhile some Khoravar prefer to follow their

own paths, many espouse the idea of “the bridgeown paths, many espouse the idea of “the bridge

between:” encouraging Khoravar to facilitatebetween:” encouraging Khoravar to facilitate

communication and cooperation betweencommunication and cooperation between

            

Khoravar often become mediators, diplomats,Khoravar often become mediators, diplomats,

translators, or bards. Others are fascinated bytranslators, or bards. Others are fascinated by

their distant connection to the Fey, becomingtheir distant connection to the Fey, becoming

Greensinger druids or warlocks bargaining withGreensinger druids or warlocks bargaining with

Archfey. As a Khoravar, do any of these pathsArchfey. As a Khoravar, do any of these paths

appeal to you?appeal to you?

HHALFALF-E-ELVESLVES ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
Half-elves families carry two dragonmarks.Half-elves families carry two dragonmarks.

House Medani holds the Mark of Detection,House Medani holds the Mark of Detection,

          

threat assessment, and security. House Lyrandarthreat assessment, and security. House Lyrandar

carries the Mark of Storms. Lyrandar has longcarries the Mark of Storms. Lyrandar has long

dominated the shipping industry, and the recentdominated the shipping industry, and the recent

development of the airship has increased itsdevelopment of the airship has increased its

power and potential. House Lyrandar presentspower and potential. House Lyrandar presents

itself as a pillar for the Khoravar, and even if itself as a pillar for the Khoravar, and even if youyou

don’t have a dragonmark you could work for thedon’t have a dragonmark you could work for the

house, whether as a sailor or a house house, whether as a sailor or a house agent.agent.

HHALFALF-O-ORCSRCS
              

 —Kalaash’arrna, —Kalaash’arrna,

Tharashk InquisitiveTharashk Inquisitive

Half-orcs can be found anywhere orcs andHalf-orcs can be found anywhere orcs and

humans meet. The Ghaash’kala orcs of thehumans meet. The Ghaash’kala orcs of the

Demon Wastes are devout servants of the SilverDemon Wastes are devout servants of the Silver

Flame who devote their lives to Flame who devote their lives to containingcontaining

the evils of the Wastes; as a the evils of the Wastes; as a half-orc paladin,half-orc paladin,

 you mig you might have bht have been sent een sent south osouth on a divin a divinene

mission, hoping your human blood will helpmission, hoping your human blood will help

 you deal  you deal with thwith these soft ese soft creaturecreatures. You s. You couldcould

be the orphan child of an unusual pairing,be the orphan child of an unusual pairing,

                  

the greatest concentration of half-orcs is in thethe greatest concentration of half-orcs is in the

Shadow Marches, where humans and orcs haveShadow Marches, where humans and orcs have

coexisted for centuries. With the rise of coexisted for centuries. With the rise of thethe

dragonmarked House Tharashk, orcs and half-dragonmarked House Tharashk, orcs and half-

orcs have spread out through the orcs have spread out through the Five NationsFive Nations

and beyond.and beyond.

Overall, the people of the Five Nations knowOverall, the people of the Five Nations know

little about half-orcs. The archetype of thelittle about half-orcs. The archetype of the

Tharashk half-orc is that of a bounty hunterTharashk half-orc is that of a bounty hunter

or inquisitive, though there’s also a touch ofor inquisitive, though there’s also a touch of

“simpleton from the swamps.” People may be“simpleton from the swamps.” People may be

uneasy around you or assume that you know littleuneasy around you or assume that you know little

about the ways of civilization. With that said,about the ways of civilization. With that said,

while orcs are typically seen as primitives whowhile orcs are typically seen as primitives who

live on the fringes of civilization, in Eberron live on the fringes of civilization, in Eberron orcsorcs

aren’t inherently EVIL. People may be afraidaren’t inherently EVIL. People may be afraid

of you because they think you’re a dangerousof you because they think you’re a dangerous

bounty hunter, but there’s no immediatebounty hunter, but there’s no immediate

assumption that you’re cruel or bloodthirsty...assumption that you’re cruel or bloodthirsty...

Most of the time.Most of the time.

HHALFALF-O-ORCSRCS OFOF THETHE S SHADOWHADOW M MARCHESARCHES
Where the people of the Five Nations knowWhere the people of the Five Nations know

little of your kind, in little of your kind, in the swamps of the Shadowthe swamps of the Shadow

Marches half-orcs are celebrated. HumanMarches half-orcs are celebrated. Human

refugees settled in the Shadow Marches centuriesrefugees settled in the Shadow Marches centuries

                

bond between these outsiders and the native orcs.bond between these outsiders and the native orcs.

Many Marchers feel that the half-orc carries theMany Marchers feel that the half-orc carries the
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best traits of both races, with the strength of thebest traits of both races, with the strength of the

orc and the cunning of the human.orc and the cunning of the human.

The rise of House Tharashk has broughtThe rise of House Tharashk has brought

prosperity to the Marches. Many of the Marcherprosperity to the Marches. Many of the Marcher

clans work for the house in some clans work for the house in some capacity, andcapacity, and

 you could be an agent of the house even if you you could be an agent of the house even if you

don’t carry the Mark of Finding, working don’t carry the Mark of Finding, working as aas a

bounty hunter or a clever investigator. But therebounty hunter or a clever investigator. But there

are other paths you could follow.are other paths you could follow.

•• ThThe Ge Gatatekekeeeepeper dr druiruids ds of of ththe Se Shahadodoww

Marches have defended Eberron fromMarches have defended Eberron from

aberrations and the daelkyr for thousandsaberrations and the daelkyr for thousands

of years. As a druid, ranger, or of years. As a druid, ranger, or barbarian,barbarian,

 you could be a Gatekeeper initiate pursuing  you could be a Gatekeeper initiate pursuing 

a quest in the wider world.a quest in the wider world.

•• ThThe Ce Culults ts of of ththe De Draragogon Bn Belelow ow alalso so hahaveve

deep roots in Shadow Marches. Whiledeep roots in Shadow Marches. While

cultists are often evil, the main thing aboutcultists are often evil, the main thing about

the Cults is that their beliefs generally seemthe Cults is that their beliefs generally seem

like madness to others. You could be a half-like madness to others. You could be a half-

orc barbarian who’s ventured beyond theorc barbarian who’s ventured beyond the

            

slaying powerful foes is the only way to earnslaying powerful foes is the only way to earn

 your passage to the paradise that lies within your passage to the paradise that lies within

the heart of the hollow world. This is also athe heart of the hollow world. This is also a

logical path for a warlock using the Greatlogical path for a warlock using the Great

Old One pact.Old One pact.

•• YoYou cu coulould bd be a e a sisimpmple le huhuntnter er frfrom om ththee

Shadow Marches. You might have foughtShadow Marches. You might have fought

as a mercenary in the Last War, or youas a mercenary in the Last War, or you

could be seeking your fortune or a realcould be seeking your fortune or a real

challenge in the world that lies beyond.challenge in the world that lies beyond.

HHALFALF-O-ORCSRCS ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
The half-orcs of House Tharashk carry the MarkThe half-orcs of House Tharashk carry the Mark

of Finding. House Tharashk licenses bountyof Finding. House Tharashk licenses bounty

hunters, inquisitives, and prospectors; if you wanthunters, inquisitives, and prospectors; if you want

something found, turn to Tharashk.something found, turn to Tharashk.

HHALFLINGSALFLINGS
              
                  
              

 —Sir Danton ir’Lain, —Sir Danton ir’Lain,

Brelish knightBrelish knight

                

Khorvaire, and nomadic tribes still wanderKhorvaire, and nomadic tribes still wander

          

followed their dragonmarked houses into thefollowed their dragonmarked houses into the

lands to the west, and they’ve been a part of thelands to the west, and they’ve been a part of the

Five Nations since before the rise of Galifar.Five Nations since before the rise of Galifar.

        

personal aptitude as opposed to genetics. Mostpersonal aptitude as opposed to genetics. Most

            

                

        

rare; in the Talenta Plains they are consideredrare; in the Talenta Plains they are considered

to be touched by the spirits and often becometo be touched by the spirits and often become

respected druids, while in the Five Nations theyrespected druids, while in the Five Nations they

are generally seen as oddities.are generally seen as oddities.

HHALFLINGSALFLINGS ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
          

carries the Mark of Healing and dominates thecarries the Mark of Healing and dominates the

business of medicine. House Ghallanda holds thebusiness of medicine. House Ghallanda holds the

Mark of Hospitality and runs inns, hostels, andMark of Hospitality and runs inns, hostels, and

taverns across Khorvaire.taverns across Khorvaire.

HHALFLINGSALFLINGS OFOF THETHE F FIVEIVE N NATIONSATIONS
                

              

merchants, politicians, barristers, and bards. Ofmerchants, politicians, barristers, and bards. Of

course, these same talents are useful for grifterscourse, these same talents are useful for grifters

and other criminals.and other criminals.

           BoromarBoromar
ClanClan are the most powerful criminalare the most powerful criminal

organization in Breland. They are based inorganization in Breland. They are based in

                

nation and even in the distant city of Stormreach.nation and even in the distant city of Stormreach.
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any character with a criminal or charlatanany character with a criminal or charlatan

background—you should decide if you have abackground—you should decide if you have a

connection to the Boromar Clan, and discussconnection to the Boromar Clan, and discuss

this with your DM. You could this with your DM. You could be a freelancebe a freelance

operative who occasionally gets jobs from aoperative who occasionally gets jobs from a

Boromar underboss. You could have a cousin Boromar underboss. You could have a cousin inin

the Boromar Clan, who occasionally pulls youthe Boromar Clan, who occasionally pulls you

into their problems. Or you could even be theinto their problems. Or you could even be the

reluctant heir of a powerful Boromar leader;reluctant heir of a powerful Boromar leader;

 you’ve gone on the run rather than taking your you’ve gone on the run rather than taking your

place in this criminal empire, but place in this criminal empire, but someday yoursomeday your

past may catch up with you.past may catch up with you.

TTALENTAALENTA H HALFLINGSALFLINGS
The Talenta Plains and its people are describedThe Talenta Plains and its people are described

                

question isquestion is         . Perhaps. Perhaps

 you serv you served as a med as a mercenarercenary scout y scout in the in the LastLast

War and you’ve remained with the comradesWar and you’ve remained with the comrades

                  

wiped out by a wiped out by a foreign enemy—the Aurum, theforeign enemy—the Aurum, the

    

1d101d10     

11                             

22                   

33                     

44                           

55 YYou wear a ou wear a mask that you believe holds the mask that you believe holds the spirit of your former mount, and spirit of your former mount, and you talk to it whenyou talk to it when

you are troubled.you are troubled.

66 YYou don’t understand the ou don’t understand the concept of concept of “truth.“truth.” To you, everything is a ” To you, everything is a story and itstory and it’s all about how’s all about how

you tell it.you tell it.

77                         

88 YYou seek vengeance for ou seek vengeance for a wrong done to a wrong done to your tribe or family.your tribe or family.

99 You never forget an insult or injury.You never forget an insult or injury.

1010 YYou see the ou see the hand of the spirits hand of the spirits in everything that occurs around you.in everything that occurs around you.
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Emerald Claw—and you are traveling the widerEmerald Claw—and you are traveling the wider

world in search of world in search of information and revenge.information and revenge.

Perhaps you’re guided by the spirits, who Perhaps you’re guided by the spirits, who sendsend

 you whi you whispers anspers and visiod visions drivins driving you ng you on youron your

              

 your t your tribe seeribe seeking allking allies in ies in the worthe world, or ld, or simplysimply

sent to learn more about sent to learn more about the lands beyond thethe lands beyond the

plains. Are you amazed by the plains. Are you amazed by the wonders of thewonders of the

Five Nations and their everyday magic, or doFive Nations and their everyday magic, or do

 you take  you take the worthe world of ld of the big the big folk ifolk in stridn stride? Thee? The

            

      

Dinosaurs play an important role in TalentanDinosaurs play an important role in Talentan

                  

clawfoot companion? As a druid you clawfoot companion? As a druid you can assumecan assume

                

          

in playing a Beast Totem barbarian or Circlein playing a Beast Totem barbarian or Circle

of the Shepherd druid, consider replacing theof the Shepherd druid, consider replacing the

traditional totems with the following.traditional totems with the following.

Bear:Bear: Hammertail (ankylosaurus)Hammertail (ankylosaurus)

Eagle:Eagle: Glidewing (pteranodon)Glidewing (pteranodon)

 Wolf: Wolf: Clawfoot raptorClawfoot raptor

CCLAWFOOTLAWFOOT R RAPTORAPTOR

Medium Beast, Unaligned Medium Beast, Unaligned 

  : 14 (natural armor): 14 (natural armor)

   16 (3d8+3)16 (3d8+3)

Speed:Speed:   

 DEDEXX                 

117  7  ((++33)) 1177((++33)) 113  3  ((++11)) 22((--44)) 112  2  ((++11)) 110  0  ((++00))

           

SensesSenses      

 ——

 1/2 (100 XP) 1/2 (100 XP)

Pounce.Pounce. If the clawfoot moves at least 30 feetIf the clawfoot moves at least 30 feet

straight toward a creature and then hits it straight toward a creature and then hits it withwith

                  

succeed on a DC 13 succeed on a DC 13 Strength saving throw orStrength saving throw or

be knocked prone. If the target is prone, thebe knocked prone. If the target is prone, the

                  

  



Claws.Claws.      +5 to hit, reach 5+5 to hit, reach 5

      10 (2d6+3) slashing damage10 (2d6+3) slashing damage

Bite.Bite.                

one target.one target.  8 (2d4+3) piercing damage8 (2d4+3) piercing damage
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HHUMANSUMANS
                    
              
                      

 —Kessler, Sharn bard —Kessler, Sharn bard

Humans have dominated Khorvaire forHumans have dominated Khorvaire for

thousands of years. They founded the Fivethousands of years. They founded the Five

Nations and make up the majority of theNations and make up the majority of the

population in these countries. Despite theirpopulation in these countries. Despite their

relatively short lifespan—or perhaps becauserelatively short lifespan—or perhaps because

of it—humans are innovative, adaptable, andof it—humans are innovative, adaptable, and

aggressive, always pushing their limits andaggressive, always pushing their limits and

pursuing new ideas.pursuing new ideas.

Humans are extremely diverse; a barbarianHumans are extremely diverse; a barbarian

from the Demon Wastes has little in commonfrom the Demon Wastes has little in common

with a Brelish rogue. When you’re creating awith a Brelish rogue. When you’re creating a

human character, consider where you’re fromhuman character, consider where you’re from

            

and background. Chapter 2 presents anand background. Chapter 2 presents an

overview of the nations of Khorvaire andoverview of the nations of Khorvaire and

ideas for characters tied to those nations.ideas for characters tied to those nations.

However, these are ideas— However, these are ideas— 

not restrictions.not restrictions.

Aundair is a logical origin for Aundair is a logical origin for a wizard, but youra wizard, but your

wizard could be a down-and-out arcanist fromwizard could be a down-and-out arcanist from

the alleys of Sharn or a Lhazaar pirate with athe alleys of Sharn or a Lhazaar pirate with a

knack for the mystic arts.knack for the mystic arts.

The variant human presented in theThe variant human presented in the  
   provides an additional opportunity toprovides an additional opportunity to

                

              

culture you were raised in?culture you were raised in?

HHUMANSUMANS ANDAND D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
Humans possess a wide range oHumans possess a wide range of Dragonmarks,f Dragonmarks,

and their houses are spread across Khorvaire.and their houses are spread across Khorvaire.

House Cannith is one of the most powerfulHouse Cannith is one of the most powerful

houses, creating both magic and mundanehouses, creating both magic and mundane

items with the Mark of Making. House Orienitems with the Mark of Making. House Orien

maintains the Lightning Rail and trademaintains the Lightning Rail and trade

caravans that run across the continent. Housecaravans that run across the continent. House

Deneith brokers the services of bodyguardsDeneith brokers the services of bodyguards

and mercenaries. House Vadalis uses the Markand mercenaries. House Vadalis uses the Mark

              

creatures. House Tharashk produces bountycreatures. House Tharashk produces bounty

hunters, prospectors, andhunters, prospectors, and

inquisitives.inquisitives.
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OOTHERTHER R RACESACES
The races described so far are The races described so far are those commonlythose commonly

found in the Five found in the Five Nations. However, there areNations. However, there are

many other creatures in the world. many other creatures in the world. Here’s aHere’s a

brief overview of some of brief overview of some of these other races andthese other races and

what you might do with what you might do with them. It’s always upthem. It’s always up

to the DM to decide if an unusual race is anto the DM to decide if an unusual race is an

option for player character; there’s a option for player character; there’s a place forplace for

dragonborn in Eberron, but if a DM doesn’tdragonborn in Eberron, but if a DM doesn’t

want to use them in want to use them in a campaign, they remaina campaign, they remain

hidden and unknown.hidden and unknown.

AAASIMARASIMAR
In Eberron, aasimar aren’t a race as such.In Eberron, aasimar aren’t a race as such.

Rather, each aasimar is a unique individualRather, each aasimar is a unique individual

touched by a celestial power. An aasimar boundtouched by a celestial power. An aasimar bound

to the Silver Flame has a couatl as an angelicto the Silver Flame has a couatl as an angelic

guide, driving it to protect the innocent fromguide, driving it to protect the innocent from

supernatural evil. An archon from Shavarathsupernatural evil. An archon from Shavarath

              

injustice in the name of Dol Arrah, while aninjustice in the name of Dol Arrah, while an

angel from Syrania might encourage its aasimarangel from Syrania might encourage its aasimar

to seek out knowledge and uphold the law to seek out knowledge and uphold the law as aas a

servant of Aureon. On the other side of things,servant of Aureon. On the other side of things,

a fallen aasimar could have a bond to a spirita fallen aasimar could have a bond to a spirit

                

aasimar could even be an elf channeling theaasimar could even be an elf channeling the

power of the Undying Court, though they’dpower of the Undying Court, though they’d

possess the standard aasimar traits in place of anypossess the standard aasimar traits in place of any

elf traits.elf traits.

The appearance of an aasimar will depend onThe appearance of an aasimar will depend on

the nature of their angelic guide. An aasimarthe nature of their angelic guide. An aasimar

might appear to be a normal human or elf untilmight appear to be a normal human or elf until

they unleash their celestial gifts. Most peoplethey unleash their celestial gifts. Most people

have heard stories of aasimars, but have neverhave heard stories of aasimars, but have never

actually met one.actually met one.

DDRAGONBORNRAGONBORN
Tens of thousands of years ago the dragons ofTens of thousands of years ago the dragons of

Argonnessen established a garrison of dragonbornArgonnessen established a garrison of dragonborn

in what is now Q’barra. These warriors werein what is now Q’barra. These warriors were

              

of the Lords of Dust. Over time they drifted awayof the Lords of Dust. Over time they drifted away

from their duties, building an empire in westernfrom their duties, building an empire in western

Khorvaire and clashing with the DhakaaniKhorvaire and clashing with the Dhakaani

goblinoids. This came crashing down when onegoblinoids. This came crashing down when one

of the ancient Overlords stirred, unleashingof the ancient Overlords stirred, unleashing

            

themselves. Their empire collapsed and thethemselves. Their empire collapsed and the

dragonborn retreated to the darkness of Q’barra.dragonborn retreated to the darkness of Q’barra.

              

forces of the Poison Dusk and guarding againstforces of the Poison Dusk and guarding against

further corruption.further corruption.

To date the dragonborn have largely ignoredTo date the dragonborn have largely ignored

the humans of Q’barra, and the few humansthe humans of Q’barra, and the few humans

who’ve encountered dragonborn believe they’rewho’ve encountered dragonborn believe they’re

some exotic type of lizardfolk. If you’re asome exotic type of lizardfolk. If you’re a

dragonborn PC, what has caused you to emergedragonborn PC, what has caused you to emerge

from Q’barra? Are you on a quest to help yourfrom Q’barra? Are you on a quest to help your

people or to oppose the Lords of Dust? Are youpeople or to oppose the Lords of Dust? Are you

driven by wanderlust or curiosity? Did you servedriven by wanderlust or curiosity? Did you serve

as a mercenary in the Last War?as a mercenary in the Last War?

GGITHYANKIITHYANKI ANDAND G GITHZERAIITHZERAI
The githyanki city of Tu’narath lies in the AstralThe githyanki city of Tu’narath lies in the Astral

Plane, while the githzerai have established theirPlane, while the githzerai have established their

stronghold in the chaos of Kythri. If you stronghold in the chaos of Kythri. If you wishwish

              

multiverse, Tu’narath can lie between Eberronmultiverse, Tu’narath can lie between Eberron

and the planes that lie beyond; an incursion byand the planes that lie beyond; an incursion by

                

with the outer multiverse. On the other hand,with the outer multiverse. On the other hand,

it’s just as easy to say that the gith of Eberron areit’s just as easy to say that the gith of Eberron are

                  

broader multiverse.broader multiverse.

The gith are a race enslaved by the mindThe gith are a race enslaved by the mind

            

raised fortresses in the planes. This story holdsraised fortresses in the planes. This story holds

true in Eberron, with one twist. It was the daelkyrtrue in Eberron, with one twist. It was the daelkyr

who invaded the world of the gith. who invaded the world of the gith. The daelkyrThe daelkyr

              

and turned these monsters against their ownand turned these monsters against their own

                

              

            

To date, the githyanki and githzerai haveTo date, the githyanki and githzerai have

              

Eberron, and only the wisest sage wouldEberron, and only the wisest sage would

recognize one. If you play a gith character,recognize one. If you play a gith character,
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consider what brings you to Eberron. Are you aconsider what brings you to Eberron. Are you a

githyanki scout gathering information for a futuregithyanki scout gathering information for a future

                

world from such a fate? Are world from such a fate? Are you here to huntyou here to hunt

                

daelkyr? Or are you just a curious explorer?daelkyr? Or are you just a curious explorer?

GGNOLLSNOLLS
In ancient times, the gnolls were servants of theIn ancient times, the gnolls were servants of the

          

that remain in the thrall of these demons. Butthat remain in the thrall of these demons. But

the largest population of gnolls is the Znir the largest population of gnolls is the Znir PactPact

of Droaam. Thousands of years ago, these gnollsof Droaam. Thousands of years ago, these gnolls

          

swore to never allow any other creature to swore to never allow any other creature to holdhold

dominion over them. The Znir Pact sell theirdominion over them. The Znir Pact sell their

services as soldiers and trackers. Most of theservices as soldiers and trackers. Most of the

Pact currently serves the Daughters of Sora KellPact currently serves the Daughters of Sora Kell

in Droaam, but some fought in the Last Warin Droaam, but some fought in the Last War

as agents of House Tharashk, and as agents of House Tharashk, and TharashkTharashk

continues to broker their services.continues to broker their services.

As a gnoll, you could be a former mercenaryAs a gnoll, you could be a former mercenary

who’s chosen to stay with comrades you who’s chosen to stay with comrades you metmet

during your service; as a rule, during your service; as a rule, Znir gnolls areZnir gnolls are

deeply loyal to those that they deeply loyal to those that they consider to beconsider to be

members of their pack. You might be drivenmembers of their pack. You might be driven

by curiosity, eager to explore the by curiosity, eager to explore the world beyondworld beyond

Droaam. You could be driven by visions of aDroaam. You could be driven by visions of a

demonic power rising in demonic power rising in the Five Nations orthe Five Nations or

working on behalf of working on behalf of the Daughters of Sorathe Daughters of Sora

Kell. Or you could Kell. Or you could be a mercenary still, insistingbe a mercenary still, insisting

on regular payment for your on regular payment for your ongoing services toongoing services to

the party.the party.

GGOBLINOIDSOBLINOIDS
The goblinoid species—including goblins,The goblinoid species—including goblins,

hobgoblins, and bugbears—were once thehobgoblins, and bugbears—were once the

dominant civilization in Khorvaire. Thedominant civilization in Khorvaire. The

goblinoid Empire of Dhakaan ruled most ofgoblinoid Empire of Dhakaan ruled most of

Khorvaire for thousands of years. It was crippledKhorvaire for thousands of years. It was crippled

                  

their aberrant armies; even though the daelkyrtheir aberrant armies; even though the daelkyr

were defeated, the seeds of madness took root inwere defeated, the seeds of madness took root in

the empire and tore it apart. Today, there the empire and tore it apart. Today, there areare

four primary goblinoid cultures in Khorvaire.four primary goblinoid cultures in Khorvaire.

CCITYITY G GOBLINSOBLINS

Goblins are found in most of the major citiesGoblins are found in most of the major cities

              

to Khorvaire, they enslaved many goblins andto Khorvaire, they enslaved many goblins and

built their cities on the foundations of Dhakaanibuilt their cities on the foundations of Dhakaani

ruins. Galifar ended the practice of slavery, andruins. Galifar ended the practice of slavery, and

these goblins are technically citizens of the Fivethese goblins are technically citizens of the Five

Nations, but most remain as an impoverishedNations, but most remain as an impoverished

underclass found in slums and ghettos. However,underclass found in slums and ghettos. However,

gifted goblins can be found in all gifted goblins can be found in all walks of life,walks of life,

and goblins served in the armies of the Fiveand goblins served in the armies of the Five

Nations during the Last War.Nations during the Last War.

TTHEHE G GHAALHAAL’’DARDAR

The Ghaal’dar tribes arose from the remnantsThe Ghaal’dar tribes arose from the remnants

of the Dhakaani Empire. Hobgoblins are theof the Dhakaani Empire. Hobgoblins are the

leaders of the Ghaal’dar, enforcing their willleaders of the Ghaal’dar, enforcing their will

on the goblins and bugbears. The history of theon the goblins and bugbears. The history of the

              

              

turned on one another. This came to an end withturned on one another. This came to an end with

the Last War. House Deneith hired Ghaal’darthe Last War. House Deneith hired Ghaal’dar

mercenaries, and this gave focus to the dividedmercenaries, and this gave focus to the divided

tribes. A brilliant hobgoblin, Haruuc, united thetribes. A brilliant hobgoblin, Haruuc, united the

Ghaal’dar and under his leadership they seizedGhaal’dar and under his leadership they seized

control of what is now Darguun (see chapter 2).control of what is now Darguun (see chapter 2).

The aging Lhesh Haruuc remains as the rulerThe aging Lhesh Haruuc remains as the ruler

of Darguun, and many fear that his death couldof Darguun, and many fear that his death could

throw the region into chaos.throw the region into chaos.

Among the Ghaal’dar, you hold your placeAmong the Ghaal’dar, you hold your place

through cunning and strength. As a Ghaal’darthrough cunning and strength. As a Ghaal’dar

goblinoid, you may have been a formergoblinoid, you may have been a former

mercenary now seeking adventure. You could bemercenary now seeking adventure. You could be

working as an emissary for one of the Ghaal’darworking as an emissary for one of the Ghaal’dar

tribes, or even Lhesh Haruuc himself. Or youtribes, or even Lhesh Haruuc himself. Or you

could have been driven from your tribcould have been driven from your tribe by thee by the

actions of a rival; perhaps you’re seeking allies toactions of a rival; perhaps you’re seeking allies to

reclaim your birthright.reclaim your birthright.
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TTHEHE M MARGUULARGUUL

              

the Ghaal’dar long ago, seizing territory in thethe Ghaal’dar long ago, seizing territory in the

Seawall Mountains in the south of Darguun.Seawall Mountains in the south of Darguun.

They are infamous raiders, and while they haveThey are infamous raiders, and while they have

brokered a truce with the Ghaal’dar, anyonebrokered a truce with the Ghaal’dar, anyone

 venturing into the Seawall Mountains had best venturing into the Seawall Mountains had best

travel with a Marguul guide.travel with a Marguul guide.

As a Marguul bugbear, you are savage andAs a Marguul bugbear, you are savage and

proud of it. The Marguul worship the Mockeryproud of it. The Marguul worship the Mockery

and believe in victory by any means necessary:and believe in victory by any means necessary:

                  

It’s certainly an unusual choice for a playerIt’s certainly an unusual choice for a player

character, but if you’ve taken a liking to acharacter, but if you’ve taken a liking to a

particular group of the small folk, you could be aparticular group of the small folk, you could be a

powerful ally.powerful ally.

TTHEHE H HEIRSEIRS OFOF D DHAKAANHAKAAN

Though the Dhakaani Empire defeated the alienThough the Dhakaani Empire defeated the alien

daelkyr, the war left seeds of madness strewndaelkyr, the war left seeds of madness strewn

throughout the empire. As Dhakaan beganthroughout the empire. As Dhakaan began

to fall, a number of to fall, a number of generals and governorsgenerals and governors

gathered their forces and retreated into sheltersgathered their forces and retreated into shelters

deep within the earth, determined to preservedeep within the earth, determined to preserve

            

be restored. After thousands of years, theirbe restored. After thousands of years, their

          

competing among themselves to determine whichcompeting among themselves to determine which

leader deserves the Imperial crown; once this isleader deserves the Imperial crown; once this is

settled, they will turn to the conquest osettled, they will turn to the conquest of Darguunf Darguun

and Khorvaire.and Khorvaire.

The Dhakaani are far fewer in number thanThe Dhakaani are far fewer in number than

the Ghaal’dar; they had to carefully limit theirthe Ghaal’dar; they had to carefully limit their

population in their deep vaults. However,population in their deep vaults. However,

they have held onto the martial disciplinethey have held onto the martial discipline

and techniques that allowed their ancestors toand techniques that allowed their ancestors to

dominate the continent. Their weaponsmithsdominate the continent. Their weaponsmiths

              

Cannith, and they are experts in the working ofCannith, and they are experts in the working of

adamantine and other exotic metals. Anyoneadamantine and other exotic metals. Anyone

who takes goblinoids for granted should bewho takes goblinoids for granted should be

surprised by the skills of the Dhakaani.surprised by the skills of the Dhakaani.

The Heirs of Dhakaan are an agnostic societyThe Heirs of Dhakaan are an agnostic society

and don’t have clerics, paladins, or druids. Theirand don’t have clerics, paladins, or druids. Their

focus is on martial excellence, and their spiritualfocus is on martial excellence, and their spiritual

leaders are bards, who inspire their warriors withleaders are bards, who inspire their warriors with

tales of past glory.tales of past glory.

Among the Dhakaan, all goblinoids workAmong the Dhakaan, all goblinoids work

together, using their talents for the greater good.together, using their talents for the greater good.

Hobgoblins are the strategists and commanders,Hobgoblins are the strategists and commanders,

              

rangers. Bugbears cultivate a focused battle ragerangers. Bugbears cultivate a focused battle rage

and are typically barbarians, serving as shockand are typically barbarians, serving as shock

troops. Goblins are largely artisans and laborers,troops. Goblins are largely artisans and laborers,

but exceptional goblins join thebut exceptional goblins join the  (“silent(“silent

folk”), learning the skills of rogue, monk, orfolk”), learning the skills of rogue, monk, or

ranger. The khesh’dar are spreading agents acrossranger. The khesh’dar are spreading agents across

the Five Nations, and you never know when a citythe Five Nations, and you never know when a city

goblin might turn out to be a deadly assassin.goblin might turn out to be a deadly assassin.

As an adventurer from a Dhakaani clan, whyAs an adventurer from a Dhakaani clan, why

are you working with the other player characters?are you working with the other player characters?

Are you a scout gathering information? AreAre you a scout gathering information? Are

 you searching for allies to defeat a rival clan, you searching for allies to defeat a rival clan,

or to support your own unlikely bid for theor to support your own unlikely bid for the

                

do you hope to regain your do you hope to regain your position, or have youposition, or have you

abandoned your ties to the Dhakaani?abandoned your ties to the Dhakaani?

KKOBOLDSOBOLDS
Many kobolds live in simple tribes scatteredMany kobolds live in simple tribes scattered

across Eberron. Theacross Eberron. The IredarIredar kobolds claimkobolds claim

to be descended from the Progenitor Dragonto be descended from the Progenitor Dragon

Eberron herself, and generally live in mountainEberron herself, and generally live in mountain

caverns. Thecaverns. The IrvhirIrvhir claim kinship with Khyberclaim kinship with Khyber

and live in deep caverns. While these claims areand live in deep caverns. While these claims are

unlikely, many kobolds do develop some degreeunlikely, many kobolds do develop some degree

of sorcerous ability. In addition to these tribalof sorcerous ability. In addition to these tribal

kobolds, there’s a large population of koboldskobolds, there’s a large population of kobolds

in the nation of Droaam. Traditionally thesein the nation of Droaam. Traditionally these

kobolds have been enslaved by more powerfulkobolds have been enslaved by more powerful

creatures; now the Daughters of Sora Kell havecreatures; now the Daughters of Sora Kell have

granted them their own domain under theirgranted them their own domain under their

warlord Kethelrax the Cunning. Beyond this, awarlord Kethelrax the Cunning. Beyond this, a

handful of Kobolds can be found scattered acrosshandful of Kobolds can be found scattered across

Khorvaire, sometimes mingling with the cityKhorvaire, sometimes mingling with the city

goblins in the great cities.goblins in the great cities.
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LLIZARDFOLKIZARDFOLK
The lizardfolk of Khorvaire dwell in the regionThe lizardfolk of Khorvaire dwell in the region

known as Q’barra. Most are part of a known as Q’barra. Most are part of a tribaltribal

alliance known as thealliance known as the Cold Sun FederationCold Sun Federation..

Their civilization is ancient, but they are quiteTheir civilization is ancient, but they are quite

primitive by the standards of the Five Nationsprimitive by the standards of the Five Nations

and they’ve never sought to expand beyondand they’ve never sought to expand beyond

Q’barra. Over the last thirty years humans haveQ’barra. Over the last thirty years humans have

begun to settle Q’barra. Treaties have beenbegun to settle Q’barra. Treaties have been

established with the Cold Sun Federation, butestablished with the Cold Sun Federation, but

            

clashes started by forces on both sides.clashes started by forces on both sides.

As a lizardfolk, you may be a scout sent outAs a lizardfolk, you may be a scout sent out

into the wider world to learn more about theseinto the wider world to learn more about these

mysterious soft-skinned creatures. You might bemysterious soft-skinned creatures. You might be

driven by a mysterious dream. You could driven by a mysterious dream. You could havehave

been driven from your tribe for a crime; whatbeen driven from your tribe for a crime; what

was it, and are you actually guilty?was it, and are you actually guilty?

MMINOTAURSINOTAURS
In Eberron, minotaurs are found in theIn Eberron, minotaurs are found in the

monstrous nation of Droaam. Most minotaursmonstrous nation of Droaam. Most minotaurs

worship an entity commonly called the Hornedworship an entity commonly called the Horned

Prince, but each clan has its own personalPrince, but each clan has its own personal

interpretation and name for the Prince. Someinterpretation and name for the Prince. Some

present the Horned Prince as a savage demonpresent the Horned Prince as a savage demon

who must be satiated with the blood owho must be satiated with the blood of enemies.f enemies.

Other clans see the prince as a noble war god— Other clans see the prince as a noble war god— 

analogous to Dol Dorn and Dol Arrah—whoanalogous to Dol Dorn and Dol Arrah—who

demands that his children display both couragedemands that his children display both courage

              

minotaurs are primarily encountered as raidersminotaurs are primarily encountered as raiders

on the borders of Droaam, honorable on the borders of Droaam, honorable minotaursminotaurs

often work with House Tharashk and serve asoften work with House Tharashk and serve as

mercenaries in the Five Nations.mercenaries in the Five Nations.

As a minotaur character, decide on your versionAs a minotaur character, decide on your version

                  

 you a f you a former mormer mercenaercenary seery seeking aking adventudventure? Arere? Are

 you fol you following lowing a divia divine misne mission? Asion? Are you re you workingworking

for House Tharashk, a minotaur warlord, or thefor House Tharashk, a minotaur warlord, or the

Daughters of Sora Kell?Daughters of Sora Kell?

OORCSRCS
The orcs are an ancient race. Their ancestorsThe orcs are an ancient race. Their ancestors

were scattered by the Dhakaani goblins, andwere scattered by the Dhakaani goblins, and

they largely live in harsh and unwanted lands:they largely live in harsh and unwanted lands:

the swamps of the Shadow Marches, the Demonthe swamps of the Shadow Marches, the Demon

Wastes, the depths of the Ironroot Mountains.Wastes, the depths of the Ironroot Mountains.

The orcs of Eberron weren’t formed byThe orcs of Eberron weren’t formed by

Gruumsh, and they aren’t inherently driven toGruumsh, and they aren’t inherently driven to

evil. However, they are an extremely passionateevil. However, they are an extremely passionate

and primal race, given to powerful emotion and primal race, given to powerful emotion andand

deep faith. The Ghaash’kala orcs of the Demondeep faith. The Ghaash’kala orcs of the Demon

Wastes are servants of the Silver Flame whoWastes are servants of the Silver Flame who

                

Wastes. The Gatekeeper druids of the ShadowWastes. The Gatekeeper druids of the Shadow

            

The Gatekeepers played a crucial role inThe Gatekeepers played a crucial role in

defeating the alien daelkyr and binding this evildefeating the alien daelkyr and binding this evil

in Khyber, and their descendants continue toin Khyber, and their descendants continue to

            

However, many orcs were corrupted by theHowever, many orcs were corrupted by the

daelkyr and embraced the madness of the Cultsdaelkyr and embraced the madness of the Cults

of the Dragon Below. These cultists also liveof the Dragon Below. These cultists also live

in the Shadow Marches, and battles betweenin the Shadow Marches, and battles between

Gatekeepers and the servants of the Gatekeepers and the servants of the DragonDragon

Below have diminished both sides.Below have diminished both sides.

Beyond the Gatekeepers and the cultists, Beyond the Gatekeepers and the cultists, thethe

Shadow Marches are home to orcs who haveShadow Marches are home to orcs who have

 joined with humans to create mixed clans. The joined with humans to create mixed clans. The

dragonmarked House Tharashk arose from thisdragonmarked House Tharashk arose from this

union. While full orcs cannot carry union. While full orcs cannot carry the Mark ofthe Mark of

Finding they are an important part of the houFinding they are an important part of the housese

and can be found across Khorvaire as part ofand can be found across Khorvaire as part of

Tharashk operations.Tharashk operations.

As an orc, you could be As an orc, you could be a Ghaash’kala paladina Ghaash’kala paladin

seeking to protect the innocent from evil. Youseeking to protect the innocent from evil. You

might be a Gatekeeper druid or ranger huntingmight be a Gatekeeper druid or ranger hunting

aberrations working to prevent the return ofaberrations working to prevent the return of

the daelkyr. You could be a barbarian or the daelkyr. You could be a barbarian or aa

warlock driven by the mad dreams of the Cultswarlock driven by the mad dreams of the Cults

of the Dragon Below. Or you could just be anof the Dragon Below. Or you could just be an

unmarked member of House Tharashk, seekingunmarked member of House Tharashk, seeking

 your fortune in the wider world! your fortune in the wider world!
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TTIEFLINGSIEFLINGS
              

              

              

the barbarians who live in the Demon Wastes.the barbarians who live in the Demon Wastes.

              

bound beneath the Wastes and are consideredbound beneath the Wastes and are considered

to be blessed by the tribes. If to be blessed by the tribes. If you’re playingyou’re playing

                  

could be that you were destined to could be that you were destined to serve an evilserve an evil

purpose—perhaps even serving as an avatar forpurpose—perhaps even serving as an avatar for

an imprisoned demon Overlord—and you arean imprisoned demon Overlord—and you are

      

            

                

              

          

isolated oddities, often seen as exotic and strange,isolated oddities, often seen as exotic and strange,

but not necessarily evil.but not necessarily evil.

            

The Venomous Demesne, a city-state hiddenThe Venomous Demesne, a city-state hidden

                

the Venomous Demesne are descended fromthe Venomous Demesne are descended from

Sarlonan mages who bargained with darkSarlonan mages who bargained with dark

powers, and the lords of the Demesne arepowers, and the lords of the Demesne are

powerful warlocks and wizards. The Venomouspowerful warlocks and wizards. The Venomous

              

Five Nations and few people know it exists; yourFive Nations and few people know it exists; your

character could be an envoy, an exile, or simplycharacter could be an envoy, an exile, or simply

an adventurer driven by a desire to see what liesan adventurer driven by a desire to see what lies

beyond your magical kingdom.beyond your magical kingdom.
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OOTHERSTHERS
What about kenku in Eberron? How aboutWhat about kenku in Eberron? How about

                

There’s a place for everything in Eberron, but iThere’s a place for everything in Eberron, but it’st’s

                

that place is. If you want to play a member of athat place is. If you want to play a member of a

race that hasn’t been addressed here, talk withrace that hasn’t been addressed here, talk with

 your DM and come up with an option. What your DM and come up with an option. What

role do you want the race to role do you want the race to play in the world?play in the world?

 Widespread. Widespread. It’s always possible to changeIt’s always possible to change

the default assumptions of the setting. If both youthe default assumptions of the setting. If both you

and your DM like the idea that the Dhakaaniand your DM like the idea that the Dhakaani

Empire was a nation of goliaths rather thanEmpire was a nation of goliaths rather than

goblinoids, you can make that change. So there’sgoblinoids, you can make that change. So there’s

nothing wrong with adding a new race into thenothing wrong with adding a new race into the

common population of the Five Nations, as longcommon population of the Five Nations, as long

as everyone likes the idea of it.as everyone likes the idea of it.

Exotic.Exotic. There are many places in EberronThere are many places in Eberron

where a small population of unusual creatureswhere a small population of unusual creatures

could exist. Perhaps there’s a lost city of tabaxicould exist. Perhaps there’s a lost city of tabaxi

in the jungles of Xen’drik, or a in the jungles of Xen’drik, or a clan of Kenkuclan of Kenku

dwelling at the top of Sharn’s tallest tower. Thedwelling at the top of Sharn’s tallest tower. The

Mourning could have transformed a city ofMourning could have transformed a city of

humans into bee-people. As with dragonborn orhumans into bee-people. As with dragonborn or

                

of culture to interact with but of culture to interact with but keeps them fromkeeps them from

            

Unique.Unique. When introducing a character of anWhen introducing a character of an

unusual race, one option is to unusual race, one option is to say that you’resay that you’re

thethe onlyonly member of that race. Perhaps youmember of that race. Perhaps you

were created by the mysterious daelkyrwere created by the mysterious daelkyr

or the brilliant transmuter Mordainor the brilliant transmuter Mordain

the Fleshweaver. Maybe you’rethe Fleshweaver. Maybe you’re

the result of magebreedingthe result of magebreeding

experiments conducted byexperiments conducted by

House Vadalis and House Jorasco. Perhaps youHouse Vadalis and House Jorasco. Perhaps you

began life as a member of another race and werebegan life as a member of another race and were

transformed by the Mourning.transformed by the Mourning.

                

to whether to allow an unusual race to whether to allow an unusual race into theinto the

campaign, the important thing is to determinecampaign, the important thing is to determine

the story you’re looking for!the story you’re looking for!
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CHAPTER 4: DRAGONMARKSCHAPTER 4: DRAGONMARKS

                
            

              
            
              
          
            
            
    

EE
ACHACH OFOF THESETHESE PEOPLEPEOPLE

possesses a dragonmark,possesses a dragonmark,

a symbol etched on thea symbol etched on the

skin in colors more vividskin in colors more vivid

than any tattoo. Thisthan any tattoo. This

sigil is a source of sigil is a source of mystical power. Amystical power. A

dragonmark enhances the user’s abilitydragonmark enhances the user’s ability

to perform certain tasks. The Mark ofto perform certain tasks. The Mark of

Making guides the hands of the smith,Making guides the hands of the smith,

while the Mark of while the Mark of Shadows helps itsShadows helps its

bearer avoid enemies. The power of bearer avoid enemies. The power of aa

dragonmark can also manifest in moredragonmark can also manifest in more

dramatic ways. An heir with the dramatic ways. An heir with the Mark ofMark of

Storms can scatter enemies with a blastStorms can scatter enemies with a blast

of wind, while someone with the Markof wind, while someone with the Mark

of Shadows can weave illusions. Whileof Shadows can weave illusions. While

            

way as spells, the power is way as spells, the power is drawn and focuseddrawn and focused

through the dragonmark.through the dragonmark.

You can’t buy a dragonmark, or You can’t buy a dragonmark, or simplysimply

choose to develop one. Each mark choose to develop one. Each mark is tied tois tied to

        

around adolescence, but not every heiraround adolescence, but not every heir

manifests the mark. Long ago the familiesmanifests the mark. Long ago the families

that carry the marks joined together to that carry the marks joined together to formform

the dragonmarked houses. Over the course ofthe dragonmarked houses. Over the course of

centuries, the houses have used their gifts tocenturies, the houses have used their gifts to

establish powerful economic monopolies. Houseestablish powerful economic monopolies. House

 Jorasco  Jorasco holds holds the Mark the Mark of Healiof Healing, and ng, and JorascoJorasco

maintains the vast majority of healing housesmaintains the vast majority of healing houses

and clinics. Only House Lyrandar heirs withand clinics. Only House Lyrandar heirs with

the Mark of Storms can the Mark of Storms can pilot airships. Controlpilot airships. Control

over vital over vital services—medicine, transportation,services—medicine, transportation,

communication, manufacturing— gives thecommunication, manufacturing— gives the

houses tremendous power.houses tremendous power.

In the past, the dragonmarked houses wereIn the past, the dragonmarked houses were

held in check by the held in check by the united kingdom of Galifar.united kingdom of Galifar.

But in the wake of But in the wake of the Last War, peoplethe Last War, people

wonder if any one nation has the power towonder if any one nation has the power to

enforce its wishes on the houses. Some enforce its wishes on the houses. Some say thesay the

dragonmarked barons wield more power thandragonmarked barons wield more power than

kings and queens.kings and queens.
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CCREATINGREATING AA

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERHARACTER
Dragonmarks are associated with race, depictedDragonmarks are associated with race, depicted

by a combination of variant races and subraces.by a combination of variant races and subraces.

•• FoFor hur humamans ans and hnd halalf-f-ororcscs, a d, a draragogonmnmarark k 

is a variant race that replaces normal traitsis a variant race that replaces normal traits

associated with those races.associated with those races.

•• FoFor har halflf-e-elvlveses, a dr, a dragagononmamark irk is a vs a varariaiantnt

race. You keep some of the standard half-race. You keep some of the standard half-

elf traits and replace others with the traitself traits and replace others with the traits

associated with your mark.associated with your mark.

••           

the dragonmark replaces your subrace.the dragonmark replaces your subrace.

So, if you’re making an elf character, you canSo, if you’re making an elf character, you can

choose to take the Mark of Shadow instead ofchoose to take the Mark of Shadow instead of

being a wood elf or high elf.being a wood elf or high elf.

There are two additional options related toThere are two additional options related to

dragonmarks. As your dragonmarked characterdragonmarks. As your dragonmarked character

grows in level, you can take the Greatergrows in level, you can take the Greater

            

of your dragonmark. Alternatively, the Aberrantof your dragonmark. Alternatively, the Aberrant

Dragonmark feat grants limited but dangerousDragonmark feat grants limited but dangerous

magical abilities. Aberrant dragonmarks aren’tmagical abilities. Aberrant dragonmarks aren’t

tied to the dragonmark houses and can be takentied to the dragonmark houses and can be taken

by any character.by any character.

DDRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS

ANDAND B BACKGROUNDSACKGROUNDS
Dragonmarks are bound to certain bloodlines,Dragonmarks are bound to certain bloodlines,

and by choosing a mark you are establishingand by choosing a mark you are establishing

that your character has a blood connection tothat your character has a blood connection to

one of the families in the dragonmarked houses.one of the families in the dragonmarked houses.

However, it’s up to you to decide on yourHowever, it’s up to you to decide on your

relationship to the house. Were you brought urelationship to the house. Were you brought upp

in the house? Or are you completely independentin the house? Or are you completely independent

from it? This is best represented by yourfrom it? This is best represented by your

background. Consider the following options.background. Consider the following options.

 Agent. Agent. You have a close, ongoing relationshipYou have a close, ongoing relationship

with your house. The house agentwith your house. The house agent backgroundbackground

is a good choice if you are actively working foris a good choice if you are actively working for

the house. Alternately, you could take the noblethe house. Alternately, you could take the noble

                  

the house.the house.

Independent Scion.Independent Scion. You were raised orYou were raised or

trained by the house, but you’ve kept yourtrained by the house, but you’ve kept your

independence. This means you don’t haveindependence. This means you don’t have

many special privileges, but you also don’t havemany special privileges, but you also don’t have

responsibilities. Guild artisanresponsibilities. Guild artisan is a good choice tois a good choice to

              

entertainerentertainer for the Mark of Shadow, sailor for for the Mark of Shadow, sailor for thethe

Mark of Storms, soldierMark of Storms, soldier for the Mark of Sentinel,for the Mark of Sentinel,

sagesage for the Mark of Scribing, and so on.for the Mark of Scribing, and so on.

      

                

 MMeeddaannii HHaallff--EEllf  f         

FFiinnddiinngg TThhaarraasshhkk HHuummaann,  ,  HHaallff--OOrrcc       

HHaannddlliinngg VVaaddaalliiss HHuummaann AAnniimmaal  l  TTrraaiinniinng  g  aannd  d  BBrreeeeddiinngg

HHeeaalliinngg JJoorraassccoo      HealingHealing

HHoossppiittaalliittyy GGhhaallllaannddaa           

MMaakkiinngg CCaannnniitthh HHuummaann MMaannuuffaaccttuurriinngg

PPaassssaaggee OOrriieenn HHuummaann   

SSccrriibbiinngg SSiivviiss GGnnoommee     

 DDeenneeiitthh HHuummaann BBooddyygguuaarrddss,  ,  MMeerrcceennaarriieess

SShhaaddooww PPhhiiaarrllaann EEllff EEnntteerrttaaiinnmmeenntt,  ,  EEssppiioonnaaggee

TThhuurraannnnii EEllf  f     

SSttoorrmm LLyyrraannddaarr HHaallff--EEllf  f         

WWaarrddiinngg KKuunnddaarraakk DDwwaarrff BBaannkkiinngg,  ,  SSttoorraaggee,  ,  PPrriissoonnss
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Excoriate.Excoriate.         

                    

                

Although this mutilation is no longer prAlthough this mutilation is no longer practiced,acticed,

such exiles are still called excoriates. If you’re ansuch exiles are still called excoriates. If you’re an

excoriate, consider what you did to deserve thisexcoriate, consider what you did to deserve this

punishment. Were you a criminal? A charlatan?punishment. Were you a criminal? A charlatan?

Or perhaps a sageOr perhaps a sage who engaged in forbiddenwho engaged in forbidden

research?research?

Foundling.Foundling. Your ancestors left the houseYour ancestors left the house

long ago. You have no ties to the house and maylong ago. You have no ties to the house and may

not have known you were connected by bloodnot have known you were connected by blood

before you manifested your dragonmark. As anbefore you manifested your dragonmark. As an

outlanderoutlander or an urchin you might know or an urchin you might know nothingnothing

about the houses. As an acolyteabout the houses. As an acolyte or hermit,or hermit, you you

could have put your faith ahead of worldlycould have put your faith ahead of worldly

things, choosing not to pursue a connectionthings, choosing not to pursue a connection

with the houses. Whatever you decide, this is anwith the houses. Whatever you decide, this is an

opportunity to talk with your DM about the roleopportunity to talk with your DM about the role

 you’d like the house to play in a campaign. Do you’d like the house to play in a campaign. Do

 you want them to be your enemy? Would you you want them to be your enemy? Would you

prefer to avoid them completely? Or do prefer to avoid them completely? Or do you wantyou want

to work your way into a position of power in theto work your way into a position of power in the

house, despite being an outsider?house, despite being an outsider?

TTHEHE P POWERSOWERS OFOF THETHE M MARKARK
Each dragonmark grants a set of abilities thatEach dragonmark grants a set of abilities that

                

marks this includes an Intuition die.marks this includes an Intuition die. This canThis can

          

              

dragonmarks grant limited magical abilities.dragonmarks grant limited magical abilities.

Over the centuries the houses have developedOver the centuries the houses have developed

tools that enhance and channel the powers of atools that enhance and channel the powers of a

mark, and it’s these dragonmark focus items thatmark, and it’s these dragonmark focus items that

give the houses much of their power.give the houses much of their power.

              

set of traits. However, you can also explain yourset of traits. However, you can also explain your

class abilities as being a result of your exceptionalclass abilities as being a result of your exceptional

connection to your dragonmark:connection to your dragonmark:

•• If yIf you’ou’re re plplayayining a g a babard rd wiwith th ththe Me Marark ok of f 

Shadow, you could say that your illusionShadow, you could say that your illusion

spells are drawn from your mark. If you’respells are drawn from your mark. If you’re

              

 you could describe your mark as the source you could describe your mark as the source

of your healing magic.of your healing magic.

•• As As a la lifife ce cleleric ric wiwith th ththe Me Marark of k of HeHealalining,g,

 you’re  you’re able table to use o use your mayour mark to crk to channelhannel

positive energy and perform remarkablepositive energy and perform remarkable

feats of healing. You could combine this withfeats of healing. You could combine this with

religious faith or you could say that the mark religious faith or you could say that the mark 

alone is the source of your divine magic.alone is the source of your divine magic.

•• If If yoyou’u’re re a wa wararlolock ck wiwith th an an ababererrarantnt

dragonmark, you could say that the mark dragonmark, you could say that the mark 

              

of your arcane powers. You don’t fullyof your arcane powers. You don’t fully

understand the nature of your mark, butunderstand the nature of your mark, but

 you know that it’s growing stronger and you know that it’s growing stronger and

 you’re afraid you might lose control of it. you’re afraid you might lose control of it.

These descriptions don’t change yourThese descriptions don’t change your

character’s abilities in any way. It’s simply a waycharacter’s abilities in any way. It’s simply a way

                

if you’re channeling divine power through yourif you’re channeling divine power through your

dragonmark, you might use a crystal (normally andragonmark, you might use a crystal (normally an

arcane focus) as your holy symbol, representing aarcane focus) as your holy symbol, representing a

makeshift dragonmark focus item.makeshift dragonmark focus item.

IINTUITIONNTUITION D DICEICE
A dragonmark improves your ability to performA dragonmark improves your ability to perform

                

sharpens your senses and improves yoursharpens your senses and improves your

perception, while the Mark of Making guidesperception, while the Mark of Making guides

 your hands when you work with artisan’s tools. your hands when you work with artisan’s tools.

Each dragonmark has a trait that allows you toEach dragonmark has a trait that allows you to

roll an Intuition die, a d4, when you perform anroll an Intuition die, a d4, when you perform an

ability check with a particular skill or tool. ability check with a particular skill or tool. YouYou

add the number rolled to the add the number rolled to the ability check. Youability check. You

                    

    

Feats, magic items, and other features mayFeats, magic items, and other features may

improve your Intuition die. This increases theimprove your Intuition die. This increases the

type of die you roll by one size (d6, d8, d10) totype of die you roll by one size (d6, d8, d10) to

a maximum of a d10. You can only roll onea maximum of a d10. You can only roll one

Intuition die for a check; if Intuition die for a check; if you receive Intuitionyou receive Intuition

dice from multiple sources, increase one die bydice from multiple sources, increase one die by

one type and roll that one.one type and roll that one.

For example, if a dragonmarked trait and featFor example, if a dragonmarked trait and feat

both grant intuition with Dexterity (Stealth)both grant intuition with Dexterity (Stealth)

checks, you roll a d6, instead of a d4. Threechecks, you roll a d6, instead of a d4. Three

instances would increase your Intuition Die to ainstances would increase your Intuition Die to a

d8, and so on.d8, and so on.
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DDRAGONMARKRAGONMARK A APPEARANCEPPEARANCE
A dragonmark is a distinctive symbol thatA dragonmark is a distinctive symbol that

appears on the skin. There are twelve knownappears on the skin. There are twelve known

dragonmarks, each unique in design and power.dragonmarks, each unique in design and power.

A dragonmark can appear on any part of theA dragonmark can appear on any part of the

body. One half-elf could have the Mark ofbody. One half-elf could have the Mark of

Detection across an eye, while another has itDetection across an eye, while another has it

in the palm of their hand. Dragonmarks arein the palm of their hand. Dragonmarks are

painted in vivid shades of blue and purplepainted in vivid shades of blue and purple

and seem to shimmer or even move slightly.and seem to shimmer or even move slightly.

When used, they grow warm to the touch andWhen used, they grow warm to the touch and

may glow (though this doesn’t produce usefulmay glow (though this doesn’t produce useful

illumination). A dragonmark can’t be removed— illumination). A dragonmark can’t be removed— 

even if a limb bearing a dragonmark is cut away,even if a limb bearing a dragonmark is cut away,

the mark eventually manifests on another partthe mark eventually manifests on another part

of the bearer’s body. All dragonmarks share theof the bearer’s body. All dragonmarks share the

same initial appearance but a dragonmark cansame initial appearance but a dragonmark can

grow in size and complexity if a character takesgrow in size and complexity if a character takes

thethe      feat or if the mark is tied to feat or if the mark is tied to

class abilities.class abilities.

While dragonmarks share the same generalWhile dragonmarks share the same general

appearance, your dragonmark could have aappearance, your dragonmark could have a

unique quality. If you’d like to explore this, rollunique quality. If you’d like to explore this, roll

on the Dragonmark Quirks table.on the Dragonmark Quirks table.

  

1d61d6     

11 YYoour ur ddrraaggononmamark rk is is ununususuaualllly sy smamall ll oorr

remarkabremarkably ly large.large.

22 YYoouur r ddrraaggoonnmmaarrk k sslloowwlly y mmoovveess

around your body.around your body.

33       

when you use it.when you use it.

44         

near someone with the same mark.near someone with the same mark.

55         

use it.use it.

6 6 Your Your dragonmark dragonmark is is an an unusual unusual colorcolor

but a normal shape.but a normal shape.
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Every house has traditions, cabals, andEvery house has traditions, cabals, and
                
of the houses.of the houses.

•• MoMost st DrDragagononmamarkrked ed hohoususes es mamainintatainin
   in major cities. These serve in major cities. These serve
as hubs for house businesses andas hubs for house businesses and
strongholds for the house families.strongholds for the house families.
A city may also have any numberA city may also have any number
of businesses tied to the house—aof businesses tied to the house—a
Ghallanda inn, a Cannith smith, a SivisGhallanda inn, a Cannith smith, a Sivis
message station—but these are simplymessage station—but these are simply
          
direct connection to house leadership.direct connection to house leadership.

•• AnAny hy heieir or of tf the he hohoususe we who ho dedevevelolopsps
a dragonmark is allowed to add thea dragonmark is allowed to add the
          
 Regional leaders within theRegional leaders within the
houses are called Barons. Most houseshouses are called Barons. Most houses
are led by a matriarch or patriarch,are led by a matriarch or patriarch,
though some are led by councils.though some are led by councils.

•• The TwelveThe Twelve is an organizationis an organization
that facilitates communicationthat facilitates communication
and cooperation between theand cooperation between the
Dragonmarked houses.Dragonmarked houses. ExcoriatesExcoriates areare
dragonmarked heirs who have been cutdragonmarked heirs who have been cut
off from their houses.off from their houses. FoundlingsFoundlings areare
people who develop a mark outside ofpeople who develop a mark outside of
a house and have no connection to it.a house and have no connection to it.

•• DrDragagononmamarkrks ms mananififesest at arorounundd
adolescence. Each house puts itsadolescence. Each house puts its
heirs through a trial calledheirs through a trial called The TestThe Test
of Siberysof Siberys        
by house, but they place the heir inby house, but they place the heir in
circumstances where they are likely tocircumstances where they are likely to
manifest the mark, if they have it. Aboutmanifest the mark, if they have it. About
half of the members of a bloodlinehalf of the members of a bloodline
manifest the mark.manifest the mark.

•• TThhee Korth EdictsKorth Edicts prevent the housesprevent the houses
from owning land, holding noble titles,from owning land, holding noble titles,
or maintaining military forces (with anor maintaining military forces (with an
exception for Deneith). The Edicts wereexception for Deneith). The Edicts were
established long ago when the Fiveestablished long ago when the Five
Nations were united. Today, many inNations were united. Today, many in
the houses feel the Korth Edicts havethe houses feel the Korth Edicts have
become obsolete in the wake of thebecome obsolete in the wake of the
Last War.Last War.
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BBACKGROUNDACKGROUND
Here is an important background for Eberron.Here is an important background for Eberron.

HHOUSEOUSE A AGENTGENT
You have sworn fealty to a dragonmarked house,You have sworn fealty to a dragonmarked house,

one of the mighty mercantile guilds that shapesone of the mighty mercantile guilds that shapes

Khorvaire. If you possess a dragonmark, you’reKhorvaire. If you possess a dragonmark, you’re

                

within the house, otherwise you’re an outsiderwithin the house, otherwise you’re an outsider

who hopes to make your fortune by who hopes to make your fortune by allying withallying with

this great power. Your primary task is to this great power. Your primary task is to observe,observe,

gathering useful information and serving as thegathering useful information and serving as the

eyes of your house. But you could be called uponeyes of your house. But you could be called upon

at any time to act as a hand of the at any time to act as a hand of the house. Suchhouse. Such

missions can be dangerous—but they’ll surely bemissions can be dangerous—but they’ll surely be

lucrative.lucrative.

   Investigation, PersuasionInvestigation, Persuasion

   Two tools by house:Two tools by house:

••      alchemist’s supplies and tinker’salchemist’s supplies and tinker’s

toolstools

••      one gaming set and vehicles (land)one gaming set and vehicles (land)

••      brewer’s supplies and cook’sbrewer’s supplies and cook’s

utensilsutensils

••      alchemist’s supplies and herbalismalchemist’s supplies and herbalism

kitkit

••      tinker’s tools and thieves’ toolstinker’s tools and thieves’ tools

••      vehicles (sea/air) and navigator’s vehicles (sea/air) and navigator’s

toolstools

••      thieves’ tools and disguise kitthieves’ tools and disguise kit

••      vehicles (land) and one gaming set vehicles (land) and one gaming set

••      disguise kit and one musicaldisguise kit and one musical

instrumentinstrument

••      calligrapher’s tools and forgery kitcalligrapher’s tools and forgery kit

••      thieves’ tools and one gaming setthieves’ tools and one gaming set

••       : poisoner’s kit and one musical: poisoner’s kit and one musical

instrumentinstrument

•• VadalisVadalis: vehicles (land) and herbalism kit: vehicles (land) and herbalism kit

Equipment:Equipment:            

ring, ID papers, and a purse containing 20 ring, ID papers, and a purse containing 20 gp.gp.

RROLEOLE

You are always gathering information for yourYou are always gathering information for your

house. But when the barons come to you house. But when the barons come to you with awith a

                

do? Choose your role or roll on the table below.do? Choose your role or roll on the table below.

    

d8d8     

11     

22     

33 RReesseeaarrcch  h  &  &  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt

44 SSeeccuurriittyy

55     

66     

77     

88   
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FFEATUREEATURE: H: HOUSEOUSE C CONNECTIONSONNECTIONS

As an agent of your house, you can always getAs an agent of your house, you can always get

food and lodging for your friends at a housefood and lodging for your friends at a house

enclave. When the house assigns you a mission,enclave. When the house assigns you a mission,

it will usually provide you with necessary suppliesit will usually provide you with necessary supplies

and transportation. Beyond this, you have manyand transportation. Beyond this, you have many

old friends, mentors, and rivals in your old friends, mentors, and rivals in your househouse

and you may encounter one of them when and you may encounter one of them when youyou

interact with a house business. As a Lyrandarinteract with a house business. As a Lyrandar

agent you may know the captain of an airship; asagent you may know the captain of an airship; as

a Ghallanda agent you know a lot of innkeepersa Ghallanda agent you know a lot of innkeepers

and bartenders. The degree to which suchand bartenders. The degree to which such

acquaintances will be willing to help you oacquaintances will be willing to help you out willut will

depend on your current standing in your house.depend on your current standing in your house.

SSUGGESTEDUGGESTED C CHARACTERISTICSHARACTERISTICS

House agents are a diverse lot. Consider theHouse agents are a diverse lot. Consider the

house you serve and the type of work you do inhouse you serve and the type of work you do in

developing or selecting characteristics.developing or selecting characteristics.

d8d8   

11           

22           

33 I sI shahare re trtrivivia ia ababouout mt my hy houousese’’s bs bususininesesss

(medicine, ships, (medicine, ships, warforged).warforged).

44 I hI holold md myysselelf af and nd ananyyonone I e I wworork wk wiith th toto

    

55 I nI nevever er ffororgeget at an in insnsuult lt mamadde ae aggaaininsstt

myself or my house.myself or my house.

66           

everything my house does.everything my house does.

77             

pride in my personal appearance.pride in my personal appearance.

88             

        

d6d6     

11   . My house serves a vital. My house serves a vital

          

everyone. (Good)everyone. (Good)

22                 

and bring honor and bring honor to my family. (Lawful)to my family. (Lawful)

33             

            

44 . I want to ensure the prosperity of. I want to ensure the prosperity of

my house and wield its power myself. (Evil)my house and wield its power myself. (Evil)

55     . I want to learn all I . I want to learn all I can, both forcan, both for

my house and for my own curiosity. (Any)my house and for my own curiosity. (Any)

66     . I want to ensure that me and. I want to ensure that me and

mine enjoy the best things in life. (Any)mine enjoy the best things in life. (Any)

d6d6     

11 MMy hy houousse ie is ms my fy famamiilyly, a, and nd I wI wooululd dd doo

anything for my family.anything for my family.

22 I lI lovove se soomemeoone ne ffrrom om ananototheher hr houousse, e, bubutt

      

33 SoSomemeoone ne I lI loovve we was as kikilllled ed by by a ra rivivalal

              

revenge.revenge.

44 I dI donon’t ’t cacare re ababoout ut ththe he houousse ae as a s a whwhoolele,,

but I would do but I would do anything for my oldanything for my old

mentor.mentor.

55 I bI beleliieveve me my hy hooususe ne neeeeds ds tto eo evvololvve te too

survive, and I need to lead that change.survive, and I need to lead that change.

66 I I am am dedetetermrminined ed to to imimprpresess s ththe le leaeadeders rs ofof

my house, and to become my house, and to become a leader myself.a leader myself.

d6d6     

11 I’I’m om ovvererlly cy cooncncerernned ed wwitith fh folollolowwiningg

established procedures and protocols.established procedures and protocols.

22 I’I’m om obsbsesessesed d wiwith th coconsnspipirracacy ty theheororieies as andnd

          

demons.demons.

33 I bI beleliieveve te thahat mt my hy hououse se anand bd bllooooddlilinene

          

44 I’I’m m coconcnceaealiling ng a a sesecrcret et ththat at cocoululd d geget mt mee

driven from my house.driven from my house.

55 I hI haave ve ststrorong ng rereliligigiouous bs belelieiefs fs ththat at ararenen’t’t

shared by others in my house.shared by others in my house.

66               

house that gives me secret assignments.house that gives me secret assignments.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF D DETECTIONETECTION
“  “                        
                  
                
              
          ”  ”  

 —Baron Trelib  —Baron Trelib d’Medanid’Medani

The Mark of Detection is an inquisitive’s dream.The Mark of Detection is an inquisitive’s dream.

It sharpens powers of observation and intuition,It sharpens powers of observation and intuition,

allowing the bearer to draw connections andallowing the bearer to draw connections and

interpret clues others might miss. By activelyinterpret clues others might miss. By actively

drawing on its powers, the bearer can detectdrawing on its powers, the bearer can detect

poisons and study the energies of magic.poisons and study the energies of magic.

HHOUSEOUSE M MEDANIEDANI
The Warning Guild of House Medani brokersThe Warning Guild of House Medani brokers

the services of bodyguards and inquisitives.the services of bodyguards and inquisitives.

Medani advisors specialize in rMedani advisors specialize in risk assessmentisk assessment

and management, protecting clients from bothand management, protecting clients from both

physical and social threats. While Medaniphysical and social threats. While Medani

overlaps with the inquisitives of House Tharashkoverlaps with the inquisitives of House Tharashk

and the bodyguards of House Deneith, theand the bodyguards of House Deneith, the

Warning Guild specializes in subtle threats andWarning Guild specializes in subtle threats and

complex mysteries.complex mysteries.

The members of House Medani are half-elvesThe members of House Medani are half-elves

with deep roots in Breland. Medani has littlewith deep roots in Breland. Medani has little

interest in the power struggles that sometimesinterest in the power struggles that sometimes

break out between the other dragonmarkedbreak out between the other dragonmarked

houses. Many Medani heirs are more interestedhouses. Many Medani heirs are more interested

              

and Medani heirs often work with local lawand Medani heirs often work with local law

              

services.services.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are a few examples of characters with theHere are a few examples of characters with the

Mark of Detection.Mark of Detection.

House Agent Bard.House Agent Bard. With the kind of threatsWith the kind of threats

 your house deals with, words are often more your house deals with, words are often more

              

the eyes of the house, listening for rumors the eyes of the house, listening for rumors andand

watching for dangerous cabals and conspiracies.watching for dangerous cabals and conspiracies.

Along the way you do your best to mediateAlong the way you do your best to mediate

disputes and defuse dangerous situations.disputes and defuse dangerous situations.

Rogue Folk Hero.Rogue Folk Hero. You’re an inquisitiveYou’re an inquisitive

trained by your house. You grew up trained by your house. You grew up in a badin a bad

neighborhood, and while you could make moreneighborhood, and while you could make more

gold solving the problems of nobles, you’re moregold solving the problems of nobles, you’re more

interested in helping your community. You’veinterested in helping your community. You’ve

had a few good cases and you’ve helped a lot had a few good cases and you’ve helped a lot ofof

people, and word has spread.people, and word has spread.

Sage Wizard.Sage Wizard. You’re a brilliant diviner andYou’re a brilliant diviner and

inquisitive, and your talents have gotten youinquisitive, and your talents have gotten you

into trouble. You have a knack for uncoveringinto trouble. You have a knack for uncovering

conspiracies, and you found one in Houseconspiracies, and you found one in House

Medani. It might involve Medani. It might involve shape-changedshape-changed

demons or dragons—or both. You don’t demons or dragons—or both. You don’t knowknow

how deep it goes, but you’re certain that otherhow deep it goes, but you’re certain that other

dragonmarked houses and noble families havedragonmarked houses and noble families have

            

intense. Some say paranoid. But you’ll showintense. Some say paranoid. But you’ll show

                  

this draconic conspiracy!this draconic conspiracy!

MMARKARK OFOF D DETECTIONETECTION T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Detection The Mark of Detection manifests exclusivelymanifests exclusively

on half-elves. If your character has the Mark ofon half-elves. If your character has the Mark of

Detection, these traits replace the half-elf’s AbilityDetection, these traits replace the half-elf’s Ability

Score Increase, Skill Versatility, and Score Increase, Skill Versatility, and LanguagesLanguages

given in thegiven in the      ..
 Ability Score In Ability Score Increase.crease. Your IntelligenceYour Intelligence

and Charisma scores both increase by 1. Inand Charisma scores both increase by 1. In

addition, one ability score of your choiceaddition, one ability score of your choice

increases by 1.increases by 1.

Deductive Intuition.Deductive Intuition. When you make anWhen you make an

Intelligence (Investigation) or Wisdom (Insight)Intelligence (Investigation) or Wisdom (Insight)

check, you can roll one Intuition check, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, anddie, a d4, and

add the number rolled to the ability check.add the number rolled to the ability check.

Sense ThreatsSense Threats. You can cast the. You can cast the   

andand detect poison and diseasedetect poison and disease spells, but only asspells, but only as

rituals. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability forrituals. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability for

these spells.these spells.

Languages.Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common and Elvish.Common and Elvish.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF F FINDINGINDING
“  “                      
                    
                  ”  ”  

 —Hondar’Aas —Hondar’Aashta,hta,

Tharashk bounty hunterTharashk bounty hunter

The Mark of Finding sharpens the senses,The Mark of Finding sharpens the senses,

guiding the hunter to prey. Alone among guiding the hunter to prey. Alone among thethe

dragonmarks, the Mark of Finding is carried bydragonmarks, the Mark of Finding is carried by

              

in the Shadow Marches, where clan huntersin the Shadow Marches, where clan hunters

                  

humans and orcs in the Marches and broughthumans and orcs in the Marches and brought

House Tharashk to the Five Nations.House Tharashk to the Five Nations.

HHOUSEOUSE T THARASHKHARASHK
House Tharashk traditionally licenses inquisitivesHouse Tharashk traditionally licenses inquisitives

and bounty hunters. Recently the Finder’s Guildand bounty hunters. Recently the Finder’s Guild

has expanded into dragonshard prospecting.has expanded into dragonshard prospecting.

Dragonshards are the lifesblood of the magicalDragonshards are the lifesblood of the magical

              

            

Tharashk is the youngest of the dragonmarkedTharashk is the youngest of the dragonmarked

houses and hasn’t embraced all of the customshouses and hasn’t embraced all of the customs

of the Twelve. Heirs often use family namesof the Twelve. Heirs often use family names

instead of the house surname and many hold oninstead of the house surname and many hold on

to beliefs and traditions carried from the Shadowto beliefs and traditions carried from the Shadow

Marches—like the druidic faith of the GatekeepersMarches—like the druidic faith of the Gatekeepers

or secretive cults of the Dragon Below.or secretive cults of the Dragon Below.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are examples of characters with this mark.Here are examples of characters with this mark.

Druid House Agent.Druid House Agent. House Tharashk isHouse Tharashk is

home to an ancient order of druids who protecthome to an ancient order of druids who protect

the world from aberrant threats. Although youthe world from aberrant threats. Although you

                

truly an agent of truly an agent of the Gatekeepers, and investigatethe Gatekeepers, and investigate

the activities of mad cultists and the Daelkyr.the activities of mad cultists and the Daelkyr.

Criminal Rogue.Criminal Rogue. You’re an inquisitive whoYou’re an inquisitive who

works the mean streets of Sharn. You’ve gotworks the mean streets of Sharn. You’ve got

friends on both sides of the law. Sometimes youfriends on both sides of the law. Sometimes you

walk a crooked line to unravel a tough case.walk a crooked line to unravel a tough case.

MMARKARK OFOF F FINDINGINDING T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Finding can appear on eitherThe Mark of Finding can appear on either

humans or half-orcs. If your character has thehumans or half-orcs. If your character has the

Mark of Finding, these traits replace all racialMark of Finding, these traits replace all racial

traits given in thetraits given in the     aside fromaside from

Age, Size, and Speed. Your Ability ScoreAge, Size, and Speed. Your Ability Score

Increase depends on your race, while all otherIncrease depends on your race, while all other

traits are shared by both humans and half-orcs.traits are shared by both humans and half-orcs.

 Ability Score In Ability Score Increase (Human).crease (Human). As aAs a

human, your Dexterity and Wisdom scores bothhuman, your Dexterity and Wisdom scores both

increase by 1. In addition, one ability score ofincrease by 1. In addition, one ability score of

 your choice increases by 1. your choice increases by 1.

 Ability Score In Ability Score Increase (Half-Orccrease (Half-Orc).). As aAs a

half-orc, your Strength and Wisdom scores bothhalf-orc, your Strength and Wisdom scores both

increase by 1. In addition, one ability score ofincrease by 1. In addition, one ability score of

 your choice increases by 1. your choice increases by 1.

Darkvision.Darkvision. You can see in dim light withinYou can see in dim light within

60 feet of you as if it 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, and inwere bright light, and in

darkness as if it were dim light. You can’t discerndarkness as if it were dim light. You can’t discern

color in darkness, only shades of gray.color in darkness, only shades of gray.

Hunter’s Intuition.Hunter’s Intuition. Your mark sharpens yourYour mark sharpens your

                

make a Wisdom (Perception) or Wisdom (Survival)make a Wisdom (Perception) or Wisdom (Survival)

check, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, andcheck, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, and

add the number rolled to the ability check.add the number rolled to the ability check.

Imprint Prey.Imprint Prey. As a bonus action, choose one As a bonus action, choose one

creature you can see within 30 feet of you. Thecreature you can see within 30 feet of you. The

target is imprinted in your mind until target is imprinted in your mind until it dies orit dies or

 you use this trait again. Alternatively, you can you use this trait again. Alternatively, you can

imprint a creature as your quarry whenever youimprint a creature as your quarry whenever you

succeed on a Wisdom (Survival) check to track it.succeed on a Wisdom (Survival) check to track it.

When tracking your quarry, double the resultWhen tracking your quarry, double the result

of your Intuition die. When your quarry is withinof your Intuition die. When your quarry is within

60 feet of you, you have a sense of 60 feet of you, you have a sense of its location: itits location: it

                

invisibility, and your attacks against it ignore halfinvisibility, and your attacks against it ignore half

cover. Once you use this trait, you cannot use itcover. Once you use this trait, you cannot use it

                

Nature’s Voice.Nature’s Voice. When you reach 3rd levelWhen you reach 3rd level

 you gain the ability to cast you gain the ability to cast       

but only as a ritual.but only as a ritual.

Languages.Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common and Goblin.Common and Goblin.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF H HANDLINGANDLING
“  “                      
                      
                
                  ”  ”  

 — Baron He — Baron Hella d’Vadalislla d’Vadalis

The Mark of Handling gives its bearer a primalThe Mark of Handling gives its bearer a primal

connection to beasts and the natural world,connection to beasts and the natural world,

granting the power to calm and coax. This extendsgranting the power to calm and coax. This extends

beyond purely natural animals; the mark allows itsbeyond purely natural animals; the mark allows its

                  

HHOUSEOUSE V VADALISADALIS
House Vadalis plays an important role in dailyHouse Vadalis plays an important role in daily

life. Vadalis ranches produce meat, mounts, andlife. Vadalis ranches produce meat, mounts, and

more. Vadalis isn’t one of the most powerfulmore. Vadalis isn’t one of the most powerful

houses, but its barons are generally content;houses, but its barons are generally content;

they’re more interested in discovering newthey’re more interested in discovering new

monstrosities than engaging in the politics of themonstrosities than engaging in the politics of the

dragonmarked houses.dragonmarked houses.

House Vadalis breeds and trains beasts for aHouse Vadalis breeds and trains beasts for a

wide range of purposes. While they maintainwide range of purposes. While they maintain

 vast cattle ranches and train horses a vast cattle ranches and train horses and hounds,nd hounds,

the Mark of Handling allows Vadalis to workthe Mark of Handling allows Vadalis to work

            

              

trained. Vadalis also works with more intelligenttrained. Vadalis also works with more intelligent

beasts, such as giant owls, beasts, such as giant owls, displacers beasts, anddisplacers beasts, and

pegasi. Even with the Mark of Handling, this ispegasi. Even with the Mark of Handling, this is

dangerous work; there’s a lot of turnover dangerous work; there’s a lot of turnover at theat the

bullette ranch. But these exotic creatures aren’tbullette ranch. But these exotic creatures aren’t

enough to satisfy the most innovative membersenough to satisfy the most innovative members

of the house, and this has led to of the house, and this has led to the practice ofthe practice of

magebreeding. Using the Mark of Handling andmagebreeding. Using the Mark of Handling and

dragonshard focus items, Vadalis has found waysdragonshard focus items, Vadalis has found ways

to createto create magical creatures. Typically, this resultsmagical creatures. Typically, this results

in a superior version of a in a superior version of a mundane creature—anmundane creature—an

animal that is stronger, faster, and smarter. Butanimal that is stronger, faster, and smarter. But

rumors claim that Vadalis has crafted monstersrumors claim that Vadalis has crafted monsters

of its own. Some rumors even insist that Vadalisof its own. Some rumors even insist that Vadalis

has been trying to magebreed betterhas been trying to magebreed better ......

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Some characters with the Mark of Handling:Some characters with the Mark of Handling:

Noble Druid.Noble Druid. Your family is one of the mostYour family is one of the most

powerful in the house, and they’ve learned to usepowerful in the house, and they’ve learned to use

its power to do amazing things: shapeshifting,its power to do amazing things: shapeshifting,

manipulating animals and the world. While you’remanipulating animals and the world. While you’re

mechanically a druid, you don’t share any druidicmechanically a druid, you don’t share any druidic

beliefs; rather, you believe that your mark givesbeliefs; rather, you believe that your mark gives

 you rig you rightful dhtful dominion ominion over tover the nathe natural woural world.rld.

Ranger House Agent.Ranger House Agent. You’ve been trainedYou’ve been trained

to track and handle the wildest monstrosities.to track and handle the wildest monstrosities.

You’re still mastering your skills, but you wantYou’re still mastering your skills, but you want

to get out into the world to get out into the world and discover new beastsand discover new beasts

that have never been harnessed—new creaturesthat have never been harnessed—new creatures

that you can bring back to your house.that you can bring back to your house.

Outlander Druid.Outlander Druid. Your dragonmark givesYour dragonmark gives

 you a powerful connection to the natural world. you a powerful connection to the natural world.

You hate what your house is doing with You hate what your house is doing with thisthis

power—turning this gift into apower—turning this gift into a , exploiting, exploiting

the creatures you’re connected to. You havethe creatures you’re connected to. You have

abandoned the house and loathe them all now.abandoned the house and loathe them all now.

MMARKARK OFOF H HANDLINGANDLING T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Handling only manifests onThe Mark of Handling only manifests on

humans. If your character has the Mark ofhumans. If your character has the Mark of

Handing, these traits replace the human’s AbilityHanding, these traits replace the human’s Ability

Score Increase trait given in theScore Increase trait given in the      ..
 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your Dexterity andYour Dexterity and

Wisdom scores both increase by 1. In addition,Wisdom scores both increase by 1. In addition,

one ability score of your choice increases by 1.one ability score of your choice increases by 1.

 Wild Intuiti Wild Intuition.on. When you make a WisdomWhen you make a Wisdom

(Animal Handling) or Intelligence (Nature) check,(Animal Handling) or Intelligence (Nature) check,

 you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, and add the you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, and add the

number rolled to the ability check.number rolled to the ability check.

Expert Handling.Expert Handling. You can use the HelpYou can use the Help

action to aid an ally animal companion or action to aid an ally animal companion or mountmount

within 30 feet of you, rather than 5 feet of you.within 30 feet of you, rather than 5 feet of you.

Primal ConnectionPrimal Connection. You can cast. You can cast 
   once with this trait and regain the abilityonce with this trait and regain the ability

                    

Wisdom is your spellcasting ability for this spell.Wisdom is your spellcasting ability for this spell.

The Bigger They Are.The Bigger They Are. When you cast a spellWhen you cast a spell

              

with an Intelligence score of 3 or lower.with an Intelligence score of 3 or lower.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF H HEALINGEALING
“  “                      
                  ”  ”  

 — Bessi d’Jo — Bessi d’Jorasco, Fairhaven rasco, Fairhaven healerhealer

                  

life with a touch, restoring vitality and the willife with a touch, restoring vitality and the wil l tol to

live. When dealing with mundane medicine, thelive. When dealing with mundane medicine, the

mark helps its bearer sense the nature of maladiesmark helps its bearer sense the nature of maladies

              

equipped with dragonshard focus items, the markequipped with dragonshard focus items, the mark

can even draw the dead back from the depths ofcan even draw the dead back from the depths of

Dolurrh.Dolurrh.

HHOUSEOUSE J JORASCOORASCO
The Healer’s Guild provides a vital serviceThe Healer’s Guild provides a vital service

to Khorvaire, and the Last War ensured thatto Khorvaire, and the Last War ensured that

there was great need for healers. The guild runsthere was great need for healers. The guild runs

the schools that teach medicine and houses ofthe schools that teach medicine and houses of

healing that provide both mundane and magicalhealing that provide both mundane and magical

services. If it could save a life, it’s prservices. If it could save a life, it’s probably tiedobably tied

                  

 you have the gold, Jorasco healers can remove you have the gold, Jorasco healers can remove

a disease instantly witha disease instantly with lesser restorationlesser restoration. If you. If you

                

with mundane techniques (the Medicine skill).with mundane techniques (the Medicine skill).

House Jorasco is also the source ofHouse Jorasco is also the source of potions of potions of
 While many criticize Jorasco’s demandsWhile many criticize Jorasco’s demands

for payment, the leaders of the house maintainfor payment, the leaders of the house maintain

that it’s not about greed; it’s about ensuring thethat it’s not about greed; it’s about ensuring the

survival and prosperity of the house, so they cansurvival and prosperity of the house, so they can

continue to help future generations.continue to help future generations.

While the public face of Jorasco is While the public face of Jorasco is that of thethat of the

healer, there are rumors that the house engagedhealer, there are rumors that the house engaged

in disturbing experiments during the Last War,in disturbing experiments during the Last War,

working with House Vadalis to develop biologicalworking with House Vadalis to develop biological

weapons and strange new creatures. A Jorascoweapons and strange new creatures. A Jorasco

heir will have to decide if they want to investigateheir will have to decide if they want to investigate

                

are true.are true.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are a few examples of characters who carryHere are a few examples of characters who carry

the Mark of Healing.the Mark of Healing.

Noble Cleric.Noble Cleric. You are one of the heirs ofYou are one of the heirs of

Baron Ulara, the matriarch of House Jorasco.Baron Ulara, the matriarch of House Jorasco.

Your mark is remarkable (and the source of Your mark is remarkable (and the source of youryour

clerical abilities) and you feel that you’re justclerical abilities) and you feel that you’re just

beginning to unlock its power. Are you willing tobeginning to unlock its power. Are you willing to

devote your abilities to your house? Or devote your abilities to your house? Or do youdo you

think that you may have a greater calling?think that you may have a greater calling?

Folk Hero Bard.Folk Hero Bard. You served as a medic inYou served as a medic in

the Last War, using humor and stories to keep upthe Last War, using humor and stories to keep up

the spirits of your patients. You’ve seen too muchthe spirits of your patients. You’ve seen too much

                

You’ve broken away from the house and you’veYou’ve broken away from the house and you’ve

been doing charitable work in your community.been doing charitable work in your community.

                  

Criminal Rogue.Criminal Rogue. You grew up as an orphanYou grew up as an orphan

in Sharn. One of your parents must have beenin Sharn. One of your parents must have been

                

the Boromar Clan, a criminal guild run the Boromar Clan, a criminal guild run byby

                

hurt people. Now you need to hurt people. Now you need to decide which pathdecide which path

 you want to follow. you want to follow.

MMARKARK OFOF H HEALINGEALING T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Healing manifests exclusively onThe Mark of Healing manifests exclusively on

              

          

 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your Wisdom scoreYour Wisdom score

increases by 1.increases by 1.

Medical Medical Intuition.Intuition. When you make aWhen you make a

Wisdom (Medicine) check, you can roll oneWisdom (Medicine) check, you can roll one

Intuition die, a d4, and add the number rolled toIntuition die, a d4, and add the number rolled to

the ability check.the ability check.

Healing TouchHealing Touch. As an action, you can. As an action, you can

draw power from your dragonmark to draw power from your dragonmark to spendspend

one of your Hit Dice and revitalize yourself orone of your Hit Dice and revitalize yourself or

a creature you touch. Roll the die, a creature you touch. Roll the die, add youradd your

            

number of hit points equal to number of hit points equal to the total. Oncethe total. Once

 you use this trait, you can’t use it again until you you use this trait, you can’t use it again until you
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF H HOSPITALITYOSPITALITY
“  “                  
              

                      
                 ”  ”  

          

                

with the Mark of Hospitality is sure to with the Mark of Hospitality is sure to be richbe rich

in friends. The magic of the mark allows in friends. The magic of the mark allows thethe

bearer to keep a place clean, and to heat, chill,bearer to keep a place clean, and to heat, chill,

and season food. But it also helps the bearerand season food. But it also helps the bearer

connect with others, setting troubled minds atconnect with others, setting troubled minds at

ease—a powerful tool, though it can cause angerease—a powerful tool, though it can cause anger

if abused.if abused.

HHOUSEOUSE G GHALLANDAHALLANDA
The majority of inns, taverns, and restaurantsThe majority of inns, taverns, and restaurants

in the Five Nations are either directly owned byin the Five Nations are either directly owned by

House Ghallanda or licensed by its Hosteler’sHouse Ghallanda or licensed by its Hosteler’s

Guild. Most people give little thought to Guild. Most people give little thought to HouseHouse

Ghallanda; when compared to the soldiersGhallanda; when compared to the soldiers

of House Deneith and the factories of Houseof House Deneith and the factories of House

Cannith, an alliance of innkeepers seemsCannith, an alliance of innkeepers seems

harmless and inconsequential. But Ghallanda’sharmless and inconsequential. But Ghallanda’s

strength lies in charm and connections. Astrength lies in charm and connections. A

Ghallanda innkeeper hears many things—ifGhallanda innkeeper hears many things—if

 you want to know what’s really going on in you want to know what’s really going on in

            

The leaders of House Ghallanda don’t sellThe leaders of House Ghallanda don’t sell

information; they prefer to build friendship andinformation; they prefer to build friendship and

deal in favors. But should a Ghallanda barondeal in favors. But should a Ghallanda baron

every truly need something, they likely have aevery truly need something, they likely have a

favor they can call in.favor they can call in.

Ghallanda has a number of “boundGhallanda has a number of “bound

businesses”—franchises run directly by the house.businesses”—franchises run directly by the house.

The Gold Dragon Inn is such a business, andThe Gold Dragon Inn is such a business, and

Gold Dragon Inns can be found in every majorGold Dragon Inns can be found in every major

city, each serving a familiar menu and providingcity, each serving a familiar menu and providing

similar services. But many Ghallanda heirs takesimilar services. But many Ghallanda heirs take

pride in creating their own pride in creating their own unique businessesunique businesses..

There are also many independent restaurants,There are also many independent restaurants,

inns, and taverns that are licensed by Ghallanda.inns, and taverns that are licensed by Ghallanda.

The blink dog seal is an assurance that a localeThe blink dog seal is an assurance that a locale

meets Ghallanda standards of health andmeets Ghallanda standards of health and

                

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are some examples of characters who carryHere are some examples of characters who carry

the Mark of Hospitality.the Mark of Hospitality.

Noble Warlock (Archfey).Noble Warlock (Archfey). Your parentsYour parents

run a score of Gold Dragon Inns. You’ve neverrun a score of Gold Dragon Inns. You’ve never

gotten your hands dirty with the family business;gotten your hands dirty with the family business;

 you’ve been too  you’ve been too busy doing impobusy doing important things,rtant things,

like going to all the best parties. Just the otherlike going to all the best parties. Just the other

day you were dancing with some Greensingerday you were dancing with some Greensinger

druids, and they summoned some sort ofdruids, and they summoned some sort of

Archfey from Thelanis. Honestly, you don’tArchfey from Thelanis. Honestly, you don’t

               

                  

deal with this fey prince. You’re not sure exactlydeal with this fey prince. You’re not sure exactly

what you agreed to; you’d better gather a fewwhat you agreed to; you’d better gather a few

        

Guild Artisan Bard.Guild Artisan Bard. You used to run theYou used to run the

              

it. You know it. You know a a group of advgroup of adventurers—reenturers—regularsgulars

from your lost tavern—and you’re tagging alongfrom your lost tavern—and you’re tagging along

                

Perhaps you’ll earn enough gold to buy a newPerhaps you’ll earn enough gold to buy a new

              

MMARKARK OFOF H HOSPITALITYOSPITALITY T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of HoThe Mark of Hospitality manifests exclusivelyspitality manifests exclusively

                

          

 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your CharismaYour Charisma

score increases by 1.score increases by 1.

Innkeeper’s Charms.Innkeeper’s Charms. You know theYou know the

cantripscantrips friends friends andand   Charisma isCharisma is

 your spellcasting ability for them. your spellcasting ability for them.

Ever Hospitable.Ever Hospitable. When you make aWhen you make a

Charisma (Persuasion) check or an ability checkCharisma (Persuasion) check or an ability check

involving brewer’s supplies or cook’s utensils,involving brewer’s supplies or cook’s utensils,

 you can roll one Intuition die (a d4) and add the you can roll one Intuition die (a d4) and add the

number rolled to the ability check.number rolled to the ability check.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF M MAKINGAKING
“  “                  
              
                  
            
          
        ”  ”  

 — Baron Me — Baron Merrix d’Cannithrrix d’Cannith

The Mark of Making guides its bearer throughThe Mark of Making guides its bearer through

any act of creation. The bearer of the any act of creation. The bearer of the mark canmark can

mend broken things with a touch, and alwaysmend broken things with a touch, and always

has a minor magic item they’ve been workinghas a minor magic item they’ve been working

                    

                    

enchanted blade.enchanted blade.

HHOUSEOUSE C CANNITHANNITH
House Cannith dominates all forms ofHouse Cannith dominates all forms of

manufacturing, both mystical and mundane.manufacturing, both mystical and mundane.

Cannith forgeholds use streamlined forms ofCannith forgeholds use streamlined forms of

production to quickly produce common goods.production to quickly produce common goods.

Even independent artisans often learn their tradeEven independent artisans often learn their trade

at Cannith academies and adhere to Cannithat Cannith academies and adhere to Cannith

standards. The House of Making builds the toolsstandards. The House of Making builds the tools

the other houses rely upon, and it the other houses rely upon, and it has alwayshas always

been the unspoken leader of the Twelve.been the unspoken leader of the Twelve.

The Last War was a time of great opportunityThe Last War was a time of great opportunity

for Cannith. Every nation wanted weapons andfor Cannith. Every nation wanted weapons and

warforged, along with mundane arms and armor.warforged, along with mundane arms and armor.

The war raised the house up, and then tore The war raised the house up, and then tore itit

down. House Cannith was based in Cyre, anddown. House Cannith was based in Cyre, and

the Mourning destroyed the the Mourning destroyed the house leadershiphouse leadership

                

the leadership vacuum: the alchemist Jorlanna ofthe leadership vacuum: the alchemist Jorlanna of

Fairhaven, weaponsmith Zorlan of Korth, andFairhaven, weaponsmith Zorlan of Korth, and

warforged innovator Merrix of Sharn. It warforged innovator Merrix of Sharn. It remainsremains

to be seen whether one of these leaders will uniteto be seen whether one of these leaders will unite

the house, or if it the house, or if it will shatter under the strain.will shatter under the strain.

If you’re an heir of House Cannith, you shouldIf you’re an heir of House Cannith, you should

decide which of these barons you serve—or if youdecide which of these barons you serve—or if you

have other ideas about the future of the house.have other ideas about the future of the house.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Some characters with the Mark of Making:Some characters with the Mark of Making:

Noble Wizard.Noble Wizard. Born to one of the mostBorn to one of the most

powerful families in House Cannith, you’re apowerful families in House Cannith, you’re a

diletante who has so far squandered your arcanediletante who has so far squandered your arcane

                  

adventurer? Or will the house demand that youadventurer? Or will the house demand that you

live up to the duties of your live up to the duties of your rank?rank?

   Your parents wereYour parents were

excoriated from House Cannith for engaging inexcoriated from House Cannith for engaging in

forbidden research. They died when you wereforbidden research. They died when you were

 young. You’ve never learned what they were young. You’ve never learned what they were

working on. But you inherited their talent forworking on. But you inherited their talent for

                

Sharn. It’s time to pursue your parents’ lSharn. It’s time to pursue your parents’ legacy.egacy.

MMARKARK OFOF M MAKINGAKING T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Making only manifests on humans.The Mark of Making only manifests on humans.

These traits replace the human Ability ScoreThese traits replace the human Ability Score

Increase trait in theIncrease trait in the      ..

 Abilit Ability Score Iy Score Increase.ncrease. Your Your IntelligencIntelligencee

and Dexterity scores increase by 1. Increase eitherand Dexterity scores increase by 1. Increase either

IntelligencIntelligence or e or DexteritDexterity by an y by an additional 1 point.additional 1 point.

 Artisan’s In Artisan’s Intuition.tuition. When you make anWhen you make an

ability check with artisan’s tools, roll 1d4 and addability check with artisan’s tools, roll 1d4 and add

it to the result.it to the result.

Maker’s Gift.Maker’s Gift. You know the cantripYou know the cantrip   

              

tools.tools.

Magecraft.Magecraft. You can create a temporary magicYou can create a temporary magic

item out of common materials. Choose a cantripitem out of common materials. Choose a cantrip

from the wizard spell list. Describe the itemfrom the wizard spell list. Describe the item

connected to it. As long as you possess the item,connected to it. As long as you possess the item,

 you know tha you know that cantrip. t cantrip. At the end of At the end of a long resta long rest,,

 you can rep you can replace it with lace it with a new item a new item and select and select aa

new cantrip from the new cantrip from the wizard spell list. Intelligencewizard spell list. Intelligence

is your is your spellcastispellcasting ability for ng ability for these cantrips.these cantrips.

SpellsmithSpellsmith. You can spend one minute. You can spend one minute

to weave a temporary enchantment into ato weave a temporary enchantment into a

nonmagical suit of armor or weapon. For nonmagical suit of armor or weapon. For thethe

next hour the object becomes a magic item,next hour the object becomes a magic item,

gaining a +1 bonus to AC if it gaining a +1 bonus to AC if it is armor or a +1is armor or a +1

bonus to hit and damage if it is a weapon. Oncebonus to hit and damage if it is a weapon. Once

 you use this trait, you can’t use it again until you you use this trait, you can’t use it again until you
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF P PASSAGEASSAGE
“  “                    
                      
              
              ”  ”  

 — Bali d’Orie — Bali d’Orien, veteran courien, veteran courierr

The Mark of Passage governs motion, allowingThe Mark of Passage governs motion, allowing

its bearer to move with uncanny speed andits bearer to move with uncanny speed and

precision. Running, leaping, climbing—the Markprecision. Running, leaping, climbing—the Mark

of Passage enhances every form of movement.of Passage enhances every form of movement.

The bearer of the mark can even slip throughThe bearer of the mark can even slip through

space, leaping from point to point in the blink ofspace, leaping from point to point in the blink of

an eye.an eye.

HHOUSEOUSE O ORIENRIEN
The House of The House of Passage manages landPassage manages land

transportation. The Lightning Rail is the house’stransportation. The Lightning Rail is the house’s

most dramatic tool, but Orien runs most dramatic tool, but Orien runs caravanscaravans

and coaches across the length of Khorvaire.and coaches across the length of Khorvaire.

Dragonshard focus items ensure that Dragonshard focus items ensure that the fastestthe fastest

 vehicles are those driven by heirs with the Mark vehicles are those driven by heirs with the Mark

of Passage, but the house also licenses unmarkedof Passage, but the house also licenses unmarked

teamsters. The Courier’s Guild of House Orienteamsters. The Courier’s Guild of House Orien

delivers mail and packages and has a branch thatdelivers mail and packages and has a branch that

handles more covert and dangerous deliveries.handles more covert and dangerous deliveries.

Orien has dominated transportation forOrien has dominated transportation for

centuries, but now the house is facing challenges.centuries, but now the house is facing challenges.

The Mournland is a dramatic obstacle forThe Mournland is a dramatic obstacle for

ground transportation, and the expanding roleground transportation, and the expanding role

of Lyrandar airships threatens Orien’s business.of Lyrandar airships threatens Orien’s business.

Long distance teleportation is a service only theLong distance teleportation is a service only the

strongest Orien heirs can provide. Now Orien,strongest Orien heirs can provide. Now Orien,

seeking to expand its use of teleportation, isseeking to expand its use of teleportation, is

              

and enhance this ultimate gift of the Markand enhance this ultimate gift of the Mark

of Making. Orien heirs may be caught up inof Making. Orien heirs may be caught up in

these experiments or in the rivalry with Housethese experiments or in the rivalry with House

Lyrandar, or they may stay close to the groundLyrandar, or they may stay close to the ground

and just keep moving.and just keep moving.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are examples of characters who carry theHere are examples of characters who carry the

Mark of Passage.Mark of Passage.

Outlander Ranger.Outlander Ranger. You’re a courier whoYou’re a courier who

specializes in dangerous deliveries to exoticspecializes in dangerous deliveries to exotic

locations. Your assignments take you into thelocations. Your assignments take you into the

wilds, the Mournland, and worse. Hopefully youwilds, the Mournland, and worse. Hopefully you

have a team of capable friends!have a team of capable friends!

Rogue Urchin.Rogue Urchin. You grew up as a You grew up as a foundlingfoundling

in the worst slums of Sharn. For you, the cityin the worst slums of Sharn. For you, the city

is a vast vertical jungle, and you love climbingis a vast vertical jungle, and you love climbing

towers and leaping between bridges. You valuetowers and leaping between bridges. You value

friendship and freedom. You’re friendship and freedom. You’re more interestedmore interested

in having fun and helping your companions thanin having fun and helping your companions than

            

MMARKARK OFOF P PASSAGEASSAGE T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Passage only manifests on humans.The Mark of Passage only manifests on humans.

These traits replace the human Ability ScoreThese traits replace the human Ability Score

Increase trait given in theIncrease trait given in the      ..

 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your DexterityYour Dexterity

score increases by 2 and one other ability score ofscore increases by 2 and one other ability score of

 your choice increases by 1. your choice increases by 1.

Courier’s Speed.Courier’s Speed. Your base walking speedYour base walking speed

increases to 40 ft.increases to 40 ft.

Intuitive Motion.Intuitive Motion. When you make a When you make a

Strength (Athletics) check or any ability checkStrength (Athletics) check or any ability check

to operate or maintain a land vehicle, you to operate or maintain a land vehicle, you cancan

roll one Intuition die, a d4, and add the numberroll one Intuition die, a d4, and add the number

rolled to the ability check.rolled to the ability check.

Determined Stride.Determined Stride. When you use the Dash When you use the Dash

            

movement on that turn.movement on that turn.

Shared Passage.Shared Passage. As a bonus action you can As a bonus action you can

teleport a distance up to your teleport a distance up to your walking speed,walking speed,

ending in an unoccupied space that you ending in an unoccupied space that you cancan

see. You can bring one willing creature of yoursee. You can bring one willing creature of your

size or smaller who is size or smaller who is carrying gear up to itscarrying gear up to its

carrying capacity. The creature must be withincarrying capacity. The creature must be within

5 feet of you when you use this trait. Once you5 feet of you when you use this trait. Once you

use this trait, you can’t use it use this trait, you can’t use it again until youagain until you
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF S SCRIBINGCRIBING
“  “            ”  ”  

 — Lysse L — Lysse Lorridan d’Sivis,orridan d’Sivis,

House MatriarchHouse Matriarch

The Mark of Scribing deals withThe Mark of Scribing deals with

communication—both the written and spokencommunication—both the written and spoken

word. A gnome who bears the mark canword. A gnome who bears the mark can feel  feel 

words as though they are living creatures,words as though they are living creatures,

struggling to make their meaning known. Thestruggling to make their meaning known. The

mark provides a range of gifts. It translatesmark provides a range of gifts. It translates

languages, but it also allows its bearer tolanguages, but it also allows its bearer to

communicate with others at a distance.communicate with others at a distance.

HHOUSEOUSE S SIVISIVIS
The gnomes of House Sivis facilitateThe gnomes of House Sivis facilitate

communication. This is seen most literally incommunication. This is seen most literally in

  , magic items allowing a Sivis heir, magic items allowing a Sivis heir

to send a short message to another speakingto send a short message to another speaking

stone; House Sivis’s network stone; House Sivis’s network of message stationsof message stations

is the backbone of long-distance communication.is the backbone of long-distance communication.

But Sivis also trains and licenses scribes,But Sivis also trains and licenses scribes,

notaries, interpreters, cartographers, barristers,notaries, interpreters, cartographers, barristers,

heralds, bookbinders and more. House Sivisheralds, bookbinders and more. House Sivis

has an especially close relationship with Househas an especially close relationship with House

Kundarak, as Kundarak letters of credit must beKundarak, as Kundarak letters of credit must be

notarized with a Sivis arcane mark.notarized with a Sivis arcane mark.

House Sivis has taken great pains to maintainHouse Sivis has taken great pains to maintain

the trust of its clients and takes a position ofthe trust of its clients and takes a position of

absolute neutrality in all disputes, whetherabsolute neutrality in all disputes, whether

between houses or nations. Gnomes have abetween houses or nations. Gnomes have a

              

within the house often engage in subtle schemeswithin the house often engage in subtle schemes

and feuds, but these are never allowed toand feuds, but these are never allowed to

threaten the house as a whole. Sivis gnomes arethreaten the house as a whole. Sivis gnomes are

typically friendly, curious, and engaging; but thattypically friendly, curious, and engaging; but that

kindly exterior may conceal a scheming mind.kindly exterior may conceal a scheming mind.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are examples of characters who carry theHere are examples of characters who carry the

Mark of Scribing.Mark of Scribing.

House Agent Bard.House Agent Bard. The Draconic ProphecyThe Draconic Prophecy

is one of the greatest mysteries of all. You’re anis one of the greatest mysteries of all. You’re an

observer tasked to keep your eyes open for anyobserver tasked to keep your eyes open for any

sort of manifestation of the Prophecy. You aresort of manifestation of the Prophecy. You are

part detective, part spy. Always keep your eyespart detective, part spy. Always keep your eyes

open for leads and see where they take you.open for leads and see where they take you.

Sage Wizard.Sage Wizard. You started out as a scribeYou started out as a scribe

and discovered a talent for arcane magic and aand discovered a talent for arcane magic and a

love of history. You’re eager to explore love of history. You’re eager to explore ancientancient

ruins and lost civilizations, and you’re especiallyruins and lost civilizations, and you’re especially

interested in uncovering old records, spellbooks,interested in uncovering old records, spellbooks,

and ancient lore.and ancient lore.

Hermit Warlock (Great Old One).Hermit Warlock (Great Old One). TheThe

Mark of Making allows you to read the code ofMark of Making allows you to read the code of

reality itself, to understand voices no one else canreality itself, to understand voices no one else can

hear. You have no interest in the business of yourhear. You have no interest in the business of your

house; you are on a grander quest, unraveling ahouse; you are on a grander quest, unraveling a

secret that lesser minds can’t comprehend. Yoursecret that lesser minds can’t comprehend. Your

patron could be a daelkyr or your patron could be a daelkyr or your mark maymark may

truly be connecting you to some primordial force.truly be connecting you to some primordial force.

MMARKARK OFOF S SCRIBINGCRIBING T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Scribing manifests exclusivelyThe Mark of Scribing manifests exclusively

on gnomes. If your character has the Mark ofon gnomes. If your character has the Mark of

Scribing, this is your gnome subrace.Scribing, this is your gnome subrace.

 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your CharismaYour Charisma

score increases by 1.score increases by 1.

Gifted Scribe.Gifted Scribe.       

calligrapher’s supplies and forgery kits. Whencalligrapher’s supplies and forgery kits. When

 you make an ability check using either one of you make an ability check using either one of

these tools, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4,these tools, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4,

and add the number rolled to and add the number rolled to the ability check.the ability check.

Scribe’s Insight.Scribe’s Insight. You can castYou can cast 
 once with this traitonce with this trait   and you regainand you regain

                    

Intelligence is your spellcasting ability for it.Intelligence is your spellcasting ability for it.

 Whispering W Whispering Windind. You know the cantrip. You know the cantrip

. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability

when casting it.when casting it.

Extra Language.Extra Language. You can speak, read, andYou can speak, read, and

write one extra language of your choice.write one extra language of your choice.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF S SENTINELENTINEL
“  “                  

                  
                  ”  ”  

 — Harric d’Den — Harric d’Deneith,eith,

Sentinel MarshalSentinel Marshal

The Mark of Sentinel warns and protects. ItThe Mark of Sentinel warns and protects. It

            

to respond to threats with uncanny speed. It canto respond to threats with uncanny speed. It can

shield its bearer from harm. Whether on shield its bearer from harm. Whether on thethe

            

the Mark of Sentinel is prepared for danger.the Mark of Sentinel is prepared for danger.

HHOUSEOUSE D DENEITHENEITH
House Deneith was born in Karrnath, and warHouse Deneith was born in Karrnath, and war

              

Guild of House Deneith has governed theGuild of House Deneith has governed the

mercenary trade. While warriors with themercenary trade. While warriors with the

Mark of Sentinel are among its most eliteMark of Sentinel are among its most elite

forces, House Deneith brokers the services offorces, House Deneith brokers the services of

a wide range of soldiers, including Valenara wide range of soldiers, including Valenar

warbands and the goblins of Droaam. Beyondwarbands and the goblins of Droaam. Beyond

          

            

their services. House Deneith is also renownedtheir services. House Deneith is also renowned

for its Sentinel Marshals, agents that hold thefor its Sentinel Marshals, agents that hold the

authority to pursue criminals and enforce theauthority to pursue criminals and enforce the

law across the length of Khorvaire. The Sentinellaw across the length of Khorvaire. The Sentinel

Marshals hold the honor of the house in theirMarshals hold the honor of the house in their

hands. Being a Marshal is a privilege, and ithands. Being a Marshal is a privilege, and it

comes with high expectations.comes with high expectations.

The dragonmarked houses aren’t allowed toThe dragonmarked houses aren’t allowed to

own land or hold own land or hold noble titles. House Deneithnoble titles. House Deneith

has always abided by these has always abided by these edicts, maintainingedicts, maintaining

absolute neutrality and selling its services to allabsolute neutrality and selling its services to all

                

feels that Deneith should use its power for its feels that Deneith should use its power for its ownown

purposes, not just in the service of others. Housepurposes, not just in the service of others. House

Deneith is also caught in an escalating rivalryDeneith is also caught in an escalating rivalry

with House Tharashk, which is edging into thewith House Tharashk, which is edging into the

mercenary trade.mercenary trade.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Some examples of characters with this mark:Some examples of characters with this mark:

Paladin Soldier.Paladin Soldier. You’re a Sentinel Marshal,You’re a Sentinel Marshal,

and you feel a divine and you feel a divine calling to the cause ofcalling to the cause of

 justice.  justice. You may You may follofollow Dol Arw Dol Arrah or rah or the Silthe Silverver

            

the powers of your mark and your devotionthe powers of your mark and your devotion

            

            

and will be recognized by and will be recognized by law enforcement aslaw enforcement as

opposed to soldiers.opposed to soldiers.

Monk Entertainer.Monk Entertainer. You love being in theYou love being in the

thick of battle, but you’ve never had an interestingthick of battle, but you’ve never had an interesting

in being a in being a mercenary. Insteamercenary. Instead, you found d, you found youryour

path as a gladiator. You draw your Ki throughpath as a gladiator. You draw your Ki through

              

You love life in the arena and the fans love you,You love life in the arena and the fans love you,

                

MMARKARK OFOF S SENTINELENTINEL T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Sentinel only manifests on humans.The Mark of Sentinel only manifests on humans.

These traits replace the human Ability ScoreThese traits replace the human Ability Score

Increase trait given in theIncrease trait given in the      ..
 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your Strength andYour Strength and

Wisdom scores both increase by 1. In addition,Wisdom scores both increase by 1. In addition,

one ability score of your choice increases by 1.one ability score of your choice increases by 1.

Sentinel’s Intuition.Sentinel’s Intuition. When you roll forWhen you roll for

Initiative or make a Wisdom (Perception) checkInitiative or make a Wisdom (Perception) check

to notice a threat, you can roll one Intuition die, ato notice a threat, you can roll one Intuition die, a

d4, and add it to the ability check.d4, and add it to the ability check.

Sentinel’s ShieldSentinel’s Shield. You know the cantrip. You know the cantrip 
 You can cast You can cast  once with this trait andonce with this trait and

                    

or long rest.or long rest.

 Vigilant Guard Vigilant Guardian.ian. As an action, you canAs an action, you can

designate an ally you can see as your ward.designate an ally you can see as your ward.

You have advantage on Wisdom (Insight) andYou have advantage on Wisdom (Insight) and

Wisdom (Perception) checks made to spot threatsWisdom (Perception) checks made to spot threats

to your ward. In addition, when you are within 5to your ward. In addition, when you are within 5

feet of your ward, and that creature is feet of your ward, and that creature is the targetthe target

of an attack that you can see, you can use yourof an attack that you can see, you can use your

reaction to swap places with your ward. Whenreaction to swap places with your ward. When

 you do, you become the target of the attack. you do, you become the target of the attack.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF S SHADOWHADOW
“  “                
          
                

                    ”  ”  

 — Lady Elara  — Lady Elara d’Thuranni,d’Thuranni,

shadow dancershadow dancer

The Mark of Shadows lets an elf weave illusionsThe Mark of Shadows lets an elf weave illusions

from shadows, crafting sounds and images tofrom shadows, crafting sounds and images to

distract or delight. The mark also allows itsdistract or delight. The mark also allows its

bearer to draw on the shadows, making it anbearer to draw on the shadows, making it an

easy matter to avoid detection or even disappeareasy matter to avoid detection or even disappear

while in plain sight. It is a while in plain sight. It is a valuable tool for anvaluable tool for an

entertainer, a spy, or an assassin.entertainer, a spy, or an assassin.

TTHEHE H HOUSESOUSES OFOF S SHADOWHADOW
The elves have carried the Mark of Shadow forThe elves have carried the Mark of Shadow for

thousands of years. The families that carry thethousands of years. The families that carry the

              

out the Mark of Death and established Houseout the Mark of Death and established House

              

entertainers in the land, giving them access to allentertainers in the land, giving them access to all

manner of places and secrets. But the elves domanner of places and secrets. But the elves do

more than entertain. There has always been anmore than entertain. There has always been an

elite force of spies and assassins within the house.elite force of spies and assassins within the house.

Common folk know nothing of this. Only specialCommon folk know nothing of this. Only special

clients—powerful nobles, merchant lords, and theclients—powerful nobles, merchant lords, and the

like—have access to these shadow-marked spies.like—have access to these shadow-marked spies.

Toward the end of the Last War, a bitter feudToward the end of the Last War, a bitter feud

broke out between the major families of thebroke out between the major families of the

house. Known as the Shadow Schism, it resultedhouse. Known as the Shadow Schism, it resulted

in a split withinin Phiarlan—and the foundationin a split withinin Phiarlan—and the foundation

of House Thuranni. House Phiarlan continues toof House Thuranni. House Phiarlan continues to

            

west of the Mournland, while Thuranni operateswest of the Mournland, while Thuranni operates

in Karrnath, the Lhazaar Principalities, and thein Karrnath, the Lhazaar Principalities, and the

eastern lands. As a rule, Phiarlan elves are theeastern lands. As a rule, Phiarlan elves are the

better spies and Thuranni agents are superiorbetter spies and Thuranni agents are superior

assassins. assassins. On the On the surface Thuranni and surface Thuranni and PhiarlanPhiarlan

maintain a peaceful relationship, but rivalriesmaintain a peaceful relationship, but rivalries

run deep.run deep.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are a few examples of characters who carryHere are a few examples of characters who carry

the Mark of Shadow.the Mark of Shadow.

House Agent Rogue.House Agent Rogue. You’re a youngYou’re a young

agent in House Thuranni. You’ve studied theagent in House Thuranni. You’ve studied the

performing arts, but you’re far more performing arts, but you’re far more interestedinterested

in the darker side of the house. At in the darker side of the house. At the momentthe moment

 you’re building your skills and reputation as an you’re building your skills and reputation as an

observer and investigator, but once you proveobserver and investigator, but once you prove

 yourself you hope you’ll get to be a player in the yourself you hope you’ll get to be a player in the

shadow war.shadow war.

Bard Entertainer.Bard Entertainer. You’re a rising star. YourYou’re a rising star. Your

performances have already earned you a nameperformances have already earned you a name

across the Five Nations, and your fame will surelyacross the Five Nations, and your fame will surely

only increase as you develop your talents. Theonly increase as you develop your talents. The

house has helped with your career, and they’vehouse has helped with your career, and they’ve

dropped hints to see if you want to get involveddropped hints to see if you want to get involved

in the other side of the house, but at the momentin the other side of the house, but at the moment

 you’re just in this for the music. you’re just in this for the music.

MMARKARK OFOF S SHADOWHADOW T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Shadow only manifests on elves. IfThe Mark of Shadow only manifests on elves. If

 your character has the Mark of Shadow, this is your character has the Mark of Shadow, this is

their elf subrace.their elf subrace.

 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your CharismaYour Charisma

score increases by 1.score increases by 1.

Natural Talent.Natural Talent.        

one musical instrument or the Performance skill.one musical instrument or the Performance skill.

Gift of the Shadows.Gift of the Shadows. When you make aWhen you make a

Charisma (Performance) or Dexterity (Stealth)Charisma (Performance) or Dexterity (Stealth)

check, you can roll one Intuition check, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, anddie, a d4, and

add the number rolled to the ability check.add the number rolled to the ability check.

Shape Shadows.Shape Shadows. You know theYou know the   

cantrip. Charisma is your spellcasting ability forcantrip. Charisma is your spellcasting ability for

this trait.this trait.

Slip Into Shadow Slip Into Shadow . You can use the Hide. You can use the Hide

action as a bonus action, even if you have noaction as a bonus action, even if you have no

cover or if you’re under cover or if you’re under observation. Regardlessobservation. Regardless

of whether you succeed or fail, once of whether you succeed or fail, once you use thisyou use this

                  

short or long rest.short or long rest.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF S STORMTORM
“  “              
            
                

            ”  ”  

 — From the Oa — From the Oath of Lyrandarth of Lyrandar

Wind and water welcome the half-elf who carriesWind and water welcome the half-elf who carries

the Mark of Storms. The wind catches themthe Mark of Storms. The wind catches them

when they fall, and they swim with remarkablewhen they fall, and they swim with remarkable

speed. Those who possess the Greaterspeed. Those who possess the Greater

Dragonmark and dragonshard focus items canDragonmark and dragonshard focus items can

call on even greater powers, shaping the weathercall on even greater powers, shaping the weather

and calling on the power of and calling on the power of the storm.the storm.

HHOUSEOUSE L LYRANDARYRANDAR
House Lyrandar has long ruled the seas. TheirHouse Lyrandar has long ruled the seas. Their

galleons harness air and water elementals and aregalleons harness air and water elementals and are

faster than any mundane vessel. Control of thefaster than any mundane vessel. Control of the

sea and river trade gave Lyrandar considerablesea and river trade gave Lyrandar considerable

power. Now they reach out to the skies.power. Now they reach out to the skies. Merely aMerely a

decade old, Lyrander airships are already shiftingdecade old, Lyrander airships are already shifting

the balance of power in overland travel, previouslythe balance of power in overland travel, previously

dominated by House Orien’s lightning rail.dominated by House Orien’s lightning rail.

House Lyrandar also controls the air in a moreHouse Lyrandar also controls the air in a more

literal way. The Raincallers’ Guild can use theliteral way. The Raincallers’ Guild can use the

Mark of Storms to control the weather for itsMark of Storms to control the weather for its

clients, but at a clients, but at a considerable price.considerable price.

House Lyrandar is made up of half-elves. ForHouse Lyrandar is made up of half-elves. For

many of its members, it’s more than simplymany of its members, it’s more than simply

family or business—it is the closest thing theirfamily or business—it is the closest thing their

people have to a homeland. House Lyrandar ispeople have to a homeland. House Lyrandar is

ambitious and often acts in what it sees as theambitious and often acts in what it sees as the

interests of all half-elves. Lyrandar heirs haveinterests of all half-elves. Lyrandar heirs have

been helping the Valenar elves run their youngbeen helping the Valenar elves run their young

kingdom, and some believe that Valenar couldkingdom, and some believe that Valenar could

become a true homeland for the Khoravar.become a true homeland for the Khoravar.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are a few examples of characters who carryHere are a few examples of characters who carry

the Mark of Storms.the Mark of Storms.

Noble Sorcerer.Noble Sorcerer. You are heir to one of theYou are heir to one of the

oldest families of Lyrandar, a direct descendantoldest families of Lyrandar, a direct descendant

of the Firstborn. You can draw on your mark andof the Firstborn. You can draw on your mark and

 your bloodline  your bloodline to wield power to wield power beyond those beyond those ofof

other heirs. You’re a noble of the house: are you aother heirs. You’re a noble of the house: are you a

carefree celebrity, or are you driven by duty and acarefree celebrity, or are you driven by duty and a

deep desire to help your house and your people?deep desire to help your house and your people?

Sailor Fighter.Sailor Fighter.         

airship that went into service, and spent the Lastairship that went into service, and spent the Last

                

around the clouds and on the water, and you’rearound the clouds and on the water, and you’re

looking for adventurers that will take you back tolooking for adventurers that will take you back to

either of them.either of them.

Criminal Rogue.Criminal Rogue. You’ve never been one toYou’ve never been one to

play by the rules. You always dreamed of being aplay by the rules. You always dreamed of being a

smuggler or a sky pirate, and when you were oldsmuggler or a sky pirate, and when you were old

enough, you stole a small airship and headed toenough, you stole a small airship and headed to

Sharn. You and your DM will have to decide howSharn. You and your DM will have to decide how

that worked out and if you still have the airship; itthat worked out and if you still have the airship; it

turns out they’re hard to hide. Either way, you’veturns out they’re hard to hide. Either way, you’ve

been kicked out of the house and you’re lookingbeen kicked out of the house and you’re looking

for jobs that cater to your sense of adventure.for jobs that cater to your sense of adventure.

MMARKARK OFOF S STORMTORM T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Detection manifests exclusively onThe Mark of Detection manifests exclusively on

half-elves. These traits replace the half-elf Abilityhalf-elves. These traits replace the half-elf Ability

Score Increase, Skill Versatility, and Score Increase, Skill Versatility, and LanguagesLanguages

traits given in thetraits given in the      ..

 Ability Score In Ability Score Increase.crease. Your Dexterity andYour Dexterity and

Charisma scores both increase by 1. In addition,Charisma scores both increase by 1. In addition,

one ability score of your choice increases by 1.one ability score of your choice increases by 1.

Sea Monkey.Sea Monkey. Your base walking speed is 30Your base walking speed is 30

feet, and you have a swim speed of 30 feet.feet, and you have a swim speed of 30 feet.

 Windwright Windwright’s Intuition’s Intuition.. When you make a When you make a

Dexterity (Acrobatics) check or any ability checkDexterity (Acrobatics) check or any ability check

involving operating or maintaining a water or airinvolving operating or maintaining a water or air

 vehicle, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, and vehicle, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4, and

add the number rolled to the ability check.add the number rolled to the ability check.

Storm’s Blessing.Storm’s Blessing. You have resistance toYou have resistance to

lightning damage.lightning damage.

Headwinds.Headwinds. You know theYou know the   cantrip.cantrip.

When you reach 3rd level, you can cast theWhen you reach 3rd level, you can cast the  
     spell once with this trait and  spell once with this trait and regain theregain the

                  

Languages.Languages. You can speak, read, and writeYou can speak, read, and write

Common and Elvish.Common and Elvish.
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GGUSTUST

  

Casting Time:Casting Time: 1 action1 action

Range:Range: 30 feet30 feet

Components:Components: V, SV, S

Duration:Duration: InstantaneousInstantaneous

You seize the air and compel it to create oneYou seize the air and compel it to create one

                  

within range:within range:

•• OnOne Me Medediuium or m or smsmalalleler crr creaeatuture re ththat at yoyouu

choose must succeed on a Strength saving choose must succeed on a Strength saving 

throw or be pushed up to 5 feet away fromthrow or be pushed up to 5 feet away from

 you. you.

•• YoYou cru creaeate a te a smsmalall bll blasast of at of air cir capapabable ole of f 

moving one object that is neither held normoving one object that is neither held nor

carried and that weighs no more than 5carried and that weighs no more than 5

pounds. This object is pushed up to 10pounds. This object is pushed up to 10

feet away from you. It isn’t pushedfeet away from you. It isn’t pushed

with enough force towith enough force to

cause damage.cause damage.

•• YYoou  u  ccrreeaatte  e  aa

harmless sensoryharmless sensory

        

causing leaves to rustle,causing leaves to rustle,

wind to slam shutters closed,wind to slam shutters closed,

or your clothing to billowor your clothing to billow

impressively in a breeze.impressively in a breeze.
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TTHEHE M MARKARK OFOF W WARDINGARDING
“  “                    
                  
                
              ”  ”  

 — Cutter, burgla — Cutter, burglar andr and

Kundarak excoriateKundarak excoriate

The Mark of Warding helps its bearers protectThe Mark of Warding helps its bearers protect

things of value. Using the mark, a dwarf canthings of value. Using the mark, a dwarf can

weave wards and seal portals with mystic force.weave wards and seal portals with mystic force.

It also provides its bearer with an intuitiveIt also provides its bearer with an intuitive

understanding of locks and mechanisms used tounderstanding of locks and mechanisms used to

protect and seal. The decision each heir has toprotect and seal. The decision each heir has to

make is whether they’ll use this power to keepmake is whether they’ll use this power to keep

things safe, or whether they’re more interested inthings safe, or whether they’re more interested in

opening opening locks and taking what’s inside.locks and taking what’s inside.

HHOUSEOUSE K KUNDARAKUNDARAK
If you want to keep something safe —jewels,If you want to keep something safe —jewels,

secrets, prisoners—Kundarak is there to help.secrets, prisoners—Kundarak is there to help.

The Defenders Guild of House Kundarak trainsThe Defenders Guild of House Kundarak trains

locksmiths, security specialists, and more. Itlocksmiths, security specialists, and more. It

maintains the infamous prison of Dreadhold,maintains the infamous prison of Dreadhold,

along with a number of smaller prisons. Asalong with a number of smaller prisons. As

useful as these services are, it’s the Bankinguseful as these services are, it’s the Banking

            

lands in the Mror Holds include deep veins oflands in the Mror Holds include deep veins of

precious metals and stones, and the dwarvesprecious metals and stones, and the dwarves

have used this wealth to establish the bankinghave used this wealth to establish the banking

industry of Khorvaire. Anyone who makes aindustry of Khorvaire. Anyone who makes a

living from coin—from bankers to goldsmiths— living from coin—from bankers to goldsmiths— 

likely learned their skills at House Kundarak.likely learned their skills at House Kundarak.

The security of Kundarak banks is legendary.The security of Kundarak banks is legendary.

The house also provides a special service to thoseThe house also provides a special service to those

              

 vaults, allowin vaults, allowing a client to stog a client to store their goods re their goods inin

one location and retrieve them at any otherone location and retrieve them at any other

Kundarak enclave.Kundarak enclave.

House Kundarak has a close alliance withHouse Kundarak has a close alliance with

House Sivis. Like the House of Scribing,House Sivis. Like the House of Scribing,

Kundarak has worked to earn the trust ofKundarak has worked to earn the trust of

its clients and to establish a reputation forits clients and to establish a reputation for

unshakeable integrity. The house has no love ofunshakeable integrity. The house has no love of

renegade dwarves using their marks to turn arenegade dwarves using their marks to turn a

                  

of Kundarak.of Kundarak.

DDRAGONMARKEDRAGONMARKED C CHARACTERSHARACTERS
Here are examples of characters with the MarkHere are examples of characters with the Mark

of Warding.of Warding.

       Some people wantSome people want

to build a better mousetrap. Better isn’t enoughto build a better mousetrap. Better isn’t enough

for you—you want to build thefor you—you want to build the   . Your basic. Your basic

                      

unusual security systems, and see what you canunusual security systems, and see what you can

learn from them. When you go into an ancientlearn from them. When you go into an ancient

ruin, you’reruin, you’re  there are traps.there are traps.

Criminal Rogue.Criminal Rogue. It’s not that you’re aIt’s not that you’re a

bad person. You’ve just never met a lock youbad person. You’ve just never met a lock you

didn’t want to open. It’s like they speak to didn’t want to open. It’s like they speak to you,you,

whispering “Free me! Free me!” You’re not evenwhispering “Free me! Free me!” You’re not even

in it for the gold; in it for the gold; you’ve just fallen in with a badyou’ve just fallen in with a bad

crowd because mostcrowd because most people who like openingpeople who like opening

locks are criminals. Perhaps it’s time to makelocks are criminals. Perhaps it’s time to make

some new friends.some new friends.

MMARKARK OFOF W WARDINGARDING T TRAITSRAITS
The Mark of Warding The Mark of Warding manifests exclusivelymanifests exclusively

on dwarves. If your character has the Mark ofon dwarves. If your character has the Mark of

Warding, this is their dwarf subrace.Warding, this is their dwarf subrace.

 Ability Score Inc Ability Score Increase.rease. Your Dexterity andYour Dexterity and

Intelligence scores increase by 1.Intelligence scores increase by 1.

Master of Locks.Master of Locks. When you make an When you make an

Intelligence (History), Intelligence (Investigation),Intelligence (History), Intelligence (Investigation),

or Thieves’ Tools check involving lock and trapor Thieves’ Tools check involving lock and trap

mechanisms, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4,mechanisms, you can roll one Intuition die, a d4,

and add the number rolled to and add the number rolled to the ability check.the ability check.

 Wards and Seals Wards and Seals. You can use your mark to. You can use your mark to

cast thecast the  spell as a ritual. Starting at 3rd levelspell as a ritual. Starting at 3rd level

 you can cast you can cast arcane lock arcane lock  once with this trait and once with this trait and

                      

long rest. Intelligence is your spellcasting abilitylong rest. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability

for these spells.for these spells.
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GGREATERREATER D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
TheThe Greater DragonmarkGreater Dragonmark feat represents feat represents

the evolution of a dragonmark—an exponentialthe evolution of a dragonmark—an exponential

increase in the mark’s size and the powers itincrease in the mark’s size and the powers it

carries and bestows.carries and bestows.

Only a fraction of dragonmarked heirs everOnly a fraction of dragonmarked heirs ever

develop a Greater Dragonmark. The powersdevelop a Greater Dragonmark. The powers

they possess are more powerful than thethey possess are more powerful than the

wide magic that serves as the foundation ofwide magic that serves as the foundation of

the magical economy. Teleportation, instantthe magical economy. Teleportation, instant

communication across communication across vast distances—thesevast distances—these

services are rare, remarkable features of theservices are rare, remarkable features of the

dragonmarked houses.dragonmarked houses.

Having a Greater Dragonmark doesn’tHaving a Greater Dragonmark doesn’t

automatically give a character greater statusautomatically give a character greater status

but it makes that character a valuable toolbut it makes that character a valuable tool

for the house. When you acquire a Greaterfor the house. When you acquire a Greater

Dragonmark, talk with your DM and decideDragonmark, talk with your DM and decide

if you want your relationship to your house toif you want your relationship to your house to

change. Do you want to work more closely withchange. Do you want to work more closely with

them? Do you want to get involved with familythem? Do you want to get involved with family

politics? Do you want to explore a story in politics? Do you want to explore a story in whichwhich

the house puts pressure on you, or the house puts pressure on you, or would youwould you

prefer to remain independent?prefer to remain independent?
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FFEATEAT: G: GREATERREATER D DRAGONMARKRAGONMARK
                

Your dragonmark has grown in size and power.Your dragonmark has grown in size and power.

This enhances your existing dragonmark, and theThis enhances your existing dragonmark, and the

                

possess. A greater dragonmark provides thepossess. A greater dragonmark provides the

  

•• ThThe die die tye type ope of yof your dur draragogonmnmararkekedd

Intuition Die increases by one (for example,Intuition Die increases by one (for example,

from a d4 to a d6).from a d4 to a d6).

•• IncIncrereasase oe one ne ababililitity sy scocore re by by 1, 1, to to aa

maximum of 20. The abilities available tomaximum of 20. The abilities available to

 you are based on your mark, as shown on you are based on your mark, as shown on

        

•• YoYou leu leararn a sn a set oet of sf spepellslls, ea, each ch of wof whihich ch yoyouu

can cast once without expending a spell slotcan cast once without expending a spell slot

or using a material component. The list of or using a material component. The list of 

spells, the spellcasting ability for them, andspells, the spellcasting ability for them, and

the type of rest you must complete to rthe type of rest you must complete to regainegain

the use of these spells are shown on thethe use of these spells are shown on the

      

To castTo cast         using this feat and using this feat and

the Mark of Warding, you must have a Siberysthe Mark of Warding, you must have a Siberys

dragonshard with a value of at least 100 gp.dragonshard with a value of at least 100 gp.

While you have this dragonshard in hand, itWhile you have this dragonshard in hand, it

serves as the spell’s focus, and you can use it toserves as the spell’s focus, and you can use it to

summon and dismiss the chest.summon and dismiss the chest.
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AABERRANTBERRANT D DRAGONMARKSRAGONMARKS
              
        

 —Rotting Bal, —Rotting Bal,

Tarkanan EnforcerTarkanan Enforcer

            

bloodlines and passed down through families.bloodlines and passed down through families.

They are reliable and predictable, and theirThey are reliable and predictable, and their

powers are constructive. They create; they heal;powers are constructive. They create; they heal;

they protect.they protect.

But there is another kind of dragonmark:But there is another kind of dragonmark:

marks that are unpredictable and dangerous tomarks that are unpredictable and dangerous to

both the bearer and the people around both the bearer and the people around them.them.

Someone with such a mark can kill with aSomeone with such a mark can kill with a

touch or control minds with touch or control minds with a glance. Aberranta glance. Aberrant

            

dragonmarked families produce a child, and fordragonmarked families produce a child, and for

this reason such unions are absolutely forbiddenthis reason such unions are absolutely forbidden

by the Twelve. But aberrant dragonmarksby the Twelve. But aberrant dragonmarks

can appear on members of any race, at anycan appear on members of any race, at any

age, regardless of bloodline. No two aberrantage, regardless of bloodline. No two aberrant

dragonmarks are exactly alike—even if theydragonmarks are exactly alike—even if they

grant the same power, they may appear andgrant the same power, they may appear and

              

might grantmight grant      , one mark may be formed, one mark may be formed

from scar tissue while another is traced on thefrom scar tissue while another is traced on the

          

While aberrant dragonmarks can be disturbing,While aberrant dragonmarks can be disturbing,

on the surface an aberrant mark seems no moreon the surface an aberrant mark seems no more

dangerous or threatening than the powers of adangerous or threatening than the powers of a

            

              

may not actively hurt a character, but they aremay not actively hurt a character, but they are

always a burden in some way—a burden thatalways a burden in some way—a burden that

could drive a weak-willed person to madness.could drive a weak-willed person to madness.

It takes time for a character to learn to It takes time for a character to learn to controlcontrol

their mark, and in time people may be hurt. Iftheir mark, and in time people may be hurt. If

an aberrant mark grantsan aberrant mark grants      , the person who, the person who

carries it might have severely burned or evencarries it might have severely burned or even

killed a loved one. Imagine having the powerkilled a loved one. Imagine having the power

to castto cast    but being unable to controlbut being unable to control

it and having people you care about suddenlyit and having people you care about suddenly

becoming slavishly devoted to you. All of thesebecoming slavishly devoted to you. All of these

factors have led to the general superstitionfactors have led to the general superstition

that people with aberrant dragonmarks arethat people with aberrant dragonmarks are

dangerous, that their marks drive them crazy ordangerous, that their marks drive them crazy or

turn them into sociopaths. These are things thatturn them into sociopaths. These are things that

can happen; people have a right to be afraid.can happen; people have a right to be afraid.

But it is possible for an aberrant toBut it is possible for an aberrant to

learn to control their mark andlearn to control their mark and

      

Aberrant marks areAberrant marks are

feared for anotherfeared for another

reason, too. Longreason, too. Long

ago aberrant marksago aberrant marks

were more frequentwere more frequent

and some peopleand some people

had aberranthad aberrant

marks that heldmarks that held

greater powers.greater powers.

Aberrant leaderAberrant leader

Halas TarkananHalas Tarkanan

could devastatecould devastate

cities with powerfulcities with powerful

earthquakes, whileearthquakes, while

the Dreambreakerthe Dreambreaker

shattered minds.shattered minds.

The Lady of theThe Lady of the

Plague wieldedPlague wielded
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disease and commanded hordes ofdisease and commanded hordes of

 vermin. The dragonmarked houses vermin. The dragonmarked houses

united in an inquisition called Theunited in an inquisition called The

War of the Mark. Some say thatWar of the Mark. Some say that

this was a persecution of innocents;this was a persecution of innocents;

but most feared the aberrants andbut most feared the aberrants and

stood by as the houses hunted themstood by as the houses hunted them

down. Ever since the War of thedown. Ever since the War of the

Mark, aberrant dragonmarks haveMark, aberrant dragonmarks have

been few in number and relatively week.been few in number and relatively week.

But since the Mourning aberrant marks haveBut since the Mourning aberrant marks have

been appearing in greater numbers, and peoplebeen appearing in greater numbers, and people

wonder if those who carry them could developwonder if those who carry them could develop

greater power.greater power.

If you develop an aberrant mark, you canIf you develop an aberrant mark, you can

                    

              

    

1d81d8     

11 YYoouur mr maarrk ik is a s a ssoouurrcce oe of cf coonnssttaanntt

physical pain.physical pain.

22 YYoour ur mmarark k wwhhisispeperrs s tto o yyoou, u, ththououghgh

you may not understand what it says.you may not understand what it says.

33             

        

44 TThhe e sskkin in aarroouunnd d yyoouur r mmaarrk k hhaas s aann

unusual appearance: burned, scaly,unusual appearance: burned, scaly,

withered, etc.withered, etc.

55 MMuunnddaanne e aanniimmaalls s bbeeccoomme e uunneeaassyy

around you.around you.

66           

        

77 YYoour ur aapppepeaarranancce e chchanangges es in in a a mmininoror

            

88         

you use your mark.you use your mark.

FFEATEAT: A: ABERRANTBERRANT D DRAGONMARKRAGONMARK
        

You have manifested an aberrant dragonmark.You have manifested an aberrant dragonmark.

            

            

•• InIncrcreaease yse your our CoConsnstititututition son scocore bre by 1, ty 1, to ao a

maximum of 20.maximum of 20.

•• YoYou leu leararn a cn a canantrtrip fip from rom ththe soe sorcrcererer ser spepellll

list. In addition, choose a 1st-level spelllist. In addition, choose a 1st-level spell

from the sorcerer spell list. You from the sorcerer spell list. You learn thatlearn that

spell and can cast it at its lowest level. Oncespell and can cast it at its lowest level. Once

                  

before you can cast it again. Constitution isbefore you can cast it again. Constitution is

 your spellcasting ability for these spells. your spellcasting ability for these spells.

•• YoYou cu can an inincrcreaease se ththe pe powower er of of yoyourur

aberrant spells at the risk of your ownaberrant spells at the risk of your own

 vitality. When you cast a spell with your vitality. When you cast a spell with your

aberrant mark, you can use one of youraberrant mark, you can use one of your

Hit Dice to increase the spell’s level by 1.Hit Dice to increase the spell’s level by 1.

Immediately after you cast the spell, rollImmediately after you cast the spell, roll

the Hit Die. You take damage equal to thethe Hit Die. You take damage equal to the

number rolled.number rolled.
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CHAPTER 5: MAGIC ITEMSCHAPTER 5: MAGIC ITEMS

A A 
RCANERCANE MAGICMAGIC PLAYSPLAYS A A  VITALVITAL ROLEROLE

in the Five Nations. Commonin the Five Nations. Common

magic items are widespread inmagic items are widespread in

the world. The crystals known asthe world. The crystals known as

dragonshardsdragonshards serve as the fuelserve as the fuel

of the magical economy and are used in focusof the magical economy and are used in focus

items that amplify the powers of dragonmarks.items that amplify the powers of dragonmarks.

DDRAGONSHARDSRAGONSHARDS
Dragonshards are crystals imbued with rawDragonshards are crystals imbued with raw

mystical energy. They are the fuel that drivesmystical energy. They are the fuel that drives

the magical economy, playing a vital role in thethe magical economy, playing a vital role in the

creation of magic items and the performance ofcreation of magic items and the performance of

arcane rituals.arcane rituals.

Dragonshards come in three distinctDragonshards come in three distinct

                

environments.environments. Eberron Eberron dragonshardsdragonshards areare

found in shallow soil, and ofound in shallow soil, and often encased inften encased in

geode-like stone shells. Eberron shards can begeode-like stone shells. Eberron shards can be

            

deposits have been discovered in jungledeposits have been discovered in jungle

environments, notably Q’barra and the distantenvironments, notably Q’barra and the distant

land of Xen’drik. In their raw form, Eberronland of Xen’drik. In their raw form, Eberron

shards are rosy crystals with crimson swirlsshards are rosy crystals with crimson swirls

    

Eberron shards are the most common form ofEberron shards are the most common form of

dragonshard. They are primarilydragonshard. They are primarily

      

powder. This dragonshardpowder. This dragonshard

dust can be used to fueldust can be used to fuel

almost any act of magic.almost any act of magic.

When casting a spell, youWhen casting a spell, you

can use dragonshardcan use dragonshard

dust in place of anydust in place of any

spell componentspell component

that has a cost,that has a cost,

unless the DMunless the DM

says otherwise.says otherwise.

Dragonshard dustDragonshard dust

is used in theis used in the

creation of magic items, andcreation of magic items, and

many powerful tools—suchmany powerful tools—such

as the lightning rail andas the lightning rail and

elemental airships—requireelemental airships—require

an ongoing expenditure ofan ongoing expenditure of

Eberron dragonshards toEberron dragonshards to

maintain their enchantments.maintain their enchantments.

Khyber dragonshardsKhyber dragonshards are are

found deep in the earth, oftenfound deep in the earth, often

near layers of magma. These livingnear layers of magma. These living

crystals typically grow on caverncrystals typically grow on cavern

walls, and superstition says theywalls, and superstition says they

          

activity. Khyber dragonshards are deepactivity. Khyber dragonshards are deep

blue or dark violet, laced with gleaming veins.blue or dark violet, laced with gleaming veins.

          

binding magics. Elemental binding—whichbinding magics. Elemental binding—which

is behind airships, the lightning rail, andis behind airships, the lightning rail, and

elemental galleons—requires a Khyber shardelemental galleons—requires a Khyber shard

to hold the elemental. Khyber shards areto hold the elemental. Khyber shards are

used for phylacteries, planar binding, anyused for phylacteries, planar binding, any

            

Khyber dragonshards are also used for manyKhyber dragonshards are also used for many

necromantic rituals.necromantic rituals.

Siberys Siberys dragonshardsdragonshards fall from the Ringfall from the Ring

of Siberys, the ring of crystals that encirclesof Siberys, the ring of crystals that encircles

the world. While rare in Khorvaire, therethe world. While rare in Khorvaire, there

              

Xen’drik, and this is a potential source of greatXen’drik, and this is a potential source of great

wealth for explorers. Siberys dragonshards arewealth for explorers. Siberys dragonshards are

amber in color, with swirling golding amber in color, with swirling golding veinsveins

gleaming within.gleaming within.

Siberys dragonshards have a closeSiberys dragonshards have a close

    

and are a vitaland are a vital

part of anypart of any

dragonmarkdragonmark

focus item.focus item.

Larger shardsLarger shards

may be requiredmay be required

forfor eldritcheldritch
machinesmachines or used inor used in

the creation of legendarythe creation of legendary

items or artifacts.items or artifacts.
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MMAGICAGIC I ITEMSTEMS
Consider how these magic items from throughoutConsider how these magic items from throughout

Khorvaire can add to your campaign.Khorvaire can add to your campaign.

AARCANERCANE F FOCUSESOCUSES
Go to the Bazaar in Sharn or any enclave ofGo to the Bazaar in Sharn or any enclave of

              

of arcane focuses to choose from. For of arcane focuses to choose from. For aa

wandslinger, the choice of an arcane focus carrieswandslinger, the choice of an arcane focus carries

the same weight as a duelist deciding between athe same weight as a duelist deciding between a

rapier or a maul. Do you rapier or a maul. Do you use ause a       

to focus yourto focus your      , or do you harness defensive, or do you harness defensive

energies with aenergies with a      

An arcane focus is a tool, and only pAn arcane focus is a tool, and only provides itsrovides its

               
 provides no protection when it’s in yourprovides no protection when it’s in your

pack; you must have it in your hand.pack; you must have it in your hand.

In Khorvaire, arcane focus items areIn Khorvaire, arcane focus items are

recognized as weapons: if guards are securingrecognized as weapons: if guards are securing

swords and bows, they’ll also require you swords and bows, they’ll also require you to turnto turn

    

IIMBUEDMBUED W WOODOOD

        

Powerful manifest zones can infuse local treesPowerful manifest zones can infuse local trees

              

                    

            

of energy.of energy.

An arcane focus provides a +1 bonus when youAn arcane focus provides a +1 bonus when you

                  

of damage, as shown below.of damage, as shown below.

••    Fire damage.Fire damage.

••    Radiant damage.Radiant damage.

••    Acid or poison damage.Acid or poison damage.

••    Lightning or thunderLightning or thunder

damage.damage.

••    Necrotic damage.Necrotic damage.

••        Psychic damage.Psychic damage.

••    Cold damage.Cold damage.

••    Force damage.Force damage.

OORBRB OFOF S SHIELDINGHIELDING

        

AnAn         is made from crystal or stone is made from crystal or stone

aligned to one of the planes. While you aligned to one of the planes. While you areare

holding theholding the , it shields you from a particular, it shields you from a particular

type of energy. Any time you take damage of thattype of energy. Any time you take damage of that

type, reduce it by 1d4. The materials and theirtype, reduce it by 1d4. The materials and their

associated damage types are listed below.associated damage types are listed below.

••    Fire damage Fire damage

••    Radiant damage Radiant damage

••    Acid or poison damage Acid or poison damage

••    Lightning or thunder damage Lightning or thunder damage

••    Necrotic damage Necrotic damage

••        Psychic damage Psychic damage

••    Cold damage Cold damage

••    Force damage Force damage

  

    

In Eberron, an arcane focus is a weapon.In Eberron, an arcane focus is a weapon.
As such, it can be interesting to give a focusAs such, it can be interesting to give a focus
some of the same trade-offs as mundanesome of the same trade-offs as mundane
              
greater power?greater power?

If you use this optional rule, when a casterIf you use this optional rule, when a caster
uses a two-handed arcane focus to cast anuses a two-handed arcane focus to cast an
offensive cantrip (a cantrip requiring a savingoffensive cantrip (a cantrip requiring a saving
throw or an attack roll), the range of thethrow or an attack roll), the range of the
cantrip is increased by 50 percent.cantrip is increased by 50 percent.

By this rule, a staff always requires By this rule, a staff always requires twotwo
hands, while rods can be used with eitherhands, while rods can be used with either
one or two hands. Using a two-handedone or two hands. Using a two-handed
          
requirement for a spell.requirement for a spell.
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CCOMMONOMMON M MAGICAGIC I ITEMSTEMS

BBANDAND OFOF L LOYALTYOYALTY

        

If you are reduced to zero hit points whileIf you are reduced to zero hit points while

attuned to aattuned to a     , you instantly die., you instantly die.

                

to fall into enemy hands.to fall into enemy hands.

CCLEANSINGLEANSING S STONETONE

    

AA    is a stone sphere one foot i is a stone sphere one foot inn

diameter, engraved with mystic sigils. Whendiameter, engraved with mystic sigils. When

touching the stone, you can use an action totouching the stone, you can use an action to

activate it and remove dirt and grime from youractivate it and remove dirt and grime from your

garments and your person.garments and your person.    are are

often embedded into pedestals in public squaresoften embedded into pedestals in public squares

in Aundair or found iin Aundair or found in high-end Ghallanda inns.n high-end Ghallanda inns.

EEVERBRIGHTVERBRIGHT L LANTERNANTERN

    

AnAn    contains an Eberron contains an Eberron

             
   spell. This bright light is mounted inside aspell. This bright light is mounted inside a

normal bullseye lantern, allowing the light to benormal bullseye lantern, allowing the light to be

        provides clear provides clear

illumination in a 60-foot cone and shadowyillumination in a 60-foot cone and shadowy

illumination in a 120-foot cone, just like aillumination in a 120-foot cone, just like a

            

goes out.goes out.

FFEATHEREATHER T TOKENOKEN

    

This small metal disk is inscribed with theThis small metal disk is inscribed with the

image of a feather. While the token is in image of a feather. While the token is in youryour

possession, you can castpossession, you can cast     as a bonusas a bonus

action. Aaction. A           

for a single use, after which it lfor a single use, after which it loses its power.oses its power.

While it’s an expensive form of insurance,While it’s an expensive form of insurance,

frequent airship travelers and citizens of Sharnfrequent airship travelers and citizens of Sharn

often appreciate the security it provides.often appreciate the security it provides.

GGLAMERWEAVELAMERWEAVE

    

 clothing is imbued with  clothing is imbued with cosmeticcosmetic

illusions. Traditionally, these patterns areillusions. Traditionally, these patterns are

contained within the cloth, but higher-endcontained within the cloth, but higher-end

              

could have a gown that appears to could have a gown that appears to be wreathedbe wreathed

                

            

              

SSHIFTWEAVEHIFTWEAVE

    

Transmutation magic is woven into the fabricTransmutation magic is woven into the fabric

ofof  clothing. When a suit of clothing. When a suit of 

                

embedded into the cloth. By taking an actionembedded into the cloth. By taking an action

and uttering a command word, you canand uttering a command word, you can

transform yourtransform your           

other designs contained within it. To determineother designs contained within it. To determine

the price of a suit ofthe price of a suit of , combine the value, combine the value

                      

that amount.that amount.

SSPELLSHARDPELLSHARD

    

AA  is a polished Eberron dragonshard,is a polished Eberron dragonshard,

                      

imbued with a particular work of limbued with a particular work of l iterature. Byiterature. By

holding the shard and concentrating, you canholding the shard and concentrating, you can

see its pages in your mind’s eye. Thinking of asee its pages in your mind’s eye. Thinking of a

particular phrase or topic will draw you to theparticular phrase or topic will draw you to the

                

allows you to add content to the shard.allows you to add content to the shard.

An arcane caster can use aAn arcane caster can use a  instead ofinstead of

a spellbook; thea spellbook; the  costs 1 gp per “page” incosts 1 gp per “page” in

the shard, and otherwise functions as a mundanethe shard, and otherwise functions as a mundane

spellbook. Spellshards can also be used as diariesspellbook. Spellshards can also be used as diaries

or journals. More advanced (and uncommon)or journals. More advanced (and uncommon)

shards can require a particular mental passphraseshards can require a particular mental passphrase

to access the contents of the shard.to access the contents of the shard.
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DDRAGONMARKRAGONMARK F FOCUSOCUS I ITEMSTEMS
These items harness and expand the powers of aThese items harness and expand the powers of a

dragonmark, allowing the dragonmarked housesdragonmark, allowing the dragonmarked houses

to provide a wide range of uto provide a wide range of useful services.seful services. YouYou

must possess a particular dragonmark in order tomust possess a particular dragonmark in order to

use or attune to a dragonmark focus item.use or attune to a dragonmark focus item.

Many dragonmark focus items have uniqueMany dragonmark focus items have unique

                

section. Alternately, a dragonmark focus item cansection. Alternately, a dragonmark focus item can

duplicate the power of an existing magic item withduplicate the power of an existing magic item with

a power closely related to the mark. For example:a power closely related to the mark. For example:

•• AA        oror        tied tied

to the Mark of Passage, orto the Mark of Passage, or     

that only function if the rider that only function if the rider has the Mark has the Mark 

of Passage.of Passage.

•• AA      oror      tied totied to

the Mark of Shadows.the Mark of Shadows.

••    that can only bethat can only be

activated by someone with the Mark of activated by someone with the Mark of 

Warding.Warding.

•• AA       that requires the Mark of that requires the Mark of 

Detection.Detection.

                

existing power than one that generates it on itsexisting power than one that generates it on its

own, and generally a focus item costs half as muchown, and generally a focus item costs half as much

as the standard version of that item. However, theas the standard version of that item. However, the

Siberys shards required to make focus items areSiberys shards required to make focus items are

rare, and it’s always up to the DM to decide whatrare, and it’s always up to the DM to decide what

focus items are available in the world.focus items are available in the world.

BBAGAG OFOF B BOUNTYOUNTY

    

This is a sturdy leather sack with tiny SiberysThis is a sturdy leather sack with tiny Siberys

shards embedded into the lining. If you shards embedded into the lining. If you have thehave the

Mark of Hospitality you can use an action to Mark of Hospitality you can use an action to castcast

       drawing a feast from withindrawing a feast from within

the bag. You shape this meal with your thoughts.the bag. You shape this meal with your thoughts.

You can create the standard bland fare withoutYou can create the standard bland fare without

requiring any sort of check, but you requiring any sort of check, but you can attemptcan attempt

                

              

bonus to this check. A failed check results in abonus to this check. A failed check results in a

sour and squalid meal.sour and squalid meal.

    

PPoooorr NNo  o  rroolll  l  rreeqquuiirreedd

MMooddeesstt 1100

CCoommffoorrttaabbllee 1133

WWeeaalltthhyy 1155

 1818

AA      can be used up to three times overcan be used up to three times over

the course of a day. After that, the bag can’t bethe course of a day. After that, the bag can’t be

used again until the next dawn.used again until the next dawn.

IINQUISITIVENQUISITIVE’’SS G GOGGLESOGGLES

        

The lenses of these goggles are carved fromThe lenses of these goggles are carved from

Siberys dragonshards. While garish inSiberys dragonshards. While garish in

appearance, these goggles are a boon to anyappearance, these goggles are a boon to any

Tharashk inquisitive. To attune to the goggles,Tharashk inquisitive. To attune to the goggles,

 you must possess the Mark of Finding. As long you must possess the Mark of Finding. As long

as this condition is met, you gain the followingas this condition is met, you gain the following



•• YoYou cu can an adadd yd youour Inr Intutuititioion dn die ie frfrom om ththee

     trait of the mark when youtrait of the mark when you

make Wisdom (Insight) checks.make Wisdom (Insight) checks.

•• WhWhen en yoyou eu exaxamimine ne an an objobjecect, t, yoyou cu canan

make a Wisdom (Perception) check tomake a Wisdom (Perception) check to

identify the aura of the last living creatureidentify the aura of the last living creature

to touch the object. The DC is 13 to touch the object. The DC is 13 + the+ the

number of days since the last contactnumber of days since the last contact

occurred. If the check is successful, youoccurred. If the check is successful, you

learn the species of the creature and youlearn the species of the creature and you

can immediately use yourcan immediately use your     abilityability

to target this creature.to target this creature.

KKEYCHARMEYCHARM

    

This simple object plays a vital role in the This simple object plays a vital role in the workwork

of House Kundarak. If you possess the Mark ofof House Kundarak. If you possess the Mark of

Warding, when you castWarding, when you cast       
                

         . Whoever holds. Whoever holds

the keycharm is considered to the owner of thisthe keycharm is considered to the owner of this
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, they can safely avoid a, they can safely avoid a  , and they can, and they can

      

RRINGSINGS OFOF S SHAREDHARED S SUFFERINGUFFERING

        

These rings come in linked pairs. These rings come in linked pairs. It you possessIt you possess

the Mark of Sentinel, you the Mark of Sentinel, you can use a bonuscan use a bonus

action to form a link to the creature attunedaction to form a link to the creature attuned

to the other ring; from then on, whenever thatto the other ring; from then on, whenever that

              

                

continues until you end it continues until you end it as a bonus actionas a bonus action

or until you or the other creature removesor until you or the other creature removes

                

creature cannot be attuned to more creature cannot be attuned to more than onethan one

      

SSCRIBECRIBE’’SS P PENEN
    

If you possess the Mark of Scribing, you If you possess the Mark of Scribing, you cancan

use this quill to write on any surface. This canuse this quill to write on any surface. This can

be visible—traced in glowing mystical lines—orbe visible—traced in glowing mystical lines—or

invisible to any creature without the Mark ofinvisible to any creature without the Mark of

Scribing. Invisible writing will be revealed byScribing. Invisible writing will be revealed by

    ,,   , or, or     . Any. Any

creature with the Mark of Scribing can alsocreature with the Mark of Scribing can also

reveal your writing or make it invisible as anreveal your writing or make it invisible as an

action. If you mark a living creature, the action. If you mark a living creature, the markmark

will fade within a week.will fade within a week.

WWHEELHEEL OFOF W WINDIND ANDAND W WATERATER

    

When mounted at the helm of an elementalWhen mounted at the helm of an elemental

galleon or airship, this allows a character whogalleon or airship, this allows a character who

possesses the Mark of Storm to telepathicallypossesses the Mark of Storm to telepathically

control the elemental bound into the vessel.control the elemental bound into the vessel.

If aIf a          is mounted on ais mounted on a

mundane sailing ship, a character with the Markmundane sailing ship, a character with the Mark

of Storm can create an area of ideal conditioof Storm can create an area of ideal conditionsns

around the vessel, increasing its speed by 5 milesaround the vessel, increasing its speed by 5 miles

per hour.per hour.
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EELDRITCHLDRITCH M MACHINESACHINES
              

maintain themaintain the    that produces thethat produces the

warforged. In the Shadow Marches, druids guardwarforged. In the Shadow Marches, druids guard

the seals that hold the Daelkyr at bay. In thethe seals that hold the Daelkyr at bay. In the

                

touches on a device that will turn the touches on a device that will turn the people ofpeople of

the city into undead monstrosities.the city into undead monstrosities.

All of these areAll of these are   . They are. They are

wondrous locations: magic items of immensewondrous locations: magic items of immense

power, but so large that they cannot be mopower, but so large that they cannot be moved.ved.

     always require rare componentsalways require rare components

but creating anbut creating an    could require onecould require one

or more planes to be coterminous or it mightor more planes to be coterminous or it might

only be possible to build only be possible to build it in a manifest zone.it in a manifest zone.

Ultimately,Ultimately,    are plot devices.are plot devices.

Their powers are far beyond the standard levelTheir powers are far beyond the standard level

of what is possible in Eberron, but of what is possible in Eberron, but such a devicesuch a device

              

plan or a last defense against evil that must beplan or a last defense against evil that must be

protected at all costs.protected at all costs.

DDIMENSIONALIMENSIONAL S SEALEAL

      

AA    is a massive stone slab coveredis a massive stone slab covered

with a complex pattern of rwith a complex pattern of runes and sigils.unes and sigils.

TheThe sealseal             

                

            

involves teleportation or planar travel. It alsoinvolves teleportation or planar travel. It also

              

  

     are usually found in theare usually found in the

Eldeen Reaches and the Shadow Marches, asEldeen Reaches and the Shadow Marches, as

            

druids and the daelkyr. The techniques used todruids and the daelkyr. The techniques used to

create these seals have been long lost. It’s saidcreate these seals have been long lost. It’s said

that as a whole, thethat as a whole, the    keep thekeep the

daelkyr bound in Khyber and prevent Xoriatdaelkyr bound in Khyber and prevent Xoriat

from becoming coterminous with Eberron.from becoming coterminous with Eberron.

If enough of theseIf enough of these sealsseals are destroyed, there are destroyed, there

could be serious consequences for the world.could be serious consequences for the world.

MMABARANABARAN R RESONATORESONATOR

          

              

Mabar, infusing the dead with the malignMabar, infusing the dead with the malign

energies of the Endless Night. While it isenergies of the Endless Night. While it is

active, any creature that dies within two milesactive, any creature that dies within two miles

of theof the resonator resonator  reanimates in one round as a reanimates in one round as a

zombie under the control of creature zombie under the control of creature attunedattuned

to the device. At the DM’s discretion, moreto the device. At the DM’s discretion, more

powerful creatures can return as other formspowerful creatures can return as other forms

of undead.of undead.
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MMASTERASTER’’SS C CALLALL

      

While this looks like a scrap heap assembledWhile this looks like a scrap heap assembled

from shattered constructs and wreckage fromfrom shattered constructs and wreckage from

the Mournland, thisthe Mournland, this    possessespossesses

tremendous power. You gain the followingtremendous power. You gain the following

               

and within one mile of the device.and within one mile of the device.

•• YoYou cau can sn senense se ththe pre presesenence ace and lnd lococatatioion of n of 

all warforged within ten miles.all warforged within ten miles.

•• YoYou hu havave ae advdvanantatage ge on on anany Cy Chaharirismsma-a-

based check made against a warforged.based check made against a warforged.

•• WhWhilile ye you aou are ire in con contntacact wit with tth thehe 
call call , you can use an action to target a, you can use an action to target a

warforged within ten miles of the device.warforged within ten miles of the device.

You can send a telepathic message of up toYou can send a telepathic message of up to

25 words to the target. They must make a25 words to the target. They must make a

            

              

             

compelling them to follow your command.compelling them to follow your command.

          

lasts for eight hours, until you choose lasts for eight hours, until you choose to endto end

              

          

control up to eight warforged at ocontrol up to eight warforged at once using nce using 

  

SSPELLPELL S SINKINK

      

This device creates anThis device creates an    that coversthat covers

a three-mile radius around thea three-mile radius around the spell sink spell sink . The. The

form that it takes will depend on the nature of itsform that it takes will depend on the nature of its

creator. The Ashbound druids despise unnaturalcreator. The Ashbound druids despise unnatural

magic, and if they create amagic, and if they create a spell sinkspell sink it will beit will be

a living artifact—a twisted tree that consumesa living artifact—a twisted tree that consumes

the mystical energies around it. Conversely, athe mystical energies around it. Conversely, a

              

dragonshards and exotic metals. It might be thatdragonshards and exotic metals. It might be that

the sole purpose of the device is to the sole purpose of the device is to negate magic,negate magic,

or it could be that it or it could be that it is absorbing all magicalis absorbing all magical

energies in the area and storing that power for aenergies in the area and storing that power for a

  

SSTORMTORM S SPIREPIRE

            

ThisThis    is a form of dragonmark focusis a form of dragonmark focus

item; you must have the Greater Mark of Stormsitem; you must have the Greater Mark of Storms

to attune to this device.to attune to this device.    allow Houseallow House

            

be a boon for the local population or a curse ifbe a boon for the local population or a curse if

the Lyrandar baron chooses to demand paymentthe Lyrandar baron chooses to demand payment

for desired conditions. You gain the follfor desired conditions. You gain the followingowing

               ..

•• YoYou cau can sen sensnse wee weatatheher par pattttererns wns witithihin an a

100-mile radius of the100-mile radius of the spirespire and accurately and accurately

predict the weather for up to 24 hours.predict the weather for up to 24 hours.

•• WhWhilile ye you ou arare we witithihin 6n 60 f0 feeeet ot of tf thehe spirespire,,
 you can use an action to cast any of the you can use an action to cast any of the

following spells:following spells:           ..
You cast these as 5th level spells, andYou cast these as 5th level spells, and

Intelligence is your spellcasting ability.Intelligence is your spellcasting ability.

•• WhWhilile ye you aou are re wiwiththin in 5 f5 feeeet ot of tf thehe spirespire,,
 you can cast you can cast    as a ten-minuteas a ten-minute

ritual. This allows you to pick a pointritual. This allows you to pick a point

              

the weather within a 10-mile radius of the weather within a 10-mile radius of 

          

concentration.concentration.

••                 

weather within a ten-mile radius of theweather within a ten-mile radius of the spirespire

itself; you don’t have to use concentrationitself; you don’t have to use concentration

            

sustain this at the same time that you’resustain this at the same time that you’re

manipulating distant weather.manipulating distant weather.
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disarmed or removed from you disarmed or removed from you against youragainst your

will, but while the will, but while the weapon is attached youweapon is attached you

cannot use that hand for other cannot use that hand for other actions. You canactions. You can

spend one minute to end spend one minute to end the attunement andthe attunement and

remove theremove the ..
AnAn  isn’t inherently considered to be isn’t inherently considered to be

a magic weapon for purposes of overcominga magic weapon for purposes of overcoming

damage resistance. However, any sort of damage resistance. However, any sort of magicalmagical

melee weapon could be created as anmelee weapon could be created as an ,,

so you could acquire aso you could acquire a    or a or a 

..

DDOCENTOCENT

        

AA docentdocent is a small metal sphere, approximately 2is a small metal sphere, approximately 2

inches across, studded with dragonshards. Despiteinches across, studded with dragonshards. Despite

a strong magical aura, it has no obvious abilities.a strong magical aura, it has no obvious abilities.

If you’re a warforged, you can attune to theIf you’re a warforged, you can attune to the docent docent ,,

at which point the sphere becomes embedded inat which point the sphere becomes embedded in

 your chest  your chest and comes tand comes to life—literao life—literally.lly.

WWARFORGEDARFORGED C COMPONENTSOMPONENTS
The warforged are living constructs. HouseThe warforged are living constructs. House

Cannith has designed a number of magic itemsCannith has designed a number of magic items

that can interface directly with the body of athat can interface directly with the body of a

warforged. Once attached, a component cannotwarforged. Once attached, a component cannot

be removed unless the warforged allows it.be removed unless the warforged allows it.

TheThe  is an example of an item createdis an example of an item created

by House Cannith.by House Cannith.   are mysteriousare mysterious

wondrous items discovered in Xen’drik. Thesewondrous items discovered in Xen’drik. These

are just a few of the components that can bare just a few of the components that can bee

encountered in the world.encountered in the world.

AARMBLADERMBLADE

          

  

AnAn  is a weapon designed to  is a weapon designed to integrateintegrate

with the forearm of a warforged. If you’rewith the forearm of a warforged. If you’re

a warforged, you can attach ana warforged, you can attach an  by by

attuning to it. An attachedattuning to it. An attached  cannot be cannot be
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AA docent docent  is an intelligent magic item designed to is an intelligent magic item designed to

advise and assisadvise and assist the warforged it’s att the warforged it’s attached to. tached to. AA

typicaltypical docentdocent has an Intelligence score of 16 andhas an Intelligence score of 16 and

Wisdom and Charisma scores of 14. Once you’reWisdom and Charisma scores of 14. Once you’re

attuned to theattuned to the docent docent , it can communicate with, it can communicate with

 you telepathically and can perceive the world you telepathically and can perceive the world

through your senses. One of the simple functionsthrough your senses. One of the simple functions

of a docent is to serve as a translator. Alof a docent is to serve as a translator. Alll docentsdocents

understand Common and Giant, but aunderstand Common and Giant, but a docentdocent

knows up to four additional languages. Elvenknows up to four additional languages. Elven

and Draconic are common options. If a and Draconic are common options. If a docentdocent

knows less than six languages in total, it can addknows less than six languages in total, it can add

new languages to its repertoire after encounteringnew languages to its repertoire after encountering

them. So athem. So a docentdocent found in Xen’drik may havefound in Xen’drik may have

            

spending some time in Khorvaire studyingspending some time in Khorvaire studying

dwarves, it could pick up the Dwarven language.dwarves, it could pick up the Dwarven language.

In addition, aIn addition, a docentdocent possesses up to three of thepossesses up to three of the

following traits.following traits.

•• CCaan  n  ccaasstt     at willat will

•• CCaan  n  ccaasstt         at willat will

•• CaCan dn detetecect at any ny foform rm of of didivivinanatition on oror

scrying targeting the warforged host.scrying targeting the warforged host.

•• InInttelelliliggenence ce (A(Arcrcaanana) +7) +7

•• InIntetelllligigenence ce (H(Hisistotoryry) ) +7+7

•• IntIntelelligligenence ce (In(Inveveststigigatationion) ) +7+7

•• InInttelelliliggenence ce (N(Naatuturere) +7) +7

•• WWiissddoom (m (InInssiigghhtt) +) +66

•• WiWisdsdom om (P(Pererceceptptioion) n) +6+6

•• TThhee docentdocent can make Wisdom (Medicine)can make Wisdom (Medicine)

checks targeting its warforged host,checks targeting its warforged host,

with a +7 bonus. If the with a +7 bonus. If the host is renderedhost is rendered

unconscious, the docent will automaticallyunconscious, the docent will automatically

attempt to stabilize them once each turn.attempt to stabilize them once each turn.

You can use a bonus action on your You can use a bonus action on your turn toturn to

request that therequest that the docent docent  use one of its traits on  use one of its traits on youryour

behalf. In the case of skills, this uses the docent’sbehalf. In the case of skills, this uses the docent’s

            

              

the control of thethe control of the docent docent , and if you have a bad, and if you have a bad

relationship with yourrelationship with your docentdocent it may refuse to assistit may refuse to assist

                

obtains. However, if you treat yourobtains. However, if you treat your docentdocent well itwell it

could serve as a useful ally.could serve as a useful ally.

The origin ofThe origin of docentsdocents is a great mystery. Houseis a great mystery. House

            

ago. But theago. But the docentsdocents come from the distant landcome from the distant land

of Xen’drik and appear to be thousands of yearsof Xen’drik and appear to be thousands of years

old. Were they created to interface with someold. Were they created to interface with some

other form of construct? Or are other form of construct? Or are the modernthe modern

warforged a new interpretation of an ancientwarforged a new interpretation of an ancient

design? Thedesign? The docentsdocents claim to have forgotten theirclaim to have forgotten their

                

unraveled. While allunraveled. While all docentsdocents come from Xen’drik,come from Xen’drik,

some have been brought to Khorvaire bysome have been brought to Khorvaire by

explorers and it’s possible to encounter them inexplorers and it’s possible to encounter them in

the Five Nations.the Five Nations.
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WWANDAND S SHEATHHEATH

        

AnAn    is designed to integrate with the is designed to integrate with the

forearm of a warforged. If you’re a warforged,forearm of a warforged. If you’re a warforged,

 you can attach an you can attach an    by attuning to it. by attuning to it.

While theWhile the    is attached, it cannot be is attached, it cannot be

removed from you against your will. You canremoved from you against your will. You can

spend one minute to end the attunement andspend one minute to end the attunement and

remove theremove the   ..

You can insert a wand into the sheath as anYou can insert a wand into the sheath as an

action. While the wand is sheathed, you gain theaction. While the wand is sheathed, you gain the

  

•• YoYou cau can ren retratract tct the he wawand ind intnto yoo your fur foreoreararmm

or extend it from your forearm or extend it from your forearm as a bonusas a bonus

action. While it is retracted, it cannot beaction. While it is retracted, it cannot be

damaged or removed.damaged or removed.

•• WhWhilile te the he wawand nd is is exextetendndeded, y, you ou cacan usn usee

it as if you were holding it, but your handit as if you were holding it, but your hand

remains free for other actions.remains free for other actions.

•• If tIf the she sheheatathehed wad wand rnd reqequiuireres ats attutunenemementnt,,

 you must attune to the wand before you you must attune to the wand before you

can use it. However, thecan use it. However, the    and the and the

attached wand only count as a single itemattached wand only count as a single item

for purposes of the maximum number of for purposes of the maximum number of 

items you can be attuned to. If you removeitems you can be attuned to. If you remove

the wand from the sheath, you immediatelythe wand from the sheath, you immediately

lose your attunement to the wand.lose your attunement to the wand.
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CHAPTER 6: SHARN, CITY OF TOWERSCHAPTER 6: SHARN, CITY OF TOWERS

                        
                
                
          
              
                    
    

                  
            
                
                  
                

                  
      

                      
      

A A 
LLLL OFOF THETHE THEMESTHEMES OFOF THETHE SETTINGSETTING

are made manifest in the greatare made manifest in the great

city of Sharn. It’s a place ofcity of Sharn. It’s a place of

magic, with skycoaches circlingmagic, with skycoaches circling

mile-high towers and mysticmile-high towers and mystic

forges toiling endlessly in the bowels. It’s aforges toiling endlessly in the bowels. It’s a

place of adventure and intrigue. A fallen angelplace of adventure and intrigue. A fallen angel

is gathering minions in the ruins below theis gathering minions in the ruins below the

city. A gang war is unfolding in Callestan.city. A gang war is unfolding in Callestan.

The corpse of a murdered nobleman hasThe corpse of a murdered nobleman has

 jus just bt been een disdiscovcovereered id in hn his is flofloatiating ng manmansiosion.n.

A Cannith artificer is experimenting with aA Cannith artificer is experimenting with a

planar gateway—and something is about to goplanar gateway—and something is about to go

terribly wrong.terribly wrong.

All of these adventures and a hundred more All of these adventures and a hundred more areare

waiting in the City of Towers.waiting in the City of Towers.

This chapter provides an overview of Sharn,This chapter provides an overview of Sharn,

with a host of story hooks to help you get started.with a host of story hooks to help you get started.

For more information about the city For more information about the city and itsand its

inhabitants, refer to the sources in the Appendix.inhabitants, refer to the sources in the Appendix.
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SSHARNHARN B BACKGROUNDSACKGROUNDS
The City of Towers draws people from across theThe City of Towers draws people from across the

world. What’s brought your character to Sharn?world. What’s brought your character to Sharn?

Do you have deep roots in the city, or have youDo you have deep roots in the city, or have you

            

Backgrounds provide a strong foundationBackgrounds provide a strong foundation

for building a story. If you’re a noble, are youfor building a story. If you’re a noble, are you

tied to one of the founding families of Sharn,tied to one of the founding families of Sharn,

or are you a scion of or are you a scion of another nation visitinganother nation visiting

                  

an entertainer, are loved in the upper an entertainer, are loved in the upper wards orwards or

a favorite in Sharn’s lowest dives? The tablesa favorite in Sharn’s lowest dives? The tables

provide a range of ideas that can be used for provide a range of ideas that can be used for PCsPCs

or NPCs with strong ties to Sharn; work or NPCs with strong ties to Sharn; work out theout the

details with your DM.details with your DM.

AACOLYTECOLYTE
Shrines and temples can be found across Sharn.Shrines and temples can be found across Sharn.

The Pavilion of the Host is Breland’s largestThe Pavilion of the Host is Breland’s largest

temple to the Sovereign Host, and the Cathedraltemple to the Sovereign Host, and the Cathedral

of the Cleansing Flame is the bastion of the Silverof the Cleansing Flame is the bastion of the Silver

Flame in Breland. Of course, Sharn’s churchesFlame in Breland. Of course, Sharn’s churches

are infamous for harboring corruption. Are youare infamous for harboring corruption. Are you

part of the local establishment, or have you comepart of the local establishment, or have you come

to Sharn from afar?to Sharn from afar?

1d41d4     

11           

          

            

or are you driven by a divine or are you driven by a divine vision?vision?

22                 

the lower wards of Sharn. Itthe lower wards of Sharn. It ’s poor and’s poor and

            

your faith and doing good work for theyour faith and doing good work for the

struggling people of the struggling people of the ward.ward.

33 YYouou’’rre hee here re on on a pa pililgrgrimimagage, se, seeeekiking ng anan

audience with the head of your faithaudience with the head of your faith

in Sharn… but the in Sharn… but the intermediaries haveintermediaries have

demanded a small fortune to set demanded a small fortune to set upup

  

44 YYouou’’rre a e a miminonor ar acocolylyte te aat ot one ne of of ththee

major temples. It’s a maze of intrigue,major temples. It’s a maze of intrigue,

          

game, working with a patron within thegame, working with a patron within the

church. Do you hope you can improvechurch. Do you hope you can improve

things once you rise things once you rise up in hierarchy? Orup in hierarchy? Or

are you only interested in power andare you only interested in power and
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CCHARLATANHARLATAN
Whether you’re a grifter or a spy, there’s plentyWhether you’re a grifter or a spy, there’s plenty

of opportunities in Sharn.of opportunities in Sharn.

1d41d4     

11               

            

an upper ward noble.an upper ward noble.

22             

driven by holy visions. If driven by holy visions. If you are ayou are a

divine spellcaster, your actual faith maydivine spellcaster, your actual faith may

            

profess.profess.

33             

from the war, but in fact you’re runningfrom the war, but in fact you’re running

from an infamous past. Are you a warfrom an infamous past. Are you a war

criminal? An agitator? A former spycriminal? An agitator? A former spy

hiding from your hiding from your employers?employers?

44         

            

agency (a dragonmarked house, theagency (a dragonmarked house, the

          

you carrying out missions, or are you ayou carrying out missions, or are you a

sleeper agent building a deep sleeper agent building a deep cover?cover?

CCRIMINALRIMINAL
Sharn is home to a number of powerfulSharn is home to a number of powerful

criminal organizations, and your backgroundcriminal organizations, and your background

gives a tie to one of them. Work gives a tie to one of them. Work with your DMwith your DM

to decide which group you’re connected to, andto decide which group you’re connected to, and

use this table to determine the nature of thatuse this table to determine the nature of that

connection.connection.

1d41d4     

11 YYoou hu haavve fe famamilily oy or fr fririenendds is in tn thehe

          

prove yourself to the gang.prove yourself to the gang.

22             

              

        

pulling you back in.pulling you back in.

33 YYouou’’rre se sececreretltly wy wororkiking ng ffor or ththe Ce Citityy

Watch or a foreign crime agency, tryingWatch or a foreign crime agency, trying

to worm your way into the underworldto worm your way into the underworld

of Sharn.of Sharn.

44 YYouou’’rre an e an inindedepependndenent at agegent nt wwororkikingng

with more than one of Sharn’s gangs.with more than one of Sharn’s gangs.

While you value your freedom, While you value your freedom, if you’reif you’re

not careful you could make enemies onnot careful you could make enemies on

all sides.all sides.
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EENTERTAINERNTERTAINER
                

perform anywhere in Sharn. But where are youperform anywhere in Sharn. But where are you

recognized? Another thing to consider: Houserecognized? Another thing to consider: House

Phiarlan and House Thuranni train and licensePhiarlan and House Thuranni train and license

entertainers. Do you have a license with one ofentertainers. Do you have a license with one of

the houses, or are you entirely independent?the houses, or are you entirely independent?

1d1d4 4 EnEntetertrtaiainenerr

11 YYouou’’re re a a fafavovoririte te in in ththe e totougughehesstt

taverns of the lower wards. The darkertaverns of the lower wards. The darker

      

22 YYouou’’rre ae an un undnderersstutudy dy aat ot one ne of of ththee

grand theaters in Upper Menthis.grand theaters in Upper Menthis.

33 YYou ou spspececiaialilizze ie in rn releligigioious us mumusisic ac andnd

performance. You will usually beperformance. You will usually be

welcomed at any temple of your faith.welcomed at any temple of your faith.

44         

          

an eccentric patron who’s driving youan eccentric patron who’s driving you

            

FFOLKOLK H HEROERO
As folk hero, you have your roots among theAs folk hero, you have your roots among the

common people. Where are you from, and whocommon people. Where are you from, and who

      

1d41d4   

11 YYou ou grgrew ew up up in in ththe le lowower er wwarardsds. Y. Youou

            

            

the hands of the wealthy.the hands of the wealthy.

22 YYouou’’re re wwororkiking ng to to imimprprovove te the he imimagage oe off

a marginalized minority group (goblins,a marginalized minority group (goblins,

changelings, warforged) in Sharn.changelings, warforged) in Sharn.

33 YYouou’’re re a a rerefufugegee de dririveven fn frrom om yoyourur

home by the war. You want to protecthome by the war. You want to protect

other refugees, but you’re also another refugees, but you’re also an

opponent of the monarchies that droveopponent of the monarchies that drove

      

44 YYouou’’re re cecelelebrbratated ed ffor or an an amamazaziningg

feat of heroism, which may havefeat of heroism, which may have

happened in Sharn or during the war.happened in Sharn or during the war.

The problem is that you The problem is that you didn’t actuallydidn’t actually

do it. Can you live up to everyone’sdo it. Can you live up to everyone’s

        

they believe you to be?they believe you to be?
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GGUILDUILD A ARTISANRTISAN
There’s always work for a talented individualThere’s always work for a talented individual

in Sharn. Masons work on the towers. in Sharn. Masons work on the towers. SmithsSmiths

hammer away in the cogs. Bakers and brewershammer away in the cogs. Bakers and brewers

tend to the endless appetites of the common folk.tend to the endless appetites of the common folk.

The largest guilds are tied to the dragonmarkedThe largest guilds are tied to the dragonmarked

houses. The Fabricator’s Guild of House Cannithhouses. The Fabricator’s Guild of House Cannith

deals with manufacturing trades, while thedeals with manufacturing trades, while the

Hosterler’s Guild of House Ghallanda coversHosterler’s Guild of House Ghallanda covers

inns, taverns, and restaurants. Are you part ofinns, taverns, and restaurants. Are you part of

one of these international guilds, or tied one of these international guilds, or tied to ato a

smaller local organization?smaller local organization?

1d41d4   

11 YYouou’’re re a ya yououng ng prprododigigyy. Y. Youou’v’ve jue jusstt

 joined the guild, but you joined the guild, but your comrades r comrades areare

amazed at your early talent and pushamazed at your early talent and push

    

22             

          

years ago. You hate the newfangledyears ago. You hate the newfangled

techniques the kids are using today.techniques the kids are using today.

33 YYoou’u’rre a re a resespepecctted ed mememmbeber or of of onnee

of the dragonmarked guilds, butof the dragonmarked guilds, but

you’re concerned about the policiesyou’re concerned about the policies

              

leadership.leadership.

44 YYouou’’re re a ma memembeber or of a f a smsmalall al alllliaiancnce oe off

      

          

crushed by the dragonmarked houses.crushed by the dragonmarked houses.

HHERMITERMIT
As a hermit, you spent a considerable time inAs a hermit, you spent a considerable time in

seclusion before making a discovery that drewseclusion before making a discovery that drew

 you back to the world. Were you isolated in you back to the world. Were you isolated in

Sharn, or did you discover something that’sSharn, or did you discover something that’s

drawn you to the City of Towers?drawn you to the City of Towers?

1d41d4     

11             

on a pillar on one on a pillar on one of the highest pointsof the highest points

          

brought you down from your perch;brought you down from your perch;

what is your quest? Over the what is your quest? Over the course ofcourse of

        

          

merchant used to sell plaster statuesmerchant used to sell plaster statues

of you on your pillar.of you on your pillar.

22 YYoou u sspepennt t yyouour r liliffe e in in a a hihiddddenen

monastery in Sharn. Did the master ofmonastery in Sharn. Did the master of

your order send you out on a mission?your order send you out on a mission?

Or are you the lone survivor of Or are you the lone survivor of anan

        

33 YYoou wu werere te thhe le lonone se suurvrvivivor or oof af ann

airship crash and spent years in aairship crash and spent years in a

          

          

          

          

an arcane insight into the workings ofan arcane insight into the workings of

the universe?the universe?

44 YYouou’’re re a la libibrrarariaian. n. YYouou’v’ve se spepent nt yoyourur

            

below Morgrave University. A fewbelow Morgrave University. A few

weeks ago you stumbled on a secretweeks ago you stumbled on a secret

buried in the buried in the vaults—somethvaults—something so biging so big

that it’s driven you from your belovedthat it’s driven you from your beloved

books and into a life of adventure. Is itbooks and into a life of adventure. Is it

a fragment of the Draconic Prophecy?a fragment of the Draconic Prophecy?

            

treasure?treasure?
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NNOBLEOBLE
Are you part of one of the noble families ofAre you part of one of the noble families of

Sharn, or you a scion of a distant line? If youSharn, or you a scion of a distant line? If you

have your roots in Sharn, you likely have a familyhave your roots in Sharn, you likely have a family

estate in an upper ward. However, being so closeestate in an upper ward. However, being so close

to your family means that you’ll have to dealto your family means that you’ll have to deal

            

actions could tarnish your family’s reputation.actions could tarnish your family’s reputation.

1d41d4     

11 YYouou’’re re asashahamemed od of yf youour fr famamililyy. W. Wereree

          

advantage of refugees? Whatever theadvantage of refugees? Whatever the

cause, despite being an heir to wealthcause, despite being an heir to wealth

and power, you’re currently keepingand power, you’re currently keeping

your lineage a secret.your lineage a secret.

22 YYouou’’re re a la lococal al cecelelebrbritityy. Y. You ou dedelilighghtt

in slumming in the lower wards, butin slumming in the lower wards, but

wherever you go in Sharn, gossip iswherever you go in Sharn, gossip is

sure to follow.sure to follow.

33 YYouour fr famamilily iy is s ininvovolvlved ed in in a a lolongng-t-terermm

plot to overthrow the monarch of yourplot to overthrow the monarch of your

            

comrades to help you with your questcomrades to help you with your quest

and to gain the support of otherand to gain the support of other

powerful people.powerful people.

44             

noble, your lands were lost in the warnoble, your lands were lost in the war

            

              

birthright?birthright?

OOUTLANDERUTLANDER
You are unfamiliar with the ways of civilization.You are unfamiliar with the ways of civilization.

So what’s drawn you to the greatest city inSo what’s drawn you to the greatest city in

Khorvaire? Are you dazzled by the wonders ofKhorvaire? Are you dazzled by the wonders of

                  

and unnatural?and unnatural?

1d41d4     

11 YYou ou wwerere be bororn in in tn the he ruruinins os of Ff Falallelen an andnd

              

            

    

22 YYou ou seservrved ed as as a ma merercecenanary ry scscouout it in tn thehe

Last War and followed your comradesLast War and followed your comrades

to Sharn in the wake of the war.to Sharn in the wake of the war.

33 YYoou wu werere be brrououghght tt to So Shhararn an as as a

          

            

      

44             

Did you commit a terrible crime? WasDid you commit a terrible crime? Was

your tribe wiped out in a feud? Are youyour tribe wiped out in a feud? Are you

following a divine vision?following a divine vision?
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SSAGEAGE
You’re well versed in history and arcaneYou’re well versed in history and arcane

lore, and you have a gift for uncovering thelore, and you have a gift for uncovering the

information you need. What is it that drinformation you need. What is it that drives yourives your

pursuit of knowledge?pursuit of knowledge?

11dd4 4 SSaaggee

11 YYouou’’re re an an ununtetenunurred ed rreseseaearcrcheher r aatt

Morgrave University. You’re fascinatedMorgrave University. You’re fascinated

by history, and you’re desperate toby history, and you’re desperate to

delve into actual ruins.delve into actual ruins.

22 PPeoeoplple te thihink nk yoyou’u’re re crcrazazyy. Y. Yeses, y, youou

          

You’re certain that hidden dragonsYou’re certain that hidden dragons

        

governmentgovernments and s and that the Mourningthat the Mourning

was an inside job. was an inside job. And sure, maybeAnd sure, maybe

            

books and old issues of the Sharnbooks and old issues of the Sharn

            

burnt-out bookstore. But what if you’reburnt-out bookstore. But what if you’re

right? Hmm?right? Hmm?

33 YYouou’’rre we witith th the he pprresess. s. YYoou’u’rre ae a

freelance chronicler for the freelance chronicler for the SharnSharn

          

breaking news. You know your historybreaking news. You know your history

and you know how to research a story.and you know how to research a story.

But if you want to make headlines, youBut if you want to make headlines, you

need to be on the scene for somethingneed to be on the scene for something

big.big.

44             

      

they’re all idiots. You’re on on thethey’re all idiots. You’re on on the

verge of a major discovery (Theverge of a major discovery (The

cause of the Mourning? The cause of the Mourning? The naturenature

of warforged souls? Establishingof warforged souls? Establishing

          

          

are out there in the world.are out there in the world.

SSAILORAILOR
Sharn is one of the most important Sharn is one of the most important ports inports in

Eberron. It’s the gate to the Thunder Sea, andEberron. It’s the gate to the Thunder Sea, and

ships come in from across Eberron. Are you ships come in from across Eberron. Are you aa

local, or did you come local, or did you come to Sharn on a Lhazaarto Sharn on a Lhazaar

 vessel or an Aereni galleon? vessel or an Aereni galleon?

1d41d4     

11             

family owns a ship, family owns a ship, and you’veand you’ve

              

you have on land. Are your you have on land. Are your peoplepeople

      

22 YYoour ur ffaamimily ly wwoorkrks ts thhe de doockcks is in Sn Shhararnn..

You know everything there is to knowYou know everything there is to know

about ships, and you know half of theabout ships, and you know half of the

captains who pass through the port,captains who pass through the port,

but you’ve never had the chance tobut you’ve never had the chance to

take to the open sea.take to the open sea.

33 WhWhen en yyoou wu werere a e a chchilildd, y, you ou seservrved ed aass

            

the coast of Xen’drik. You saw manythe coast of Xen’drik. You saw many

wondrous things… including a secretwondrous things… including a secret

        

you’re a capable adventurer in youryou’re a capable adventurer in your

own right. Someday you’ll lead a shipown right. Someday you’ll lead a ship

        

44 YYouou’’rre ae an n ininffamamouous ps piriratate. e. YYou ou neneveverr

harmed a Brelish vessel, but harmed a Brelish vessel, but you wereyou were

the terror of the the terror of the Thunder Sea, raidingThunder Sea, raiding

merchants and smugglers alike. Atmerchants and smugglers alike. At

          

        

stranded in Sharn. But you are surestranded in Sharn. But you are sure
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SSOLDIEROLDIER
The echoes of the Last War can still be heardThe echoes of the Last War can still be heard

across Khorvaire. Many player characters mayacross Khorvaire. Many player characters may

have served in the Last War, but your Militaryhave served in the Last War, but your Military

Rank feature means that you still have clout fromRank feature means that you still have clout from

                  

 you serve in a foreign army? you serve in a foreign army?

1d41d4     

11 ThThe e wwaar r is is nenevver er oovverer. . YYoou u kknnowow

          

you’re going to do whatever it takesyou’re going to do whatever it takes

            

from Breland, that means serving thefrom Breland, that means serving the

          

whatever those may be.whatever those may be.

22 YYouou’r’re e an an olold d sosoldldieier: r: yoyou u seservrved ed wiwithth

        

decades ago. You’ve got an endlessdecades ago. You’ve got an endless

supply of stories of your heroic deeds.supply of stories of your heroic deeds.

            

been in combat and your skills are abeen in combat and your skills are a

              

pick up a sword, it will all come pick up a sword, it will all come backback

to you soon enough.to you soon enough.

33             

You once held a fairly high rank, butYou once held a fairly high rank, but

          

          

bound to protect your people, are youbound to protect your people, are you

only looking out for only looking out for yourself?yourself?

44           

military; they’re to military; they’re to the Sharn Watch.the Sharn Watch.

You were forced out of the Watch by aYou were forced out of the Watch by a

            

friends among the guards, but there’sfriends among the guards, but there’s

a lot of bad apples in a lot of bad apples in the barrel. Dothe barrel. Do

you want to clean up the Watch, oryou want to clean up the Watch, or

            

your own?your own?

UURCHINRCHIN
The lower wards of Sharn are riddlThe lower wards of Sharn are riddled withed with

                

the harsh city. Are you an orphan, or the harsh city. Are you an orphan, or werewere

 you scavenging to help ailing parents or needy you scavenging to help ailing parents or needy

siblings? Are you still young, or is your time as ansiblings? Are you still young, or is your time as an

urchin a thing of the past?urchin a thing of the past?

1d41d4     

11 YYoou u ggrrew ew uup p oon n tthe he ssttrreeeets ts oof f LoLowwerer

              

things you needed to survive. Youthings you needed to survive. You

don’t trust anyone or anything…don’t trust anyone or anything…

          

over the years. You’d do anythingover the years. You’d do anything

for your friends—even become anfor your friends—even become an

adventurer.adventurer.

22 As As aan n oorprphhaan, n, yyou ou wwerere e rrececruruitited ed bbyy

a gang of thieves. The rest of youra gang of thieves. The rest of your

crew was wiped out in a brutal gangcrew was wiped out in a brutal gang

war, and now you’re looking for awar, and now you’re looking for a

new team.new team.

33 YYoou gu grreew w uup cp crraawwlilinng tg thhe we waallllss,,

            

anyone. The world’s a ugly place,anyone. The world’s a ugly place,

but there’s a lot of wonders in thesebut there’s a lot of wonders in these

towers… and you’re happy to sharetowers… and you’re happy to share

those secrets with your friends.those secrets with your friends.

44 YYoou’u’rre a e a rreefufuggeeee. Y. You ou wwerere pe puut it in tn thhee

camp in High Walls, but no walls cancamp in High Walls, but no walls can

hold you. Sharn itself is an adventure,hold you. Sharn itself is an adventure,

and you’re dealing with the horrorsand you’re dealing with the horrors

            

home.home.
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TTHEHE S SHAPEHAPE OFOF S SHARNHARN
                    
              
                    
                  
                    
                  

                  

                
                
              
                  
                
                
                  
              
                  
                
                
                
            

                    
                  
                  
                
    

Sharn is the largest city in Khorvaire, with aSharn is the largest city in Khorvaire, with a

permanent population of approximately 210,000permanent population of approximately 210,000

people. Humans make up about a third opeople. Humans make up about a third of thatf that

number, and dwarves are a sixth of it; the restnumber, and dwarves are a sixth of it; the rest

is a blend of every race found across Khorvaire.is a blend of every race found across Khorvaire.

            

presence in the city, but even kalashtar andpresence in the city, but even kalashtar and

changelings have communities in Sharn. Beyondchangelings have communities in Sharn. Beyond

the permanent population, tens of thousands ofthe permanent population, tens of thousands of

people pass through Sharn every day. Refugeespeople pass through Sharn every day. Refugees

                  

with tourists, spies, merchants, and peoplewith tourists, spies, merchants, and people

                  

Eberron.Eberron.

Sharn stands above the Dagger River. It’s anSharn stands above the Dagger River. It’s an

important port for anyone dealing with Aerenal,important port for anyone dealing with Aerenal,

Xen’drik, or Sarlona. Mountains line the shoresXen’drik, or Sarlona. Mountains line the shores

                

instead it’s grown ever upward.instead it’s grown ever upward.

            

Plateau, Dura, Menthis Plateau, Northedge, andPlateau, Dura, Menthis Plateau, Northedge, and

Tavick’s Landing. Each of these quarters is a hubTavick’s Landing. Each of these quarters is a hub

of massive core towers. A web of bridges andof massive core towers. A web of bridges and

platforms connects these vast spires, and a hostplatforms connects these vast spires, and a host

of smaller turrets sprout from the edges of theof smaller turrets sprout from the edges of the

core towers. The district of Skywaycore towers. The district of Skyway   

the highest towers, while the tunnels of thethe highest towers, while the tunnels of the CogsCogs

stretch out below the lower city.stretch out below the lower city.

Sharn is a vertical city, and height is a simpleSharn is a vertical city, and height is a simple

indicator of status and wealth. Each quarterindicator of status and wealth. Each quarter

is roughly divided into three levels, and theis roughly divided into three levels, and the

            

ward. Thus, wards include Lower Dura, Upperward. Thus, wards include Lower Dura, Upper

Central, and Middle Menthis. This distinctionCentral, and Middle Menthis. This distinction

gives a general sense of the tone of a ward.gives a general sense of the tone of a ward.

•• Upper wardsUpper wards are home to the wealthy are home to the wealthy

            

goods and the most expensive services. Thegoods and the most expensive services. The

typical quality of meals and inns is wealthytypical quality of meals and inns is wealthy

or aristocratic, and rough adventurers mayor aristocratic, and rough adventurers may

be treated with suspicion. Violence is rare;be treated with suspicion. Violence is rare;

the City Watch is active in these areas, andthe City Watch is active in these areas, and

if they’re corrupt, they’re at least taking if they’re corrupt, they’re at least taking 

bribes from people richer than you.bribes from people richer than you.

•• Middle wardsMiddle wards are home to the middleare home to the middle

          

and taverns, along with a wide range of and taverns, along with a wide range of 

entertainment and housing. Services rangeentertainment and housing. Services range

from modest to comfortable, with a fewfrom modest to comfortable, with a few

wealthy-grade options tucked away. Thewealthy-grade options tucked away. The

City Watch has a presence, but not asCity Watch has a presence, but not as

strong as in the upper districts.strong as in the upper districts.

•• Lower wardsLower wards house the hard-working  house the hard-working 

laborers, but they’re also home to thelaborers, but they’re also home to the

        

who’ve lost everything in the war, orphanswho’ve lost everything in the war, orphans

and urchins who never had anything toand urchins who never had anything to

begin with. Modest services can be found,begin with. Modest services can be found,

but overall the lower districts are squalidbut overall the lower districts are squalid

              

attract unwanted attention. The Cityattract unwanted attention. The City
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Watch pays little attention to the lowerWatch pays little attention to the lower

districts, making them a haven for criminalsdistricts, making them a haven for criminals

and gangs.and gangs.

This is a broad stereotype that doesn’t apply toThis is a broad stereotype that doesn’t apply to

all wards. Dura is a particularly poor qall wards. Dura is a particularly poor quarter,uarter,

              

meanwhile, Central is a center of wealth andmeanwhile, Central is a center of wealth and

              

middle ward.middle ward.

Each ward is further subdivided into districts,Each ward is further subdivided into districts,

            

          

includes the districts of Stonegard, Longstairs,includes the districts of Stonegard, Longstairs,

and North Market. Lower Dura includes sevenand North Market. Lower Dura includes seven

distinct districts. This book doesn’t delve deeplydistinct districts. This book doesn’t delve deeply

into unique features of each district; the broadinto unique features of each district; the broad

                  

If you’d like to know moIf you’d like to know more about the districts ofre about the districts of

Sharn—along with more information about itsSharn—along with more information about its

many factions, plots, and locations—refer to themany factions, plots, and locations—refer to the

sources presented in the Appendix.sources presented in the Appendix.

GGETTINGETTING A AROUNDROUND
Sharn is an enormous city and traveling fromSharn is an enormous city and traveling from

one side to the other can be quite an ordeal. As aone side to the other can be quite an ordeal. As a

  

•• It tIt takakes es up up to to 30 m30 mininututes es to to momove ve ararounoundd

within a particular ward.within a particular ward.

•• If yIf you’ou’re tre traraveveliling ng bebetwtweeeen wan wardrds, as, add 3dd 300

minutes for each ward you pass through.minutes for each ward you pass through.

•• DuDura ara and Tnd Tavavicick’k’s Las Landndining arg are ese espepecicialallyly

large; double the time to move through onelarge; double the time to move through one

of these quarters.of these quarters.

So traveling from Lower Menthis to UpperSo traveling from Lower Menthis to Upper

Central involves passing through three wardsCentral involves passing through three wards

(Lower Menthis to Lower Central, then(Lower Menthis to Lower Central, then

ascending two levels) and can take up to 90ascending two levels) and can take up to 90

minutes. If you want to add a little color to yourminutes. If you want to add a little color to your

travels, you can roll on the Street Encounterstravels, you can roll on the Street Encounters

tables when you pass through a district. Thetables when you pass through a district. The

Central quarter is only connected to NorthedgeCentral quarter is only connected to Northedge

and Menthis, and there’s no bridges betweenand Menthis, and there’s no bridges between

Dura and Northedge.Dura and Northedge.

Traveling from district to district involvesTraveling from district to district involves

lots of bridges and ramps, along with magiclots of bridges and ramps, along with magic

            

descend along threads of mystical energy. Liftsdescend along threads of mystical energy. Lifts

are designed to move cargo and can be up to are designed to move cargo and can be up to 3030

feet in diameter. Most lifts have rails but aren’tfeet in diameter. Most lifts have rails but aren’t

              

              

Should this happen to you, the section oShould this happen to you, the section on fallingn falling

later in this chapter may prove useful!later in this chapter may prove useful!

There are many ways to speed up travelThere are many ways to speed up travel

in Sharn. House Orien manages a system ofin Sharn. House Orien manages a system of

coaches; taking an Orien coach cuts travelcoaches; taking an Orien coach cuts travel

time in half and costs 2 CP per time in half and costs 2 CP per ward travelled.ward travelled.

Flight is the prefered way to get through Sharn,Flight is the prefered way to get through Sharn,

cutting travel down to a sixth of the usual timecutting travel down to a sixth of the usual time

(5 minutes per ward). It’s also mor(5 minutes per ward). It’s also more expensive:e expensive:

2 SP per ward involved. The most common2 SP per ward involved. The most common

                

mounts can also be encountered in Sharn:mounts can also be encountered in Sharn:

          

pteranodon), and giant owls can all be foundpteranodon), and giant owls can all be found

around the city.around the city.



          
come in a wide range of shapes and sizes.come in a wide range of shapes and sizes.
A typical air taxi might resemble A typical air taxi might resemble a rowboat,a rowboat,
while a touring vessel could be the size ofwhile a touring vessel could be the size of
a longship and have an enclosed cabin fora longship and have an enclosed cabin for
guests.guests.

        
use of bound elementals. Sharn is located inuse of bound elementals. Sharn is located in
a manifest zone that enhances magics tieda manifest zone that enhances magics tied
                
both skycoaches and the towers themselvesboth skycoaches and the towers themselves
possible. If a skycoach is taken more than possible. If a skycoach is taken more than aa
mile away from Sharn, its enchantments willmile away from Sharn, its enchantments will
fail and it will crash.fail and it will crash.

House Lyrandar maintains and licensesHouse Lyrandar maintains and licenses
most of the skycoaches in Sharn, but most of the skycoaches in Sharn, but youyou
              
to pilot an skycoach. It does requireto pilot an skycoach. It does require
        
              
              
someone who can pilot it.someone who can pilot it.
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CCENTRALENTRAL P PLATEAULATEAU Q QUARTERUARTER
The power and wealth of Sharn are concentratedThe power and wealth of Sharn are concentrated

in the Central Plateau. It’s the safest place inin the Central Plateau. It’s the safest place in

the city, combining the most capable unitsthe city, combining the most capable units

of the City Watch with the headquarters ofof the City Watch with the headquarters of

Sharn’s elite forces. Whether you’re looking toSharn’s elite forces. Whether you’re looking to

deal with powerful merchants, city councilors,deal with powerful merchants, city councilors,

dragonmarked barons, or the ambassadors ofdragonmarked barons, or the ambassadors of

other nations, Central Plateau is a place whereother nations, Central Plateau is a place where

deals are made and gold changes hands.deals are made and gold changes hands.

UUPPERPPER C CENTRALENTRAL
              

Central. The Council Hall is the seat of cityCentral. The Council Hall is the seat of city

government, while the Korranath—the grandgovernment, while the Korranath—the grand

temple of Kol Korran—is the heart of Sharn’stemple of Kol Korran—is the heart of Sharn’s

            

          

legendary Kundarak Vaults. Upper Centrallegendary Kundarak Vaults. Upper Central

houses the mansions and estates of powerfulhouses the mansions and estates of powerful

nobles, along with businesses that cater to them.nobles, along with businesses that cater to them.

Between the Sharn Watch and private securityBetween the Sharn Watch and private security

forces, this is a bad place to start troublforces, this is a bad place to start trouble, ande, and

player characters who appear suspicious may beplayer characters who appear suspicious may be

challenged by guards.challenged by guards.

MMIDDLEIDDLE C CENTRALENTRAL
A center for intrigue and espionage. TheA center for intrigue and espionage. The

district of Ambassador Towers includesdistrict of Ambassador Towers includes

embassies and consulates from the Throneholdembassies and consulates from the Thronehold

Nations, along with Aerenal and Sarlona.Nations, along with Aerenal and Sarlona.

Ambassador Towers is also home to the King’sAmbassador Towers is also home to the King’s

Citadel, headquarters of Brelish intelligence.Citadel, headquarters of Brelish intelligence.

Across the ward, the district of Dragon TowersAcross the ward, the district of Dragon Towers

holds the primary enclaves of the dragonmarkedholds the primary enclaves of the dragonmarked

houses. Rounding things out, the district ofhouses. Rounding things out, the district of

Sovereign TowersSovereign Towers is home to Sharn’s greatestis home to Sharn’s greatest

monuments of faith, including the Pavilion ofmonuments of faith, including the Pavilion of

the Hostthe Host (Sovereign Host) and the Cathedral of(Sovereign Host) and the Cathedral of

the Cleansing Flame (Silver Flame). While it’s athe Cleansing Flame (Silver Flame). While it’s a

middle ward, services are comfortable to wealthymiddle ward, services are comfortable to wealthy

in quality.in quality.

LLOWEROWER C CENTRALENTRAL
This district is This district is peaceful and largely residential;peaceful and largely residential;

it’s the safest and most pleasant of the lowerit’s the safest and most pleasant of the lower

wards. Services are largely comfortable in quality,wards. Services are largely comfortable in quality,

and the Sharn Watch is plentiful and well paid.and the Sharn Watch is plentiful and well paid.

TTHINGSHINGS TOTO D DOO ININ C CENTRALENTRAL P PLATEAULATEAU
 Attend an Auc Attend an Auction.tion. The Aurora GalleryThe Aurora Gallery

              

Sharn and specializes in auctions of exotic magicSharn and specializes in auctions of exotic magic

items and relics from Xen’drik. You never knowitems and relics from Xen’drik. You never know

what’s going to be available—or who will bewhat’s going to be available—or who will be

bidding against you.bidding against you.

Plan a Heist.Plan a Heist. Rob the Kundarak Bank of Rob the Kundarak Bank of

Sharn (Upper Central) or the Brelish Museum ofSharn (Upper Central) or the Brelish Museum of

Fine Art (Middle Central).Fine Art (Middle Central).

Go to Jail.Go to Jail. The Citadel in Middle Central is The Citadel in Middle Central is

also Sharn’s high-security prison.also Sharn’s high-security prison.

Pray.Pray. The primary temples of the SovereignThe primary temples of the Sovereign

Host and the Silver Flame are located in MiddlHost and the Silver Flame are located in Middlee

                

Sovereigns and lesser faiths. Take part in aSovereigns and lesser faiths. Take part in a

festival or drop in for some festival or drop in for some spiritual guidance!spiritual guidance!

Espionage!Espionage! Whether you work for yourWhether you work for your

nation or get entangled in the schemes of thenation or get entangled in the schemes of the

dragonmarked houses, there’s a lot of powerfuldragonmarked houses, there’s a lot of powerful

people in Middle Central with a use people in Middle Central with a use for capablefor capable

agents.agents.
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DDURAURA Q QUARTERUARTER
Sharn began with Dura, but the Sharn began with Dura, but the city has leftcity has left

it behind. Dura is the oldest quarter of Sharn,it behind. Dura is the oldest quarter of Sharn,

and many consider it to be a blight on theand many consider it to be a blight on the

City of Towers. There are cracks in City of Towers. There are cracks in the stonesthe stones

and places where enchantments have and places where enchantments have failedfailed

and never been restored. Dura is and never been restored. Dura is riddled withriddled with

poverty and crime, and overall, it’s poverty and crime, and overall, it’s the mostthe most

dangerous section of the city. But it dangerous section of the city. But it also holdsalso holds

          

and if you’re looking for smuggled goods or aand if you’re looking for smuggled goods or a

place to lay low, head to Dura.place to lay low, head to Dura.

UUPPERPPER D DURAURA
This ward is full of life, This ward is full of life, home to talented artisanshome to talented artisans

and successful merchants. There’s a seedyand successful merchants. There’s a seedy

edge to Upper Dura, and in general it has theedge to Upper Dura, and in general it has the

qualities of a middle ward. But it’s qualities of a middle ward. But it’s a place thata place that

          

              

is a home away from home for is a home away from home for explorers andexplorers and

mercenaries. The Sharn Watch maintains amercenaries. The Sharn Watch maintains a

fortress garrison infortress garrison in Daggerwatch. The HighholdDaggerwatch. The Highhold

district is an upscale dwarven neighborhood;district is an upscale dwarven neighborhood;

it’s said that the strongest spirits in Sharn areit’s said that the strongest spirits in Sharn are

served at Morragin’s Tavern. Hope’s Peak isserved at Morragin’s Tavern. Hope’s Peak is

a temple district, notable for the Citadel of a temple district, notable for the Citadel of thethe

Sun. Dedicated to Dol Arrah, this church isSun. Dedicated to Dol Arrah, this church is

considered to be a true bastion of light. Finally,considered to be a true bastion of light. Finally,

the Overlook the Overlook district is home to most of district is home to most of thethe

kalashtar in Sharn.kalashtar in Sharn.

MMIDDLEIDDLE D DURAURA
Middle Dura caters to the working class of Sharn.Middle Dura caters to the working class of Sharn.

It’s inns and taverns are modest in price, butIt’s inns and taverns are modest in price, but

there’s gold among the dross. The Bazaarthere’s gold among the dross. The Bazaar is theis the

largest commercial district in Sharn, though it’slargest commercial district in Sharn, though it’s

certainly shadier than the other major marketscertainly shadier than the other major markets

in the city. Middle Dura is home to a host ofin the city. Middle Dura is home to a host of

inns and taverns. The King of Fireinns and taverns. The King of Fire is a popularis a popular

tavern and reputable gambling establishment.tavern and reputable gambling establishment.

Ghallanda HallGhallanda Hall has the only comfortable roomshas the only comfortable rooms

                  

enclave in Sharn, and it also has modest andenclave in Sharn, and it also has modest and

poor rooms for the common folk of Dura.poor rooms for the common folk of Dura.

LLOWEROWER D DURAURA
The district of PrecariousThe district of Precarious is the gateway tois the gateway to

              

Watch maintains an active presence in Precarious,Watch maintains an active presence in Precarious,

securing passage to the docks and watching thesecuring passage to the docks and watching the

many warehouses. The rest of Lower Dura hasmany warehouses. The rest of Lower Dura has

been left to rot. Ignored by the been left to rot. Ignored by the Watch, it is theWatch, it is the

domain of gangs and crimelords. The districtdomain of gangs and crimelords. The district

of Fallenof Fallen is a haunted ruin; this temple districtis a haunted ruin; this temple district

            

onto it. Malleon’s Gateonto it. Malleon’s Gate is home to the goblins ofis home to the goblins of

Sharn, along with Sharn, along with other monstrous immigrantsother monstrous immigrants

from Droaam and Darguun. Callestanfrom Droaam and Darguun. Callestan is a centeris a center

for criminal activity.for criminal activity.

TTHINGSHINGS TOTO D DOO ININ D DURAURA
Talk About the Race.Talk About the Race. The inhabitants of DuraThe inhabitants of Dura

are devoted to the Rare devoted to the Race of Eight Winds ace of Eight Winds and areand are

always willing to discuss the latest news.always willing to discuss the latest news.

Gamble.Gamble. Legal gambling is heavily taxed andLegal gambling is heavily taxed and

limited in its scope. Dura is home to limited in its scope. Dura is home to a wide rangea wide range

          

Go Shopping.Go Shopping. If you’re looking for expensiveIf you’re looking for expensive

goods shop elsewhere. But the Bazaar of Middlegoods shop elsewhere. But the Bazaar of Middle

Dura is an excellent source forDura is an excellent source for  

            

and has a reasonable selection of magical goods.and has a reasonable selection of magical goods.

 A Little Crim A Little Crime.e. Looking for a fence? NeedLooking for a fence? Need

                  

to set up a to set up a meeting with a Boromar lieutenant?meeting with a Boromar lieutenant?

Lower Dura is the nexus for Lower Dura is the nexus for criminal activitiescriminal activities

in Sharn.in Sharn.

       The SharnThe Sharn

Watch ignores Lower Dura, and even in theWatch ignores Lower Dura, and even in the

higher wards they’re spread thin. There are evenhigher wards they’re spread thin. There are even

stories of dragonmarked houses and mad wizardsstories of dragonmarked houses and mad wizards

conducting dangerous experiments in Lowerconducting dangerous experiments in Lower
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MMENTHISENTHIS P PLATEAULATEAU Q QUARTERUARTER
The hub of Sharn’s entertainment industry andThe hub of Sharn’s entertainment industry and

home to Breland’s largest university, Menthishome to Breland’s largest university, Menthis

Plateau is one of the most diverse quarters inPlateau is one of the most diverse quarters in

Sharn. Whether you’re looking for classicalSharn. Whether you’re looking for classical

              

          

UUPPERPPER M MENTHISENTHIS
Elegant and civilized, Upper Menthis is homeElegant and civilized, Upper Menthis is home

                

cutting-edge Art Temple, colorful Khavishcutting-edge Art Temple, colorful Khavish

Theater,Theater, traditional Grand Stage, and the open-traditional Grand Stage, and the open-

air Stargazer Theater, along with the Kavarrahair Stargazer Theater, along with the Kavarrah

Concert Hall. It’s the location of MorgraveConcert Hall. It’s the location of Morgrave

University. It includes upscale shops with a focusUniversity. It includes upscale shops with a focus

              

   in Sharn can be found in Den’iyas, in Sharn can be found in Den’iyas,

a gnome district known as “Little Zilargo.”a gnome district known as “Little Zilargo.”

Adventurers who visit Den’iyas should be carefulAdventurers who visit Den’iyas should be careful

not to get involved in the many intrigues and feudsnot to get involved in the many intrigues and feuds

that play out between the gnome residents.that play out between the gnome residents.

MMIDDLEIDDLE M MENTHISENTHIS
This ward is the most diverse in Sharn, andThis ward is the most diverse in Sharn, and

includes communities drawn from acrossincludes communities drawn from across

Khorvaire. The Little PlainsKhorvaire. The Little Plains district drawsdistrict draws

          

Cassan BridgeCassan Bridge         

orcs and half-orcs from the Shadow Marches.orcs and half-orcs from the Shadow Marches.

Immigrants from the Lhazaar PrincipalitiesImmigrants from the Lhazaar Principalities

have settled in Warden Towers. And Smokyhave settled in Warden Towers. And Smoky

            

before the Last War; this has become a havenbefore the Last War; this has become a haven

for Cyrans wealthy enough to avoid the refugeefor Cyrans wealthy enough to avoid the refugee

camps of High Walls. This results in a diversecamps of High Walls. This results in a diverse

array of cuisine, entertainment, and servicesarray of cuisine, entertainment, and services

drawing on the traditions of these places.drawing on the traditions of these places.

The EverbrightThe Everbright district may be of particulardistrict may be of particular

interest to adventurers. This is a hub for interest to adventurers. This is a hub for mysticalmystical

goods and services. There’s a wide assortment ofgoods and services. There’s a wide assortment of

magewrights, and the shops have a good magewrights, and the shops have a good selectionselection

of common and uncommon magic items. Withof common and uncommon magic items. With

that said, the people of Middle Menthis arethat said, the people of Middle Menthis are

law-abiding folk; if you’re looking for spellcasterslaw-abiding folk; if you’re looking for spellcasters

to help you with illegal activities or want to to help you with illegal activities or want to sellsell

stolen artifacts, you should turn to Lower Dura.stolen artifacts, you should turn to Lower Dura.

LLOWEROWER M MENTHISENTHIS
Providing cheap entertainment to the masses,Providing cheap entertainment to the masses,

              

taverns and theaters ranging from the innocent totaverns and theaters ranging from the innocent to

the risque. There are gambling halls, brothels, andthe risque. There are gambling halls, brothels, and

spontaneous performances in the streets. Lowerspontaneous performances in the streets. Lower

                  

club where spectators bet on amateur gladiators.club where spectators bet on amateur gladiators.

Technically illegal, the Burning Ring movesTechnically illegal, the Burning Ring moves

around the ward. Competitors are armed butaround the ward. Competitors are armed but

unarmored; matches continue until a contestantunarmored; matches continue until a contestant

 yields yields, but f, but fataliatalities dties do happeo happen.n.

TTHINGSHINGS TOTO D DOO ININ M MENTHISENTHIS P PLATEAULATEAU
Consult a Sage.Consult a Sage. Morgrave University may notMorgrave University may not

                

                  

to conduct your own research in the library or to conduct your own research in the library or toto

                  

manifest zones, Morgrave is your best option.manifest zones, Morgrave is your best option.

Show Business.Show Business. Menthis has a host ofMenthis has a host of

performance venues, from the Grand Stage to theperformance venues, from the Grand Stage to the

many taverns of Lower Menthis. Spontaneousmany taverns of Lower Menthis. Spontaneous

street performances are common throughout thestreet performances are common throughout the

quarter. In addition to enjoying the entertainment,quarter. In addition to enjoying the entertainment,

              

showcasing your artistic talents on stage orshowcasing your artistic talents on stage or

displaying your prowess in the Burning Ring.displaying your prowess in the Burning Ring.

 Join an Expedition. Join an Expedition. Scholars at MorgraveScholars at Morgrave

often sponsor expeditions to Xen’drik and intooften sponsor expeditions to Xen’drik and into

the ruins below Sharn. Cyran nobles in Smothe ruins below Sharn. Cyran nobles in Smokyky

Towers look for brave souls to venture into theTowers look for brave souls to venture into the

Mournland to reclaim lost treasures.Mournland to reclaim lost treasures.

Cultural ExchangeCultural Exchange. Den’iyas brings a touch. Den’iyas brings a touch

                

raptor running down the streets in Little Plains,raptor running down the streets in Little Plains,

or a Gatekeeper druid casting bones on Cassanor a Gatekeeper druid casting bones on Cassan

Bridge.Bridge.
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NNORTHEDGEORTHEDGE Q QUARTERUARTER
The residential area is the quietest quarter ofThe residential area is the quietest quarter of

              

adventurers, unless you’re interested in qualityadventurers, unless you’re interested in quality

real estate. On the other hand, you never knowreal estate. On the other hand, you never know

when this charming and innocuous quarter couldwhen this charming and innocuous quarter could

be hiding a nefarious cult or devilish plot!be hiding a nefarious cult or devilish plot!

UUPPERPPER N NORTHEDGEORTHEDGE
This is the perfect place for the noble who canThis is the perfect place for the noble who can

                  

the bustle of Upper Central. It’s also home tothe bustle of Upper Central. It’s also home to

most of the elves of Sharn. In particular, themost of the elves of Sharn. In particular, the

district of Shae Liasdistrict of Shae Lias is a bastion of Aereni cultureis a bastion of Aereni culture

and traditions. The heart of Shae Lias isand traditions. The heart of Shae Lias is GatesGates

of Passage, which serves as the Aereni embassyof Passage, which serves as the Aereni embassy

and a temple to the Undying Court. The Oaksand a temple to the Undying Court. The Oaks isis

              

            

FleshFlesh specializes in body art, both traditionalspecializes in body art, both traditional

tattoos and temporary illusions woved directlytattoos and temporary illusions woved directly

into the skin.into the skin.

MMIDDLEIDDLE N NORTHEDGEORTHEDGE
This ward caters to the middle class of Sharn,This ward caters to the middle class of Sharn,

with a wide range of comfortable housing.with a wide range of comfortable housing.

Dwarves make up the majority of the population,Dwarves make up the majority of the population,

especially in the district of Holdfast. In contrastespecially in the district of Holdfast. In contrast

to Highhold in Upper Dura, the dwarves ofto Highhold in Upper Dura, the dwarves of

Holdfast have deep roots in Sharn and feelHoldfast have deep roots in Sharn and feel

no strong connection to the Mror Holds or itsno strong connection to the Mror Holds or its

traditions. High Hopetraditions. High Hope is a temple district; whileis a temple district; while

the most impressive churches and shrines arethe most impressive churches and shrines are

located in Upper Central, it’s commonly knownlocated in Upper Central, it’s commonly known

that if you’re looking for a truly devoted priest,that if you’re looking for a truly devoted priest,

 you should go to High Hope. you should go to High Hope.

LLOWEROWER N NORTHEDGEORTHEDGE
              

up from the slums of Lower Dura. up from the slums of Lower Dura. The peopleThe people

of Lower Northedge don’t look for trouble, andof Lower Northedge don’t look for trouble, and

they don’t like it coming to their doorstep. Norththey don’t like it coming to their doorstep. North

MarketMarket is one of the largest markets in Sharn,is one of the largest markets in Sharn,

though it specializes in simple, everyday goods.though it specializes in simple, everyday goods.

The StoneyardThe Stoneyard         

population; the Rat’s Nest is a tavern catering topopulation; the Rat’s Nest is a tavern catering to

shifters, while the Bear’s Restshifters, while the Bear’s Rest is a shifter inn.is a shifter inn.

TTHINGSHINGS TOTO D DOO ININ N NORTHEDGEORTHEDGE
Settle Down.Settle Down. If you’re looking for a place If you’re looking for a place

to live in Sharn, Lower Northedge combinesto live in Sharn, Lower Northedge combines

reasonable quality and price with more securityreasonable quality and price with more security

than Lower Dura.than Lower Dura.

Die in Style.Die in Style. The elves of Shae Lias areThe elves of Shae Lias are

experts in funerary customs and embalming. Inexperts in funerary customs and embalming. In

addition, Mayne Jhaelian of the Gates of Passageaddition, Mayne Jhaelian of the Gates of Passage

is one of the few people iis one of the few people in Sharn capable ofn Sharn capable of

raising the dead.raising the dead.

Find a Patron.Find a Patron. There are many eccentricThere are many eccentric

nobles in Upper Northedge. A patron of the artsnobles in Upper Northedge. A patron of the arts

could take an interest in the career of a bardcould take an interest in the career of a bard

or entertainer. A collector might keep capableor entertainer. A collector might keep capable

adventurers on retainer with the understandingadventurers on retainer with the understanding

that they’ll deliver any that they’ll deliver any Dhakaani artifacts theyDhakaani artifacts they

come across in their travels. You never knowcome across in their travels. You never know

                

they can give you an introduction to high society.they can give you an introduction to high society.
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TTAVICKAVICK’’SS L LANDINGANDING Q QUARTERUARTER
If you come to Sharn by land or air, you’ll enterIf you come to Sharn by land or air, you’ll enter

the city through Tavick’s Landing. The quarterthe city through Tavick’s Landing. The quarter

took on a martial aspect during the Last War,took on a martial aspect during the Last War,

and this can still be felt today. On the positiveand this can still be felt today. On the positive

side, the Watch Commander Iyanna ir’Talan hasside, the Watch Commander Iyanna ir’Talan has

                

local garrisons of the Sharn Watch; this is one local garrisons of the Sharn Watch; this is one ofof

the few districts where the Watch is both helpfulthe few districts where the Watch is both helpful

and competent. On the downside, citizens of anyand competent. On the downside, citizens of any

nation that fought against Breland during thenation that fought against Breland during the

war may be greeted with suspicion or hostility.war may be greeted with suspicion or hostility.

UUPPERPPER T TAVICKAVICK’’SS L LANDINGANDING
            

                  

housing, skilled services, a luxurious mercantilehousing, skilled services, a luxurious mercantile

district, and even an entire district—Sunrise— district, and even an entire district—Sunrise— 

devoted to thedevoted to the  of the nobles. Servicesof the nobles. Services

and lodging in Sunrise are poor to modest, asand lodging in Sunrise are poor to modest, as

opposed to the wealthy to aristocratic goodsopposed to the wealthy to aristocratic goods

found elsewhere in the district. During the war,found elsewhere in the district. During the war,

fears of attacks by foreign agents resulted in thefears of attacks by foreign agents resulted in the

              

adventurers.adventurers.

•• ThThe se sololdiediers rs of of HouHouse se DeDeneneitith hh havave fue fullll

authority to act as agents of the Sharnauthority to act as agents of the Sharn

Watch within Upper Tavick’s Landing,Watch within Upper Tavick’s Landing,

and a hundred elite Blademark mercenariesand a hundred elite Blademark mercenaries

maintain checkpoints at the district’s edges.maintain checkpoints at the district’s edges.

•• YoYou neu need ed a la licicenense se to to cacarry rry a wa weaeapopon inn in

Upper Tavick’s Landing. This costs only 5Upper Tavick’s Landing. This costs only 5

gp, but you’ll have to plead your gp, but you’ll have to plead your case to acase to a

clerk; it’s generally understood that this isclerk; it’s generally understood that this is

a tool to keep undesirables out of a tool to keep undesirables out of the ward.the ward.

Any Blademark or member of the WatchAny Blademark or member of the Watch

can demand to see your license and maycan demand to see your license and may

    

•• YoYou alu also nso neeeed a lid a licecensnse to ce to casast spt spelells ils in thn thee

ward. This costs 10 gp and you must specifyward. This costs 10 gp and you must specify

                  

levied for any unauthorized use of magic.levied for any unauthorized use of magic.

•• InInhahabibitatantnts ms musust dt dreress ss “i“in a n a mamannnnerer

that upholds the solemn dignity of thisthat upholds the solemn dignity of this

          

the Watch can choose how to interpretthe Watch can choose how to interpret

this. Typically, armor is consideredthis. Typically, armor is considered

inappropriate unless you’re tied to Houseinappropriate unless you’re tied to House

Deneith, the Sharn Watch, or you’ve servedDeneith, the Sharn Watch, or you’ve served

with the Brelish military. Anyone held to bewith the Brelish military. Anyone held to be

in contempt of this law is escorted out.in contempt of this law is escorted out.

••         

              

up to 5 gp and temporary expulsion fromup to 5 gp and temporary expulsion from

the ward.the ward.

For those willing to put up with these restrictions,For those willing to put up with these restrictions,

            

Wyredd’s SpiritsWyredd’s Spirits is the best source for wine inis the best source for wine in

Sharn. The Crystals of Denion buys and sell rareSharn. The Crystals of Denion buys and sell rare

magic items, though it only has a handful of suchmagic items, though it only has a handful of such

items at any given time; it also sells expensiveitems at any given time; it also sells expensive

magical works of art. Transmutationmagical works of art. Transmutation is the nameis the name

of a renowned beauty salon. House Deneithof a renowned beauty salon. House Deneith

            

in the Copper Arch district. To get licenses forin the Copper Arch district. To get licenses for

weapons or spellcasting, you’ll have to go to theweapons or spellcasting, you’ll have to go to the

courthouse in the Twelve Pillarscourthouse in the Twelve Pillars district.district.

MMIDDLEIDDLE T TAVICKAVICK’’SS L LANDINGANDING
In contrast to the upper ward, MiddlIn contrast to the upper ward, Middle Tavick’se Tavick’s

Landing welcomes travelers and tourists. There’sLanding welcomes travelers and tourists. There’s

a host of lively taverns and excellent inns.a host of lively taverns and excellent inns.

The CornerstoneThe Cornerstone is a massive arena that hostsis a massive arena that hosts

everything from circuses to aerial jousting. Theeverything from circuses to aerial jousting. The

DeathsgateDeathsgate district caters to adventurers, muchdistrict caters to adventurers, much

              

          

the Deathsgate Guild has a dark the Deathsgate Guild has a dark reputation,reputation,

              

adventurers. House Jorasco has a large house ofadventurers. House Jorasco has a large house of

healing in the ward, and House Deneith has ahealing in the ward, and House Deneith has a

recruiting station for would-be mercenaries. Therecruiting station for would-be mercenaries. The

GraywallGraywall district has deep roots in Karrnathidistrict has deep roots in Karrnathi

culture that predate the Last War, and Slogar’sculture that predate the Last War, and Slogar’s

and The Bloody Mug and The Bloody Mug are places where youare places where you

            

Tavick’s MarketTavick’s Market is one of Sharn’s main marketis one of Sharn’s main market
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districts; it’s right above Terminus station anddistricts; it’s right above Terminus station and

is a source for produce and goods brought in byis a source for produce and goods brought in by

local farmers.local farmers.

LLOWEROWER T TAVICKAVICK’’SS L LANDINGANDING
Visitors arrive at Wroann’s Gate or Terminus,Visitors arrive at Wroann’s Gate or Terminus,

but they leave through Black Arch, the gatewaybut they leave through Black Arch, the gateway

                  

garrison district, designed to withstand a fullgarrison district, designed to withstand a full

siege. The ward includes other services cateringsiege. The ward includes other services catering

to travelers; the Dragoneyesto travelers; the Dragoneyes district is a mazedistrict is a maze

of taverns, inns, brothels, and gambling halls.of taverns, inns, brothels, and gambling halls.

Dragoneyes is also noteworthy for having one ofDragoneyes is also noteworthy for having one of

the few changeling communities in Breland.the few changeling communities in Breland.

These days, Lower Tavick’s Landing is bestThese days, Lower Tavick’s Landing is best

known for High Walls—a former residentialknown for High Walls—a former residential

district converted into a home for refugees fromdistrict converted into a home for refugees from

                

mostly with Cyrans displaced by the Mourning.mostly with Cyrans displaced by the Mourning.

Today, the gates are open; but High Walls isToday, the gates are open; but High Walls is

designed to serve as a fortress prison if need be,designed to serve as a fortress prison if need be,

and the Sharn Watch keeps an eye out for anyand the Sharn Watch keeps an eye out for any

signs of unrest.signs of unrest.

TTHINGSHINGS TOTO D DOO ININ T TAVICKAVICK’’SS L LANDINGANDING
GambleGamble          

to lose your wages, both in established halls and onto lose your wages, both in established halls and on

street corners. One especially noteworthy venuestreet corners. One especially noteworthy venue

is Chance. If you believe the rumors, Chance canis Chance. If you believe the rumors, Chance can

arrange and cover almost any sort of contest.arrange and cover almost any sort of contest.

Hug a Shifter.Hug a Shifter. Middle and Lower Tavick’sMiddle and Lower Tavick’s

Landing are home to much of Sharn’s shifterLanding are home to much of Sharn’s shifter

population. Middle Tavick’s Landing has thepopulation. Middle Tavick’s Landing has the

               ..
Find Refuge.Find Refuge. While most of the refugees inWhile most of the refugees in

High Walls come from Cyre, the district is aHigh Walls come from Cyre, the district is a

haven for anyone displaced in the war, includinghaven for anyone displaced in the war, including

Brelish victims of the war. It’s over-crowded andBrelish victims of the war. It’s over-crowded and

resources are stretched thin. Tensions are high,resources are stretched thin. Tensions are high,

and there are feuds and power struggles amongand there are feuds and power struggles among

the refugees. If you’re from Cyre, you might the refugees. If you’re from Cyre, you might havehave

a cot in High Walls with your a cot in High Walls with your name on it; even ifname on it; even if

 you don’t, you could have friends or family living you don’t, you could have friends or family living

in High Walls.in High Walls.
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SSHARNHARN: A: ABOVEBOVE ANDAND B BELOWELOW
                  

the city, but here are additional regions that youthe city, but here are additional regions that you

may wish to explore during your time in Sharn.may wish to explore during your time in Sharn.

SSKYWAYKYWAY
              

the upper wards of Sharn, but these are dwarfedthe upper wards of Sharn, but these are dwarfed

              

and between Central Plateau and Menthisand between Central Plateau and Menthis

              

Skyway holds the estates of the wealthiest peopleSkyway holds the estates of the wealthiest people

in Khorvaire—nobles whose feet need neverin Khorvaire—nobles whose feet need never

touch the ground. Skyway contains a host oftouch the ground. Skyway contains a host of

aristocratic boutiques and restaurants, along witharistocratic boutiques and restaurants, along with

astonishing mansions. Chief among these is Tainastonishing mansions. Chief among these is Tain

Manor, home to most powerful family in Sharn.Manor, home to most powerful family in Sharn.

Celyria ir’Tain is the queen of high society. SheCelyria ir’Tain is the queen of high society. She

holds a ball at the manor each month, and theholds a ball at the manor each month, and the

guest list at the Tain Galaguest list at the Tain Gala       

in the city. If you need to mingle with celebrities,in the city. If you need to mingle with celebrities,

                  

                    

some of the richest people in Eberron, Skyway issome of the richest people in Eberron, Skyway is

the place to start.the place to start.

CCLIFFSIDELIFFSIDE
This small ward contains the docks of Sharn.This small ward contains the docks of Sharn.

Cargo is hoisted up to the city with Cargo is hoisted up to the city with magicalmagical

cranes, and people take levitating lifts. Allcranes, and people take levitating lifts. All

              

            

much in common with Lower Dura. Imuch in common with Lower Dura. It’s rought’s rough

              

              

          

TTHEHE D DEPTHSEPTHS
Sharn was built on the foundations of Sharn was built on the foundations of an olderan older

city, which was itself built atop goblin rucity, which was itself built atop goblin ruins.ins.

This old city was destroyed by dark magic— This old city was destroyed by dark magic— 

the elemental powers of the infamous Halasthe elemental powers of the infamous Halas

Tarkanan and his consort, the Lady of theTarkanan and his consort, the Lady of the

Plague. It’s said that vile powers still linger inPlague. It’s said that vile powers still linger in

these ruins, and for this reason King Galifar Ithese ruins, and for this reason King Galifar I

had all passages to this undercity sealed withhad all passages to this undercity sealed with

gates of metal and magic. These portals remaingates of metal and magic. These portals remain

sealed today, and it’s illegal to tamper with them.sealed today, and it’s illegal to tamper with them.

But it’s generally assumed that there may beBut it’s generally assumed that there may be

many treasures hidden in the ruins of Old many treasures hidden in the ruins of Old Sharn,Sharn,

along with untold secrets of the past.along with untold secrets of the past.

TTHEHE C COGSOGS
The Cogs lie deep below Sharn, belowThe Cogs lie deep below Sharn, below

the sewers and even beyond the Depths.the sewers and even beyond the Depths.

Incorporating natural tunnels and ancient goblinIncorporating natural tunnels and ancient goblin

            

Sharn, and over the centuries House CannithSharn, and over the centuries House Cannith

has helped Breland establish vast foundrieshas helped Breland establish vast foundries

that tap this mystic resource. Ashblack andthat tap this mystic resource. Ashblack and

Blackbones are industrial districts, largelyBlackbones are industrial districts, largely

inhabited by warforged laborers and miserableinhabited by warforged laborers and miserable

workers of other races. It’s said that Houseworkers of other races. It’s said that House

Cannith maintains a massive forgehold in theCannith maintains a massive forgehold in the

depths, and that this is where Baron Merrixdepths, and that this is where Baron Merrix

d’Cannith conducts his arcane experiments.d’Cannith conducts his arcane experiments.

In addition, The Red HammerIn addition, The Red Hammer is Sharn’s onlyis Sharn’s only

        

Beyond Ashblack and Blackbones liesBeyond Ashblack and Blackbones lies

Khyber’s GateKhyber’s Gate, a maze of tunnels and, a maze of tunnels and

tenements carved into the stone. The Sharntenements carved into the stone. The Sharn

Watch has no presence in Khyber’s Gate,Watch has no presence in Khyber’s Gate,

and the closest thing to an authority is theand the closest thing to an authority is the

criminal organization known as criminal organization known as Daask. ManyDaask. Many

of the inhabitants of the Gate are goblins andof the inhabitants of the Gate are goblins and

immigrants from Droaam, but it’s also home toimmigrants from Droaam, but it’s also home to

fugitives and other desperate people. You canfugitives and other desperate people. You can

            

along with a handful of hermits and visionariesalong with a handful of hermits and visionaries

seeking to escape the city above. seeking to escape the city above. ShamukaarShamukaar isis

the most successful tavern in the most successful tavern in Khyber’s Gate. ThisKhyber’s Gate. This

bar is a safe haven for all within it, bar is a safe haven for all within it, regardless ofregardless of

species or politics; once you make it through thespecies or politics; once you make it through the

door, you can breathe easy.door, you can breathe easy.
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TTHINGSHINGS TOTO D DOO ININ S SHARNHARN
Sharn is the largest and most cosmopolitan citySharn is the largest and most cosmopolitan city

in Khorvaire. Covering all the things that youin Khorvaire. Covering all the things that you

                  

does, as covered in the Appendix!). But here’sdoes, as covered in the Appendix!). But here’s

a few things you might want to do a few things you might want to do during yourduring your

time in Sharn.time in Sharn.

CCELEBRATEELEBRATE
There’s always a celebration in Sharn, whetherThere’s always a celebration in Sharn, whether

it’s a parade in a single district or it’s a parade in a single district or a festival acrossa festival across

the entire city. Here’s a few to put the entire city. Here’s a few to put on youron your

calendar.calendar.

The AscensionThe Ascension (1 Sypheros). A celebration of(1 Sypheros). A celebration of

                  

serve as the Voice of the Silver Flame. There areserve as the Voice of the Silver Flame. There are

services at all Silver Flame churches and shrines,services at all Silver Flame churches and shrines,

                

to help their communities.to help their communities.

 Aureon’s Cro Aureon’s Crownwn (26 Dravago). A celebration (26 Dravago). A celebration

of knowledge. Elders share their knowledgeof knowledge. Elders share their knowledge

with the young. Morgrave University holds itswith the young. Morgrave University holds its

graduate services on this day, and there aregraduate services on this day, and there are

public lectures at the Great Hall of Aureon public lectures at the Great Hall of Aureon inin

Upper Menthis.Upper Menthis.

Boldrei’s FeastBoldrei’s Feast (9 Rhaan) is a celebration of(9 Rhaan) is a celebration of

community. There are gatherings across the city,community. There are gatherings across the city,

and the wealthy compete to throw the grandestand the wealthy compete to throw the grandest

parties.parties.

BrightbladeBrightblade (12 Nymm). The festival of Dol(12 Nymm). The festival of Dol

            

wrestling matches, archery contests, and otherwrestling matches, archery contests, and other

tests of strength and skill. This culminates with atests of strength and skill. This culminates with a

grand contest of champions at the Cornerstone ingrand contest of champions at the Cornerstone in

Middle Tavick’s Landing.Middle Tavick’s Landing.

CrystalfallCrystalfall (9 Olarune). During the Last War,(9 Olarune). During the Last War,

              

Lower Dura. This devastation can still be seenLower Dura. This devastation can still be seen

today in the district now known as Fallen. Ontoday in the district now known as Fallen. On

9 Olarune, people gather to commemorate this9 Olarune, people gather to commemorate this

tragedy. There’s a tradition of crafting elaboratetragedy. There’s a tradition of crafting elaborate

ice sculptures and throwing them into the Daggerice sculptures and throwing them into the Dagger

River.River.

The Day of Mourning The Day of Mourning  (20 Olarune). The (20 Olarune). The

nation of Cyre was destroyed four years agonation of Cyre was destroyed four years ago

on the Day of Mourning. While the Mourningon the Day of Mourning. While the Mourning

had an impact on everyone in Khorvaire, thishad an impact on everyone in Khorvaire, this

day is especially important for Cyran survivors.day is especially important for Cyran survivors.

It is a time when Cyrans come together toIt is a time when Cyrans come together to

remember their lost kingdom. Some tell storiesremember their lost kingdom. Some tell stories

or sing traditional songs, ensuring their cultureor sing traditional songs, ensuring their culture

isn’t forgotten. Others seethe with anger at theisn’t forgotten. Others seethe with anger at the

enemies who brought Cyre to this place, and itenemies who brought Cyre to this place, and it

can be a time for riots or violence.can be a time for riots or violence.

Fathen’s FallFathen’s Fall (25 Barrakas) commemorates a(25 Barrakas) commemorates a

priest of the Silver Flame martyred while exposingpriest of the Silver Flame martyred while exposing

hidden lycanthropes in Sharn. It is a time whenhidden lycanthropes in Sharn. It is a time when

followers of the Flame come followers of the Flame come together, but oftentogether, but often

causes tensions with the shifter community.causes tensions with the shifter community.

The HuntThe Hunt (4 Barrakas). In honor of the(4 Barrakas). In honor of the

              

the city and released into an isolated section ofthe city and released into an isolated section of

the Depths. Anyone can participate in the Huntthe Depths. Anyone can participate in the Hunt

by making a donation of 5 gp; the hunter (orby making a donation of 5 gp; the hunter (or

hunting party) who brings down the beast wins ahunting party) who brings down the beast wins a

purse of 500 gp and the blessing of Balinor. Thepurse of 500 gp and the blessing of Balinor. The

Hunt can vary; some years multiple beasts areHunt can vary; some years multiple beasts are

released and the hunter who catches the most ofreleased and the hunter who catches the most of

them is marked as the victor. Often, though, thethem is marked as the victor. Often, though, the

other hunters are a greater threat than the beast!other hunters are a greater threat than the beast!

Long ShadowsLong Shadows (26-28 Vult). It’s said that the(26-28 Vult). It’s said that the

power of the Shadow—sinister deity of the Darkpower of the Shadow—sinister deity of the Dark

Six—is at its height on these three nights. WiseSix—is at its height on these three nights. Wise

people spend these nights indoors with friends,people spend these nights indoors with friends,

but those who celebrate the darkness may take tobut those who celebrate the darkness may take to

the streets to prey on the weak and foolish.the streets to prey on the weak and foolish.

The Race of Eight WindsThe Race of Eight Winds (23 Lharvion) (23 Lharvion)

is an aerial race that takes place around Durais an aerial race that takes place around Dura

Quarter. See the sidebar for more information.Quarter. See the sidebar for more information.

Sun’s BlessingSun’s Blessing (15 Therendor). The festival(15 Therendor). The festival

of Dol Arrah, this is a day of of Dol Arrah, this is a day of peace and a timepeace and a time

                

                  

The Tain GalaThe Tain Gala (First Far of each month). The(First Far of each month). The

ir’Tains are the richest and most powerful familyir’Tains are the richest and most powerful family

in Sharn. Each month, Celyria ir’Tain holds ain Sharn. Each month, Celyria ir’Tain holds a

                

the social order of the city; those families withthe social order of the city; those families with

permanent invitations—known as the Sixty—arepermanent invitations—known as the Sixty—are
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the royalty of Sharn. However, Celyria doesthe royalty of Sharn. However, Celyria does

invite unusual guests each month, and an up-invite unusual guests each month, and an up-

and-coming entertainer or a renowned folk heroand-coming entertainer or a renowned folk hero

might get the call!might get the call!

ThroneholdThronehold (11 Aryth) is the day that the(11 Aryth) is the day that the

            

War. This year (998 YK) is only the third timeWar. This year (998 YK) is only the third time

this event has been celebrated, and the Lordthis event has been celebrated, and the Lord

Mayor of Sharn has Mayor of Sharn has promised a truly epic festival.promised a truly epic festival.

 Wildnight Wildnight (18-19 Sypheros). Supposedly the(18-19 Sypheros). Supposedly the

Fury—Sovereign of Passion and Madness— Fury—Sovereign of Passion and Madness— 

reaches the height of her power reaches the height of her power on this night.on this night.

Emotions run high and impulse control Emotions run high and impulse control runsruns

low. Shy and superstitious folk stay indoors,low. Shy and superstitious folk stay indoors,

while others see it as a while others see it as a time to cast aside alltime to cast aside all

            

            

though riots, brawls, and other crimes though riots, brawls, and other crimes are allare all

too common on Wildnight.too common on Wildnight.

        

Legends say King Galifar II used Dura as aLegends say King Galifar II used Dura as a
proving ground for aerial cavalry. Over theproving ground for aerial cavalry. Over the
centuries this evolved into the sporting eventcenturies this evolved into the sporting event
known as the Race of Eight known as the Race of Eight Winds. DuraWinds. Dura
is divided into eight regions for the race,is divided into eight regions for the race,
each of which is represented by a particulareach of which is represented by a particular
creature. The beasts of Lower Dura includecreature. The beasts of Lower Dura include
the Gargoyle, the Glidewing, and the Griffon.the Gargoyle, the Glidewing, and the Griffon.
            
and the Eagle. Upper Dura supports theand the Eagle. Upper Dura supports the
Hippogriff and the Pegasus.Hippogriff and the Pegasus.

The race takes place on the 23rd day ofThe race takes place on the 23rd day of
Lharvion, but the inhabitants of Dura areLharvion, but the inhabitants of Dura are
devoted to the event. Preparations anddevoted to the event. Preparations and
debates are ongoing throughout the year,debates are ongoing throughout the year,
and as the race grows closer there areand as the race grows closer there are
feasts, parades, and ever more seriousfeasts, parades, and ever more serious
arguments between the people of differentarguments between the people of different
districts. The race is an easy topic ofdistricts. The race is an easy topic of
conversation with anyone from Dura, butconversation with anyone from Dura, but
professing support for the wrong beast professing support for the wrong beast cancan
be a dangerous thing.be a dangerous thing.

CCOMMUNICATEOMMUNICATE
Need to get a message to someone? If you’reNeed to get a message to someone? If you’re

not in a hurry, the Orien post has boxes acrossnot in a hurry, the Orien post has boxes across

the city; you can mail a letter for the city; you can mail a letter for 1 cp. Hiring1 cp. Hiring

a courier generally costs between 5 cp to 5 a courier generally costs between 5 cp to 5 gp,gp,

depending on the size of the package and wheredepending on the size of the package and where

                  

stations in every upper and middle ward, and ifstations in every upper and middle ward, and if

 you absolutely have to get a messa you absolutely have to get a message to someonege to someone

instantly, the Sivis enclave in Dragon Towersinstantly, the Sivis enclave in Dragon Towers

(Middle Central) can perform(Middle Central) can perform  for 200 gp.for 200 gp.

House Tharashk has brought a new innovationHouse Tharashk has brought a new innovation

to message delivery in Sharn: gargoyles.to message delivery in Sharn: gargoyles.

Tharashk has licensed a score of gargoyles, andTharashk has licensed a score of gargoyles, and

                  

message across the city. If you spot a gargoylemessage across the city. If you spot a gargoyle

                          

letter or small package.letter or small package.

HHAVEAVE A G A GREATREAT F FALLALL
Sharn is the City of Towers, but it’s also a citySharn is the City of Towers, but it’s also a city

of bridges and balconies. These can be extremelyof bridges and balconies. These can be extremely

narrow or remarkably wide. There are entirenarrow or remarkably wide. There are entire

districts largely spread across vast bridges. districts largely spread across vast bridges. WhileWhile

there are walls and rails on most bridges, there’sthere are walls and rails on most bridges, there’s

always the chance that your time in Sharn willalways the chance that your time in Sharn will

end with someone going over the edge. So, whatend with someone going over the edge. So, what

does that mean?does that mean?

                
tokentoken (see chapter 5) as insurance. No token?(see chapter 5) as insurance. No token?

Don’t panic! Because of the maze of bridges andDon’t panic! Because of the maze of bridges and

spans connecting the towers, there’s an excellentspans connecting the towers, there’s an excellent

chance that you won’t fall more than a hundredchance that you won’t fall more than a hundred

feet before hitting a lower bridge. While thisfeet before hitting a lower bridge. While this

may seem like small comfort, the major bridgesmay seem like small comfort, the major bridges

in the upper and middle wards are enchantedin the upper and middle wards are enchanted

withwith     enchantments that triggerenchantments that trigger

          

innocent passerby in your fall.innocent passerby in your fall.

Of course, there are many things that couldOf course, there are many things that could

happen during a lengthy fall. It’s always up tohappen during a lengthy fall. It’s always up to

the DM to decide if you have a straight fall the DM to decide if you have a straight fall to theto the

bottom. But the Falling in Sharn table presents abottom. But the Falling in Sharn table presents a

few of the many possibilities.few of the many possibilities.
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1d101d10     

11 YYou ou ffaall ll huhundndrrededs s of of ffeeeet t bbeeffororee

striking the ground at the base ofstriking the ground at the base of

the towers.the towers.

22           

a bridge. A major bridge in an uppera bridge. A major bridge in an upper

or middle ward will have a featheror middle ward will have a feather

fall enchantment, otherwise itfall enchantment, otherwise it ’s’s

going to be a hard landing.going to be a hard landing.

33               

passing skycoach. Do you crush anpassing skycoach. Do you crush an

innocent passenger?innocent passenger?

44             

      

          

stranded on the edge of a tower orstranded on the edge of a tower or

bridge.bridge.

55           

        

      

66 A A ggiiaannt t oowwl cl caattcchhees ys yoouu… … aanndd

threatens to drop you if it doesn’tthreatens to drop you if it doesn’t

get a reward.get a reward.

77           

magewright castmagewright cast       to save to save

you, but for a moment it feels likeyou, but for a moment it feels like

    

88 YYou ou sstrtrikike a e a smsmaall ll aiair er elelememennttal al tthahatt

was drawn to the city. This cushionswas drawn to the city. This cushions

your fall… but now you’re on top ofyour fall… but now you’re on top of

an air elemental.an air elemental.

99 A A gguuaarrddiaian n aannggeel ml maanniiffeesstts as anndd

catchcatches you. Is es you. Is this sheer luck duethis sheer luck due

          

          

for you?for you?

1010 YYou ou slslip ip ththrrouough gh ththe me mananififesest t zzononee

        

in the plane of Syrania.in the plane of Syrania.
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CCRIMINALRIMINAL A ACTIVITIESCTIVITIES

ININ S SHARNHARN
Crime takes many forms. Any sort of theft isCrime takes many forms. Any sort of theft is

illegal, including “illegal, including “      ”—the”—the

use of shapeshifting abilities or illusion magic touse of shapeshifting abilities or illusion magic to

impersonate someone with the intent to causeimpersonate someone with the intent to cause

harm. Assault, murder, and fraud will harm. Assault, murder, and fraud will all landall land

 you in hot water. Other crimes walk the edge you in hot water. Other crimes walk the edge

of legality. Both gambling and prostitution areof legality. Both gambling and prostitution are

legal in Sharn, but these industries are heavilylegal in Sharn, but these industries are heavily

            

                  

books. Likewise, smuggled goods include strictlybooks. Likewise, smuggled goods include strictly

illegal things—illicit drugs, mystical explosives— illegal things—illicit drugs, mystical explosives— 

but also highly taxed goods from Xen’drik orbut also highly taxed goods from Xen’drik or

other nations.other nations.

While crime occurs throughout Sharn, it isWhile crime occurs throughout Sharn, it is

most visible in Lower Dura and the Cogs. Themost visible in Lower Dura and the Cogs. The

Sharn Watch has a minimal presence in theseSharn Watch has a minimal presence in these

wards, and these are the easiest places to sellwards, and these are the easiest places to sell

stolen goods or to hire an assassin. Of course,stolen goods or to hire an assassin. Of course,

they’re also good places to get robbed or caughtthey’re also good places to get robbed or caught

up in a street brawl.up in a street brawl.

Sharn is home to a host of minor gangs andSharn is home to a host of minor gangs and

independent criminals. However, most criminalindependent criminals. However, most criminal

activities ultimately fall under one of fouractivities ultimately fall under one of four

criminal organizations; even independents willcriminal organizations; even independents will

usually have an arrangement with one of theseusually have an arrangement with one of these

major powers. If your character has the criminalmajor powers. If your character has the criminal

background, you should work with the DM tobackground, you should work with the DM to

determine which of these organizations you’redetermine which of these organizations you’re

connected to.connected to.

TTHEHE B BOROMAROROMAR C CLANLAN
••               

organization in Sharn.organization in Sharn.

••         

smuggling, including the dreamlily trade.smuggling, including the dreamlily trade.

••               

and crimelords reaching across Sharn.and crimelords reaching across Sharn.

••             

but includes members of all races.but includes members of all races.

••               

The Boromar Clan began with a family ofThe Boromar Clan began with a family of

          

Today the Boromars are one of Sharn’s mostToday the Boromars are one of Sharn’s most

            

City Council. The Boromars have close ties byCity Council. The Boromars have close ties by

marriage to the local branch of House Jomarriage to the local branch of House Jorasco.rasco.

Boromars can be seen at every Skyway gala. ButBoromars can be seen at every Skyway gala. But

it’s an open secret that they’ve been runningit’s an open secret that they’ve been running

                  

They’ve been bribing the Sharn Watch for soThey’ve been bribing the Sharn Watch for so

              

works for the clan.works for the clan.

Having a connection to the Boromar ClanHaving a connection to the Boromar Clan

makes you part of the established power inmakes you part of the established power in

Sharn. It’s an organization that values traditionSharn. It’s an organization that values tradition

and prefers to avoid violence. However, you’ll beand prefers to avoid violence. However, you’ll be

expected to respect the hierarchy and follow theexpected to respect the hierarchy and follow the
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DDAASKAASK
••             

••                 

recently expanding into the lower wards.recently expanding into the lower wards.

••           

extortion.extortion.

••           

Clan.Clan.

Formed by monstrous immigrants from Droaam,Formed by monstrous immigrants from Droaam,

Daask has been building its power for a decadeDaask has been building its power for a decade

and has recently begun and has recently begun an aggressive campaignan aggressive campaign

of expansion. Humans, shifters, goblins, andof expansion. Humans, shifters, goblins, and

changelings are all found in Daask, but thechangelings are all found in Daask, but the

organization is built around a monstrous core:organization is built around a monstrous core:

gnolls, ogres, minotaurs, harpies, even a handfulgnolls, ogres, minotaurs, harpies, even a handful

of trolls. The leaders of Daask include oni andof trolls. The leaders of Daask include oni and

medusas. Daask doesn’t have the connections ormedusas. Daask doesn’t have the connections or

infrastructure of the Boromar Clan, but the infrastructure of the Boromar Clan, but the sheersheer

physical force it can bring to bear is impressive.physical force it can bring to bear is impressive.

                

upper wards, but it is a powerful and dangerousupper wards, but it is a powerful and dangerous

force below. It’s a simple organization with force below. It’s a simple organization with fewfew

traditions or layers of leadership. Having ties totraditions or layers of leadership. Having ties to

Daask gives you allies in the undercity and fewDaask gives you allies in the undercity and few

restrictions. But it sets you against the Boromarrestrictions. But it sets you against the Boromar

Clan and makes you complicit in Daask’sClan and makes you complicit in Daask’s

increasing aggression.increasing aggression.

HHOUSEOUSE T TARKANANARKANAN
••               

and assassins.and assassins.

••             

dragonmarks.dragonmarks.

••             

houses.houses.

••             

war.war.

The members of House Tarkanan all possessThe members of House Tarkanan all possess

aberrant dragonmarks. Rumors say that the aberrant dragonmarks. Rumors say that the ganggang

began as a secret Brelish black ops team. Truebegan as a secret Brelish black ops team. True

or not, the members of this small or not, the members of this small gang are skilledgang are skilled

thieves and assassins whose natural talents arethieves and assassins whose natural talents are

enhanced by their aberrant marks.enhanced by their aberrant marks.

The organization takes its name from HalasThe organization takes its name from Halas

Tarkanan, an aberrant-marked leader whoTarkanan, an aberrant-marked leader who

fought against the dragonmarked housesfought against the dragonmarked houses

centuries ago. In addition to its criminalcenturies ago. In addition to its criminal

            

shelter to people with aberrant dragonmarks, andshelter to people with aberrant dragonmarks, and

protects persecuted aberrants.protects persecuted aberrants.

While anyone can have a contact with theWhile anyone can have a contact with the

House, you must have an aberrant dragonmarkHouse, you must have an aberrant dragonmark

to join it. House Tarkanan remains neutral in theto join it. House Tarkanan remains neutral in the

            

contracts against gang leaders.contracts against gang leaders.
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TTHEHE T TYRANTSYRANTS
••             

primarily changelings and doppelgangers.primarily changelings and doppelgangers.

••         

blackmail, and fraud.blackmail, and fraud.

••           



The Tyrants are forgers and grifters, specialistsThe Tyrants are forgers and grifters, specialists

in deception and the acquisition of information.in deception and the acquisition of information.

The majority of the Tyrants are changelings, whoThe majority of the Tyrants are changelings, who

use their shapeshifting abilities to fool marks anduse their shapeshifting abilities to fool marks and

acquire secrets. There are acquire secrets. There are magewrights amongmagewrights among

the Tyrants who can permanently alter yourthe Tyrants who can permanently alter your

appearance. So, the Tyrants can steal someone’sappearance. So, the Tyrants can steal someone’s

identity, but they can also provide a fugitive withidentity, but they can also provide a fugitive with

a new life.a new life.

The Tyrants are an enigmatic orThe Tyrants are an enigmatic organization.ganization.

They act to protect the changelings of Tavick’sThey act to protect the changelings of Tavick’s

Landing and they pursue Landing and they pursue schemes that generateschemes that generate

              

never use and, sometimes, even providenever use and, sometimes, even provide

              

it themselves.it themselves.

They have an longstanding truce with theThey have an longstanding truce with the

Boromar Clan and remain neutral in the currBoromar Clan and remain neutral in the currentent

struggles.struggles.

Having a connection with the Tyrants givesHaving a connection with the Tyrants gives

 you access to exper you access to expert forgers—and coult forgers—and could provided provide

 you with unexpe you with unexpected secrets. One octed secrets. One of the trickyf the tricky

issues with the Tyrants is that many of itsissues with the Tyrants is that many of its

members maintain shared identities. A particularmembers maintain shared identities. A particular

              

take it on from day to day. So if you have atake it on from day to day. So if you have a

contact in the Tyrants, thecontact in the Tyrants, the contact contact  you meet you meet

seems consistent, but you may actually beseems consistent, but you may actually be

              

meet with the organization.meet with the organization.

OOTHERSTHERS

The four organizations mentioned here are theThe four organizations mentioned here are the

ones people have heard of. The Boromar Clanones people have heard of. The Boromar Clan

is well known in Sharn. The Tyrants have beenis well known in Sharn. The Tyrants have been

around for centuries and are often considered anaround for centuries and are often considered an

urban myth by people who haven’t encounteredurban myth by people who haven’t encountered

them. Daask and House Tarkanan have boththem. Daask and House Tarkanan have both

appeared within the last decade, but both areappeared within the last decade, but both are

known to anyone who’s spent much time in theknown to anyone who’s spent much time in the

lower wards.lower wards.

These are the major players in Sharn’sThese are the major players in Sharn’s

underworld, but there’s a host of minor players.underworld, but there’s a host of minor players.

Both the Boromar Clan and Daask supportBoth the Boromar Clan and Daask support

a number of smaller gangs and criminala number of smaller gangs and criminal

organizations, and it may not be immediatelyorganizations, and it may not be immediately

obvious who a gang is working with. And there’sobvious who a gang is working with. And there’s

always new people looking for opportunities,always new people looking for opportunities,

who haven’t yet been noticed by the Boromars.who haven’t yet been noticed by the Boromars.

So, this is a partial list. Don’t assume you knowSo, this is a partial list. Don’t assume you know

everything about crime.everything about crime.



A psychoactive liquid that smells and tastesA psychoactive liquid that smells and tastes
like your favorite beverage, essence oflike your favorite beverage, essence of
dreamlily is a Sarlonan opiate. First importeddreamlily is a Sarlonan opiate. First imported
                
the most commonly abused illegal substancethe most commonly abused illegal substance
in Sharn. Dreamlily dens can be foundin Sharn. Dreamlily dens can be found
across the lower wards.across the lower wards.

Dreamlily causes disorienting euphoria andDreamlily causes disorienting euphoria and
remarkable resistance to pain. While underremarkable resistance to pain. While under
the effects of dreamlily you are the effects of dreamlily you are poisoned;poisoned;
                
you drop to 0 hit points without being killedyou drop to 0 hit points without being killed
outright, you drop to 1 hit point instead.outright, you drop to 1 hit point instead.

A dose of dreamlily typically costs 1 A dose of dreamlily typically costs 1 gp,gp,
and the effects last for one and the effects last for one hour. However,hour. However,
there are many varieties, and there are many varieties, and this may affectthis may affect
the duration or the price.the duration or the price.
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SSTARTINGTARTING P POINTSOINTS
Sharn holds the potential for endless adventures.Sharn holds the potential for endless adventures.

The City of Towers can serve as the foundationThe City of Towers can serve as the foundation

of a single adventure or an entire campaign.of a single adventure or an entire campaign.

                    

focus to the campaign—setting a tone and givingfocus to the campaign—setting a tone and giving

players an initial investment in the story. Theplayers an initial investment in the story. The

player characters may be meeting in a tavern— player characters may be meeting in a tavern— 

but it’s theirbut it’s their   tavern. The bard performstavern. The bard performs

twice a week and the barbarian has a huge bartwice a week and the barbarian has a huge bar

tab to resolve.tab to resolve.

          

points.points.

•• CallestanCallestan is in Lower Dura. It’s ais in Lower Dura. It’s a

dangerous district riddled with crime anddangerous district riddled with crime and

            

dark neo-noir story.dark neo-noir story.

••      in Upper Dura is a districtin Upper Dura is a district

catering to established adventurers. Thiscatering to established adventurers. This

is a place for pulp heroes, is a place for pulp heroes, establishedestablished

explorers whose services are in demand.explorers whose services are in demand.

•• Morgrave UniversityMorgrave University is in Upperis in Upper

Menthis Plateau. This is a college forMenthis Plateau. This is a college for

adventurers, and an opportunity to add aadventurers, and an opportunity to add a

little levity to your story.little levity to your story.

Choosing and developing a starting point shouldChoosing and developing a starting point should

be a collaborative process between the playersbe a collaborative process between the players

and the DM. A starting point sets a tone; ifand the DM. A starting point sets a tone; if

half of the players want a light-hearted romp,half of the players want a light-hearted romp,

Callestan is a poor choice.Callestan is a poor choice.

Once you’ve agreed on a starting point, theOnce you’ve agreed on a starting point, the

next step is to work together to develop the next step is to work together to develop the story.story.

This section provides details about each district,This section provides details about each district,

including prominent NPCs and locations. Usingincluding prominent NPCs and locations. Using

this as a foundation, each player should workthis as a foundation, each player should work

with the DM to answer the following questions.with the DM to answer the following questions.

 Why Are You Here? Why Are You Here? What has drawn yourWhat has drawn your

character to this place, and what keeps you here?character to this place, and what keeps you here?

The idea of using a starting point is that it’s yourThe idea of using a starting point is that it’s your

 —what does it say about your character that —what does it say about your character that

this place is your home?this place is your home?

Friends and Rivals.Friends and Rivals. Who do you know inWho do you know in

the district? The DM should work with eachthe district? The DM should work with each

                  

or both. A character’s background is alwaysor both. A character’s background is always

a good place to start. If you’re a good place to start. If you’re a criminal, doa criminal, do

 you have a friend in a local gang? If you’re an you have a friend in a local gang? If you’re an

entertainer, do you have a professional rival?entertainer, do you have a professional rival?

If you’re a folk hero, did If you’re a folk hero, did you deal with a thugyou deal with a thug

causing trouble in your favorite tavern—earningcausing trouble in your favorite tavern—earning

 you the gratitude of the owner and the enmity of you the gratitude of the owner and the enmity of

the villain?the villain?

This is a collaborative process and the goal isThis is a collaborative process and the goal is

to enhance the story, not to spoil it. You mayto enhance the story, not to spoil it. You may

be friends with a Morgrave professor, but thatbe friends with a Morgrave professor, but that

doesn’t mean they’ll magically solve all yourdoesn’t mean they’ll magically solve all your

problems; more likely, they might ask you toproblems; more likely, they might ask you to

help solve one ofhelp solve one of  problems. If you’re havingproblems. If you’re having

trouble coming up with ideas, the DM cantrouble coming up with ideas, the DM can

              

details: “details: “                
          

You Meet at a You Meet at a Tavern … But WhichTavern … But Which
Tavern?Tavern?             

As a group, once you settle on a location, eachAs a group, once you settle on a location, each

player can add one cosmetic detail about it. Thisplayer can add one cosmetic detail about it. This

                
                   ). ).

It might be something about the food, or It might be something about the food, or aboutabout

events hosted at the location (“events hosted at the location (“        
           ). All of these ideas are ). All of these ideas are

subject to DM approval.subject to DM approval.

You don’t have to have a starting point, andYou don’t have to have a starting point, and

even if you pick one, you don’t even if you pick one, you don’t have to answerhave to answer

all of these questions. The goal of this is all of these questions. The goal of this is to set ato set a

tone—if this campaign is a movie, what kind oftone—if this campaign is a movie, what kind of

movie is it?—and to give each player a personalmovie is it?—and to give each player a personal

investment in that story.investment in that story.
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SSTARTINGTARTING P POINTOINT: C: CALLESTANALLESTAN
The Sharn Watch won’t set foot in Callestan.The Sharn Watch won’t set foot in Callestan.

Located at the base of Lower Dura, it’s beenLocated at the base of Lower Dura, it’s been

abandoned by the city above. Colors are faded,abandoned by the city above. Colors are faded,

stones are cracked, and half the buildings shouldstones are cracked, and half the buildings should

be condemned. The closest thing this district hasbe condemned. The closest thing this district has

                

being challenged by the monsters of Daask.being challenged by the monsters of Daask.

Every day there’s the chance that a war willEvery day there’s the chance that a war will

break out on the streets.break out on the streets.

A Callestan campaign combines gritty darkA Callestan campaign combines gritty dark

fantasy with the classic Western. Callestanfantasy with the classic Western. Callestan

                

Sharn. The law is what you make it and brigandsSharn. The law is what you make it and brigands

              

              

SSETTINGETTING THETHE T TONEONE
Callestan is a district shaped by poverty andCallestan is a district shaped by poverty and

neglect. People come to Callestan to engageneglect. People come to Callestan to engage

in criminal activities: visiting dreamlily dens,in criminal activities: visiting dreamlily dens,

buying or selling stolen goods, negotiating withbuying or selling stolen goods, negotiating with

a Boromar lieutenant or hiring a Tarkanana Boromar lieutenant or hiring a Tarkanan

assassin. The thing that holds the district togetherassassin. The thing that holds the district together

on a daily basis is personal reputation andon a daily basis is personal reputation and

relationships. The reason no one robs the Anvil relationships. The reason no one robs the Anvil isis

            

know Ilsa Boromar would hunt them down.know Ilsa Boromar would hunt them down.

Poverty is a part of a Callestan campaign. MostPoverty is a part of a Callestan campaign. Most

of the people in this district of the people in this district have never seenhave never seen

a platinum piece, and a single gold piece hasa platinum piece, and a single gold piece has

considerable value. Maintaining a comfortableconsiderable value. Maintaining a comfortable

lifestyle can be a challenge, and an uncommonlifestyle can be a challenge, and an uncommon

              

rewards of adventure should be lower than inrewards of adventure should be lower than in

a heroic fantasy campaign. But reputation anda heroic fantasy campaign. But reputation and

relationships are the true treasures of this style ofrelationships are the true treasures of this style of

campaign. If you save Ilsa Boromar, she mightcampaign. If you save Ilsa Boromar, she might

                  

but her favor may provide you with but her favor may provide you with far morefar more

protection than a set ofprotection than a set of     ..
An important piece of the tone is thatAn important piece of the tone is that no oneno one

        . Things can occur. Things can occur

here that would never happen in the upperhere that would never happen in the upper

towers. Daask might release a gorgon into thetowers. Daask might release a gorgon into the

streets. The necromancers of the Emerald Clawstreets. The necromancers of the Emerald Claw

could test a necrotic weapon or a new form ofcould test a necrotic weapon or a new form of

undead. A pack of wererats could take root,undead. A pack of wererats could take root,

unnoticed by the Church of the Silver unnoticed by the Church of the Silver Flame. It’sFlame. It’s

              

but it’s also a great source of adventure.but it’s also a great source of adventure.

WWHYHY A ARERE Y YOUOU H HEREERE??
What brought you to Callestan, and should yourWhat brought you to Callestan, and should your

fortunes change, why would you stay?fortunes change, why would you stay?

You may have roots in the district. PerhapsYou may have roots in the district. Perhaps

 your mother ran a small gang that was wiped out your mother ran a small gang that was wiped out

when you were a child. Maybe your family stillwhen you were a child. Maybe your family still

lives here, running a struggling business.lives here, running a struggling business.

For many people, the appeal of Callestan isFor many people, the appeal of Callestan is

its freedom. If you’re a criminal its freedom. If you’re a criminal or a charlatan,or a charlatan,

 you’re likely connected to one of the gangs and you’re likely connected to one of the gangs and

 you appreciate the opportunity to ply your trade. you appreciate the opportunity to ply your trade.

As a sage you could be engaging in research thatAs a sage you could be engaging in research that

 your compatriots feel is dangerous. As an acolyte your compatriots feel is dangerous. As an acolyte

 you might harbor heretical beliefs. you might harbor heretical beliefs.

A variation of this is that you’re hiding.A variation of this is that you’re hiding.

As a devout cleric or paladin, you As a devout cleric or paladin, you may havemay have

made enemies of the corrupt authorities inmade enemies of the corrupt authorities in

the local churches. If you use the haunted onethe local churches. If you use the haunted one

background, you may havebackground, you may have seenseen something insomething in

the upper wards that has driven you into thethe upper wards that has driven you into the

darkness. Any character could have run afoul ofdarkness. Any character could have run afoul of

the Sharn Watch, a powerful noble, or the Sharn Watch, a powerful noble, or a sinistera sinister

conspiracy; if you leave the lower wards, you mayconspiracy; if you leave the lower wards, you may

have to evade this enemy.have to evade this enemy.

Another option is that you’ve taken on a rAnother option is that you’ve taken on a roleole

in the community. Your cleric is the preacher forin the community. Your cleric is the preacher for

the district, trying to help these troubled peoplethe district, trying to help these troubled people

                  

            

best you can. You might work as a ratcatcher, abest you can. You might work as a ratcatcher, a

healer, or a private inquisitive solving mysteries.healer, or a private inquisitive solving mysteries.

Callestan may be miserable, but it’s your homeCallestan may be miserable, but it’s your home

and these are your people.and these are your people.

WWHATHAT D DOO Y YOUOU W WANTANT??
Once you know what you’re doing in Callestan,Once you know what you’re doing in Callestan,

the next question is where you want to go the next question is where you want to go fromfrom
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here. What motivates your character? Whathere. What motivates your character? What

could drive you to place yourself could drive you to place yourself in danger?in danger?

Do you want to help your friends, or protectDo you want to help your friends, or protect

the innocent people of the neighborhood? Arethe innocent people of the neighborhood? Are

 you seeking revenge on a powerful enemy or you seeking revenge on a powerful enemy or

organization? Are you trying to establish yourorganization? Are you trying to establish your

own business, or make an arcane breakthrough?own business, or make an arcane breakthrough?

These can be long-term goals or general themes,These can be long-term goals or general themes,

but it’s good for both but it’s good for both player and DM to knowplayer and DM to know

what motivates the characters.what motivates the characters.

TTHEHE S SHAPEHAPE OFOF THETHE D DISTRICTISTRICT
The heart of Callestan is the plaza calledThe heart of Callestan is the plaza called thethe
BridgeBridge. This central square serves as an open. This central square serves as an open

market and speaker’s corner. It’s notmarket and speaker’s corner. It’s not onon a bridge;a bridge;

rather, the center of the plaza contains therather, the center of the plaza contains the

wreckage of a bridge that fell from one wreckage of a bridge that fell from one of theof the

higher wards.higher wards.

More recently, the Bridge has taken onMore recently, the Bridge has taken on

another meaning: it’s the line between Boromaranother meaning: it’s the line between Boromar

territory and the wilds. Everything to the westterritory and the wilds. Everything to the west

of the Bridge is still under Boromar dominion.of the Bridge is still under Boromar dominion.

Fences, dreamlily dens, gambling holes—if it’sFences, dreamlily dens, gambling holes—if it’s

 Westbridge Westbridge, the Boromars take a cut and will, the Boromars take a cut and will

           Ilsa BoromarIlsa Boromar

is the local clan leader. She despises needlessis the local clan leader. She despises needless

cruelty but is ruthless in protecting her family’scruelty but is ruthless in protecting her family’s

interests.interests. EastbridgeEastbridge is a blend of Boromar is a blend of Boromar

loyalists, Daask insurgents, refugees and veteranloyalists, Daask insurgents, refugees and veteran

soldiers driven here by war, even a small band ofsoldiers driven here by war, even a small band of

warforged. Westbridge is as safe warforged. Westbridge is as safe as Callestan gets,as Callestan gets,

while anything goes in Eastbridge.while anything goes in Eastbridge.

          

In Eastbridge, a group of In Eastbridge, a group of goblins, kobolds, andgoblins, kobolds, and

gnolls have taken up residence in a block ofgnolls have taken up residence in a block of

condemned tenements known ascondemned tenements known as the Kennelsthe Kennels..

Aside from this, Callestan is incredibly diverse,Aside from this, Callestan is incredibly diverse,

and members of any race can be found here.and members of any race can be found here.

Callestan is an inner district, which meansCallestan is an inner district, which means

that it’s largely enclosed in one of the massivethat it’s largely enclosed in one of the massive

core towers of Dura Quarter. However, it’s largecore towers of Dura Quarter. However, it’s large

enough that it extends out to the walls of theenough that it extends out to the walls of the

tower. Many people live in or on tower. Many people live in or on the walls, inthe walls, in

tenements or shops carved into the thick stone.tenements or shops carved into the thick stone.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING L LOCATIONSOCATIONS

The AnvilThe Anvil was once The Golden Anvil,  was once The Golden Anvil, HouseHouse

            

faded and forgotten, but it faded and forgotten, but it still has traces of itsstill has traces of its

former glory. There’s a few former glory. There’s a few gaming tables andgaming tables and

a small stage; there’s a dwarf comedian who’sa small stage; there’s a dwarf comedian who’s

been doing the same act for been doing the same act for sixty years. Whilesixty years. While

most services are modest or poor most services are modest or poor in quality,in quality,

there is a single comfortable room.there is a single comfortable room. ErannaEranna
d’Ghallandad’Ghallanda runs the inn;  runs the inn; she’s kind, honest,she’s kind, honest,

and much beloved in the and much beloved in the district. The Anvil isdistrict. The Anvil is

on the west side of on the west side of the Bridge and is a commonthe Bridge and is a common

hangout for Boromar allies.hangout for Boromar allies.

The Broken MirrorThe Broken Mirror is an inn run by a familyis an inn run by a family

of changelings; the theme and tone of the innof changelings; the theme and tone of the inn

changes every week. It’s said to have ties with thechanges every week. It’s said to have ties with the

Tyrants, which keeps troublemakers away.Tyrants, which keeps troublemakers away.

The Butcher’sThe Butcher’s is a combination butcheris a combination butcher

shop and bar in shop and bar in Eastbridge. It’s popular withEastbridge. It’s popular with

                  

Daask soldiers, though not all monsters in theDaask soldiers, though not all monsters in the

region have ties to region have ties to Daask.Daask.

The Crooked CatThe Crooked Cat is home to dozens of cats,is home to dozens of cats,

and this odd feature draws tourists from theand this odd feature draws tourists from the

higher wards. The proprietor is a shifter namedhigher wards. The proprietor is a shifter named

 Whiskers Whiskers. He runs a side business as a fence,. He runs a side business as a fence,

buying and selling unusual goods. Rumors saybuying and selling unusual goods. Rumors say

that Whiskers is some sort of warlock or druid,that Whiskers is some sort of warlock or druid,

and that he can see through the eyes of his cats asand that he can see through the eyes of his cats as

they wander the city.they wander the city.

The GeneralThe General is a headless statue in a smallis a headless statue in a small

square in Eastbridge. It’s hundreds of years old,square in Eastbridge. It’s hundreds of years old,

and no one actually knows who it represents.and no one actually knows who it represents.

              spellspell

within a 15-foot radius and serves as a refuge forwithin a 15-foot radius and serves as a refuge for

those in danger. The most destitute inhabitants ofthose in danger. The most destitute inhabitants of

the district often sleep around the General.the district often sleep around the General.

The Silvermist TheaterThe Silvermist Theater stands on thestands on the

west side of the Bridge. Like the Anvil, it’s awest side of the Bridge. Like the Anvil, it’s a

              

that’s a rotting shadow of its former self. Thethat’s a rotting shadow of its former self. The

current owners have grand ideas about futurecurrent owners have grand ideas about future

productions, but it’s the dreamlily parlor productions, but it’s the dreamlily parlor in thein the

basement that keeps the theater open.basement that keeps the theater open.
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SSTARTINGTARTING P POINTOINT: C: CLIFFTOPLIFFTOP
Sharn is a city with an appetite for Sharn is a city with an appetite for adventure.adventure.

                

mystery and danger. Eccentric nobles andmystery and danger. Eccentric nobles and

dragonmarked barons alike need capable dragonmarked barons alike need capable agentsagents

for their many intrigues. So Sharn has a steadyfor their many intrigues. So Sharn has a steady

            

          

          

fantasy. You’re a professional adventurer with afantasy. You’re a professional adventurer with a

reputation established, and you’re always readyreputation established, and you’re always ready

                

every day brings a new thrilling challenge—aevery day brings a new thrilling challenge—a

new chance to put your life onew chance to put your life on the line in pursuitn the line in pursuit

of fame and fortune.of fame and fortune.

SSETTINGETTING THETHE T TONEONE
              

characters arecharacters are  as adventurers. They’veas adventurers. They’ve

accomplished remarkable feats and beatenaccomplished remarkable feats and beaten

                  

                

With the DM’s approval, use the following rulesWith the DM’s approval, use the following rules

        

•• YoYou bu beegigin n at at 5t5th h lelevvelel..

•• YoYou su statart wrt witith 60h 600 g0 gp ip in an addddititioion tn to yo youourr

normal starting equipment.normal starting equipment.

•• YoYou hu havave te two wo cocommmmon on mamagigic ic itetems ms anandd

two uncommon magic items.two uncommon magic items.

All magic items are subject to the approval of theAll magic items are subject to the approval of the

DM, and the DM may choose whether to assignDM, and the DM may choose whether to assign

these items or to allow you to select the itemsthese items or to allow you to select the items

 you want. Either  you want. Either way, take a moment way, take a moment to cometo come

up with the story behind these items. How didup with the story behind these items. How did

 you acquire th you acquire them? Were they treem? Were they treasures found onasures found on

 your adventures?  your adventures? Heirlooms frHeirlooms from your familom your familyy

or your time in the Last War? Or just somethingor your time in the Last War? Or just something

 you bought wi you bought with your earnings?th your earnings?One pointOne point

                  
. This district is your base of operations,. This district is your base of operations,

home to valued comrades and rivals. It’shome to valued comrades and rivals. It’s

                  

adventurer you’ll be venturing to exotic locales.adventurer you’ll be venturing to exotic locales.

You may delve into the ruins below Sharn orYou may delve into the ruins below Sharn or

crash an airship into Skyway. You may head tocrash an airship into Skyway. You may head to

Xen’drik or other distant lands. Wherever youXen’drik or other distant lands. Wherever you

go, adventure awaits!go, adventure awaits!

WWHYHY A ARERE Y YOUOU H HEREERE??
                

What is it, and how did you What is it, and how did you earn it? Are you aearn it? Are you a

new prodigy, or an old retired hero who’s justnew prodigy, or an old retired hero who’s just

getting back into the game?getting back into the game?

As always, consider your background. If you’reAs always, consider your background. If you’re

a soldier, you might have had a celebrateda soldier, you might have had a celebrated

career. As an entertainer, you might performcareer. As an entertainer, you might perform

at one of the theaters of Upper Menthisat one of the theaters of Upper Menthis

between adventures. If you’re a sage you couldbetween adventures. If you’re a sage you could

be considered an expert in arcane lore or be considered an expert in arcane lore or thethe

history of Xen’drik, giving lectures at Morgravehistory of Xen’drik, giving lectures at Morgrave

University in your spare time.University in your spare time.

One question to consider is if you’re One question to consider is if you’re part of thepart of the

    . This is serves. This is serves

as a social club for adventurers and a one-stopas a social club for adventurers and a one-stop

marketplace for anyone seeking to hire a capablemarketplace for anyone seeking to hire a capable

and reliable champion. If you’re part oand reliable champion. If you’re part of thef the

CAG you have access to the guild hall and aCAG you have access to the guild hall and a

host of potential friends and allies. Perhaps youhost of potential friends and allies. Perhaps you

have a mentor at the guild, a retired adventurerhave a mentor at the guild, a retired adventurer

who regales you with tales of her epic deeds. who regales you with tales of her epic deeds. OrOr

maybe you’ve take a novice under your wing andmaybe you’ve take a novice under your wing and

 you’re teaching him the ropes. A critical point you’re teaching him the ropes. A critical point

is that the CAG has a positive reputation andis that the CAG has a positive reputation and

doesn’t condone evil behavior; if you’re part ofdoesn’t condone evil behavior; if you’re part of

          

to adhere to its codes of conduct. Less reputableto adhere to its codes of conduct. Less reputable

           DeathgateDeathgate
 Adventurers’ G Adventurers’ Guilduild in Middle Tavick’sin Middle Tavick’s

Landing. There’s a long-standing rivalry betweenLanding. There’s a long-standing rivalry between

the two guilds, and if you’re part the two guilds, and if you’re part of the CAG youof the CAG you

might work with the DM to develop a might work with the DM to develop a particularparticular

nemesis in the Deathsgate guild.nemesis in the Deathsgate guild.

WWHATHAT D DOO Y YOUOU W WANTANT??
            

 your life on the line. What is it that brought you your life on the line. What is it that brought you

to this risky line of work? Is to this risky line of work? Is it just about the gold?it just about the gold?

Are you driven by academic curiosity? Are youAre you driven by academic curiosity? Are you
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seeking the answer to a particular mystery, orseeking the answer to a particular mystery, or

searching for clues about an ancient threat? Aresearching for clues about an ancient threat? Are

 you primarily interested in your reputation—  you primarily interested in your reputation— 

perhaps hoping to gain entry to the legendaryperhaps hoping to gain entry to the legendary

    , or to prove yourself, or to prove yourself

to your family or your true love?to your family or your true love?

TTHEHE S SHAPEHAPE OFOF THETHE D DISTRICTISTRICT
              

upper ward, it’s still part of Dura Quarter. Theupper ward, it’s still part of Dura Quarter. The

stone is drab granite and the towers are simplestone is drab granite and the towers are simple

and functional. It’s no match for and functional. It’s no match for the splendorsthe splendors

              

inhabitants more than make up for the somewhatinhabitants more than make up for the somewhat

dingy surroundings.dingy surroundings.

              

              

with shops and services catering to adventurers.with shops and services catering to adventurers.

The laborers and artisans who keep the districtThe laborers and artisans who keep the district

running are usually ready to drop their dailyrunning are usually ready to drop their daily

tasks and serve as hirelings.tasks and serve as hirelings.

TheThe      is theis the

physical and social heart of the district. You don’tphysical and social heart of the district. You don’t

have to be a member of the have to be a member of the CAG to get workCAG to get work

              

leader of the guild is a dwarf named Sumaraleader of the guild is a dwarf named Sumara

Korranor, but she goes byKorranor, but she goes by SummerSummer. If you’re. If you’re

part of the CAG, the DM and the players shouldpart of the CAG, the DM and the players should

work together to add additional details aboutwork together to add additional details about

Summer: what are her traits and quirks? What’sSummer: what are her traits and quirks? What’s

an interesting encounter you’ve had with her, oran interesting encounter you’ve had with her, or

a story you’ve heard about her?a story you’ve heard about her?

Violence and crime are relatively rare inViolence and crime are relatively rare in

            

handle any troubles that arise. However, thehandle any troubles that arise. However, the

district is under the jurisdiction of Watchdistrict is under the jurisdiction of Watch

CommanderCommander Lian HalamarLian Halamar      

runs the Daggerwatch garrison in Upper Dura.runs the Daggerwatch garrison in Upper Dura.

Halamar has no love for adventurers and isHalamar has no love for adventurers and is

always happy to catch a member of the CAG onalways happy to catch a member of the CAG on

the wrong side of the law. It’s generally assumedthe wrong side of the law. It’s generally assumed

that Commander Halamar is working for thethat Commander Halamar is working for the

Boromar Clan, though he’s never committed theBoromar Clan, though he’s never committed the

Dura Watch to their struggles with Daask.Dura Watch to their struggles with Daask.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING L LOCATIONSOCATIONS

The AuguryThe Augury is home to a circle of magewrightsis home to a circle of magewrights

who specialize in divination magic, includingwho specialize in divination magic, including

 (50 gp),(50 gp),  (200 gp), (200 gp), identifyidentify (150(150

gp) andgp) and      (200 gp). The master of(200 gp). The master of

the Augury is an elf namedthe Augury is an elf named KestiaKestia. She has. She has

ties to a number of angels of Syrania, and ties to a number of angels of Syrania, and if sheif she

chooses she can performchooses she can perform . However, as. However, as

this requires her to call in a celestial favor, it’s notthis requires her to call in a celestial favor, it’s not

            

The Drunken DragonThe Drunken Dragon is a legendaryis a legendary

watering hole. While the service is slow and thewatering hole. While the service is slow and the

food is modest at best, it has the widest selectionfood is modest at best, it has the widest selection

              

Khorvaire. From Lhazaar mead to the fermentedKhorvaire. From Lhazaar mead to the fermented

honey-milk favored by the shifters of the Eldeenhoney-milk favored by the shifters of the Eldeen

                

it at the Drunken Dragon. The proprietor,it at the Drunken Dragon. The proprietor,

Hascal d’GhallandaHascal d’Ghallanda, has the Greater Mark of, has the Greater Mark of

Hospitality and can give his favorite customersHospitality and can give his favorite customers

access to hisaccess to his   ..

House SivisHouse Sivis maintains a small enclave inmaintains a small enclave in

Clifttop. In addition to the speaking stone, thisClifttop. In addition to the speaking stone, this

outpost specializes in translating exotic texts andoutpost specializes in translating exotic texts and

providing legal services to adventurers in troubleproviding legal services to adventurers in trouble

with the law.with the law. Josilian Tarli d’ Josilian Tarli d’SivisSivis is one of is one of

the best barristers in Sharn, though certainly onethe best barristers in Sharn, though certainly one

of the most expensive.of the most expensive.

Kavv’sKavv’s is quieter than the Drunken Dragon,is quieter than the Drunken Dragon,

but the food is far better.but the food is far better. SazaSaza and and Taji Kavv Taji Kavv 

are immigrants from the city of Stormreach inare immigrants from the city of Stormreach in

Xen’drik, and use many exotic ingredients andXen’drik, and use many exotic ingredients and

spices the people of Khorvaire have never tasted.spices the people of Khorvaire have never tasted.

The Kavvs have many friends in Stormreach,The Kavvs have many friends in Stormreach,

and their insights and contacts could be useful toand their insights and contacts could be useful to

adventurers heading to Xen’drik.adventurers heading to Xen’drik.

The shops ofThe shops of the Mystic Marketthe Mystic Market deal indeal in

magic items, whether locally produced or boughtmagic items, whether locally produced or bought

from explorers.from explorers. The Mithral BladeThe Mithral Blade producesproduces

           Wise Wise
 Wood Wood buys and sells arcane focuses and otherbuys and sells arcane focuses and other

wands.wands. The Moonlit LoomThe Moonlit Loom deals in magicaldeals in magical

clothing;clothing; the Dragon’s Hoard the Dragon’s Hoard sells wondroussells wondrous

items; anditems; and Boldrei’s TearsBoldrei’s Tears andand Good SpiritsGood Spirits

are a source of reliable potions.are a source of reliable potions.
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SSTARTINGTARTING P POINTOINT::
MMORGRAVEORGRAVE U UNIVERSITYNIVERSITY
Morgrave University is the largest institute ofMorgrave University is the largest institute of

learning in Breland. While it’s not learning in Breland. While it’s not as prestigiousas prestigious

as Arcanix or the Library of as Arcanix or the Library of Korranberg,Korranberg,

Morgrave is known for its Morgrave is known for its unorthodox methodsunorthodox methods

and hands-on style of teaching. If you and hands-on style of teaching. If you want towant to

learn about the history of learn about the history of Sharn, what betterSharn, what better

way than to explore the ancient ruins way than to explore the ancient ruins below thebelow the

city? Critics say that Morgrave is a college ofcity? Critics say that Morgrave is a college of

tomb robbers, and much of its endowment doestomb robbers, and much of its endowment does

come from the sale of come from the sale of artifacts recovered on itsartifacts recovered on its

expeditions.expeditions.

Morgrave University can be a useful resourceMorgrave University can be a useful resource

in any style of campaign. It’s an asset for sagesin any style of campaign. It’s an asset for sages

conducting research and a source of potentialconducting research and a source of potential

patrons. But it can also be the foundation of apatrons. But it can also be the foundation of a

campaign: heroic fantasy seen through the eyescampaign: heroic fantasy seen through the eyes

of students at the university.of students at the university.

SSETTINGETTING THETHE T TONEONE
A Morgrave campaign is a coming of age storyA Morgrave campaign is a coming of age story

in a fantasy world. In between delving into in a fantasy world. In between delving into ruinsruins

and uncovering demonic schemes, the playerand uncovering demonic schemes, the player

characters need to decide what to do with characters need to decide what to do with theirtheir

              

to wear to the Crystalfall dance. You can play upto wear to the Crystalfall dance. You can play up

the humor in this scenario, but ithe humor in this scenario, but it can be just ast can be just as

dark as Callestan if you choose.dark as Callestan if you choose.

A Morgrave campaign isn’t driven by materialA Morgrave campaign isn’t driven by material

wealth. Even when you go on expeditions, thewealth. Even when you go on expeditions, the

University will lay claim to most of the treasuresUniversity will lay claim to most of the treasures

              

adventures are measured in relationships and inadventures are measured in relationships and in

learning. Can you earn a professor’s trust? Canlearning. Can you earn a professor’s trust? Can

 you get unrestricted access to the library stack you get unrestricted access to the library stacks?s?

Can you impress that mysterious stranger?Can you impress that mysterious stranger?

At the DM’s discretion, accomplishing theseAt the DM’s discretion, accomplishing these

              

A wizard who has access to the library may beA wizard who has access to the library may be

able to swap one of their known spells at startable to swap one of their known spells at start

of each session. As a simple reward, a characterof each session. As a simple reward, a character

who accomplishes a meaningful personal goalwho accomplishes a meaningful personal goal

                

on page 264 of theon page 264 of the      ..
Another twist that works well with a MorgraveAnother twist that works well with a Morgrave

campaign is to use campaign is to use story-based advancementstory-based advancement

instead of standard XP. Level instead of standard XP. Level advancementadvancement

could be based on time: player characters gaincould be based on time: player characters gain

              

Alternately, advancement could be tied toAlternately, advancement could be tied to

                

long as your professor survives the expedition!long as your professor survives the expedition!

See page 261 of theSee page 261 of the       forfor

more information.more information.

WWHYHY A ARERE Y YOUOU H HEREERE??
As a Morgrave student, you’re not an adventurerAs a Morgrave student, you’re not an adventurer

 yet. You’ve got talent, but you’re learning. yet. You’ve got talent, but you’re learning.

Consider how your background ties into this.Consider how your background ties into this.

As aAs a noblenoble, are you an entitled rich kid who, are you an entitled rich kid who

thinks you’re better than everyone else? As anthinks you’re better than everyone else? As an

urchin,urchin, did you somehow earn a scholarship,did you somehow earn a scholarship,

or are you literally sneaking into your classes?or are you literally sneaking into your classes?

As aAs a criminalcriminal, you could be the daughter, you could be the daughter

of a Boromar crime boss, or of a Boromar crime boss, or you might be anyou might be an

entrepreneur selling dreamlily to the nobles. Aentrepreneur selling dreamlily to the nobles. A

charlatancharlatan could be a brilliant drama studentcould be a brilliant drama student

or an undercover spy trying to root or an undercover spy trying to root out enemyout enemy

agents in the faculty. If you’re anagents in the faculty. If you’re an entertainerentertainer

 you might be a prodigy whose talent is only just you might be a prodigy whose talent is only just

emerging. A Morgrave story is about coming ofemerging. A Morgrave story is about coming of

age and unlocking your potential. So think aboutage and unlocking your potential. So think about

 your background as a way to set up the person your background as a way to set up the person

 you’re becoming, as opposed to representing you’re becoming, as opposed to representing

adventures that you’ve already had.adventures that you’ve already had.

WWHATHAT D DOO Y YOUOU W WANTANT??
Figuring out what you want in life is Figuring out what you want in life is one of theone of the

main goals of a Morgrave campaign. As wizardmain goals of a Morgrave campaign. As wizard

 you’ve got remarkable arcane talents. But w you’ve got remarkable arcane talents. But whathat

are you going toare you going to dodo with them? with them?

You can establish a grand goal from theYou can establish a grand goal from the

beginning. Perhaps your wizard needs to masterbeginning. Perhaps your wizard needs to master

magic to summon and destroy the demon thatmagic to summon and destroy the demon that

killed your parents. The bard is determined tokilled your parents. The bard is determined to

play on the Grand Stage. The paladin keepsplay on the Grand Stage. The paladin keeps

               ??
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But such goals should be something that guideBut such goals should be something that guide

 you down the path of knowledge—things that you down the path of knowledge—things that

can evolve and change with your character.can evolve and change with your character.

TTHEHE S SHAPEHAPE OFOF THETHE D DISTRICTISTRICT
Morgrave University is located in Upper MenthisMorgrave University is located in Upper Menthis

Plateau, where it occupies the aptly namedPlateau, where it occupies the aptly named

University district. The university itself occupiesUniversity district. The university itself occupies

the massivethe massive Dalannan TowerDalannan Tower; this includes a; this includes a

number of layers.number of layers.

•• ThThe te towower er is is ccrorownwneed bd byy Lareth HallLareth Hall,,

a beautiful domed structure than holdsa beautiful domed structure than holds

      

•• ClClasassrsrooooms ms anand d auaudiditotoriuriums ms ococcucupypy

Dalannan ProperDalannan Proper, the levels directly, the levels directly

below the dome.below the dome.

•• TThhee Dezina Museum of AntiquitiesDezina Museum of Antiquities

occupies a number of levels belowoccupies a number of levels below

Dalannan Proper. This showcases manyDalannan Proper. This showcases many

wonders recovered from Xen’drik andwonders recovered from Xen’drik and

other expeditions, though anything trulyother expeditions, though anything truly

 valuable tends to be sold by the university. valuable tends to be sold by the university.

•• TThhee Morgrave University LibraryMorgrave University Library

stretches down below, with levels and levelsstretches down below, with levels and levels

of stacks below the public reading rooms.of stacks below the public reading rooms.

While the library has its limits—including While the library has its limits—including 

a level of disorganization that results ina level of disorganization that results in

texts being randomly lost in the stacks fortexts being randomly lost in the stacks for

decades—it is the most extensive collectiondecades—it is the most extensive collection

in Breland.in Breland.

•• BeBelolow w ththe e LiLibrbrarary y lilie e ththee Vaults Vaults..

These hold crates of relics waiting to beThese hold crates of relics waiting to be

catalogued, shelves of oddities deemed tocatalogued, shelves of oddities deemed to

have little monetary or academic value, andhave little monetary or academic value, and

a few heavily secured chambers holding a few heavily secured chambers holding 

artifacts deemed too valuable or dangerousartifacts deemed too valuable or dangerous

to be put on display.to be put on display.

Breland SpireBreland Spire is adjacent to Dalannan Toweris adjacent to Dalannan Tower

and holds the standard student dormitories.and holds the standard student dormitories. TheThe
CommonsCommons is a large open-air plaza situatedis a large open-air plaza situated

atop Breland Spire. This massive rooftop gardenatop Breland Spire. This massive rooftop garden

                

                

a wide range of culinary options. A wide bridgea wide range of culinary options. A wide bridge

connects the Commons to Dalannan Proper.connects the Commons to Dalannan Proper.

One side of this bridge holds little One side of this bridge holds little shops andshops and

 vendors catering to students, while the opposite vendors catering to students, while the opposite

side is the standard place to display notices ofside is the standard place to display notices of

interest to students.interest to students.

IINTERESTINGNTERESTING L LOCATIONSOCATIONS

Upper Menthis is a center for entertainment,Upper Menthis is a center for entertainment,

              

located in the University District, including thelocated in the University District, including the

edgyedgy Art Temple Art Temple, more traditional, more traditional GrandGrand

StageStage, and the legendary, and the legendary Kavarrah ConcertKavarrah Concert
HallHall              

go to the Kavarrah, and they may go down togo to the Kavarrah, and they may go down to

            

and dinner theater. Students feeling bold mayand dinner theater. Students feeling bold may

descend as far as Lower Menthis, home to a widedescend as far as Lower Menthis, home to a wide

            

     Burning Ring Burning Ring . But for those. But for those

who stay close to home, here’s a little of who stay close to home, here’s a little of what thewhat the

        

Detention.Detention. This tavern celebrates itsThis tavern celebrates its

reputation as a watering hole for the worstreputation as a watering hole for the worst

students in Morgrave. There’s always an exoticstudents in Morgrave. There’s always an exotic

drinking game or a lively debate on the currentdrinking game or a lively debate on the current

state of the Race of Eight Winds. Detention isstate of the Race of Eight Winds. Detention is

             BrandyBrandy. She. She

claims to be a excoriate, driven from Houseclaims to be a excoriate, driven from House

Ghallanda after refusing to water down her ale,Ghallanda after refusing to water down her ale,

but some say she’s the but some say she’s the Ghallanda patriarch’sGhallanda patriarch’s

heir. The warforged bouncerheir. The warforged bouncer BumperBumper keeps thekeeps the

rowdiest students under control.rowdiest students under control.

Golden Horn.Golden Horn. This wealthy inn includes aThis wealthy inn includes a

library, a few large meeting rooms, and library, a few large meeting rooms, and a smalla small

concert hall. Rumors say that this is an concert hall. Rumors say that this is an outpostoutpost

of the secretof the secret Circle of Song Circle of Song , a society of bards, a society of bards

and entertainers spread across Khorvaire;and entertainers spread across Khorvaire;

others swear that House Thuranni and Houseothers swear that House Thuranni and House

Phiarlan regularly send talent scouts to thePhiarlan regularly send talent scouts to the

Golden Horn. Many aspiring musicians performGolden Horn. Many aspiring musicians perform

at the Horn in the hopes of being noticed byat the Horn in the hopes of being noticed by

one of these one of these organizations.organizations.

The Great Hall of Aureon.The Great Hall of Aureon. Devoted to theDevoted to the

Sovereign of Law and Lore, this grand temple isSovereign of Law and Lore, this grand temple is

an architectural marvel as well as a sacred site.an architectural marvel as well as a sacred site.

Many scholars and sages make the Many scholars and sages make the pilgrimagepilgrimage
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and spend one night in the Great Hall, hopingand spend one night in the Great Hall, hoping

that inspiration will strike them as they sleep;that inspiration will strike them as they sleep;

            

of the warforged after spending the night in theof the warforged after spending the night in the

                

their faith—a rarity in Sharn—as well as to thetheir faith—a rarity in Sharn—as well as to the

general acquisition of knowledge. Most priestsgeneral acquisition of knowledge. Most priests

                  

are usually happy to share their knowledge withare usually happy to share their knowledge with

students.students.

HonorsHonors. The counterbalance to Detention,. The counterbalance to Detention,

Honors is both bar, bookstore, and Honors is both bar, bookstore, and readingreading

room. Many of the more rroom. Many of the more respectable facultyespectable faculty

members take their meals in Honors, and it’s amembers take their meals in Honors, and it’s a

                  

Eberron or the morality of Eberron or the morality of the Last War.the Last War.

CCLASSESLASSES ATAT M MORGRAVEORGRAVE
Morgrave’s physical education classes coverMorgrave’s physical education classes cover

everything from acrobatics and athletics toeverything from acrobatics and athletics to

archery, dueling, and various other forms ofarchery, dueling, and various other forms of

combat. The arcane studies program coverscombat. The arcane studies program covers

the Arcana skill, as well as honing the abilitiesthe Arcana skill, as well as honing the abilities

of arcane casters. Divine magic can’t simply beof arcane casters. Divine magic can’t simply be

taught, but Morgrave has classes in theology andtaught, but Morgrave has classes in theology and

religious history—essentially, the Religion skill.religious history—essentially, the Religion skill.

While these classes may not make forWhile these classes may not make for

interesting adventures, Morgrave is famous forinteresting adventures, Morgrave is famous for

its hands-on teaching style. This often involvesits hands-on teaching style. This often involves

competitions against other students. It can alsocompetitions against other students. It can also

involve a professor’s personal projects:involve a professor’s personal projects:   
                  
     Once students have proven theirOnce students have proven their

competence, it can involve expeditions—tripscompetence, it can involve expeditions—trips

into the Depths of Sharn, or even to distantinto the Depths of Sharn, or even to distant

countries or lands.countries or lands.

Although Morgrave professors are expertsAlthough Morgrave professors are experts

                

the abilities of high level player characters! Justthe abilities of high level player characters! Just

because that conjuration professor can performbecause that conjuration professor can perform

a summoning ritual doesn’t mean he can casta summoning ritual doesn’t mean he can cast

    . Always remember that. Always remember that      
   —and as that talent begins to show, —and as that talent begins to show,

people are sure to take an interest in you.people are sure to take an interest in you.
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A QA QUICKUICK S SHARNHARN S STORYTORY
Use these tables as inspiration for the weary DMUse these tables as inspiration for the weary DM

who needs to put together a story in who needs to put together a story in a hurry.a hurry.

Don’t feel bound to use any of these detailsDon’t feel bound to use any of these details

exactly as presented—this is purely a source ofexactly as presented—this is purely a source of

ideas. The Villainideas. The Villain table suggests an archetypetable suggests an archetype

along with an organization; consider both asalong with an organization; consider both as

as possibilities. A local crimelord could as possibilities. A local crimelord could be tiedbe tied

to House Tarkanan or the Tyrants instead ofto House Tarkanan or the Tyrants instead of

Daask. The sinister cultist could be a priest of theDaask. The sinister cultist could be a priest of the

            

Make every story your own!Make every story your own!

  

1d81d8   

11 OnOne oe of tf the he PCPCs s is is neneararly ly crcrusushehed d whwhenen

a man falls from a high bridge, strikinga man falls from a high bridge, striking

the ground near them and dyingthe ground near them and dying

instantly. He’s carrying a sealed baginstantly. He’s carrying a sealed bag

of holding and the badge of an agentof holding and the badge of an agent

of the Argentum, a Thrane agencyof the Argentum, a Thrane agency

dedicated to the retrieval of dangerousdedicated to the retrieval of dangerous



22 ThThe Pe PCCs as arre ce caaugughht it in tn thhe me mididddle le of of aa

          

the people on either side.the people on either side.

33                 

              

player characters.player characters.

44 A fA forormemer cr comomrradade ie in an armrms ss shhowows us upp..

She’She’s badly injured, and s badly injured, and her enemiesher enemies

are right behind her.are right behind her.

55 A A ggararggooylyle e ccououririer er dedeliliveverrs s aa

mysterious package.mysterious package.

66 A dA deleliririoiouus ss sttrreeeet pt prreaeaccheher hr haas as ann

        

the player characters.the player characters.

77 ThThe e PCPCs s didiscscovover er a a bobounund-d-elelememenenttalal

          

              

disarm the device.disarm the device.

88 A sA skykycocoacach ch crrasashehes ts thrhrouough gh ththe we walall.l.

              

sabotage?sabotage?

  

1d121d12     

11 A dA drraaggoonnmmaarrkkeed bd baarroonn

22 AAn n ececcecenntrtric ic nonoblble e (A(Auururumm))

33 A lA lococaal cl cririmemelolorrd (d (BBororoomamar Cr Clalann))

44 A neA neffararioious nus nececroromamancncer (er (EmEmereralald Cld Clawaw))

55         

66 A A mimisgsguiuideded d papalaladidin n (S(Sililvever r FlFlamame)e)

77 A A clclevever er dodoppppelelgganangeger r (T(Tyryranantsts))

88 A vA venengegefuful wl wararffororgeged (d (LoLord rd of of BlBladadeses))

99 A pA posossesessssed ed ininnonocecent nt (D(Drreaeamiming ng DaDarkrk))

1010 AAn on oni ni mamasstterermimind nd (D(Daaaassk)k)

1111           

1212 A dA disisguguisised ded drragagon on (T(The he ChChamambeber)r)

  

1d101d10     

11 AArrrraanngge a e a ddananggererouous as alllliaiancnce.e.

22       

33 AAsssesembmble le anand ud use se a ma maagigiccaal wl weaeapopon.n.

44 DDeeffeeaat  t  a  a  rriivvaall..

55 OOppeen n a a ppllaannaar r  ppoorrttaall..

66       

77 OOvvererththrroow a w a ppeeeer or or sr suupeperirioror..

88 CCaauusse a e a rriioot it in tn thhe Ce Cooggss..

99 SSttaart rt a wa war ar bebetwtweeeen tn twwo ao allllieiess..

1010 CoCollallapspse Se Skykywaway oy or or one ne of of ththe te towowerers.s.
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1d81d8     

11 A fA fririenend od or fr foormrmer er aalllly iy is ws wororkikinng wg witithh

the villain.the villain.

22 ThThe ve vilillalain in is is nnot ot wwhho to thehey ay appppeaear tr too

be.be.

33 A tA thhirird pd paartrty sy shohowws us up wp witith th theheir ir oownwn

agenda.agenda.

44 ThTherere’e’s s a ha hosostatagege, o, or ar an an alllly oy of tf the he PCPCss

is directly at risk.is directly at risk.

55           

      

66           

to one of the PCs.to one of the PCs.

77             

from the actual plot.from the actual plot.

88             

and their plot is an important part ofand their plot is an important part of

that.that.

        

1d81d8   

11         

Sharn.Sharn.

22 TThhe he heeaarrt ot of Kf Khhyybbeer’r’s s GGaatte ie in n tthhee

Cogs.Cogs.

33 ThThe Be Briridgdge ie in Cn Caallllesesttaan in in Ln Lowower er DuDurraa..

44 A A CCaannnnitith h ffoorrggeheholold d seseizized ed bby y ththee

villain’s forces.villain’s forces.

55 ThThe e heheaart rt oof f ththe e HHigigh h WWalalls ls rrefefuuggeeee

camp in Lower Tavick’s Landing.camp in Lower Tavick’s Landing.

66                 

Upper Central Plateau.Upper Central Plateau.

77 A A nnoboblele’’s ms maannsision on in in tthe he rresestrtricictteded

districts of Upper Tavick’s Landingdistricts of Upper Tavick’s Landing

88 ThThe ve vaaulults ts of of MMororggrraavve Ue Uninivverersisity ty inin

Upper Menthis Plateau.Upper Menthis Plateau.

99 AAn an abbaannddoonneed fd foouunnddrry iy in tn thhe Ce Cooggss..

1010         
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TTHEHE S STREETSTREETS OFOF S SHARNHARN
The player characters are making a trip fromThe player characters are making a trip from

Lower Dura to Upper Menthis. What happensLower Dura to Upper Menthis. What happens

along the way? The tables on the following pagesalong the way? The tables on the following pages

                

 you mig you might encht encounter ounter while while wanderwandering aring aroundound

Sharn. These could be used as pure color, or youSharn. These could be used as pure color, or you

could expand any one of these ideas to spark a fullcould expand any one of these ideas to spark a full

scene if the initial situation attracts the players’scene if the initial situation attracts the players’

interest. Not every result from the table needsinterest. Not every result from the table needs

to be the beginning of something in your story.to be the beginning of something in your story.

Simply showing that Sharn lives and thrivesSimply showing that Sharn lives and thrives

around the players’ characters—that it’s full ofaround the players’ characters—that it’s full of

stories happening all the time—helps bring thestories happening all the time—helps bring the

city to life for everyone.city to life for everyone.

Use these tables as sources of inspiration. TheyUse these tables as sources of inspiration. They

              

                

results to be a better match for any ward.results to be a better match for any ward.

BBEHINDEHIND THETHE R RESULTSESULTS
The entries in the following tables depict thingsThe entries in the following tables depict things

that adventurers in Sharn might encounterthat adventurers in Sharn might encounter

by chance or happenstance. Each of these isby chance or happenstance. Each of these is

an immediate, visible part of someone’s life inan immediate, visible part of someone’s life in

Sharn. Each entry also has room to imply orSharn. Each entry also has room to imply or

imagine backstory or history—and to encourageimagine backstory or history—and to encourage

players to ask “What happens next?”players to ask “What happens next?”

What happens next depends on theirWhat happens next depends on their

involvement. What led up to this moment is fuelinvolvement. What led up to this moment is fuel

              

and character. Consider answering one or moreand character. Consider answering one or more

of these questions to add another dimension toof these questions to add another dimension to

each entry in the table:each entry in the table:

•• WhWherere die did pad partrticicipaipantnts in ts in this his momomement snt statartrt

            

•• WhWhy ay areren’n’t ott otheher lor locacals ls papartrticicipipatatining?g?

What’s complicating things here?What’s complicating things here?

•• WhWhat at do pdo parartiticicipapantnts in s in ththis mis momomenent hot hopepe

will happen? What are they afraid mightwill happen? What are they afraid might

happen? Why now?happen? Why now?
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2d202d20       

22             

          

of an ogre.of an ogre.

33 A dA dwwararf is f is sesellllining kg kebebababs fs frrom om a ca carart.t.

            

    

44 A chA chanangegeliling sng strtreeeet pet perfrforormemer adr adopoptsts

your face and begins to match youryour face and begins to match your



55 An An olold gd goboblilin hn has as gogoodods ls laiaid od out ut foforr

sale, odds and ends sale, odds and ends salvaged from thesalvaged from the

sewers.sewers.

66 A pA pacack ok of cf chihildldreren cn cluluststerers as arorounund yd youou,,

begging for copper or food. Do you helpbegging for copper or food. Do you help

them?them?

77           

small pamphlet into your hand. “Comesmall pamphlet into your hand. “Come

            

  

88 A sA sududdeden, n, hohorrrribible sle stetencnch mh makakes es yoyouu

gag.gag.

99 YYou ou cocome me upupon on a a miminonotataur ur wiwith th aa

broken horn and a spiked club in onebroken horn and a spiked club in one

            

          

1010 A haA half dlf dozozen ren ratats ars are cle clususteterered ard arououndnd

a bloody bundle of cloth. They a bloody bundle of cloth. They scurryscurry

away as you approach.away as you approach.

1111 A yA yououng hng halalff-e-elf wlf witith a ch a cririmsmsonon

              

parchment foparchment for sale, at a price r sale, at a price of 3of 3

            

stolen or anything.”stolen or anything.”

1212 YYou ou ststep iep intnto a so a shahallllow ow pupuddddlele… a… andnd

then realize it’s a pool of fresh blood.then realize it’s a pool of fresh blood.

1313 YYou nou neaearlrly wy walalk ink into to a wa welell-dl-dreresssseded

          

and scowls. Other onlookers carefullyand scowls. Other onlookers carefully

turn turn awayaway..

1414 A laA largrge ble blacack ank and whd whitite cae cat wt watatchches yes youou

from an alley. It’s caught a surprisinglyfrom an alley. It’s caught a surprisingly

scaly rat.scaly rat.

1515 Hungry people stand in line outside aHungry people stand in line outside a

          

bread.bread.

1616 YYou ou bubump mp ininto to a ma mededususa, ca, cauausising ng heherr

to drop the package she’s carrying.to drop the package she’s carrying.

You freeze for a moment, then realizeYou freeze for a moment, then realize

she has a leather band covering hershe has a leather band covering her

eyes. Her serpent mane hisses as sheeyes. Her serpent mane hisses as she

retrieves her belongings.retrieves her belongings.

1717             

              

is dead, no place for Mourners.”is dead, no place for Mourners.”

1818             

trying to make the biggest howl,trying to make the biggest howl,

laughing in between.laughing in between.

1919             

One of them snarls, and sharp fangsOne of them snarls, and sharp fangs

      

2020 A yA yououng ng wowomaman is n is rerepapairirining a dg a damamagageded

      

curses under her curses under her breath.breath.

2121 A wA wellell-d-dreressssed eed elf flf frorom Aem Aererenanal wal walklkss

          

a dour ogre hauling a large trunk. Thea dour ogre hauling a large trunk. The

elf’s face is hidden elf’s face is hidden behind a brass mask,behind a brass mask,

but he looks lost.but he looks lost.

2222 A grA grououp of dp of drurunknken sen sololdidierers ars are sie singnginingg

a warbling Brelish anthem from thea warbling Brelish anthem from the

Last War. A few of them spot you andLast War. A few of them spot you and

demand that you join in. Do you?demand that you join in. Do you?

2323 A dA dwawarf rf anand a d a gogoblblin in arare ae argrguiuingng

about the Race of Eight Winds, a localabout the Race of Eight Winds, a local

          

the Gargoyle will win this year, while thethe Gargoyle will win this year, while the

      

2424 A wA wararfoforgrged sed skikirmrmisisheher anr and a Vd a Valalenenarar

elf are engaged in an elf are engaged in an argument. Theargument. The

elf takes a step back and draws herelf takes a step back and draws her

scimitar.scimitar.

2525 A trio of A trio of hobgoblins walk through ahobgoblins walk through a
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2626 YYouou’r’re de drerencnchehed bd by a sy a sududdeden gn gouout ot off

water—you hope—from a bridge abovewater—you hope—from a bridge above

you.you.

2727 A grA grououp of Cp of Cyryran ran refefugugeeees ars are gae gaththerereded

            

2828 YYou ou sesee a e a tatallll, t, thihin wn womoman an pupullilling ng aa

body—Dead? Drunk?—into an alley. Herbody—Dead? Drunk?—into an alley. Her

arm is covered with the blood-red linesarm is covered with the blood-red lines

of an aberrant dragonmark.of an aberrant dragonmark.

2929 TThe window of a bakery holds a displayhe window of a bakery holds a display

          

this quality of goods doing down here?this quality of goods doing down here?

3030           

          

alleyway.alleyway.

3131 A dragonmarked gnome walks downA dragonmarked gnome walks down

the street, carrying a small stone in histhe street, carrying a small stone in his

hand. Every few yards, he raises thehand. Every few yards, he raises the

stone to his lips and says, “Can you hearstone to his lips and says, “Can you hear

me now? Good.”me now? Good.”

3232 An An auauststerere me mononk ok of tf the he SiSilvlver er FlFlamamee

makes their way down the street,makes their way down the street,

handing provisions to handing provisions to beggars.beggars.

3333           

          

from the Last War. The singer is a youngfrom the Last War. The singer is a young

man leaning against the wall; he’sman leaning against the wall; he’s

      

3434 A headless warforged sits in an alleyA headless warforged sits in an alley

begging for coin. It waves in a signal ofbegging for coin. It waves in a signal of

thanks whenever someone drops a cointhanks whenever someone drops a coin

in its bowl.in its bowl.

3535 A cA crorowd wd is gis gatatheherered ad arorounund a yd a yououngng

adept of the Silver adept of the Silver Flame. She’sFlame. She’s

performing a ritual to purify a pool ofperforming a ritual to purify a pool of

  

3636               

ground, engraved with warding symbolsground, engraved with warding symbols

          

should never be opened.should never be opened.

3737             

            

they see you approach.they see you approach.

3838 A goblin tumbles out of a nearby tavern.A goblin tumbles out of a nearby tavern.

A warforged juggernaut steps out of theA warforged juggernaut steps out of the

door and snarls “Don’t come door and snarls “Don’t come aroundaround

        

3939 A trA trio oio of Mof Morgrgrarave sve stutudedentnts tas takke noe notetess

and they ask a goblin about “the goblinand they ask a goblin about “the goblin



4040 Near one of Near one of the entrances to the Cogs,the entrances to the Cogs,

            

          

        

laborers.laborers.
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2d202d20       

22             

kenku guide, trying to catch your eye.kenku guide, trying to catch your eye.

33 AAn n AAuunnddaaiirriiaan n mmaan n iin n aa glamerweaveglamerweave

      

interrupts your travel. “You know theinterrupts your travel. “You know the

best place to play cards around here?”best place to play cards around here?”

44         

            

make the most dismal districts smellmake the most dismal districts smell

  

55             

the sky.the sky.

66             

            

              

77 A crowd stands outside a rundownA crowd stands outside a rundown

          

wearing the insignia wearing the insignia of the of the RatcatRatcatcher’scher’s

Guild head inside.Guild head inside.

88           

          

the head.the head.

99 A dragonmarked half-orc holds whatA dragonmarked half-orc holds what

appears to be a dowsing rod, slowlyappears to be a dowsing rod, slowly

passing it over doors and passerby onpassing it over doors and passerby on

the street. The rod begins to shakethe street. The rod begins to shake

violently as violently as you approach.you approach.

1010 A hA humuman an memercrchahant nt arargugues es wiwith th a ga giaiantnt

owl.owl.

1111               

pair of stonemasons studding a crackpair of stonemasons studding a crack

running through the stone span.running through the stone span.

1212 Two people are arguing in front of a cityTwo people are arguing in front of a city

          

someone is a changeling.someone is a changeling.

1313                 

map in their hands. They turn andmap in their hands. They turn and

            

            

1414 A warforged waves at you from a dingyA warforged waves at you from a dingy

cart piled high with cart piled high with a frightening arraya frightening array

of foods. “Hungry? I could use someof foods. “Hungry? I could use some

taste testers. As in, what does foodtaste testers. As in, what does food

taste like?”taste like?”

1515 A sA scacaleled hd humumananoioid—d—onone oe of tf thehe

lizardfolk or dragonborn of Q’barra—islizardfolk or dragonborn of Q’barra—is

        



1616 YYou hear screaming above you. Whenou hear screaming above you. When

you look up, you see a well you look up, you see a well dresseddressed

          

1717 A young child sits crying on the stairs ofA young child sits crying on the stairs of

          

              

dog.dog.

1818 YYou ou spspot ot a ma mososs cs covoverered ed wawarfrfororgegedd

            

            

small, open compartment in the torsosmall, open compartment in the torso

of the warforged.of the warforged.

1919 TTwo wo veveteteraran sn sololdidierers—s—a Ka Kararrn rn anand ad a

        

The Karrn draws a dagger.The Karrn draws a dagger.

2020 ThThe cre crowowds ds papartrt, ma, makiking ng rroooom fm foror

          

clawfoot clawfoot raptorraptor..

2121 Three children follow a warforgedThree children follow a warforged

 juggernaut, giggling and  juggernaut, giggling and throwingthrowing

garbage at it. The warforged stoicallygarbage at it. The warforged stoically

ignores them.ignores them.

2222 A A sqsquauad d of of ththe Se Shaharn rn WWatatch ch pupushsheses

past you, urging people to get out past you, urging people to get out ofof

the way.the way.

2323 An An AeAerreneni si stotops ps yoyou tu to ao ask sk fforor

            

silver mask and asilver mask and a glamerweaveglamerweave robe, robe,

and carries a sizeable purse.and carries a sizeable purse.

2424 A cA cheheererfuful ml man an sesells lls a wa widide ve vararieiety ty ofof

souvenirs to commemorate your visitsouvenirs to commemorate your visit

to Sharn: sketches, crystal globes, andto Sharn: sketches, crystal globes, and

small plaster towers.small plaster towers.
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2525               

merchant arguing with a membermerchant arguing with a member

of the Sharn Watch. Apparently, theof the Sharn Watch. Apparently, the

          

making a foolish making a foolish purchase.purchase.

2626 YYou ou cocome me acacroross ss a wa walall wl whehere re pepeopoplele

            

during the Last War.during the Last War.

2727             

Jorasco argues with a member of Jorasco argues with a member of thethe

Sharn Watch, apparently trying toSharn Watch, apparently trying to

            



2828           

          

          

source.source.

2929 A A ststrereet et peperfrforormemer dr dreressssed ed as as KinKingg

            

copper piece.copper piece.

3030           

a balcony above, his fall slowed by a balcony above, his fall slowed by aa

       spell. He bids  spell. He bids you, “goodyou, “good

              

          

bridge above.bridge above.

3131 A gA garargogoyle yle swswoooops ps ovovererheheadad, l, lanandidingng

on the street in front of you. It pullson the street in front of you. It pulls

a piece of folded parchment out of aa piece of folded parchment out of a

leather satchel and heads into a nearbyleather satchel and heads into a nearby

shop.shop.

3232 A oA onene-e-eyeyed hd halalf-f-elelf of opepens ns up up hihis cs cloloakak

            

          

              

anything.”anything.”

3333             

arguing about the Race of arguing about the Race of Eight Winds,Eight Winds,

          

thinks that the Hawk can’t lose, whilethinks that the Hawk can’t lose, while

the half-elf insists that this is the yearthe half-elf insists that this is the year

of the Owl.of the Owl.

3434           

  

3535             

              

          

busy to go this month, but it’s a bargainbusy to go this month, but it’s a bargain

        

3636               

                

the secret House Jorasco doesn’t wantthe secret House Jorasco doesn’t want

    

3737 With a loud cry and wildly With a loud cry and wildly pinwheelingpinwheeling

arms, a child plummets arms, a child plummets from a crowdedfrom a crowded

bridge above.bridge above.

3838         

let these thieves tell our king whatlet these thieves tell our king what

              

          

by the dragonmarked houses.by the dragonmarked houses.

3939 A pA pananicickked ed gngnomome re rununs os out ut of of anan

      



4040 A mA man an bebegs gs fofor cr coioins ns ououtstsidide a e a JoJorarascscoo

          

I know it’s a lot, but if I know it’s a lot, but if I can’t raise theI can’t raise the
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2d202d20       

22 YYouou’’rre ne neaearlrly ry ruun dn dowown bn by a y a gigildldeded

carriage, pulled by a team of warforgedcarriage, pulled by a team of warforged

        

33             

charm to polish the coins in your pursecharm to polish the coins in your purse

for just 3 crowns (3 cp). “We wouldn’tfor just 3 crowns (3 cp). “We wouldn’t

want anyone to get grime on theirwant anyone to get grime on their

          

the lower wards.”the lower wards.”

44 AAn in illllususioion on of a f a wwaarfrfororgged ed bbututlelerr

appears as you pass by the appears as you pass by the sealedsealed

gates of a mansion. “I’m afraid mygates of a mansion. “I’m afraid my

mistress isn’t receiving guests today.”mistress isn’t receiving guests today.”

55         

cleansing enchantment for 5 crownscleansing enchantment for 5 crowns

(5 cp). “Gets rid of the dirt, (5 cp). “Gets rid of the dirt, brightensbrightens

            

                

good impression.”good impression.”

66             

clears a path for a jewel-encrustedclears a path for a jewel-encrusted

warforwarforged wearing a lovely fur ged wearing a lovely fur cloak.cloak.

77         

of paper and parchments taller thanof paper and parchments taller than

himselfhimself. He . He is oblivious to the is oblivious to the trailtrail

of smoke coming from inside a of smoke coming from inside a tall,tall,

rolled-up scroll on his back.rolled-up scroll on his back.

88             

argument. They’re wearing similarargument. They’re wearing similar

cloaks—cloaks—glamerweaveglamerweave garments garments

          

clouds—and this seems to be theclouds—and this seems to be the

problem.problem.

99 A rA regegaal wl woomaman wn witith ah auubbururn hn haiair hr heleldd

back in a silver diadem waits for aback in a silver diadem waits for a

          

encrusted with dragonshards, and sheencrusted with dragonshards, and she

    

1010 A gA grraayy-b-beaeardrded ed sasage ge arargugues es wiwith th aa

          

be carved from ice. They seem to bebe carved from ice. They seem to be

        

    

1111 A A MoMorgrgrarave ve prprofofesessosor lr leaeads ds a pa pacack k ofof

        

From their spelunking gear, youFrom their spelunking gear, you

imagine they’re heading down into theimagine they’re heading down into the

Cogs.Cogs.

1212 As As yoyou pu pasass bs by a fy a fanancy cy ininn, n, a na noboblelemamann

hands you a copper piece and the reinshands you a copper piece and the reins

              

bites.”bites.”

1313 A tA touour gr grrououp pp pauauseses ts to mo mararvevel al at tt thehe

gates of a mansion. Apparently, it’sgates of a mansion. Apparently, it’s

the home of one of the home of one of the divas of Upperthe divas of Upper

Menthis.Menthis.

1414 An An enenchchananteted md mirirrror or alallolows ws yoyou tu too

view the streets below you, to see howview the streets below you, to see how

the less fortunate live.the less fortunate live.

1515 A kA kalalasashthtar ar ststororytyteleller ler shsharares es a ta talale oe off

life in Sarlona and the endless strugglelife in Sarlona and the endless struggle

between the peaceful monks of Adarbetween the peaceful monks of Adar

and the cruel soldiers of the Inspired.and the cruel soldiers of the Inspired.

1616 A A hahalflf-e-elf lf weweararining a g a jejeweweleled ed eyeyepapatctchh

            

        

          

1717 YYou ou cocome me upupon on a ga gilildeded sd sttatatue ue ofof

Queen Wroaan, the queen whoQueen Wroaan, the queen who

led Breland into the Last War (“andled Breland into the Last War (“and

      

1818 A A wawarfrfororgeged wd witith h roroseses s twtwinined ed ararououndnd

              

        

1919 A sA strtrining qg quauartrtet et gigiveves as an in impmprorompmptutu

performance—performance—publicity for publicity for the newthe new

season of the Kavarrah Concert Hall.season of the Kavarrah Concert Hall.

2020 A A drdragagononmamarkrked ed elelf f dadazzzzleles s papassssererbyby

with a illusionary tableau of twowith a illusionary tableau of two

dueling dueling dragonsdragons..

2121             

on its walls. on its walls. They’re probably thereThey’re probably there

          

commentacommentary about ry about everyone whoeveryone who

passes by.passes by.
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2222           

on the ground in chalk. As each pictureon the ground in chalk. As each picture

is completed, it starts to move.is completed, it starts to move.

2323 SoSomemeonone’e’s ps paiaintnted ed ththe ce crorown wn didieses

with Boranel across the gates of awith Boranel across the gates of a

noble’noble’s mansion. A s mansion. A member of themember of the

Sharn Watch is talking to the servants.Sharn Watch is talking to the servants.

2424 A gA girirl wl weaeariring ng ththe ce cololorors os of Hf Houousese

Vadalis chases her miniature chimera.Vadalis chases her miniature chimera.

2525 A tA teaeam om of hf hanandldlerers fs frorom Hm Hououse se VVadadalalisis

          

“We’r“We’re trying it out, e trying it out, seeing if it canseeing if it can

keep things clean,” they say.keep things clean,” they say.

2626 It sIt statartrts ts to do dririzzzzlele. A w. A welell-l-drdresessesedd

half-elf glares at the sky and half-elf glares at the sky and snapssnaps

          

stops.stops.

2727             

watering Aundairian entrees from awatering Aundairian entrees from a

          

      

2828 A mA memembeber or of tf the he ShShararn Wn Watatch ch ststopopss

you. “Can I help you? Are you sureyou. “Can I help you? Are you sure

you’re in the right ward?”you’re in the right ward?”

2929 You pass the open doors of a smithy.You pass the open doors of a smithy.

Inside, a number of Inside, a number of hard-workhard-working toolsing tools

        

A nearby smith waves a wand as ifA nearby smith waves a wand as if

    

3030               

earn the blessings of Kol Korran is toearn the blessings of Kol Korran is to

donate. “For each coin you give, you’lldonate. “For each coin you give, you’ll

          

3131 YYou ou cocome me upupon on a fa fouounntatain in of of cocoldld

              

            

spill down and out into the pool below.spill down and out into the pool below.

3232 A tA tririo oo of ef elvlves es peperfrfororm pm pererffororm am a

        

illusion magic, advanced publicity forillusion magic, advanced publicity for

the Carnival of the Carnival of Shadows.Shadows.

3333 A A lolovevely ly momosasaic ic didispsplalays ys ththe se seaeal ol of tf thehe

united Galifar.united Galifar.

3434 A laA largrge se statatutue ce comommememomorratates Les Lorordd

Dalian ir’Dalian ir’TTain II, ain II, a noble philanthropista noble philanthropist

lost at sea. He holds a spyglass in onelost at sea. He holds a spyglass in one

hand and a dragon turtle in the other.hand and a dragon turtle in the other.

3535 YYou ou papass ss by by a Ha Hopope We Welell. l. SuSuppppososededlyly,,

any coins you throw in the well areany coins you throw in the well are

transporttransported down to ed down to help the help the troubledtroubled

people of the people of the lower wards.lower wards.

3636 A hA halalff-e-elf lf nonoblblewewomoman an ststriridedes bs byy

wearing a fancy red dress and carryingwearing a fancy red dress and carrying

a matching parasol. Both the dress anda matching parasol. Both the dress and

umbrella are decorated with Siberysumbrella are decorated with Siberys

dragonshards.dragonshards.

3737           

                  

mourning clothes looks out over themourning clothes looks out over the

edge.edge.

3838             

for a ‘celebrity skycoach tour’ for just 5for a ‘celebrity skycoach tour’ for just 5

galifargalifars (5 g) s (5 g) a head.a head.

3939 YYou ou spspot ot a a ununit it of of ththe Re Rededclcloaoakk

          

Sharn Watch. They’re talking to theSharn Watch. They’re talking to the

owner of a owner of a local tavern.local tavern.

4040 A hA halalff-e-elvlven en popoet et loloududly ly rerecicitteses

a lengthy poem about the tragica lengthy poem about the tragic
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APPENDIX A: FURTHER READINGAPPENDIX A: FURTHER READING
After reading thisAfter reading this   , you may, you may

have questions. What’s thehave questions. What’s the Aurum Aurum? Who are? Who are

the Daughters of Sora Kellthe Daughters of Sora Kell? Just how many? Just how many

districts are there in Sharn, and what happensdistricts are there in Sharn, and what happens

to adventurers in theto adventurers in the MournlandMournland? What’s in? What’s in

Xen’drikXen’drik? Until new material becomes available? Until new material becomes available

           DDUNGEONSUNGEONS & D & DRAGONSRAGONS

              

these questions and many more in the resourcesthese questions and many more in the resources

created in previous editions of the game.created in previous editions of the game.

EEBERRONBERRON S SOURCEBOOKSOURCEBOOKS
These resources are currently available as ebooksThese resources are currently available as ebooks

 via the Dungeon Master’s Guild at: via the Dungeon Master’s Guild at:

DMsGDMsGuild.comuild.com

TheThe       andand    
 both provide an overview of the world,both provide an overview of the world,

including advice on creating adventures andincluding advice on creating adventures and

a deeper look at the nations of Khorvaire anda deeper look at the nations of Khorvaire and

the lands beyond it. Either of these books canthe lands beyond it. Either of these books can

be useful for a Dungeon Master who wantsbe useful for a Dungeon Master who wants

further insight into the setting. The other booksfurther insight into the setting. The other books

                

to run a campaign in the mysterious lands ofto run a campaign in the mysterious lands of

Xen’drik,Xen’drik,        and and     

                    

     reveals more information aboutreveals more information about

the nations at the heart of Khorvaire, whilethe nations at the heart of Khorvaire, while

   expands on the dynasties thatexpands on the dynasties that

dominate the magical economy.dominate the magical economy.

All of these books were All of these books were written for the revisedwritten for the revised

third edition ( third edition ( 3.5E3.5E ) or t ) or the fourhe fourth editith edition ( on ( 4E4E ) of ) of

thethe Dungeons & DragonsDungeons & Dragons Roleplaying Game.Roleplaying Game.

The setting material in these books is suitable toThe setting material in these books is suitable to

any Eberron campaign but the monsters, spells,any Eberron campaign but the monsters, spells,

classes, feats, or other game material in theseclasses, feats, or other game material in these

books require adaptation for use in books require adaptation for use in modernmodern

campaigns.campaigns.

City of StormreachCity of Stormreach (3.5E):(3.5E): Stormreach is anStormreach is an

            

land of Xen’drik. This book describes the shadowyland of Xen’drik. This book describes the shadowy

ruins, sinister organizations, and treasure-ladenruins, sinister organizations, and treasure-laden

dungeons of Stormreach. In addition to providingdungeons of Stormreach. In addition to providing

Dungeon Masters with a richly detailed city forDungeon Masters with a richly detailed city for

their Xen’drik based campaigns, this supplementtheir Xen’drik based campaigns, this supplement

presents information on the movers and shakers ofpresents information on the movers and shakers of

Stormreach, ready-to-use adversaries, adventureStormreach, ready-to-use adversaries, adventure

hooks, and location maps.hooks, and location maps.

Dragons of EberronDragons of Eberron (3.5E):(3.5E): This supplement This supplement

delves into the mysterious Draconic Prophecy.delves into the mysterious Draconic Prophecy.

It explores the continent of Argonnessen,It explores the continent of Argonnessen,

homeland of the dragons, and describes varioushomeland of the dragons, and describes various

new adventure sites. This book new adventure sites. This book also investigatesalso investigates

dragons on the continents of Khorvaire, Sarlona,dragons on the continents of Khorvaire, Sarlona,

and Xen’Drik.and Xen’Drik.

Dragonmarked Dragonmarked (3.5E):(3.5E): This  This supplementsupplement

explores each of the thirteen dragonmarkedexplores each of the thirteen dragonmarked

houses in detail and presents advice for playinghouses in detail and presents advice for playing

dragonmarked characters within a house or guild.dragonmarked characters within a house or guild.

It also introduces new options It also introduces new options for dragonmarkedfor dragonmarked

characters, including prestige classes, feats, andcharacters, including prestige classes, feats, and

spells. Finally, it discusses aberrant dragonmarksspells. Finally, it discusses aberrant dragonmarks

and their role in a campaign.and their role in a campaign.

Eberron Campaign GuideEberron Campaign Guide (4E):(4E): Designed for Designed for

the fourth edition of thethe fourth edition of the DDUNGEONSUNGEONS & D & DRAGONSRAGONS

Roleplaying Game, this book presents a historicalRoleplaying Game, this book presents a historical

and geographical overview of the setting;and geographical overview of the setting;

information on key locations, personalities, andinformation on key locations, personalities, and

organizations; an introductory adventure; and aorganizations; an introductory adventure; and a

bestiary of monsters and villains.bestiary of monsters and villains.

Eberron Campaign Setting Eberron Campaign Setting (3.5E):(3.5E): TheThe

              

general overview of the world. This includes thegeneral overview of the world. This includes the

            

to Eberron (deathless, daelkyr, quori), along withto Eberron (deathless, daelkyr, quori), along with

a host of spells, feats, prestige classes, and othera host of spells, feats, prestige classes, and other

game material.game material.

Eberron Player’s GuideEberron Player’s Guide (4E):(4E): This bookThis book

presents Eberron from the point of view presents Eberron from the point of view of theof the

adventurer exploring it. This includes everythingadventurer exploring it. This includes everything

a player needs to create Eberron characters ina player needs to create Eberron characters in

the fourth edition of thethe fourth edition of the DDUNGEONSUNGEONS & D & DRAGONSRAGONS

Roleplaying Game.Roleplaying Game.

Explorer’s HandbookExplorer’s Handbook (3.5E):(3.5E): This book This book

gives players everything they need to explore agives players everything they need to explore a
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 variety of sites across Eberron, including modes variety of sites across Eberron, including modes

of travel, exploring tips, and rules for of travel, exploring tips, and rules for joiningjoining

          

Foundation. For DMs, the book describesFoundation. For DMs, the book describes

several likely “launching pads” and destinations,several likely “launching pads” and destinations,

complete with maps, ready-to-play encounters,complete with maps, ready-to-play encounters,

and pregenerated NPCs.and pregenerated NPCs.

Faiths of EberronFaiths of Eberron (3.5E):(3.5E): This supplement This supplement

presents detailed descriptions of the majorpresents detailed descriptions of the major

religions of Eberron, including the rivalreligions of Eberron, including the rival

pantheons of the Sovereign Host and the Darkpantheons of the Sovereign Host and the Dark

Six, the young faith of the Silver Flame, Six, the young faith of the Silver Flame, and theand the

mysterious Blood of Vol.mysterious Blood of Vol.

Five NationsFive Nations (3.5E):(3.5E): This providesThis provides

comprehensive overviews of Aundair, Breland,comprehensive overviews of Aundair, Breland,

Karrnath, Thrane, and the Mournland,Karrnath, Thrane, and the Mournland,

including postwar status, government, andincluding postwar status, government, and

economy, as well as important locations,economy, as well as important locations,

communities, organizations, and NPCs.communities, organizations, and NPCs.

Forge of War Forge of War (3.5E):(3.5E): This comprehensive This comprehensive

overview of the Last War provides all you need tooverview of the Last War provides all you need to

            

themes of Eberron’s greatest clash of nations.themes of Eberron’s greatest clash of nations.

 Magic of Eberron Magic of Eberron (3.5E):(3.5E): In addition to In addition to

presenting new arcane and divine spells, feats,presenting new arcane and divine spells, feats,

              

            

dragon totem magic and the twisted experimentsdragon totem magic and the twisted experiments

of the daelkyr, sheds light on the process ofof the daelkyr, sheds light on the process of

elemental binding, and touches on other types ofelemental binding, and touches on other types of

magic present in the world.magic present in the world.

Player’s Guide to EberronPlayer’s Guide to Eberron (3.5E):(3.5E): An An

overview of important locations, events,overview of important locations, events,

organizations, races, and features of the Eberronorganizations, races, and features of the Eberron

campaign setting, this gives a sense of what acampaign setting, this gives a sense of what a

player character might know about the world,player character might know about the world,

while providing additional character options.while providing additional character options.

 Races of Eberron Races of Eberron (3.5E):(3.5E): This sourcebook This sourcebook

delves deeply into changelings, kalashtar, shifters,delves deeply into changelings, kalashtar, shifters,

and warforged. It provides detailed informationand warforged. It provides detailed information

on the psychology, society, culture, behavior,on the psychology, society, culture, behavior,

religion, folklore, and other aspects of these races,religion, folklore, and other aspects of these races,

as well as exploring the role of other core D&Das well as exploring the role of other core D&D

races in the setting.races in the setting.

Secrets of SarlonaSecrets of Sarlona (3.5E):(3.5E): This sourcebook This sourcebook

explores the continent of Sarlona, home to theexplores the continent of Sarlona, home to the

kalashtar and the villainous Inspired. It exploreskalashtar and the villainous Inspired. It explores

the mountain refuge of Adar, the vast empire ofthe mountain refuge of Adar, the vast empire of

Riedra, and the mysterious lands of Syrkarn andRiedra, and the mysterious lands of Syrkarn and

the Tashana Tundra.the Tashana Tundra.

Secrets of Xen’drikSecrets of Xen’drik (3.5E):(3.5E): This book This book

delves into the mysteries of Xen’drik, includingdelves into the mysteries of Xen’drik, including

encounters, exotic locations, and new monsters,encounters, exotic locations, and new monsters,

magic items, and more.magic items, and more.

Sharn: City of TowersSharn: City of Towers (3.5E): (3.5E): This book This book

provides an in-depth exploration of the City ofprovides an in-depth exploration of the City of

Towers. In addition to describing more thanTowers. In addition to describing more than

100 city districts, it delves into the organizations100 city districts, it delves into the organizations

that are active in Sharn and explores the lawsthat are active in Sharn and explores the laws

              

that break them. It includes maps of Sharn andthat break them. It includes maps of Sharn and

locations within it, along with NPCs, spells,locations within it, along with NPCs, spells,

prestige classes, magic items, and more.prestige classes, magic items, and more.

EEBERRONBERRON N NOVELSOVELS
There are dozens of novels that explore the worldThere are dozens of novels that explore the world

of Eberron. Here are a few that are currentlyof Eberron. Here are a few that are currently

available as ebooks or audiobooks:available as ebooks or audiobooks:

The Draconic Prophecy trilogyThe Draconic Prophecy trilogy by Jamesby James

Wyatt:Wyatt:            AA

half-elf seer with the Mark of Storms discovershalf-elf seer with the Mark of Storms discovers

his role in the mysterious Draconic Prophecy—ahis role in the mysterious Draconic Prophecy—a

destiny that will take him from the dungeons ofdestiny that will take him from the dungeons of

Dreadhold to Aundair and Argonnessen.Dreadhold to Aundair and Argonnessen.

The Dragon Below trilogyThe Dragon Below trilogy by Don by Don

Bassingthwaite:Bassingthwaite:         
       Beginning in the gloom ofBeginning in the gloom of

the Shadow Marches, this series draws in thethe Shadow Marches, this series draws in the

Gatekeeper druids, the daelkyr, the Gatekeeper druids, the daelkyr, the kalashtar,kalashtar,

and the Cults of the Dragon Below.and the Cults of the Dragon Below.

The Dreaming Dark trilogyThe Dreaming Dark trilogy by Keith by Keith

Baker:Baker:             
    . In the wake of the Mourning, a band. In the wake of the Mourning, a band

of Cyran soldiers travel to the city of Sharn.of Cyran soldiers travel to the city of Sharn.

Trouble in the City of Towers leads them Trouble in the City of Towers leads them to theto the

ruins of Xen’drik and the planes of Thelanis andruins of Xen’drik and the planes of Thelanis and

Dal Quor as they unravel the schemes of theDal Quor as they unravel the schemes of the

Dreaming Dark.Dreaming Dark.

The Heirs of Ash trilogyThe Heirs of Ash trilogy by Rich Wulf:by Rich Wulf:

                  
           This series follows theThis series follows the

crew of an airship on a jourcrew of an airship on a journey across Eberron inney across Eberron in

pursuit of a mysterious superweapon.pursuit of a mysterious superweapon.
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The Legacy of Dhakaan trilogyThe Legacy of Dhakaan trilogy by Donby Don

Bassingthwaite:Bassingthwaite:       ,, Word ofWord of

        . The shifter Geth is. The shifter Geth is

drawn into the intrigues of the goblin nation ofdrawn into the intrigues of the goblin nation of

Dhakaan, dealing with the precarious balanceDhakaan, dealing with the precarious balance

between the Ghaal’dar, the Dhakaani, and thebetween the Ghaal’dar, the Dhakaani, and the

elves of Valenar.elves of Valenar.

The Thorn of Breland trilogyThe Thorn of Breland trilogy by Keith by Keith

Baker:Baker:               
    . A member of the elite Dark. A member of the elite Dark

Lanterns, Thorn clashes with House Lanterns, Thorn clashes with House TarkananTarkanan

in Sharn; pursues a dangerous mission in thein Sharn; pursues a dangerous mission in the

monstrous nation of Droaam; and follows amonstrous nation of Droaam; and follows a

mysterious lead deep into the Mournland.mysterious lead deep into the Mournland.

Eberron: InquisitivesEberron: Inquisitives is a series of stand-is a series of stand-

alone novels focusing onalone novels focusing on inquisitivesinquisitives —  — 

Eberron’s answer to the private investigator.Eberron’s answer to the private investigator.

••      by Edward Bolme follows aby Edward Bolme follows a

mystery in the grim nation of Karrnath.mystery in the grim nation of Karrnath.

••          by Paul Crilley.by Paul Crilley.

Inquisitive Abraxus Wren investigates aInquisitive Abraxus Wren investigates a

murder at Morgrave University, uncovering murder at Morgrave University, uncovering 

a mystery that reaches to the highest towersa mystery that reaches to the highest towers

of Sharn.of Sharn.

••      by Marsheila Rockwell isby Marsheila Rockwell is

set in the nation of Thrane, and deals withset in the nation of Thrane, and deals with

shifters and the dark history of the Churchshifters and the dark history of the Church

of the Silver Flame.of the Silver Flame.

••            

the politics of Breland and Karrnaththe politics of Breland and Karrnath

through the fallout of an ambassador’sthrough the fallout of an ambassador’s

murder in the city of Korth.murder in the city of Korth.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARYAPPENDIX B: GLOSSARY
 Aberrant Dra Aberrant Dragonmark.gonmark. A mark thatA mark that

manifests on the skin and grants magical abilitiesmanifests on the skin and grants magical abilities

to the bearer. Aberrant dragonmarks are diverseto the bearer. Aberrant dragonmarks are diverse

            

grant destructive abilities. Superstition leadsgrant destructive abilities. Superstition leads

many people to distrust those who carry aberrantmany people to distrust those who carry aberrant

dragonmarks.dragonmarks.   

 Adept  Adept . A divine spellcaster who knows 1-4. A divine spellcaster who knows 1-4

cantrips or rituals.cantrips or rituals.   

 Aerenal Aerenal.. An island nation in Eberron.An island nation in Eberron.

Homeland of the elves and the Undying Court.Homeland of the elves and the Undying Court.

  ..

 Arawai Arawai. The Sovereign of Life and Love. A. The Sovereign of Life and Love. A

deity of the Sovereign Host often associated withdeity of the Sovereign Host often associated with

the Life and Nature domains.the Life and Nature domains.   

 Arcanix Arcanix          

research in Khorvaire, located in the nation ofresearch in Khorvaire, located in the nation of

Aundair.Aundair.   ..

 Aundair Aundair.. A nation in northwestern Khorvaire.A nation in northwestern Khorvaire.

Known for education and arcane magic. OneKnown for education and arcane magic. One

of the Five Nations that formed the Kingdom ofof the Five Nations that formed the Kingdom of

Galifar.Galifar.   ..

 Aureon Aureon. The Sovereign of Law and Lore. A. The Sovereign of Law and Lore. A

deity of the Sovereign Host often associated withdeity of the Sovereign Host often associated with

the Knowledge and Order domains.the Knowledge and Order domains.   

 Aurum Aurum. A powerful conspiracy operating in. A powerful conspiracy operating in

Khorvaire.Khorvaire.   

BalinorBalinor. The Sovereign of Horn and Hunt. . The Sovereign of Horn and Hunt. AA

deity of the Sovereign Host often associated withdeity of the Sovereign Host often associated with

the Nature domain.the Nature domain.   

Blood of VolBlood of Vol.. A grim religion that believesA grim religion that believes

that death is oblivion, but that mortals have athat death is oblivion, but that mortals have a

spark of divinity in their blood. Associated withspark of divinity in their blood. Associated with

the Life and Death domains.the Life and Death domains.   

BoldreiBoldrei. The Sovereign of Hall and Hearth. A. The Sovereign of Hall and Hearth. A

deity of the Sovereign Host often associated withdeity of the Sovereign Host often associated with

the Life and Protection domains.the Life and Protection domains.   

Boromar ClanBoromar Clan. A powerful criminal. A powerful criminal

organization with deep roots in Sharn. Primarilyorganization with deep roots in Sharn. Primarily

associated with theft, gambling, and smuggling.associated with theft, gambling, and smuggling.

  

BrelandBreland. A nation in southern Khorvaire.. A nation in southern Khorvaire.

Known for industry and pragmatism. One ofKnown for industry and pragmatism. One of

the Five Nations that formed the Kingdom ofthe Five Nations that formed the Kingdom of

Galifar.Galifar.   ..

CallestanCallestan.. A district in the Lower Dura wardA district in the Lower Dura ward

of Sharn. A dangerous and lawless region of theof Sharn. A dangerous and lawless region of the

City of Towers.City of Towers.   

CannithCannith. A dragonmarked house . A dragonmarked house associatedassociated

with the Mark of Making.with the Mark of Making.   

Changeling Changeling .. A race of shapeshifters found inA race of shapeshifters found in

Khorvaire.Khorvaire.   

. A district in the Upper Dura ward. A district in the Upper Dura ward

of Sharn. Known as a reliable source of of Sharn. Known as a reliable source of capablecapable

adventurers.adventurers.   

CrownCrown. A copper coin with a . A copper coin with a value of 1 cp.value of 1 cp.

  ..

CyreCyre. One of the Five Nations that formed the. One of the Five Nations that formed the

Kingdom of Galifar, Cyre was known for art andKingdom of Galifar, Cyre was known for art and

            

and is now known as the Mournland.and is now known as the Mournland.   ..

DaanviDaanvi.. The plane of order.The plane of order.   

DaaskDaask.. A criminal organization with ties toA criminal organization with ties to

the monstrous nation of Droaam. Primarilythe monstrous nation of Droaam. Primarily

associated with violent crime and extortion.associated with violent crime and extortion.

  

Dark SixDark Six.. The sinister counterpart to theThe sinister counterpart to the

Sovereign Host. The deities of the Dark SixSovereign Host. The deities of the Dark Six

embody dangerous forces: death, darkness,embody dangerous forces: death, darkness,

destruction, treachery, chaos, passion. Mostdestruction, treachery, chaos, passion. Most

followers of the Sovereign Host view the Darkfollowers of the Sovereign Host view the Dark

Six as evil, but their followers believe that theSix as evil, but their followers believe that the

forces they represent are important aspects of life.forces they represent are important aspects of life.

  

DaelkyrDaelkyr..         

of Madness. Daelkyr create aberrations andof Madness. Daelkyr create aberrations and

            

The daelkyr are currently bound in Khyber byThe daelkyr are currently bound in Khyber by

seals created by the Gatekeeper druids.seals created by the Gatekeeper druids.   ..

Dal QuorDal Quor.. The plane of dreams.The plane of dreams.   

DarguunDarguun. A nation in southeast Khorvaire.. A nation in southeast Khorvaire.

Primarily populated by goblins who seized thePrimarily populated by goblins who seized the

region from Cyre during the Last War.region from Cyre during the Last War.   ..
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Demon WastesDemon Wastes. A barren region in. A barren region in

northwestern Khorvaire. The Demon Wastesnorthwestern Khorvaire. The Demon Wastes

are twisted by dark powers and home to are twisted by dark powers and home to a widea wide

         

DeneithDeneith.. A dragonmaA dragonmarked house assrked house associatociateded

with the Mark of Sentinel.with the Mark of Sentinel.   

Devourer, theDevourer, the. A deity of the Dark Six, often. A deity of the Dark Six, often

associated with the Tempest domain.associated with the Tempest domain.   

DhakaanDhakaan.. A goblin empire that existedA goblin empire that existed

before humanity came to Khorvaire. Destroyedbefore humanity came to Khorvaire. Destroyed

              

  ..

Dol ArrahDol Arrah. The Sovereign of Sun and. The Sovereign of Sun and

              

associated with the Light and War domains.associated with the Light and War domains.

  

Dol DornDol Dorn. The Sovereign of Strength and. The Sovereign of Strength and

Steel. A deity of the Sovereign Host, oftenSteel. A deity of the Sovereign Host, often

associated with strength, courage, and the Warassociated with strength, courage, and the War

domain.domain.   

DolurrhDolurrh.. The realm of the dead, whereThe realm of the dead, where

mortal souls go after death. Many faiths believemortal souls go after death. Many faiths believe

that Dolurrh is a gateway to a higher level ofthat Dolurrh is a gateway to a higher level of

existence.existence.   

Draconic ProphecyDraconic Prophecy.. Signs of the ProphecySigns of the Prophecy

manifest in the movement of the moons andmanifest in the movement of the moons and

planes, in the manifestation of dragonmarksplanes, in the manifestation of dragonmarks

and natural phenomena. The Prophecy doesn’tand natural phenomena. The Prophecy doesn’t

                  

take.take.   

Dragonmark.Dragonmark. A mark that manifests on A mark that manifests on

the skin and grants magical abilities to thethe skin and grants magical abilities to the

bearer. There are twelve known dragonmarks.bearer. There are twelve known dragonmarks.

              

set of bloodlines.set of bloodlines.   ..

Dragonmarked HousesDragonmarked Houses. An alliance of. An alliance of

families that carry a particular dragonmark;families that carry a particular dragonmark;

House Cannith carries the Mark of Making,House Cannith carries the Mark of Making,

House Sivis holds the Mark of Scribing. EachHouse Sivis holds the Mark of Scribing. Each

dragonmarked house has used the power of itsdragonmarked house has used the power of its

              

of the magical economy of Khorvaire.of the magical economy of Khorvaire.   

DragonshardDragonshard.. A form of crystal with mysticalA form of crystal with mystical

properties.properties.     are found inare found in

upper earth and are the primary fuel of theupper earth and are the primary fuel of the

magical economy.magical economy.     are foundare found

deep below the surface and used with bindingdeep below the surface and used with binding

enchantments.enchantments.    fall from the skyfall from the sky

and amplify magical energies.and amplify magical energies.   

DroaamDroaam.. A nation in western Khorvaire.A nation in western Khorvaire.

Droaam was formed ten years ago and isn’tDroaam was formed ten years ago and isn’t

recognized under the Treaty of Thronehold.recognized under the Treaty of Thronehold.

Its inhabitants are largely creatures consideredIts inhabitants are largely creatures considered

to be “monsters”: ogres, trolls, gnolls, harpies,to be “monsters”: ogres, trolls, gnolls, harpies,

medusas, and similar creatures.medusas, and similar creatures.   

Dreaming DarkDreaming Dark            

be manipulating mortal dreams.be manipulating mortal dreams.   

EberronEberron.. 1. One of the legendary Progenitor1. One of the legendary Progenitor

Dragons, said to be the source of natural life Dragons, said to be the source of natural life andand

druidic magic. 2. The natural world.druidic magic. 2. The natural world.   

Eldeen ReachesEldeen Reaches.. A nation in westernA nation in western

Aundair, formed by an alliance between theAundair, formed by an alliance between the

druids of the western woods and farmers whodruids of the western woods and farmers who

broke away from Aundair.broke away from Aundair.   

Emerald Claw Emerald Claw . The Order of the Emerald. The Order of the Emerald

Claw is a group of Karrnathi patriots who serve aClaw is a group of Karrnathi patriots who serve a

              

Many follow the Blood of Vol Many follow the Blood of Vol faith, but mostfaith, but most

followers of the Blood of Vol don’t support thefollowers of the Blood of Vol don’t support the

Emerald Claw.Emerald Claw.   

ExcoriateExcoriate. A dragonmarked heir who’s been. A dragonmarked heir who’s been

                  

against the house.against the house.   

EvericeEverice.. An arctic continent in Eberron.An arctic continent in Eberron.

  

FerniaFernia..          

Five NationsFive Nations. Aundair, Breland, Cyre,. Aundair, Breland, Cyre,

            

as the foundation of the Kingdom of Galifar andas the foundation of the Kingdom of Galifar and

were the primary combatants in the Last War.were the primary combatants in the Last War.

  

ForgeholdForgehold. A Cannith workshop focusing on. A Cannith workshop focusing on

arcane production or innovation.arcane production or innovation.   

Foundling Foundling . Someone who develops a. Someone who develops a

dragonmark without having any established tiesdragonmark without having any established ties

to one of the dragonmarked houses.to one of the dragonmarked houses.   ..

FrostfellFrostfell.. An arctic continent in Eberron.An arctic continent in Eberron.

  

Fury, theFury, the. A deity of the Dark Six, associated. A deity of the Dark Six, associated

with passion, madness, and vengeance.with passion, madness, and vengeance.   

GalifarGalifar. A human civilization that once. A human civilization that once

dominated the continent of Khorvaire, nameddominated the continent of Khorvaire, named
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after the king who established it. Galifar cameafter the king who established it. Galifar came

to an end when the Five Nations turned on to an end when the Five Nations turned on oneone

another, triggeering the Last War.another, triggeering the Last War.   ..

Ghaal’darGhaal’dar.. The alliance of goblin clans thatThe alliance of goblin clans that

established and currently rule the nation ofestablished and currently rule the nation of

Darguun.Darguun.   

GhallandaGhallanda.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Hospitality.with the Mark of Hospitality.   ..

Greater DragonmarkGreater Dragonmark.. A dragonmark thatA dragonmark that

has grown in size and grants greater powers tohas grown in size and grants greater powers to

the character that possesses it.the character that possesses it.   ..

IrianIrian.. The plane of light and hope. The sourceThe plane of light and hope. The source

of positive energy in Eberron.of positive energy in Eberron.   

 Jorasco Jorasco.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Healing.with the Mark of Healing.   ..

KalashtarKalashtar.. A hybrid race formed by a bondA hybrid race formed by a bond

between humans and renegade spirits from thebetween humans and renegade spirits from the

plane of dreams. Primarily found in the nation ofplane of dreams. Primarily found in the nation of

Adar in Sarlona.Adar in Sarlona.   ..

KarrnathKarrnath. A nation in northeastern. A nation in northeastern

Khorvaire. Known for stoicism and martialKhorvaire. Known for stoicism and martial

discipline. One of the Five Nations that formeddiscipline. One of the Five Nations that formed

the Kingdom of Galifar.the Kingdom of Galifar.   ..

Keeper, theKeeper, the. A deity of the Dark Six, often. A deity of the Dark Six, often

associated with the Death and associated with the Death and Grave domains.Grave domains.

  

KhoravarKhoravar.. The half-elves of Khorvaire useThe half-elves of Khorvaire use

this term—Elvish for “child of Khorvaire”—asthis term—Elvish for “child of Khorvaire”—as

the name of their race.the name of their race.   ..

KhorvaireKhorvaire.. A continent in Eberron. Home ofA continent in Eberron. Home of

the Thronehold nations.the Thronehold nations.   ..

KhyberKhyber.. 1. One of the legendary Progenitor1. One of the legendary Progenitor

                  

evil creatures. 2. The Underdark of Eberron.evil creatures. 2. The Underdark of Eberron.

  ..

Kol KorranKol Korran. The Sovereign of World and. The Sovereign of World and

Wealth. A deity of the Sovereign Host associatedWealth. A deity of the Sovereign Host associated

with trade and travel.with trade and travel.   

KundarakKundarak.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Warding.with the Mark of Warding.   ..

KythriKythri.. The plane of chaos.The plane of chaos.   

LamanniaLamannia.. The plane of nature.The plane of nature.   

Last WarLast War          

which of the Five Nations would rule Galifar.which of the Five Nations would rule Galifar.

The Last War began in 894 YK. The Last WarThe Last War began in 894 YK. The Last War

                  

Treaty of Thronehold.Treaty of Thronehold.   

Lhazaar Lhazaar PrincipaliPrincipalitiesties. An alliance of. An alliance of

city-states in northeastern Khorvaire. Known forcity-states in northeastern Khorvaire. Known for

ships and sailors, and for both merchants andships and sailors, and for both merchants and

pirates.pirates.   

Library of Korranberg Library of Korranberg . Located in Zilargo,. Located in Zilargo,

the Library of Korranberg is widely consideredthe Library of Korranberg is widely considered

to be the most extensive collection of literatureto be the most extensive collection of literature

and general knowledge in Khorvaire.and general knowledge in Khorvaire.   

LyrandarLyrandar.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Storms.with the Mark of Storms.   ..

MabarMabar.. The plane of darkness and entropy.The plane of darkness and entropy.

The source of negative energy in Eberron. ServesThe source of negative energy in Eberron. Serves

the role of the Shadowfell in Eberron.the role of the Shadowfell in Eberron.   

Magewright Magewright . Someone who uses arcane. Someone who uses arcane

magic as part of their occupation. A typicalmagic as part of their occupation. A typical

magewright knows 1 to 4 practical cantrips ormagewright knows 1 to 4 practical cantrips or

rituals.rituals.   

Manifest ZoneManifest Zone.. A region where one ofA region where one of

          

zone usually displays traits associated with thezone usually displays traits associated with the

connected plane, and it can serve as a portal toconnected plane, and it can serve as a portal to

that plane.that plane.

MedaniMedani.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Detection.with the Mark of Detection.   ..

Mockery, theMockery, the. A deity of the Dark Six, often. A deity of the Dark Six, often

associated with the Trickery and War domains.associated with the Trickery and War domains.

  

Morgrave UniversityMorgrave University.. Located in the UpperLocated in the Upper

Menthis Plateau ward of Sharn, MorgraveMenthis Plateau ward of Sharn, Morgrave

University is the largest institute of learning inUniversity is the largest institute of learning in

Breland.Breland.     ..
MournlandMournland. Formerly the nation of Cyre, the. Formerly the nation of Cyre, the

Mournland is an unnatural wasteland createdMournland is an unnatural wasteland created

by the Mourning. It is home to by the Mourning. It is home to many dangerousmany dangerous

        

  

Mourning Mourning .. The mystical cataclysm thatThe mystical cataclysm that

destroyed the nation of Cyre and transformeddestroyed the nation of Cyre and transformed

it into the Mournland. The Mourning tookit into the Mournland. The Mourning took

place on 20 Olarune 994 YK. The cause of theplace on 20 Olarune 994 YK. The cause of the

Mourning remains a mystery.Mourning remains a mystery.   ..

Mror HoldsMror Holds.. A mountainous nation inA mountainous nation in

eastern Khorvaire. Primarily inhabited byeastern Khorvaire. Primarily inhabited by

dwarves. Known for its mines and mineraldwarves. Known for its mines and mineral

wealth.wealth.   ..
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OlladraOlladra. The Sovereign of Feast and Fortune.. The Sovereign of Feast and Fortune.

A deity of the Sovereign Host often associatedA deity of the Sovereign Host often associated

with the Life and Trickery domains.with the Life and Trickery domains.   

OnatarOnatar.. The Sovereign of Fire and Forge. AThe Sovereign of Fire and Forge. A

deity of the Sovereign Host often associated withdeity of the Sovereign Host often associated with

the Forge and Knowledge domains.the Forge and Knowledge domains.   

Q’barraQ’barra.. A nation in eastern Khorvaire.A nation in eastern Khorvaire.

Home to lizardfolk and dragonborn, it wasHome to lizardfolk and dragonborn, it was

colonized by settlers from the Five Nationscolonized by settlers from the Five Nations

during the Last War.during the Last War.   

OrienOrien.. A dragonmarked house associated withA dragonmarked house associated with

the Mark of Passage.the Mark of Passage.   ..

Path of Light Path of Light .. A kalashtar religion that seeksA kalashtar religion that seeks

to guide Eberron through an age of to guide Eberron through an age of darknessdarkness

and into light. Often associated with the Life andand into light. Often associated with the Life and

Light domains.Light domains.   ..

PhiarlanPhiarlan.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Shadows.with the Mark of Shadows.   ..

RisiaRisia.. The plane of ice.The plane of ice.   

SarlonaSarlona.. A continent in Eberron. Home ofA continent in Eberron. Home of

humanity and the kalashtar. Dominated by thehumanity and the kalashtar. Dominated by the

Inspired lords of Riedra. There is Inspired lords of Riedra. There is limited contactlimited contact

between Khorvaire and Sarlona.between Khorvaire and Sarlona.   

Shadow, theShadow, the. A deity of the Dark Six, often. A deity of the Dark Six, often

associated with the Knowledge domain.associated with the Knowledge domain.   

Shadow MarchesShadow Marches.. A region of swamps inA region of swamps in

southwestern Khorvaire. Primarily inhabited bysouthwestern Khorvaire. Primarily inhabited by

orcs, humans, and half-orcs.orcs, humans, and half-orcs.   

ShifterShifter. A race thought to have ties to. A race thought to have ties to

lycanthropes, primarily found in the Eldeenlycanthropes, primarily found in the Eldeen

Reaches.Reaches.   ..

SiberysSiberys.. 1. One of the legendary Progenitor1. One of the legendary Progenitor

Dragons, thought to be the source of celestialsDragons, thought to be the source of celestials

and magic. 2. The ring of dragonshards thatand magic. 2. The ring of dragonshards that

circles the world.circles the world.   

Silver FlameSilver Flame.. A source of divine energy, theA source of divine energy, the

            

              

Light, and War domains.Light, and War domains.   

SivisSivis.. A dragonmarked house associated withA dragonmarked house associated with

the Mark of Scribing.the Mark of Scribing.   ..

SkycoachSkycoach..             

city of Sharn. Skycoaches are sustained by thecity of Sharn. Skycoaches are sustained by the

manifest zone around Sharn and can’t be usedmanifest zone around Sharn and can’t be used

elsewhere in Khorvaire.elsewhere in Khorvaire.   

SovereignSovereign. 1. One of the deities of the. 1. One of the deities of the

Sovereign Host; occasionally used to describeSovereign Host; occasionally used to describe

the Dark Six. 2. A coin with a the Dark Six. 2. A coin with a value of one silvervalue of one silver

piece (1 sp).piece (1 sp).   

Sovereign Host Sovereign Host .. The most widespreadThe most widespread

religion in Khorvaire. The Host is a pantheon ofreligion in Khorvaire. The Host is a pantheon of

nine deities. Followers believe the Sovereigns arenine deities. Followers believe the Sovereigns are

          

Most people worship the pantheon as a whole,Most people worship the pantheon as a whole,

but there are variations that focus on subsets ofbut there are variations that focus on subsets of

the host.the host.   

StormreachStormreach.. The largest human colony inThe largest human colony in

Xen’drik.Xen’drik.   ..

SyraniaSyrania.. The plane of peace. Known for itsThe plane of peace. Known for its

     

Talenta PlainsTalenta Plains.. A nation in easternA nation in eastern

        

  ..

TarkananTarkanan.. House Tarkanan is a criminalHouse Tarkanan is a criminal

organization primarily associated with theftorganization primarily associated with theft

and assassination. Members have aberrantand assassination. Members have aberrant

dragonmarks.dragonmarks.   

TharashkTharashk.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Finding.with the Mark of Finding.   ..

ThelanisThelanis.. The Faerie Court. This plane servesThe Faerie Court. This plane serves

the role of the Feywild in Eberron.the role of the Feywild in Eberron.   

ThraneThrane. A nation in central Khorvaire.. A nation in central Khorvaire.

Known for devotion and the Church of the SilverKnown for devotion and the Church of the Silver

Flame. One of the Five Nations that formed theFlame. One of the Five Nations that formed the

Kingdom of Galifar.Kingdom of Galifar.   ..

ThroneholdThronehold.. This island city was the formerThis island city was the former

              

the Last War was negotiated and signed here.the Last War was negotiated and signed here.

Thronehold NationThronehold Nation.. A nation in KhorvaireA nation in Khorvaire

recognized by the Treaty of Throneholdrecognized by the Treaty of Thronehold

and bound by the terms of the and bound by the terms of the treaty. Thetreaty. The

Thronehold nations are Aundair, Breland,Thronehold nations are Aundair, Breland,

Darguun, the Eldeen Reaches, Karrnath, theDarguun, the Eldeen Reaches, Karrnath, the

Lhazaar Principalities, the Mror Holds, Q’barra,Lhazaar Principalities, the Mror Holds, Q’barra,

the Talenta Plains, Thrane, Valenar, andthe Talenta Plains, Thrane, Valenar, and

Zilargo.Zilargo.   

ThuranniThuranni.. A dragonmarked house associatedA dragonmarked house associated

with the Mark of Shadow.with the Mark of Shadow.   ..

Traveler, theTraveler, the. A deity of the Dark Six, often. A deity of the Dark Six, often

associated with the Forge and Trickery domains.associated with the Forge and Trickery domains.

  

Treaty of ThroneholdTreaty of Thronehold. The agreement that. The agreement that

brought the Last War to an end.brought the Last War to an end.   
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Tyrants, theTyrants, the. A criminal organization. A criminal organization

primarily comprised of changelings andprimarily comprised of changelings and

doppelgangers. Associated with forgery,doppelgangers. Associated with forgery,

blackmail, and fraud.blackmail, and fraud.   

TwelveTwelve.. An organization that facilitatesAn organization that facilitates

communication and cooperation between thecommunication and cooperation between the

Dragonmarked Houses.Dragonmarked Houses.   

Undying Court Undying Court .. The council of deathlessThe council of deathless

elves that guides and protects the elves ofelves that guides and protects the elves of

Aerenal. As a source of divine power, Aerenal. As a source of divine power, oftenoften

associated with the Grave, Knowledge, and associated with the Grave, Knowledge, and LightLight

domains.domains.   

 Valenar Valenar.. 1. A nation in southeastern1. A nation in southeastern

Khorvaire. Established by elf mercenaries whoKhorvaire. Established by elf mercenaries who

seized the territory from Cyre. 2. One of the elvesseized the territory from Cyre. 2. One of the elves

who seized this region. Valenar elves known forwho seized this region. Valenar elves known for

their devotion to the arts of war.their devotion to the arts of war.   

 Wandslinger Wandslinger. Someone who uses an arcane. Someone who uses an arcane

focus as a primary weapon. NPC wandslingersfocus as a primary weapon. NPC wandslingers

typically know 2 cantrips, and up to threetypically know 2 cantrips, and up to three

additional cantrips or spells.additional cantrips or spells.   

 Warforged Warforged.. A race of sentient golems createdA race of sentient golems created

by House Cannith during the Last War. Theby House Cannith during the Last War. The

Treaty of Thronehold granted freedom toTreaty of Thronehold granted freedom to

the warforged and forbid the creation of the warforged and forbid the creation of newnew

warforged.warforged.   

Xoriat Xoriat .. The plane of madness.The plane of madness.   

YK YK .. “Year of the Kingdom.” A calendar“Year of the Kingdom.” A calendar

abbreviation used to mark the foundation ofabbreviation used to mark the foundation of

the Kingdom of Galifar. By default, an Eberronthe Kingdom of Galifar. By default, an Eberron

campaign begins in 998 YK.campaign begins in 998 YK.   

Xen’drikXen’drik.. A continent in Eberron. OnceA continent in Eberron. Once

home to an empire of giants, it’s now home to an empire of giants, it’s now a nation ofa nation of

ruins and mysteries.ruins and mysteries.   ..

ZilargoZilargo. A nation in the southern Khorvaire.. A nation in the southern Khorvaire.

Primarily populated by gnomes. Known forPrimarily populated by gnomes. Known for

elemental binding and the pursuit of knowledge.elemental binding and the pursuit of knowledge.
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